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indian tradition and modern scholarship 1 alike usually consider 
På∫ini’s grammar an almost automatic device to create correct Sanskrit 
sentences – its definitions and meta-rules (paribhåßå-s) steer the strings 
of operational rules in the build-up of forms. the definitions and some 
of the meta-rules are given in På∫ini’s grammar; other meta-rules have 
been established by a careful study of På∫ini’s formulations, by consid-

1. S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen, Patañjali’s Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, 
Bahuvrœhidvandvåhnika, Poona 1974, p.ii: “in its derivational aspect På∫ini’s gram-
mar works much like the machine mentioned by N.chomsky in Syntactic Structures” 
and Patañjali’s Mahåbhåßya, Kårakåhnika, Poona 1975, p.xvii “...both grammars, the 
Aß™ådhyåyœ and Cåndravyåkara∫a, being of a generative type, work like a machine. 
they work like a programmed machine designed to produce all correct Skt words. 
the words are produced in steps, each step corresponding to a particular state of the 
machine. in order to move from its initial state to the final state, the machine needs in-
structions, that is, symbols stating operational conditions. it is clear that these symbols 
should be sufficiently explicit to allow the machine to work mechanically.” Paul 
thieme, StII 8/9 (1982/83), p.15 (Kl.Schr. vol.ii, p.1182) was less emphatic: “it is not 
the description of the Sanskrit language, but a description of the regular word forma-
tion of Sanskrit… it is throughout mechanistic…” Note the different opinion of 
P.S.Subrahmaniam, Pa:∫ini’s Aß™a:dhya:yi:, Pune 1992, p.23 who denied that 
På∫ini’s grammar was intended as “a machine that automatically produces Sanskrit 
sentences.” rules like anyebhyo ’pi d®ƒyate (iii 3 130), itaråbhyo ’pi d®ƒyante (v 3 
14), anyeßåm api d®ƒyate (vi 3 137), gathered by G.cardona in Jambæ-jyoti (fs. 
munivara Jambævijaya, ahmedabad 2004, pp.91-107) show an observing rather than 
generative attitude: “Suffix X is seen also in others” etc., referring both to vedic and 
non-vedic usage.
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erations of accepted logical principles, and by the knowledge of the cor-
rect Sanskrit forms. Nothing can be meaningless in this great work of 
På∫ini’s, his followers declared, and the way in which he has formulat-
ed his rules can therefore give us indications as to his thinking. these 
meta-rules (together with the definitions and meta-rules given in the 
body of the grammar itself), once discovered, can guide the user secure-
ly in his application of the grammar, and lead him to the correct forms. 
Questioned why På∫ini did not give all these meta-rules in the body of 
the grammar, the traditional scholar would reply that some of the meta-
rules are so common-place that they needed no formal declaration, that 
they were taught by På∫ini’s predecessors and hence were well known, 
and that yet others might have been taught by På∫ini in his oral expla-
nation. these meta-rules – more than a hundred – not taught in the 
grammar itself, have been collected in special collections by indian 
scholars of grammar – from the Paribhåßå-v®tti ascribed to vyå∂i to 
Sœradeva’s Paribhåßå-v®tti and Någojœbha™™a’s Paribhåßêndu-ƒekhara. 2

a major concern of these meta-rules is the sequence in which the 
operational rules of På∫ini’s grammar are to be applied, and in case of 
a conflict, which of them takes precedence. the operational rules 
have, by traditional scholars, been placed in five categories of increas-
ing force: the preceding rule, the following rule, a nitya rule, an 
antara√ga rule, and an exception (apavåda), e.g. in Någojœbha™™a’s 
paribhåßå 38. 3 the first category (a following rule prevails over a pre-
ceding rule) is based on På∫ini’s rule i 4 2 vipratißedhe paraµ kåryam 
“in case of a conflict, the latter is to be done.” a rule is nitya if it ap-
plies whether the competing rule is applied or not, but removes the 
base for the application of the other rule (“bleeds” the other rule in 

2. in K.c.chatterji’s edition of candragomin’s grammar an appendix (part ii, 
Poona 1961, pp.396-398) contains a similar list of 86 meta-rules. Harßanåth miƒra (A 
critical Study of Chandra Vyakaran Vritti, New Delhi 1974), pp.165-173 was inclined 
to accept them as authentic, since they match the peculiarities of candragomin’s 
grammar. other collections of paribhåßå-s are mentioned by K.v.abhyankar in his 
introduction to the second edition of Kielhorn’s edition and translation of the 
Paribhåßenduƒekhara, part i, Poona 1962, pp.4-8 and his Preface to part ii, Poona 
1960, p.4 (all numbers of paribhåßå-s refer to this edition).

3. pærva-para-nityântara√gâpavådånåm uttarôttaraµ balœya∆ “of a preceding, 
subsequent, constant, interior and exception [rule] each following [rule] possesses 
greater force.”
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modern parlance). an antara√ga rule is triggered by a cause within a 
stem as opposed to a bahira√ga rule whose cause lies outside this 
stem. the relative force of nitya and antara√ga rules is deducted from 
the observation of På∫ini’s rules and the knowledge of the correct 
Sanskrit forms. the dominance of the exception or special rule 
(apavåda) over a general command (utsarga) is based on logical prin-
ciple. occasionally Patañjali made a distinction between apavåda 
(special rule) and anavakåƒatva (inability to apply otherwise). 4 He 
gave an example for the former: “curds shall be given to the 
Brahmins, buttermilk to Kau∫∂inya [who is also a Brahmin] – even if 
it is possible [that curds are given also to Kau∫∂inya], the giving of 
buttermilk turns off the giving of curds” 5 and the latter: “Let the brah-
mins eat (but) let må™hara and Kau∫∂inya serve (food); thus they both 
don’t eat now.” 6 Kau∫∂inya and må™hara are both brahmins them-
selves; in the former example Kau∫∂inya could conceivably receive 
curds as well (though that is not intended), in the latter Kau∫∂inya and 
må™hara are excluded from eating – but only for the time being. 
Kåtyåyana 7 twice declared that a rule was an apavåda, because it is 
anavakåƒa, “[b]ut it is not clear why he [i.e. Patañjali. H.S.] uses the 
term anavakåƒa wherever Kåtyåyana says apavåda.” 8 Later commen-
tators often used the terms apavåda and anavakåƒatva or 
niravakåƒatva synonymously as indeed in grammar the exception al-
ways is meant to supersede the general command. 9 

4. Bhagyalata Pataskar, Nagoya Studies in Indian Culture and Buddhism: 
Saµbhåßå 12 (1991), pp.1-8.

5. mahåbhåßya i p.115,2f. dadhi bråhma∫ebhyo dœyatåµ takraµ Kau∫∂inyåyêti 
saty api saµbhave dadhi-dånasya takra-dånaµ nivartakaµ bhavati; also iii 6,23-25 
and iii 315,9-13.

6. mahåbhåßya i 28,14f. bråhma∫å bhojyantåµ Må™hara-Kau∫∂i∫yau 
pariveviß™åm, iti nêdånœµ tau bhuñjåte.

7. mahåbhåßya ii 53,10 na vå ksasyânavakåƒatvåd apavådo gu∫asya; cf. ii 
326,18 na vânavakåƒatvåd apavådo maya™.

8. Bhagyalata Pataskar, Nagoya Studies 12 (1991), p.2.
9. George cardona, JIPh 1 (1970), p.67 fn.18; S.D.Joshi, in Essays on På∫ini, 

ed. D.D.mahulkar, p.52. Kåtyåyana and Patañjali differed on the conditions where 
apavåda-s prevail: Joshi/roodbergen, Patañjali’s Mahåbhåßya, Anabhihitåhnika on ii 
3 1, translation and notes, p.15; cf. below pp.14-16. cf. Någojœbha™™a on paribhåßå 57 
and K.v.abhyankar’s introduction to the second edition of Kielhorn’s edition and 
translation of the Paribhåßenduƒekhara, part i, p.30.
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But there are many difficulties and contradictions involved in the 
application of these meta-rules. one of the most important (asiddhaµ 
bahira√gam antara√ge “what is outside a stem is [regarded as] non-
effected in regard to [an operation] inside a stem”) 10 has so may ex-
ceptions that six supplementary meta-rules 11 had to be formulated to 
account for them – and in the end tradition had to admit that those me-
ta-rules that are inferred by studying På∫ini’s formulations (i.e., by the 
so-called jñåpaka-s) are not always valid. 12 Similarly the value of the 
nitya-prevalence is severely put in question, when several paribhåßå-s 
are required to let us know when a procedure that should be nitya by 
the given definition is not 13 – or is nitya in spite of an obstacle. even 
the first pairing that lets the later (para) rule prevail over the former 
(pærva) – supposedly stated by På∫ini himself in i 4 2 – has almost as 
many counterexamples as examples; Kåtyåyana and the ˙lokavårt-
tikakåra listed twenty-seven instances where the former rule instead 
seems to prevail over the later one (the so-called pærva-vipratißedha). 
this circumstance forced Patañjali in the end to claim that para here 
does not mean “following” but “desired” 14 in a blatant appeal to the 

10. Nr. 50 in Någojœbha™™a’s Paribhåßenduƒekhara.
11. Ibid., paribhåßå-s 51-56.
12. Ibid., paribhåßå 116 jñåpaka-siddhaµ na sarvatra “what is established by a 

jñåpaka is not universally [valid].” jñåpaka-s are peculiarities in the formulation of 
På∫ini’s rules that make sense only – and are necessary – if a certain meta-rule is accepted 
as valid. Någojœbha™™a recognized only meta-rules that were based either on general princi-
ples (nyåya) or jñåpaka-s – provided they are accepted in the vårttikas or the mahåbhåßya: 
Paribhåßenduƒekhara ed. [f.Kielhorn and] K.v.abhyankar, part i, Poona 1962, p.1 (jñåpa-
ka-nyåya-siddhåni bhåßya-vårttikayor nibaddhåni). Någojœ bha™™a has in many instances 
not followed his own definition: paribhåßå 95 is neither based on a general principle nor 
on a jñåpaka, but is an independent statement of Patañjali’s; paribhåßå 98 is based on a 
general principle but not taught in the mahå bhåßya, and paribhåßå 44 is based on a jñåpa-
ka but not found in the mahåbhåßya; cf. f.Kielhorn, Preface to his edition and translation 
of the Paribhåßenduƒekhara, 2nd ed, vol.ii, Poona 1960, pp. i and xii-xxii.

13. Ibid., paribhåßå-s 43-49. H.e.Buiskool, Pærvatråsiddham, p.65 and 74 observed 
that no rule of the aß™ådhyåyœ points in its formulation to the existence the nitya-paribhåßå.

14. mahåbhåßya i 306,9f. tad ya iß™a-våcœ para-ƒabdas tasyêdaµ graha∫am. vip-
ratißedhe paraµ yad iß™aµ tad bhavati. this interpretation was accepted by 
H.e.Buiskool, Pærvatråsiddham, amsterdam 1934, pp.74-76. J.Bronkhorst, From 
På∫ini to Patañjali: the Search for Linearity, Pune 2004, p.33 assumed that Patañjali 
referred to forms “desired [by På∫ini]” – for which the traditional interpretation (em-
bodied in Patañjali’s mahåbhåßya) would be the authority; this assumption does not 
remove the arbitrariness.
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user’s knowledge of the desired form, making the rule useless. 15 
faddegon 16 was the first to claim that På∫ini’s rule i 4 2 vipratißedhe 
paraµ kåryam was originally valid only in the eka-saµjñå section of 
the aß™ådhyåyœ (i 4 1 up to ka∂åra). there was no further impact of 
faddegon’s observation for many years. 17 in my 1956 Berlin disserta-
tion 18 i made the same proposal and so did Betty Shefts independently 
in her 1955 Yale dissertation, both published in the same year. 19 
though we were both, at different times, students of Paul thieme, i 
don’t recall hearing the suggestion from him during my student years 
with him; the rediscovery apparently was made independently. But 
Paul thieme laid the foundation for the rediscovery, when he stressed 
his utmost respect for the traditional scholars with their phenomenal 
command of the material and their incisive reasoning, while pointing 
out that there was no continuing tradition going back to På∫ini him-
self. we should accept their statements based of the strength of their 
reasoning, not on their say-so. only during the proofreading of my 
thesis i discovered faddegon’s earlier observation and referred to it in 
a footnote. 20 the next reference was to my thesis, 21 but soon cardona 
only referred only to his own papers and was in turn quoted by others 
as their source. the restricted view of i 4 2 has now been widely ac-
cepted, but some authors have been non-committal (S.m.Katre, 22 

15. though Patañjali invoked the doctrine thirteen times, he actually relied on 
the device only six times and found other ruses to achieve the desired result for the re-
maining thirty-three instances of pærva-vipratißedha suggested by Kåtyåyana and the 
˙lokavårttikakåra (Joshi/roodbergen, På∫ini vol.iv pp.21-28); cf. also the discussion 
by robert Birwé, Studien zu Adhyåya III der Aß™ådhyåyœ På∫inis, wiesbaden 1966, 
pp.52-63.

16. Barend faddegon, Studies on På∫ini’s Grammar, verhandeling der 
Koninglijke akademie van wetenschappen te amsterdam, amsterdam 1936, pp.26f.

17. faddegon’s student H.e.Buiskool made no reference to his teacher’s idea in 
his amsterdam doctoral thesis of 1934 (Pærvatråsiddham, amsterdam 1934) or in the 
english version of it published in Leiden 1939 under the title The Tripådœ, though he 
listed faddegon’s publication of 1936 in the bibliography of The Tripådœ.

18. Die Logik im Mahåbhåßya, Berlin 1961. the publication of it was delayed 
until 1961 because of my departure from the former east Germany in 1959.

19. B.Shefts, Grammatical Method in På∫ini: His Treatment of Sanskrit Present 
Stems, New Haven 1961, pp.28f. fn.33.

20. B.Shefts did not refer to faddegon’s work.
21. G.cardona, JIPh 1 (1970), pp.40f.
22. Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, trans. Sumitra m.Katre, austin 1987, p.77 (on i 4 2).
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r.N.Sharma 23) or have taken a negative attitude (robert Birwé, 24 frits 
Staal, 25 J.D.Singh 26). Joshi/roodbergen accepted the restricted view 
of i 4 2, but thought that the extended use fits in the majority of appli-
cations not too badly. 27

in my thesis 28 i had suggested that there was no general principle 
in På∫ini’s grammar (such as i 4 2 in the traditional interpretation) that 
guided the user of the grammar in their application of all the rules; the 
user was familiar with the Sanskrit language and was guided by this 
knowledge – in the words of Herman e.Buiskool: “in thus being led 
by his acquaintance with the resulting forms, the reader is naturally by 
no means prevented from acting as the intricate system of paribhåßå-
s, among which the prevalence-paribhåßå-s are the most important, 
may suggest him to.” 29 Patañjali at times relied on known usage, as 
when he referred to the actual use of forms like nib®hyate and nibarhi-
tum (from the root √b®h) where the internal nasal should not be 
dropped according to rules, and b®µhayati where it is retained, against 
expectations. Patañjali referred to these forms, saying that here “dele-
tion” (lopa) of the nasal “is seen” (d®ƒyate) in the case of the first two 
words, and “is not seen” (na d®ƒyate) in the third. 30 in the discussion 
of open or closed a-vowels (closed /a/, but open /å/ and /å3/) Patañjali 
relied on usage: “Neither in the word[ly use] nor in the veda is there 
an open (short) ă-sound. – what then? – a closed one. – that which 
exists, shall be [in the application of rules]” 31 and “Neither in the 
word[ly use] nor in the veda are there closed long or extended [å-
sounds and å3-sounds]. – what then? – open ones. – those that exist, 

23. rama Nath Sharma, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.ii, New Delhi 1990, 
p.208 (on i 4 2).

24. robert Birwé, Studien, 1966, pp.51-63.
25. Johan frederik Staal in Studies in the History of Linguistics, ed. Dell Hymes, 

Bloomington 1974, p. 68.
26. J.D.Singh in Charudeva Shastri Felicitation Volume, ed. Satyavrat Shastri et 

al., Delhi 1974 pp.282f.
27. S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.iv, pp. 7,16-

20, and 28.
28. H.Scharfe, Die Logik, pp.50f.
29. H.e.Buiskool, The Tripådœ, p.40.
30. mahåbhåßya i 52,12-14. 
31. mahåbhåßya i 15,14f. naîva loke na ca vede ’kåro viv®to ’sti. kas tarhi? 

saµv®ta∆. yo ’sti sa bhavißyati.
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shall be [in the application of rules].” 32 Kåtyåyana in his vårttika 5 on 
ii 1 36 had raised the question of the gender in adjectival compounds 
in expressions like bråhma∫ârthaµ paya∆, bråhma∫ârtha∆ sæpa∆ or 
bråhma∫ârthå yavågæ∆ “milk/soup/rice-gruel for the brahmins,” to 
which Patañjali replied: “injunction of gender (for the adjectival com-
pound) is unnecessary as it follows the world.” 33 on another occasion, 
Patañjali relied on the “usage of the learned” (ƒiß™a-prayoga) to avoid 
non-standard (colloquial, Prakrit influenced) forms like å∫apayati. 34 

my remark came in for some criticism by G.cardona 35 who asked 
“whether, in extending the scope of i.4.2, commentators and interpret-
ers of På∫ini simply misused a rule or, on the contrary, extended cer-
tain principles justified by other aspects of På∫ini’s grammar.” in the 
following pages cardona elaborated several such principles that, in his 
opinion, provide an equally potent alternative guide. even if cardona 
should be correct, the extended use of i 4 1 would still be a misuse if 
measured against the author’s intentions as well as philological princi-
ple. “they extended the principle of paratva to operation rules 
proper,” 36 i.e., beyond the definition rules for which it was formulated.

cardona’s solution consists essentially in lopping off the begin-
ning of paribhåßå 38 and relying only on nitya, antara√ga, and 
apavåda. the principle of apavåda is natural in a description like 
På∫ini’s that is based on complement of the general (såmånya) and the 
particular (viƒeßa), formulated as utsarga “general rule” and apavåda 
“particular/excepting rule.” the general rule that root final /h/ is re-
placed by /∂h/ before certain consonants is set aside for roots begin-
ning with /d/ where it is replaced by /gh/; thus we obtain lœ∂ha from 
√lih, but dugdha from √duh (viii 2 31f.). the nitya/anitya principle 37 

32. mahåbhåßya i 16,8f. naîva loke na ca vede dœrgha-plutau saµv®tau sta∆. kau 
tarhi? viv®tau. yau stas tau bhavißyata∆.

33. mahåbhåßya i 390,18f. li√gaµ aƒißyaµ lokâƒrayatvål li√gasya. in the first 
example, the words are neuter, in the second masculine, and in the third feminine.

34. mahåbhåßya i 259,12f. ƒiß™a-prayogåd å∫apayaty-ådœnåµ niv®ttir bhavißyati.
35. G.cardona, JIPh 1 (1970), p.41 and På∫ini. A Survey of Research, the 

Hague 1976, p.191 (also Birwé, Studien zu Adhyåya III der Aß™ådhyåyœ På∫inis, 
pp.60f.).

36. G.cardona, JIPh 1 (1970), p.48.
37. the first reference to it is found in the vårttikas of Kåtyåyana, e.g. i 1 56 

vårtt.12 (mahåbhåßya i 137,3), i 3 60 vårtt. 4 (mahåbhåßya i 286,9f.).
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is derived from observation of På∫ini’s procedure: after the personal 
ending -ti is attached to the root √tud (*tud-ti), two operations could 
apply, namely the addition of the stem-forming affix -a- (by iii 1 77) 
or gu∫a-replacement for the penultimate sound (by vii 3 86). if the 
latter is applied first (> *tod-ti), the stem-forming affix -a- could still 
be attached, resulting in a wrong form *tod-a-ti; but if the former is 
applied first (> tud-a-ti), vii 3 86 cannot be applied, since /u/ is no 
longer the penultimate sound before -ti. thus the rule iii 1 77 is nitya, 
prevailing over vii 3 86 and resulting in the correct form tudati. 38 

the antara√ga/bahira√ga principle again is derived from obser-
vation of På∫ini’s procedure and appears in two forms: between words 
and word-internally. in a sequence *a-yaja-i Indra-am the internal 
phonemic rules must be applied first, resulting in *ayaje Indram, and 
only then the external phonemic rules, giving the correct form ayaja 
Indram “i worshipped indra.” 39 in the build-up of the instrumental 
singular feminine pa™vyå from *pa™u-œ-å by the nitya principle the re-
placement œ>y before a vowel must precede the replacement u>v be-
fore a vowel, because it will take place whether /v/ replaces /u/ or not. 
this would result in the incorrect form *pa™uyå, 40 which can be avoid-
ed by recourse to rule i 1 57 41: this rule retains for the replacement of 
a vowel (caused by a following element) its original quality as far as a 
preceding sound is concerned. But the correct form could also be at-
tained by recourse to the antara√ga principle: in the build-up of 
((pa™u)œ)å the process “u>v before œ” is closer to the stem than the 
process “œ>y before å.” in other words, the cause /œ/ for the former 
process is inside the stem compared to the cause /å/ for œ>y (which is 

38. Någojœbha™™a, Paribhåßenduƒekhara on paribhåßå 42; cf. Kielhorn’s trans. 
p.211 fn.1.

39. mahåbhåßya i 307,9-21; cardona, JIPh 1 (1970), p.52. if the external sandhi 
would be applied first, *a-yaja-i Indra-am would wrongly result in *ayajêndram.

40. Gåthå avestan fem. instr. sg. vaŋhuyå, though strikingly similar (J.Schmidt, 
Die Pluralbildungen der indogermanischen Neutra, weimar 1889, p.212f. fn.1; J.
wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, vol.iii pp.169f.) may actually be bi-syllabic 
with the letter u merely indicating a shading of the consonant cluster: robert S. P. 
Beekes, A Grammar of Gatha-Avestan, Leiden 1988, p.20.

41. i 1 57 [56 sthånivad ådeƒo] aca∆ parasmin pærva-vidhau “a [vowel replace-
ment] conditioned by the following element [is treated like the original vowel] with 
respect to an operation on what precedes it.”
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added only later). that, according to Patañjali 42 and cardona, is the 
only possible procedure for the formation of the feminine instrumental 
singular kartryǻ) with accent on the final syllable. if, on the other 
hand, in a sequence *kart®-œ-å the nitya rule œ>y were applied first 
(*kart®-yå) and ®>r second, the desired accent on the final vowel will 
not result. But if in *((kart®)œ)å the antara√ga substitution ®>r is ef-
fected first, the accent will shift from the vocalic ® to the following œ 
(*kartrœ́-å) and by the following replacement œ>y to the final å (kar-
tryǻ) in accordance with vi 1 174 43 which rules that the endings are 
accented if the accented final vowel of a stem has been replaced by a 
semivowel and is preceded by a consonant. Patañjali, though, left him-
self another way out of the dilemma: by paribhåßå 79 a consonant is 
discounted when it comes to an accent rule. 44 one may doubt that 
På∫ini had this example in mind. the attestation of forms like kartryǻ 
in accented texts is extremely rare and ambiguous, 45 and pitch accents 
as a feature of the spoken language had probably long since faded 
away in Patañjali’s time, making him a witness of doubtful value. 

the principle of the antara√ga-paribhåßå can be defended on lin-
guistic grounds as “immediate constituent analysis” (r.wells 46). 
cardona formulated his vision of På∫ini’s procedure thus: “after af-
fixes are introduced which will condition operations, one works out-
wardly from the innermost brackets; all operations conditioned by 
these affixes which can obtain are then put in effect; once one has 
worked to the outermost brackets, one does not return to the interior 
unless an exterior operation has supplied the conditions for an interior 

42. mahåbhåßya i 145,8.
43. vi 1174 [159 udåtta∆ 173 nady-ajådœ] udåtta-ya∫o hal-pærvat “[the femi-

nine suffix -œ and case suffixes beginning with a vowel are accented] after a semivow-
el replacing an accented vowel that is preceded by a consonant.”

44. mahåbhåßya i 145,20f. svara-vidhau vyañjanam avidyamånavad bhavati “in 
[respect to] a rule which is given with reference to an accent, a consonant is regarded 
as not existing”; cf. also mahåbhåßya i 206,21f.: consonants are perceived as having 
accents by their proximity to the vowels which are the real carriers of the accent.

45. J.wackernagel und a.Debrunner, Altindische Grammatik, vol. iii, pp.165-
173.

46. rulon S.wells, Language 23 (1947), pp.81-117.
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operation.” 47 or, as P.Kiparsky 48 put it: “the first new point is that 
På∫ini should have adopted a form of the antara√ga-principle, i.e. 
word-internal cyclicity, for it is in fact rather well motivated by pho-
nology/morphology interactions in Sanskrit. the second new point is 
that På∫ini could not have done for reasons internal to his system.” 
even after accepting the reduced the role of the para-vipratißedha-rule 
in På∫ini’s grammar, cardona still accepted the awkwardness of the 
antara√ga, nitya and apavåda metarules with their numerous by-laws, 
sounding like an astronomer defending Ptolemaios’ cycles and epicy-
cles (whose number had reached 79 by the sixteenth century) 49 even 
after copernicus had published his De Revolutionibus Orbium 
Coelestium in 1543. 50 

the difficulties with the antara√ga-paribhåßå in Någojœbha™™a’s 
Paribhåßenduƒekhara have been expounded by J.Bronkhorst 51 who 
differentiated subclasses of this paribhåßå. in recent publications 
S.D.Joshi and P.Kiparsky 52 have limited the range of the antara√ga-
paribhåßå to a “word integrity rule” that puts word-internal processes 
ahead of interactions between words. at the same time, they expanded 
the nitya/anitya principle to the siddha/asiddha principle which has 
the advantage that at least asiddha is a term used by På∫ini himself - 
nitya/anitya, antara√ga/bahira√ga and utsarga/apavåda are not. 53 
Joshi and Kiparsky formulated the rule as sarvatra siddham 54 or sar-

47. G.cardona, JIPh 1 (1970), p.55.
48. P.Kiparsky, On the Architecture of På∫ini’s Grammar, pp.53f.
49. The Columbia History of the World, ed. John a.Garraty and Peter Gay, New 

York, 8th printing 1987, p.685.
50. tycho Brahe, the great Danish astronomer, offers a striking parallel. He ac-

cepted copernicus’ view that the movements of the planets circled around the sun, but 
stuck to the traditional geocentric view: the sun, together with the planets and the fir-
mament rotated around the earth (thomas S.Kuhn, The Copernican Revolution, 
cambridge/mass. 1957 repr. 1985, pp.200-209).

51. J.Bronkhorst, Tradition and Argument in Classical Indian Linguistics, 
Dordrecht 1986.

52. S.D.Joshi and P.Kiparsky in Current Approaches to Phonological Theory, 
ed. Daniel a. Dinnsen, Bloomington 1979, pp.223-250.

53. they are first attested in Kåtyåyana’s vårttikas: nitya in iii 454,20, nityatva 
in i 286,9; antara√ga/bahira√ga in iii 84,4f.; utsarga/apavåda in ii 11,15.

54. in: Current Approaches, p.228. they were anticipated by H.e.Buiskool, 
Pærvatråsiddham, who (on p.26) referred to the rules vi 1 1 up to viii 1 with sarva-
tra siddham and declared (on p.128) “afgezien van vi 4 22 en gedeeltelijk van vi 1 
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vatra siddhavat 55 which is neither contained in the aß™ådhyåyœ nor 
formulated as a general doctrine in the mahåbhåßya but takes its inspi-
ration from expressions like sarvatra siddham, referring to the correct 
operation of individual rules, in the mahåbhåßya. 56 with the exception 
of four sections where the siddha-principle is expressly negated 57 (i 1 
56 sthånivad ådeƒo ’nal-vidhau, vi 1 86 ßatva-tuk.or asiddha∆, vi 4 
22 asiddhavad atrâbhåt, and viii 2 1 pærvatrâsiddham) all rules ap-
ply to each other. the para-vipratißedha-rule applies only in the eka-
saµjñå-section which usually is taken to extend to ii 2 38, but which 
S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen recently 58 redefined as the section i 4 
1 to ii 1 3, i.e. virtually only the fourth påda of adhyåya i. Joshi and 
Kiparsky made frequent use of the utsarga/apavåda principle. 59

the Joshi-Kiparsky scheme is obviously an improvement over the 
traditional hierarchy (pærva-para-nitya-antara√ga-apavåda) and 
cardona’s attempt (nitya-antara√ga-apavåda). it restricts the pærva-
para principle to the eka-saµjñå section and avoids the terms nitya 
and antara√ga for which there is no indication in the aß™ådhyåyœ. 
instead it relies on the concept of siddha which – while not explicit in 
the aß™ådhyåyœ – is plausibly implied in the concept of asiddha. when 
På∫ini said in vi 1 86 and viii 2 1 that some rules are asiddha (or 
asiddhavat in vi 4 22) in a certain sphere, it probably indicates that 

86 is een sætra steeds siddha ten opzichte van een ander, wanneer beide sætra’s in i–
viii 1 voorkommen” (with the exception of vi 1 22 and partially vi 1 86 a sætra is 
always siddha with respect to another, if both sætra-s occur in i–viii 1). Patañjali’s …
sarvatra siddhaµ bhavati mahåbhåßya i 330,16f.) refers only to the definition of 
saµpradåna in i 4 32.

55. Kiparsky, On the Architecture of På∫ini’s Grammar, p.13.
56. mahåbhåßya i 121,8 and 330,16.
57. on these exceptions see below pp.54-64. there are also rules that block an 

otherwise applicable rule in certain situations, as vi 1 37 na saµprasåra∫e 
saµprasåra∫am “there is no vowel replacement for a semivowel before such a vowel 
replacement.”

58. S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen in Indian Linguistic Studies (fs. cardona), 
Delhi 2002, pp.112-120. it seems odd, that the reference would be to ka∂åra in ii 1 3, 
which is itself only a reference to ka∂åra in ii 2 38; but if one accepts with the authors 
that the samåsa section (ii 1 3 - ii 2 37) is an insertion (by På∫ini himself?), the origi-
nal reference could still have been to ii 2 38 and was reconfigured as a reference to ii 
1 3, after the insertion was made. 

59. e.g., S.D.Joshi, in Essays on På∫ini, ed. D.D.mahulkar, Simla 1998, pp.50-
56; Paul Kiparski, On the Architecture of På∫ini’s Grammar, pp.8-12.
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rules are siddha elsewhere, or as Joshi and Kiparsky put it, sarvatra 
siddham or sarvatra siddhavat. it is less certain what we are to under-
stand from this term. it is suggested that the siddha-principle is similar 
to the nitya-principle, or, in other words, “environment-changing rules 
apply first.” 60 Kåtyåyana 61 defined asiddha as ådeƒa-lakßa∫a-
pratißedhârtham and utsarga-lakßa∫a-bhåvârtham “blocking the sub-
stitution rule and asserting the basic/original rule” and Kiparsky said: 
“or, to use terms common in linguistics, asiddhatva blocks bleeding 
and feeding between rules.” 62 to define siddha, Kiparsky turned 
Kåtyåyana’s definition of asiddha around; ådeƒa-lakßa∫a-bhåva and 
utsarga-lakßa∫a-pratißedha “assertion of the substitution rules and 
blocking of the basic/original rule.” Kiparsky said: “in almost any der-
ivation, the application of one rule creates scope for another rule to 
apply, that rule applies creating scope for a third rule, and so on.” 63 

the relation of utsarga and apavåda is so well grounded in com-
mon sense that its application was less in need to be taught in the body 
of the grammar. But there are problems nevertheless. Patañjali occa-
sionally distinguished two forms of special rules: apavådatva and 
anavakåƒatva as pointed out above (p. 5). applied to the grammar, it 
works as follows: in the build-up of certain verb forms, vi 1 1 teaches 
that the first syllable of roots is reduplicated (e.g., pa[c]påca from the 
root √pac), vi 1 2 that of roots beginning with a vowel the second syl-
lable is reduplicated, e.g., a™i™ißati from the root √a™). though it would 
be possible for the second rule to take effect after the first, the maxim 
tells us that the second rule must supersede the former, because its 
sphere (roots beginning with a vowel) is completely contained within 
the sphere of the first (all roots). 

But if a special rule would have no chance to operate (anavakåƒa 
or niravakåƒa) unless it overruled a general rule (in its own narrow 
sphere), the general rule might still apply afterwards, if the conditions 

60. P.Kiparsky, Some Theoretical Problems, p.87.
61. vårttika 1 on vi 1 86 (mahåbhåßya iii 65,9). J.Bronkhorst, JIPh 8 (1980), 

p.79 believed that Kåtyåyana’s definition is more fitting for asiddhavat than asiddha. 
in my opinion it is not necessary to assume that Kåtyåyana was unclear about the dis-
tinction of asiddha and asiddhavat (see below p.56).

62. Kiparsky, Some Theoretical Problems, p.78.
63. Ibid., p.79.
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allow it. take the formation of the word råmåyåm “in the dark one” 
(loc.sg.fem.): the locative case ending √i is replaced by åm after a fem-
inine noun ending in -å (vii 3 116), resulting in *råmå- √i > *råmå-
åm; these nouns receive also the augment yå∂ (vii 3 113). the substi-
tution √i>åm would have no opportunity to apply after the addition of 
the augment yå which would separate it from the word stem: hence the 
substitution takes place first (*råmå-åm), and since the conditions for 
the addition of the augment are still present, vii 3 113 is enacted as 
well: *råmå-yå-åm > råmåyåm. 64

the situation is different in the next case. vii 4 60 teaches that in 
the reduplication syllable only the initial consonant remains (*pac-
påc-a > papåca), deleting the last sound of it. vii 4 97 teaches that /œ/ 
replaces [the last sound] of √ga∫ in the aorist form *a-ga∫-ga∫-at. 
Patañjali rejected the notion that the /œ/ replacement overrules the dele-
tion of the final consonant as an apavåda, but he insisted that it would 
do so on the grounds that there would be no opportunity whatever for 
the taking place of it, if it did not supersede the elision of /∫/ 
(anavakåƒatva). Now rule vii 4 60 (elision of the final consonant) can 
no longer apply, since the /∫/ is gone (it has been replaced by /œ/). an 
undesired form *a-ga-œ-ga∫at would result. for this reason Kåtyåyana 
had to introduce a paribhåßå: na vâbhyåsa-vikåreßv apavådasyôt-
sargâbådhakatvåt “or not, for as changes of a reduplicative syllable 
are concerned, a special rule does not block a general rule.” 65 Now the 
elision of the final /∫/ takes place first, and subsequently /œ/ is substi-
tuted for the final of what remains (of the reduplicative syllable, i.e. 
for the /a/ of ga): *a-gœ-ga∫at, resulting finally (by vii 4 62) in 
ajœga∫at “he counted.” Kåtyåyana’s vårttika is a crude ad hoc correc-
tion of the utsarga/apavåda principle; the siddha-principle would of-
fer a simpler solution. 

while Patañjali here made a distinction between apavåda and 
anavakåƒa, the term apavåda is often used for both concepts: in 
Kåtyåyana’s vårttika 2 on vii 4 82 (just quoted) and paribhåßå 58 kva 

64. Paribhåßenduƒekhara on paribhåßå 57.
65. mahåbhåßya iii 357,1 (vårttika 2 on vii 4 82). Similar is paribhåßå nr.66 in 

Någojœbha™™a’s Paribhåßenduƒekhara: abhyåsa-vikåreßu bådhya-bådhaka-bhåvo nâsti 
“So far as changes of a reduplicative syllable are concerned, rules (which teach those 
changes) do not supersede one another.”
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cid apavåda-vißaye ’py utsargo ’bhiniviƒata iti “Some-times the gen-
eral rule takes effect even where the apavåda has been applied.” 
Joshi 66 regretted this: “unfortunately, in the Sanskrit grammatical tra-
dition the two concepts have not strictly been kept separate.”

But even with the modifications proposed by cardona, Joshi, and 
Kiparsky, there are still features that make På∫ini’s grammar some-
thing less than a well-oiled word-generating machine. is it not odd, 
that the rules stating an exception must be applied first, before the 
general rule can be applied? and how does the user know beforehand, 
which rule is the general rule (utsarga) and which the exception 
(apavåda) – or the exception to an exception? Patañjali offered two 
similar procedures: pærvaµ hy apavådå abhiniviƒante, paƒcåd ut-
sargå∆. prakalpya vâpavåda-vißayaµ tata utsargo ’bhiniviƒate “for 
first the exceptions come up [into one’s mind], afterwards the general 
rules. or after setting aside all that falls under the exception, then the 
general rules comes up [into one’s mind].” 67 the first is, according to 
Någojœbha™™a, the approach of one who is guided solely by the rules of 
grammar, the second of one who is guided solely by the forms of the 
Sanskrit language. either way, attention must first be given to the ex-
ception. 

På∫inian scholars in india no doubt had an almost unbelievable 
command of the grammar 68 which they had memorized at an early 
age; but even for them the demands to achieve the correct application 
of the rules sometimes must have appeared daunting. the sætras i 4 

66. S.D.Joshi in Essays on På∫ini, p.52; also The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.iv, 
p.9. cf. also Joshi/ roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Anabhihitåhnika, p.15.

67. mahåbhåßya i 463,1f.; paribhåßå-s 62 and 63 in Någojœbha™™a’s 
Paribhåßenduƒekhara.

68. m.m.Deshpande reported that each of the 32 pådas of the aß™ådhyåyœ is “di-
vided into groups of twenty rules, with the final group remaining as an odd lot. then a 
mnemonic string is created by selecting the first word from rules 1, 21, 41, 61, 81, 
etc.” to get the position of an individual rule, one keeps reciting from that rule on-
ward until one reaches one of these markers. one can thus quickly get their number 
and the relative position with regard to other rules (madhav m. Deshpande, in 
Language and Text. Studies in Honour of Ashok R. Kelkar, ed. r.N.Srivastava et al., 
Delhi 1992, pp.18-20). the amazing virtuosity of Sanskrit scholars and their com-
mand of the grammatical rules are evident in the grammatical riddles enjoyed by tra-
ditional scholars: Nalini Balbir in Jambæ-jyoti (fs.munivara Jambævijaya, 
ahmedabad 2004), pp.269-309.
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15-17 extend the definition of what is termed pada “word” to certain 
stems that a treated like words (e.g., the stem in the instrumental plu-
ral payas+bhis > payobhis). these include (in i 4 16 [14 padam] s-it.i 
ca) stems with a suffix that has a tag 69 /s/ (e.g., GHas). i 4 18 creates a 
sub-class called bha for noun stems with a suffix beginning with ei-
ther a vowel or /y/. we are faced with a dilemma: are words with a 
suffix like yas to be termed pada (by i 4 16: having a tag /s/) or bha 
(by i 4 18: beginning with /y/); they are allowed only one name (by i 4 
1) and the one taught later should prevail (by i 4 2). Generally rule i 4 
18 y-ac.i bham should be prevail over i 4 16 s-it.i ca, either by being 
taught later or as a special rule or apavåda of the preceding definitions 
of a pada – but instead i 4 16 is a nirvakåƒa exception of i 4 18 y-ac.i 
bham. why? there are only four suffixes with a tag /s/: GHas (v 1 
106), CHas (iv 2 114), yas (v 2 138), and yus (v 2 123) 70 that are real-
ized as -iya, -œya, -ya, and -yu, i.e. they all begin with either a vowel or 
/y/ and fall thus completely under the parameter of i 4 18. rule i 4 16 
would therefore have no opportunity to apply (i.e., no word having a 
suffix with a tag /s/ would be called pada); it must therefore supersede 
i 4 18: hence all words with suffixes with a tag /s/ are called pada – 
even if they begin with a vowel or /y/. But to know that, one must be 
aware, that there are only these four suffixes with the tag /s/ and that 
all of them begin with either a vowel or /y/ – otherwise i 4 16 would 
have an application and would not supersede i 4 18. 71 can we take 
this awareness for granted? and would any grammarian have de-
signed his work based on such an assumption? 

even more outlandish is the following. By iii 2 139 the suffix 
ksnu is attached to the roots √glå, √ji and √sthå (and to √bhæ by iii 2 
138); but instead of the desired word sthåsnu we would get *sthœßnu, 

69. “tag” is a better translation of it or anubandha than “marker,” because tech-
nical accents and nasalizations, and the retroflexation of /∫/ and /ß/ in the Dhåtupå™ha, 
are also markers, but they are not tags. for the translation “tag” see Joshi/roodbergen, 
Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya. Paspaƒåhnika, Pune 1986, p.188 fn.796. cf. Kåtyåyana’s 
vårttika 13 on i 3 2 (mahåbhåßya i 259,7) svarânubandha-jñåpanåya which distin-
guishes between (technical) accents and anubandha-s.

70. cardona, JIPh 1 (1970), p.46 erroneously referred to vii 1 1 where, howev-
er, YU (–› aka) is quoted, not yus (which is not replaced by -aka).

71. See G.cardona, ibid.
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since by vi 4 66 the tag k would call for the substitution of /œ/ for /å/. 
the most common role of the tag k is, as every På∫inœya knows, the 
denial of gu∫a and v®ddhi substitutions to the preceding element by i 1 
5 k-√-it.i ca. we want this denial in the case of the suffix ksnu in iii 2 
139, but not the effect of vi 4 66 [63 k-√-it.i] GHU-må-sthå-gå-på-
jahåti-såµ hali that rules in a substitute /œ/ for the final of the named 
roots before an årdhadhåtuka suffix beginning with a consonant that 
has a tag k or √. we want jiß∫u “victorious” rather than *jeß∫u. 72 
Kåtyåyana was aware of the problem and proposed four amendments 
to deal with each of the four roots. 

Patañjali, following a quoted older stanza (a so-called ƒloka-
vårttika), suggested another possible solution: the suffix in iii 2 139 
is basically gsnu rather than ksnu where the original g is replaced with k 
by regular sandhi – avoiding thus the unwanted effect of vi 4 66, 
while the gu∫a-blocking feature is preserved by including g in i 1 5 as 
*g-k-√-it.i ca, resulting by sandhi in the attested sætra i 1 5 k-√-it.i ca. 
this fleeting suggestion – that was not known to Kåtyåyana 73 and was 
not used by Patañjali in his discussion of rule i 1 5 or by Bhart®hari in 
his mahåbhåßyadœpikå on that passage – was accepted by Jayåditya 74 
and Bha™™ojidœkßita 75 as well as L.renou, 76 G.cardona 77 and 

72. jiß∫u is attested from the Ìgveda onward, sthåsnu first in Baudhåyana ˙rau-
tasætra iii 29,7f. (vol.i, p.180,6 in c.G.Kashikar’s ed.) and ˙å√khåyana ˙rautasætra i 
11,1.

73. it is important that Kåtyåyana was aware of the problem and tried to fix it, 
but was unaware of the device proposed by the author of the ƒloka-vårttika and by 
Patañjali – a potent argument against an authentic tradition concerning this interpreta-
tion.

74. in the Kåƒikå on i 1 5 and iii 2 139. Jayåditya was identified as the author of 
these comments by Jinendrabuddhi in his Nyåsa on Kåƒikå i 1 5 (vol,i, p.85), 
Bha™™ojidœkßita in his ˙abdakaustubha (vol.i p.102) and others: ojihara Yutaka,  JIBS 
9.2 (1961), p.11f. = Mémorial OJIHARA Yutaka, tokyo 2007, pp.68f.

75. Siddhåntakaumudœ nrs. 2972 and 4139. in his ˙abdakaustubha on k√iti ca 
(vol.i p.102), though, he considered both alternatives equally: the notion of a /g/ hid-
den in k√iti and the proposal made by våmana (fn.79 below).

76. Louis renou, La grammaire de På∫ini, Paris 1966, p.4.
77. George cardona, På∫ini. His Work and its Traditions, Delhi 1988, p.66 (2nd 

ed. p.57); cardona defended his position in the preface to the second edition of this 
work, Delhi 1997, pp.xiii f. and simply stated it as a fact in his contribution “the or-
ganization of grammar in Sanskrit linguistics” to vol.1 of the History of Language 
Sciences, p.159. Note also the observations by Kamaleswar Bhattacharya in his re-
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r.N.Sharma; 78 våmana, 79 Purußottama, 80 Nåråya∫abha™™a, 81 
o.Böhtlingk,  82 S.m.Katre,  83 H.Scharfe,  84 S.D.Joshi and 
J.a.f.roodbergen, 85 and P.Kiparsky 86 did not. But since the voicing 
of the presumed tag g would be lost in iii 2 139 (ksnu) and the conso-
nant /g/ would be lost altogether in i 1 5 (k-√-it.i), the user of På∫ini’s 
grammar would have no inkling that a /g/ is hidden in these formula-
tions and he would, therefore, not be able to generate the correct forms 
(sthåsnu, but jiß∫u). 87 furthermore, if På∫ini intended to teach this 
distinction, he could surely have found a less ambiguous way of doing 
so. 88 the På∫inœyas clearly relied here, not on the strict application of 
På∫ini’s rules, but on their knowledge of the correct forms. 

abstruse as the suggested use of a tag g may seem, one might try 
to defend it as a legitimate scholastic device, if På∫ini’s grammar is 
seen as an iconic representation of the Sanskrit language (see below 

view of cardona’s På∫ini (2nd ed.), JAOS 127 (2007), p.103.
78. rama Nath Sharma, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.ii, New Delhi 1990, pp.9-

11.
79. in the Kåƒikå on vii 2 11. våmana was identified as the author of these 

comments by Jinendrabuddhi in his Nyåsa on Kåƒikå i 1 5 (vol,i, p.85) and others (see 
fn.74 above). våmana proposed an alternate solution to the problem – equally arbi-
trary but less complicated.

80. Bhåßåv®tti on i 1 5 (Louis renou, La grammaire de På∫ini, Paris 1966, p.4).
81. Nåråya∫abha™™a in his Prakriyåsarvasva (vol.ii p.69) followed the suggestion 

made by våmana. cf. S.v.iyer, Nåråya∫abha™™a’s Prakriyåsarvasva. A Critical 
Study. trivandrum 1972, pp.102f.

82. otto Böhtlingk, Pâ∫ini’s Grammatik, Leipzig 1887, p.2.
83. Sumitra m.Katre, Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, austin 1987, p.8.
84. H. Scharfe, JAOS 109 (1989), pp.654f.
85. S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, did not accept 

the inclusion of a /g/ in i 1 5 (vol.i, p.8) and vii 2 11 ƒryuka∆ kiti (vol.Xi, pp.26-28, 
where they also discussed the alternative interpretations) and remarked: “reading ad-
ditional anubandhas into a suffix to justify a desired form is a commentator’s device, 
often used by Patañjali” (vol.Xi, p.xv).

86. P.Kiparsky, Nagoya Studies in Indian Culture and Buddhism: Saµbhåßå 26 
(2007), pp.13-19.

87. G.cardona, På∫ini, 2nd ed. p.xiv conceded: “of course, the same speakers, as 
students of the aß™ådhyåyœ, have to interpret – or have interpreted for them by a com-
mentator – that k√iti is meant to refer to k g √.” cardona failed to explain though, how 
anybody, without a commentator and the knowledge of the desired outcome, could 
reach the interpretation endorsed by him.

88. P.Kiparsky, Nagoya Studies 26 (2007), pp.17, suggested that På∫ini could 
easily have included ksnu in rule vi 4 69 na lyap.i by saying instead *na ksnu-lyap.o∆.
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pp.87-90, 106). But even this attempt to salvage the traditional inter-
pretation would run into difficulties. the tag g is presumed to occur 
three times in the aß™ådhyåyœ: in i 1 5, iii 2 139, and vii 2 11 – but in 
all three instances it would have been eliminated by sandhi. 89 
therefore, the tag g never physically appears in På∫ini’s text. 
furthermore, the introduction of a tag g would be aimed solely at the 
sætra iii 2 139, indeed at the formation of a single word, viz. sthåsnu. 
that goes against På∫ini’s standard procedure and against Patañjali’s 
repeated statement: naîkam prayojanaµ yogârambhaµ prayojayati “a 
single application does not cause the formulation of a rule.” 90 
therefore even an iconic representation, where the tag g would be 
present but hidden in the formula, is not an acceptable justification. 
thus the question remains: how can På∫ini account for the word 
sthåsnu? the plain answer is: he cannot. Kiparsky considered it “a 
bug” and explained: “again, a unique root plus suffix combination, 
sthå-Ksnu, gives rise to an unforeseen application of a rule, an under-
standable oversight.” 91 the attestation of the word 92 makes it even 
possible that sthåsnu was not known to På∫ini at all.

the intensity of the recent debate, beginning with cardona’s 
claim in the first edition of his På∫ini, 93 followed by the critique of 
my review 94 of his book in his second edition 95 and then by 
Kiparsky’s remarks in JIPh 96 and cardona’s emphatic defense of his 
position (also in the second edition), and finally Kiparsky’s detailed 
critique 97 raises the questions if we will ever settle the dispute in our 

89. G.cardona, På∫ini, 2nd ed., p.xiv claimed that “in the aß™ådhyåyœ recited in 
continuous fashion A 1.1.4-5… (na dhåtulopa årdhadhåtuke kk√iti ca), with kk√iti (‹–
gk√iti).” on this alleged continuous recitation see below pp.43f. there is no credible 
attestation of such kk√iti.

90. e.g., mahåbhåßya i 68,16.
91. P.Kiparsky, in: Nagoya Studies 26 (2007), pp.18f. one might speculate that 

the root √sthå (leading up to sthåsnu, which is not attested in the older vedic texts) 
was added to rule iii 2 139 as an afterthought by På∫ini (or one of his followers) with-
out taking into account all consequences.

92. See above p.18 fn.72.
93. See above p.18 fn.77.
94. H. Scharfe, JAOS 109 (1989), pp.654f.
95. G.cardona, På∫ini, 2nd ed., pp.xiii f.
96. Paul Kiparsky, JIPh 19 (1991), p. pp.331-367.
97. Paul Kiparsky, Nagoya Studies 26 (2007), pp.13-19.
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lifetime. it brings to mind a remarkable observation by the great phys-
icist max Planck:

this experience gave me also an opportunity to learn a fact–a remarka-
ble one, in my opinion: a new scientific truth does not triumph by convinc-
ing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its oppo-
nents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it. 98

if this can be said about the “exact” sciences, it would appear that 
the situation in the humanities is even more precarious. 

Paul thieme put the problem how to apply På∫ini’s rules this 
way: “in order to understand rules of his that are not exceptionally 
simple, it is necessary first to know what they are supposed to teach: 
to-day, when his language does not any longer live, but has to be 
learned in school, a scholar who wants to freely handle and master his 
injunctions, must possess a stupendous memory and a tremendous 
amount of learning in the vast literature discussing the implicit sug-
gestions, silent assumptions and principles underlying his formula-
tions or supposed to underlie them.” 99

None of the many På∫inœyas whose works we have, has been able 
to apply På∫ini’s grammar without resorting from time to time to his 
knowledge of the forms taught. Not Kåtyåyana who had to posit a me-
ta-rule (vårttika 2 on vii 4 82) 100 to correct a short-coming and who 
listed thirty-three instances of pærva-pratißiddham, 101 not Patañjali 

98. max Planck, Scientific Autobiography and Other Papers, trans. frank 
Gaynor, westport 1949, p.33f. in the original German, max Planck, Wissenschaftliche 
Selbstbiographie, Leipzig 1948, p.22, wrote: “Dabei hatte ich Gelegenheit, eine, wie 
ich glaube, bemerkenswerte tatsache festzustellen. eine neue wissenschaftliche 
wahrheit pflegt sich nicht in der weise durchzusetzen, dass ihre Gegner überzeugt 
werden und sich als belehrt erklären, sondern vielmehr dadurch, dass die Gegner all-
mählich aussterben und dass die heranwachsende Generation von vornherein mit der 
wahrheit vertraut gemacht ist.” Similar skepticism was also voiced already by 
charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species (authorized edition from 6th english ed.; 
New York 1889; repr. New York and London 1927),vol. ii, pp.295f. See also thomas 
S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 2nd ed., enlarged, chicago 1970, 
p.151.

99. Paul thieme, Indian Culture 4/2 (1937/38), p.202 (Kl.Schr. p.565).
100. See above p.15 with fn.65.
101. S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.iv pp.21-27.
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who declared that the word para in i 4 2 denotes not “following” but 
“desired,” i.e., the form that we desire based on our knowledge of 
Sanskrit, 102 and not the innumerable På∫inœyas that, like Någojœbha™™a, 
relied on numerous contradictory meta-rules (paribhåßå) to guide 
them: antara√ga rules prevail over bahira√ga rules – but not when the 
absolutive suffixes are concerned (nr. 50, 54); apavåda-s prevail over 
utsarga-s – but not when the reduplicative syllable is concerned (nr. 
57, 58, 66), etc. all meta-rules inferred through a close reading of 
På∫ini’s grammar are not universally valid (nr.116). 103 in his comment 
on paribhåßå-s 114 and 116, 104 Någojœbha™™a referred to the avoidance 
of undesired forms as the final test in many instances – just as 
Patañjali did when he redefined para in i 4 2 as iß™a “desired.”

this line of argument can be traced back to Kåtyåyana. we can 
discern three levels of argumentation. on the first level he argued that 
På∫ini formulated a certain rule or formulated it in a certain way, in 
order to avoid undesired forms. He defended På∫ini’s rules i 4 62 
anukara∫aµ câniti-param “a sound imitation, if it is not followed by 
iti is also [called gati]” by saying that its purpose is to prevent unde-
sired forms. 105 

on a second level Kåtyåyana proposed amendments, because 
without them – in his opinion – the desired forms could not be ob-
tained. På∫ini had ruled in ii 4 79 tan-ådibhyas ta-thåso∆ “loss of /s/ 
after the roots √tan etc. before the personal endings -ta and -thås.” in 
his vårttikas 1 and 2 on this rule Kåtyåyana proposed two alternate 
amendments to either add åtmanepadam “middle voice” or ekavacan-
am “singular” to the rule and argued in vårttika 3 that without one or 

102. See above p.6 with fn.14.
103. H.e.Buiskool, Pærvatråsiddham, pp.76-80 already pointed out the hope-

lessly compromised structure of the traditional meta-rules.
104. on paribhåßå 114 he remarked: iß™a-siddhir eva na tv aniß™âpådanam “we 

derive only such results as may be desirable, but we must not derive any results that 
may be undesirable” and on 116 tena jñåpaka-siddha-paribhåßayâniß™aµ nâpådanœy-
am “we are not to derive from a meta-rule which is established by a jñåpaka any re-
sult that may be undesirable.”

105. vårttika 1 on i 4 62 (mahåbhåßya i 343,24) anukara∫asyêtikara∫a-paratva-
pratißedho ’niß™a-ƒabda-niv®tty-artha∆ “the restriction against having the sound imi-
tation being followed by the particle iti has the purpose to prevent undesired forms.”
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the other amendment wrong forms would result (aniß™a-prasa√ga∆). 106 
in another sætra, På∫ini had ruled in i 4 80 te pråg dhåto∆ “these [par-
ticles called gati] precede the root”; Kåtyåyana first proposed in his 
vårttika 2 on this rule an addition “in vedic literature they may also 
follow or be separate,” 107 but in his vårttika 4 108 he rejected both 
amendments as unnecessary “because no undesired forms are seen”; 
nobody says, explained Patañjali, *pacatipra when prapacati is de-
sired. 109 to give yet another example of this line of thought: in his 
vårttika 2 on iv 1 82 samarthånåµ prathamåd vå “after the first of 
the words with unified meaning commonly [one of the following tad-
dhita suffixes is added]” Kåtyåyana questioned the need to say 
prathamåd, because the intended meaning would not be expressed, if 
the suffix were attached to another than the first word. 110 

on a third level Kåtyåyana weighed different interpretations of a 
rule and rejected those that would result in undesired forms. På∫ini 
had ruled in iii 3 163 praißâtisarga-pråptakåleßu k®tyåƒ ca that “to 
denote order, permission, and appropriate time [besides the impera-
tive] also k®tya suffixes [are used].” Kåtyåyana dismissed the idea that 
this rule might be a restriction (“k®tya suffixes are used only to denote 
order, etc.”) because undesired results would ensue; indeed, k®tya suf-
fixes are used in a much wider range of meanings. therefore the rule 

106. vårttika 3 on ii 4 79 (mahåbhåßya i 496,1) avacane hy aniß™a-prasa√ga∆ 
“Because if that is not taught undesired [forms] would result.” we want only ataniß™a 
yæyam “you have extended” (plural active voice!) and not a form without /s/. Patañjali 
found a way out: though -ta could be a suffix of both active or middle voice, -thås oc-
curs only in middle voice, suggesting that its companion -ta is middle voice also – re-
sulting in a middle voice form without /s/.

107. mahåbhåßya i 345,16: vårttika 2 on i 4 80 chandasi para-vyavahita-
vacanaµ ca. this amendment has become part of the traditional text as sætras i 4 81 
chandasi pare ’pi and 82 vyavahitåƒ ca.

108. mahåbhåßya i 345,20: vårttika 4 on i 4 80 ubhayor anarthakaµ vacanam 
aniß™âdarƒanåt “the teaching of both [amendments] is meaningless, because no un-
wanted forms are seen.”

109. mahåbhåßya i 345,21f. …aniß™âdarƒanåt… na hi kaƒ cit prapacatîti prayok-
tavye pacatiprêti prayu√kte. Similar i 435,8-10 aniß™âdarƒanåt. na hi kiµcid aniß™aµ 
d®ƒyate. na hi kaƒcid råja-purußa iti prayoktave purußa-råja iti prayu√kte.

110. mahåbhåßya ii 234,9: vårttika 2 on iv 1 82 prathama-vacanaµ 
anarthakaµ na hy aprathamenârthâbhidhånam. we do not want to attach the patro-
nymic suffix to the word apatyam by iv 1 92 tasyâpatyam “his off-spring,” but to the 
name of a person represented by tasya: Upagor apatyam > Aupagava∆.
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is a positive injunction, needed because without it the wide ranging 
k®tya suffixes would be set aside by the special injunction to use the 
imperative suffixes. 111 in rule iv 2 100 ra√kor amanußye ’∫ ca “after 
ra√ku (the name of a region) besides the suffix -åyana also -a is at-
tached if the reference is not to a human.” we get rå√kavåya∫a or 
rå√kava “an antelope from ra√ku” but only Rå√kavaka “a man from 
ra√ku” by iv 2 134 manußya-tatsthayor vuñ “the suffix -aka is add-
ed if the adjective refers to a man or something on him.” Kåtyåyana 
wondered whether the restriction “if the reference is not to a human” 
is really necessary, if the suffixation of -aka blocks the suffixes -åya-
na and -a. or did På∫ini by stressing “not to a human” indicate that 
-åyana and -a can also be used to refer to “something on a human”? 
Kåtyåyana rejected this reasoning by saying that “this is not 
desired.” 112

Patañjali also carried on similar deliberations on his own initia-
tive. in the formation of a bahuvrœhi there is a problem with the suffix-
ation of pronouns. the common noun suffix -ka (taught in v 3 70) is 
superseded (by v 3 71) for indeclinables and pronouns by -aka (e.g., 
uccakais, ahakam, tvakam). Patañjali feared that from ahakaµ pitâsya 
“i am his father” wrongly a compound *makat-pit®ka∆ “having me as 
his father” could result, whereas matka-pit®ka∆ is desired; similarly 
*tvakat-pit®ka∆ instead of tvatka-pit®ka∆ “having you as his father.” 113 
to prevent these wrong forms, it was necessary to deny these pro-
nouns their name of ‘pronoun’ when they occur at the beginning of a 
bahuvrœhi. this is achieved by including these pronominal forms un-
der the “sarva etc.” in i 1 29 na bahuvrœhau “[sarva etc. are] not 
[called pronouns] in a bahuvrœhi compound.” Now only matka- and 

111. mahåbhåßya ii 167,1+4: vårttika 1 on iii 3 163 praißâdißu k®tyånåµ 
vacanaµ niyamârtham iti cet tad aniß™am and vårttika 2 vidhy-arthaµ tu ‘striyå∆ 
pråg’ iti vacanåt. rule iii 1 94 that would allow alternate forms cannot help reliably 
because it is challenged by iii 3 94.

112. mahåbhåßya ii 292,5+9: vårttika 1 on iv 2 100 ra√kor amanußya-
graha∫ânarthakyaµ manußya-tatsthayor vuñ-vidhånåt and vårttika 2 amanußye 
manußyasthe sphag-a∫or jñåpakam iti cen nâniß™atvåt. Patañjali stressed that only 
-aka is desired in reference to “something non-human found on a human.”

113. mahåbhåßya i 91,11f. ahakaµ pitâsya makat-pit®ka∆; tvakaµ pitâsya 
tvakat-pit®ka iti pråpnoti. matka-pit®ka∆ tvatka-pit®ka iti cêßyate. the stems aha/mad 
and tva/tvad are in a supplementary relation with asmad and yußmad.
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tvatka- are allowed at the beginning of the compound. But this comes 
at a heavy price. the formation of a compound is an operation involv-
ing outside elements (bahira√ga), whereas the forms ahakam, and 
tvakam are previous results of an internal (antara√ga) build-up. “How 
can you, however much you may so desire, allow the antara√ga-rule 
be overruled by the bahira√ga-restriction? a bahira√ga-rule overrules 
even antara√ga-rules” 114 – in contradiction to the commonly accepted 
meta-rule that internal operations prevail over external factors, and un-
der the weight of the obvious fact that *makat-pit®ka∆ and *tvakat-
pit®ka∆ are wrong forms.

in the famous debate between a grammarian and a charioteer/bard 
(sæta) the former asked: “who is the urger-on of this chariot (rathâsya 
pravet®)?” the sæta said: “Sir, i am the driver (pråjit®).” the gram-
marian said: “wrong word!” the sæta said: “Your excellence knows 
[only] what should result [from a mechanical application of the rules 
of grammar] but not what is desired [by good speech usage: such-and-
such a form is desired].” 115 Here it is clear that an application of gram-
matical rules without the guidance provided by knowledge of actual 
usage can lead the user astray. in this case the issue is essentially lexi-
cal. though pravet® is apparently formed correctly, the expression is 
not idiomatic; pravet® is not attested in any surviving texts.

in our times, George cardona while making an emphatic case for 
determinism 116 in the aß™ådhyåyœ, too, had to admit contradictions. 
after stating that “prior to applying morphophonemic replacements 
conditioned by affixes, affixes should be introduced” and “Here again, 
as with affixation, augmentation precedes the application of sound re-
placement rules” he continued: “there are cases where a sound re-

114. mahåbhåßya 91,12f. kathaµ punar icchatâpi bhavatå bahira√gena 
pratißedhenântara√go vidhi∆ ƒakyo bådhitum? antara√gån api vidhœn bahira√go vid-
hir bådhati.

115. mahåbhåßya i 488, 18-20 evaµ hi kaƒ cid vaiyåkara∫a åha: ko ’sya 
rathasya pravetêti? sæta åha: åyußmann ahaµ pråjitêti. vaiyåkara∫a åha: apaƒabda 
iti. sæta åha: pråpti-jño devånåµpriyo na tv iß™i-jña ‘ißyata etad ræpam’ iti.

116. G.cardona, JIPh 1 (1970), p.61 with fn.83, where he expressed his belief 
that “På∫ini nowhere requires” a knowledge of the language (i.e., of the desired 
forms) for the rules to be applied properly. cardona would not deny that a good com-
mand of the Sanskrit language is required for understanding the rules in the first place.
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placement must precede the introduction of an element.” 117 in teßåm 
(gen.pl.masc of tad) tad has to lose its final /d/ by vii 2 102, before in 
*ta[d]-åm the augment /s/ can be added to åm, because /s/ can only be 
added after a pronoun ending in /a/ (vii 1 52). *ta-såm finally (by vii 
3 103 and viii 3 57) emerges as teßåm. cardona concluded the argu-
ment: “an example such as teßåm does not, of course, counter the 
principle noted in section 4.2 above [i.e., in the preceding paragraph 
of cardona’s article. H.S.]. affixes and augments which serve as envi-
ronments for sound replacements must obviously be introduced before 
these morphophonemic rules can apply; in some cases, in order to in-
troduce an affix or augment which will be the environment for a sound 
replacement, it is necessary to let another sound replacement occur 
first.” 118 Here, as so often, the use of the words “of course” signals an 
author’s attempt to sneak in a weak argument under the radar, as it 
were. 

S.D.Joshi and S.Bhate who have studied the use of the particle ca 
in På∫ini’s grammar wrote towards the end of their study: “....the 
scope of the continuation of the components of the disjunctive state-
ment cannot be defined always by means of interpretative devices. 
Sometimes we have to take an ad-hoc decision depending on the actu-
al facts covered by the rule concerned” and “it is unfortunate that the 
final interpretation of rules does not depend only on the principle of 
coordination but also on external factors like attested usage.”  119

if then På∫ini’s grammar is nothing like “fowler’s automaton” 120 
to create correct Sanskrit words and sentences, how did it function? 
På∫ini’s grammar mirrors the Sanskrit language of his contemporaries 
– and any attempt to understand and apply På∫ini’s rules presupposes 
a good command of Sanskrit. Joshi 121 correctly differentiated between 

117. G.cardona, JIPh 1 (1970), pp.50f.
118. G.cardona, ibid., p.51.
119. S.D.Joshi and S.Bhate in Proceedings of the International Seminar on 

Studies in the Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, edd. S.D.Joshi and S.D.Laddu, Pune 1983, pp.207 
and 209.

120. murray fowler, JAOS 85 (1965), pp.44-47. the expression “fowler’s 
automaton” was coined by J.f.Staal, JAOS 86 (1966), p.206 (= J.f.Staal, Universals, 
chicago 1988, p.181).

121. S.D.Joshi in Essays on På∫ini, ed. D.D.mahulkar, pp.51 and 53. 
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the utsarga/apavåda principle of rule-organization and the utsarga/
apavåda principle of rule-application. all that his presentation has es-
tablished, however, is the validity of the former; it is the way På∫ini 
organized his material and his rules, and thus the utsarga/apavåda 
principle does not direct the user in his application of the grammar. it 
is the difference between a construction manual of a device (an engine 
or some computer software) whose patterns can often be discovered 
by “retro-engineering” on the one hand, and a user’s manual on the 
other – it is the former that Joshi and Kiparsky have achieved.
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The decoding of På∫ini’s Grammar

there is a strong tradition that På∫ini hailed from ˙alåtura (mod-
ern Låhur), some twenty miles north-west of attock Bridge, north of 
the Kabul river and west of the indus. even the extreme dates pro-
posed, ranging from 500 B.c. to about 350 B.c., 1 imply that he was a 
subject of the achaemenid empire, since the land west of the indus 
was a tributary of the Persian kings at least from the time of Darius 
and until alexander’s conquest of the empire. indeed, På∫ini’s lan-
guage is so close to the vedic usage that he can hardly be much later 
than 500 b.c. 2 På∫ini taught the formation of the word lipi-kara which 
probably meant “scribe.” 3 it is therefore probable that På∫ini knew 
some script and that the local language even had a word for it. it is an-
other question, if he himself could write. the script that he would 
have seen (or known), was first the aramaic script 4 that was used in 
the empire’s administration. until recently no aramaic texts had been 

1. recently suggestions have been made to lower På∫ini’s date, based on 
På∫ini’s reference (in v 2 120) to coins with an image (ræpya). Joe cribb, in South 
Asian Archaeology 1983, ed. J. Schotsmans and m.taddei, Naples 1985, pp.535-554 
claimed that indian punch marked coins probably originated in Gandhåra early in the 
4th century B.c. in imitation of Greek (and iranian) coins. But På∫ini may refer to 
Greek or Persian (dare‹koj) coins current in Nw india in his time. it is therefore not 
a conclusive argument for a very late date of På∫ini (ca. 350 b.c.) as oskar von 
Hinüber, Der Beginn der Schrift und frühe Schriftlichkeit in Indien, wiesbaden 1989, 
p.34, Harry falk, Schrift im alten Indien, tübingen 1993, pp.303f., and Jan e.m. 
Houben, Asiatische Studien Lvii (2003), p.162 have argued. minting of coins origi-
nated in western asia minor early in the sixth century b.c. and spread soon through 
Greece and Persia, with the first dare‹koj attested around 515 b.c.: Der Neue Pauly. 
Enzyclopädie der Antike, edd. Hubert cancik und Helmuth Schneider, vol.3 (Stuttgart 
1997), col.322 (dare‹koj) and vol.8 (Stuttgart 2000), coll.447f.; engl. Brill’s New 
Pauly, Encyclopaedia of the Ancient World, ed. christine f.Salazar, Leiden, vol.4 
(2004), col.90 and vol.9 (2006), col.148.

2. f.Kielhorn, Göttinger Nachrichten 1885, pp.186f. (Kl.Schr. pp.189f.); B.
Liebich, På∫ini, Leipzig 1891, pp.38-50; P.thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, p.80; P.
Kiparsky, På∫ini as a Variationist, p.249 fn.4. 

3. o.von Hinüber, Der Beginn der Schrift, p.57 mentioned the possibility that it 
could refer to a “painter” derived from the root √lip. But the old Persian word dipi 
“script” and the later indian use of lipi “script” argue against this suggestion.

4. oskar von Hinüber, Der Begin der Schrift, p.58; Harry falk, Schrift in alten 
Indien, p.258.
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found in the eastern provinces of the empire; 5 but now documents 
written in aramaic script on leather and wood in achaemenian times 
have been discovered in Bactria and published. 6 that is in accord with 
the fact that King aƒoka used the aramaic language and script (along 
with Greek language and script) in his inscriptions in eastern 
afghanistan, and also from the development of a derived indian 
script: the Kharoß™i 7 that shared with the aramaic script the forms of 
many letters, the right-to-left ductus, and the marking of the vowel on-
set. 8 while Kharoß™i retained the consonantal skeleton of the aramaic 
script, it developed a way of marking the vowels. Still, short and long 
vowels were not differentiated, and the consonant clusters so common 
in Sanskrit could be expressed only with difficulty. 

these were the scripts 9 that På∫ini could have used to write down 
his grammar. 10 we might speculate that he used such writing, inade-
quate as it was, to help in organizing his material; but it is hard to im-

5. that is also true of the elamite script and language that was used in the ad-
ministration of the empire and in inscriptions; but no traces have been found in the 
eastern provinces of the empire. there is a homology of På∫ini’s combination of het-
erophones, real sounds and tags (as in ßPHañ) and the Babylonian script with its ideo-
grams, phonetic sounds, and determinatives both before and after a word: Hans 
Jensen, Die Schrift, Berlin 1958, p.87 and Jerrold S.cooper in The World’s Writing 
Systems, ed. Peter t. Daniels & william Bright, New York 1996, pp.43, 52f., and 56.

6. Shaul Shaked, Le satrape de Bactriane et son gouverneur. Documents ara-
méens du IVe s. avant notre ère provenant de Bactriane, Paris 2004.

7. richard Salomon, Indian Epigraphy, New York 1998, p.13.
8. initial vowels would be indicated by attachments to the vowel onset as they 

are otherwise within the word indicated on the preceding consonant sign: ʔa, ʔi, ʔu 
just as ka, ki, ku; cf. r.Salomon, in The World’s Writing Systems, edd. Daniels, Peter 
t. & william Bright. New York 1996, pp.375. if the writing e.g. of the ˙ivasætras in 
Kharoß™i would be authoritative, it would create a problem. rule i 1 71 ådir antyena 
sahêtå rules that the first [sound] is combined with the last tag to comprise the whole 
sequence: ac comprises /a,i,u,e,o,ai,au/. But if ʔ comes first, ʔc would leave it unclear, 
where exactly the sequence begins: with ʔa, ʔi, ʔu, ʔe, ʔo, ʔai or ʔau. 

9. we have to give up the notion that På∫ini could have used the Bråhmœ script 
which was created well after his time: below p.32 fn.22. and p.44.

10. those modern scholars that, under influence of contemporary linguistics, 
speak of “right hand” and “left hand” context, when dealing with På∫ini’s suffixes or 
his sandhi rules, are in an awkward position when they are faced with a text written 
from right to left or with a strictly oral tradition. whenever På∫ini spoke of pærva and 
uttara (i 1 66f.) or para (iii 1 2) he clearly referred to temporal “earlier” and “later.”
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agine that his grammar could have been written down adequately. 11 
the grammar was passed on orally, with pitch accents and nasalized 
vowel tags (along with consonantal tags) added on as markers. a svar-
ita accent marked an adhikåra “heading,” and roots were marked in 
the Dhåtupå™ha with udåtta, anudåtta or svarita accents to indicate 
various peculiar features. vowels that served as indicative tags (anu-
bandha or, in På∫ini’s terminology, it) were nasalized. None of these 
articulative features have survived in our text of the aß™ådhyåyœ. 12 if a 
written form of the grammar was handed down along with the oral 
transmission, if would have played a secondary role in backing up the 
student’s memory. there is no way in which the pitch accents and na-
salization could have been indicated.

the earliest surviving work on På∫ini’s grammar are Kåtyåyana’s 
annotations (vårttika). at least six times Kåtyåyana referred to the in-
terpretation of other scholars with eke “[thus say] some,” 13 and once 
he rejected an idea expressed in a stanza later quoted by Patañjali: 14 
that stanza, too, and its author hence may well be older than 
Kåtyåyana. He probably lived further to the east and South and was 
familiar with the white Yajurveda that was popular in the eastern 
Ganges valley. Kåtyåyana obviously received the text of the 
aß™ådhyåyœ in a form that was deficient in several aspects. in i 2 27 æ-

11. See below pp.66-69.
12. an exception is i 1 17/18 uña æµ – because this is a quote from the well 

known padapå™ha of the Ìgveda (P.thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, p.129). it is not fair, 
when H.e.Buiskool, Pærvatråsiddham, p.33 and Tripådœ, p.155 ascribed to På∫ini an 
excessive “veneration for word-memory, primitive tendency of Hindu civilization” 
when the whole vedic culture was passed on in oral tradition, and whatever writing 
was available in some places (and only at late periods) was inadequate. we should al-
so stop speaking of “mnemotechnical devices” when speaking of På∫ini’s anubandha-
s, contractions, etc.; we would not call, e.g., (a+b)2 = a2 +2ab +b2 a mnemotechnical 
device but an algebraic formula.

13. f.Kielhorn, Indian Antiquary 16 (1887), p.103 (Kl.Schr. p.222): mahåbhåßya 
i 211,16; 365,9; ii 133,17; 216,6; iii 265,4; 377,12. an alleged seventh instance, viz. 
ii 19,21, is not a vårttika according to a.wezler, Bestimmung und Angabe der 
Funktion von Sekundär-Suffixen durch På∫ini, wiesbaden 1975, p.35 fn.66.

14. mahåbhåßya ii 398,13-15. the stanza (line 13) had suggested an explicit re-
striction that the suffix -in is proper only after the nouns ƒikhå etc.,  ika only after ya-
va, khada etc. Kåtyåyana (line 15, vårttika 1 on v 2 116) considered the restriction re-
dundant, since there are no such other forms in use: ƒikhin from ƒikhå, but yavika from 
yava etc.
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kålo ’j jhrasva-dœrgha-pluta∆ terms for vowels of three different 
lengths (short, long, protracted) are seemingly matched with a single 
example – and Kåtyåyana had to infer by exacting reasoning that æ-
kålo here is a contraction of u-æ-æ3-kålo “having the length of u, æ, 
and æ3,” an imitation of a rooster’s cry (or the cries of some other 
birds): “what has the length of u-æ-æ3 is short, long and 
protracted.” 15 Did Kåtyåyana still have an oral tradition of the accents 
(svara) and nasalized tags (anubandha), when he in his vårttika 13 16 
on i 3 1 demanded the recitation of the root list (dhåtu-på™ha) to show 
these technical accents and tags? or did he only know a Dhåtupå™ha in 
a form similar to the one now commonly attached to the 
Siddhåntakaumudœ, where groups of roots are called “accented and 
having unaccented tags” 17 etc., i.e. where the inherent characterization 
by recitation has been replaced by verbal description? 18 there is also 
doubt regarding his vårttika 3 on vi 1 67 ver ap®ktasya “or it comes 
out correctly, if (or: because) the /v/ is nasalized.” 19 would he have 
offered his solution as an option if he had actually known the sætra 
with a nasalized /v/? already franz Kielhorn pointed out that 

15. See below p.66.
16. mahåbhåßya i 259,8: vårttika 13 on i 3 1 svarânubandha-jñåpanåya ca; 

bhævådi-på™ha∆ must be supplied from vårttika 12 (ibid., line 4).
17. e.g. after i 37 edhâdaya udåttå anudåttêta åtmanebhåßå∆ “the roots édha 

(i.e. √edh) etc. are accented and have an unaccented tag.”
18. the tags in most instances pose no problem in the Dhåtupå™ha: all final con-

sonants are tags (it) by rule i 3 3 hal antyam (as are certain initial ones: i 3 5), and all 
final vowels in the Dhåtupå™ha are tags, since they were nasalized in the original (by i 
3 2 upadeƒe ’j anunåsika it). even though the nasal pronunciation in the Dhåtupå™ha 
was lost, the status of these vowels attached to roots was never in doubt – but their ac-
cent was. the accent could be ascertained by reasoning based on the desired forms or 
by an express verbal statement (as in modern versions of the Dhåtupå™ha). uncertainty 
prevails in the text of the grammar itself. is the vowel in the taddhita suffix cPHañ a 
tag? No; PH is replaced by -åyan- (according to vii 1 2) which, together with the re-
maining /a/ makes up the suffix -åyana (as in Kauñjåyana from Kuñja iv 1 98). the 
/u/ in tu (genitive singular to∆ in viii 4 40) is a tag by i 1 69 making /t/ comprise all 
dental consonants, but not in tuk (vi 1 71 hrasvasya piti k®ti tuk) because we want on-
ly /t/ attached in words like agni-ci-t, not /d/ or /dh/; but here /u/ is not used phoneti-
cally either. So what makes it disappear? for a possible solution see H. Scharfe, 
På∫ini’s Metalanguage, Philadelphia 1971 (memoirs of the american Philosophical 
Society vol.89), p.8 and below pp.69-72.

19. vårttika 3 on vi 1 67 (mahåbhåßya iii 45,18) vasya vânunåsikatvåt siddham.
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Kåtyåyana’s discussion of i 3 11 svaritenâdhikåra∆ “a heading is in-
dicated by a svarita accent” and the alternative interpretation svarite 
nâdhikåra∆ “it is not a heading when there is a svarita accent” pro-
posed by someone, 20 showed that Kåtyåyana did not know where the 
svarita accents were. Had he known the position of the svarita ac-
cents, he would have rejected the alternative interpretation as absurd. 
and regarding Patañjali, Kielhorn remarked “that Patañjali so far as 
the position of the svarita is concerned, did not feel bound by any 
written text, by any tradition going back to På∫ini himself.” 21 Paul 
thieme demonstrated the close similarity of Kåtyåyana’s vårttika-s 
(on På∫ini’s grammar) and Kåtyåyana’s våjasaneyi-pråtiƒåkhya, and 
he made it virtually a certainty that the two authors were one and the 
same. He called the Pråtiƒåkhya a grammar for reading: instead of just 
pronouncing the adverb antá∆ with an udåtta pitch, the author of the 
våjasaneyi-pråtiƒåkhya i 162 said (or wrote) antar anådy-udåttam 
“antar with high pitch not on the first syllable”. there are indications, 
as we shall see, that Kåtyåyana may have received the aß™ådhyåyœ in 
the form of a manuscript with continuous writing – something almost 
certainly true for Patañjali. 22 within a sætra, sandhi rules are observed 
with certain limitations due to the necessities of the meta-language. 23 

20. i.e., that the svarita accent marked the end of a section (mahåbhåßya i 
272,14-21).

21. f.Kielhorn, in Gurupæjåkaumudœ, (fs. a.weber), Leipzig 1896, pp.29-32 
(Kl.Schr. pp.290-293). a.c. Sarangi, Gleanings in the Sanskrit Grammatical 
Tradition, p.82, pointed out that Patañjali’s uncertainty whether rule ii 1 1 samartha∆ 
pada-vidhi∆ is an adhikåra or a paribhåßå shows the absence of accents in his text of 
the aß™ådhyåyœ: adhikåra-s were supposed to be marked with a svarita accent.

22. P.thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, pp.53 fn.1, 120f., 124 and 128f. if 
Kåtyåyana lived around 250 b.c. (H.Scharfe, (ZvS 85 [1971], pp.223-225), he could 
have had before him a text written in Bråhmœ script which was probably developed in 
the early years of the maurya dynasty: S.r.Goyal, in The Origin of the Bråhmœ Script, 
edd. S.P.Gupta and K.S.ramachandran, Delhi 1979, pp.1-53; o.von Hinüber, Der 
Beginn der Schrift, pp.59-62, H.falk, Schrift im alten Indien, p.165; S.r.Goyal, The 
Indica of Megasthenes. Its Contents and Reliability, Jodhpur 2000, p.33-56 and 
Bråhmœ Script, Jodhpur 2006; H.Scharfe, JAOS 122 (2002), pp.391-393. See also 
above pp.28-30 and below pp.74-76. a.c.Sarangi, Gleanings in the Sanskrit 
Grammatical Tradition, Delhi 1995, p.28 proposed four stages: (1) På∫ini’s text was 
written without accent marks, (2) later such marks were added, (3) then they were lost 
(before Kåtyåyana!), (4) the text was passed on without accent marks.

23. H.Scharfe, På∫ini’s Metalanguage, pp.9-12.
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thus i 4 56 pråg r-œƒvaråt “up to r-œƒvara” refers to i 4 97 adhir 
œƒvare (recited adhirœƒvare) “adhi in the meaning of ‘ruler over’.” it is 
remarkable that På∫ini felt the need to differentiate this word œƒvara in 
i 4 97 (by including the preceding consonant /r/) from the occurrences 
of the word œƒvara in ii 3 9 and 39, iii 4 13, and vii 3 30, even though 
the œƒvara in i 4 97 occurs first in the succession of rules.

we have no independent assurance that the division of sætras in our 
traditional text is always the one intended by På∫ini. in two sætras (iv 1 
163 jœvati tu vaµƒye yuvå “But when a senior ancestor is still alive, [the 
off-spring is called] yuvan” and viii 2 98 pærvaµ tu bhåßåyåm “But in 
ordinary speech [only] the first [final vowel is protracted]”) a phrase 
with tu in the second position is separate in our traditional text from the 
preceding sætra with which it shares the field of operation. in seven oth-
er sætras such a phrase is united with the preceding phrase in one sætra, 
e.g. i 2 37 [33 ekaƒruti 36 vibhåßå chandasi] na subrahma∫yåyåµ svar-
itasya tûdatta∆ “[everything may be spoken with even pitch in sacred 
literature;] not in the subrahma∫yå [formula], but a high pitch [is substi-
tuted] for the svarita.” 24 Joshi and roodbergen proposed to divide all 
these rules into two: because tu functions like a boundary marker, and 
because the second part contains an incompatible vidheya (predicate). 25 
our traditional text apparently is not consistent. is there a reason why in 
two instances the phrases with tu are separate, in seven instances not? 
the two phrases that are separate are longer and are formulated in nor-
mal Sanskrit without artificial terms. Hence their different status could 
well have been intended by På∫ini himself. i would therefore hesitate to 
follow the lead of Joshi and roodbergen.

the vårttikas are, according to a popular definition, an “investiga-
tion of what is said, has not been said, and said badly” 26 or, according 
to the great commentator Någojœbha™™a, “an investigation of what has 
not been said or said badly in the sætra.” 27 Någojœbha™™a’s more narrow 

24. other such sætras are ii 4 83; v 3 68; vi 1 99; vii 3 3; vii 3 26; viii 3 2.
25. S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen, Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol. ii p.63 and vol.viii 

pp.157-159.
26. in Hemacandras abhidhånacintåma∫i nr. 256 (p.42)  

 uktânukta-duruktârtha-cintåkåri tu vårttikam /
27. Någojœbha™™a, uddyota on i 1 1 vårttika 1: sætre ’nukta-durukta-cintåka-

ratvaµ vårttikatvam (rohtak ed., vol.i p.125).
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definition does not assume that Kåtyåyana would just explain passag-
es of the aß™ådhyåyœ; but often his discussion of a possible shortcom-
ing amounted to an explanation of what has been said, when he 
reached the conclusion that På∫ini’s formulation should stand as it is. 
among Kåtyåyana’s tools were emendations of På∫ini’s rules and a 
technique called yoga-vibhåga. 28 the latter term is usually translated 
as “division of a rule which has been traditionally given as one single 
rule, into two” 29 or “«scission d’une règle» en deux ou plus des 
deux…sans en modifier la teneur, ou à réaménager le text...” 30 the 
character of yoga-vibhåga becomes clearer when contrasted with 
sætra-bheda. 31 abhyankar defined sætra-bheda as “(1) splitting up of a 
grammatical rule (yogavibhåga); (2) change in the wording of a 
rule” 32 and renou, again more correctly, as “changement (dans la ten-
eur) d’un sæ.” 33 

sætra-bheda, first attested in a ƒlokavårttika quoted in the 
mahåbhåßya, 34 was defined by Patañjali: “Here something that is not 
done is postulated, and something that is done is rejected – this is 
made a sætra-bheda ‘cutting of the thread’.” 35 the term is used in re-

28. a ƒloka-vårttika quoted by Patañjali uses vigraha instead of yoga-vibhåga 
(mahåbhåßya i 200,16). G.v.Devasthali, Bulletin of the Deccan College Research 
Institute XXXv (1975), pp.42-48 studied several applications of yoga-vibhåga which 
he wrongly attributed to an attempt to “up-date” På∫ini’s grammar; however, 
Devasthali has offered no evidence that Kåtyåyana’s remarks referred to linguistic de-
velopments between På∫ini’s and himself. He criticized Kåtyåyana’s procedure to in-
clude such innovations by yoga-vibhåga in På∫ini’s grammar as “unhistorical.” 
Kåtyåyana, like På∫ini, was certainly not a historical linguist. He tried to interpret 
På∫ini’s rules in a way that would include forms known to him.

29. K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, 2nd ed., Baroda 1977, 
p.318.

30. L.renou, Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit, Paris 1942, pt.ii, p.64; cf. 
also L.renou, La Durgha™av®tti, pp.95-97. cf. earlier statements by f.Kielhorn, IA 16 
(1887), pp.179-181 and 247f. (Kl.Schr. pp.227-229 and 236f.).

31. Kåtyåyana used yoga for individual rules throughout, sætra possibly once 
(vårttika 1 of the paspaƒå; mahåbhåßya i 11,16) for the whole text of the grammar. 
Patañjali used sætra both for the whole text (i 39,11) and the individual rules in it (i 
296,11f.); individual rules were also called yoga (i 55,21).

32. K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary, p.432.
33. L.renou, Terminologie, pt. ii p.149.
34. mahåbhåßya ii 232,1.
35. mahåbhåßya ii 22,11f. iha kiµcid akriyamå∫aµ codyate kiµcic ca 

kriyamå∫aµ pratyåkhyåyate. sa sætra-bheda∆ k®to bhavati. Note meghadæta ii 9 
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ferring to the deletion of the vowel /¬/ in the samåhåra-sætra 2 (®¬k) 
which was considered unnecessary, 36 and to Kåtyåyana’s proposed in-
sertion of sårvadhåtuke nityam (and Patañjali’s alternate insertion of 
ƒap.i nityam) in iii 1 31. 37 regarding rule iv 1 98 gotre kuñjâdibhyaƒ 
cPHañ “the suffix -åyana is attached after [the names] Kuñja etc. to 
denote distant offspring” Patañjali considered that one could make do 
with one tag /k/ instead of both /c/ and /ñ/ 38 in the suffix cPHañ (i.e. 
-åyana); but use of *PHak instead of cPHañ would create problems in 
v 3 113. Hence cPHañ is retained: “there should be no sætra-
bheda!” 39 while Patanjali did not reject all material alteration of 
sætras, it is striking that he used the word sætra-bheda only when he 
rejected a proposed alteration (“there should be no sætra-bheda!”) as 
if it was an undesirable concept. ˙abarasvåmin’s general dislike of 
våkya-bheda “splitting of a sentence” (though it was permitted in cer-
tain contexts in the mœmåµså-sætras!) comes to mind. 40

bhin na-sætrair hårai∆ “with necklaces with cut threads,” sætra-bhid “tailor” (˙abda-
ratnåvali, An Early Seventeenth Century Koƒa Work, ed. m.m.chaudhuri, calcutta 
1970, p.123).

36. mahåbhåßya i 21,26f. sa eßa sætra-bhedena ¬kårôpadeƒa∆ pluty-ådy-artha∆ 
san pratyåkhyåyate “this teaching of /¬/, being for the sake of pluti etc., is rejected by 
sætra-bheda.” vocalic /¬/ is extremely rare in Sanskrit; the root √k¬p is taught as √k®p 
in the Dhåtupå™ha with a substitution r>l only late in the grammatical process (viii 2 
18).

37. mahåbhåßya ii 41,14f. På∫ini iii 1 31 taught åy-ådaya årdhadhåtuke vå 
“the suffixes -åy etc. are commonly added before an årdhådhatuka suffix.” 
Kåtyåyana proposed to add sårvadhåtuke nityam “always before a sårvadhåtuka suf-
fix,” and Patañjali instead proposed ƒap.i nityam “always before the present class suf-
fix ƒap.”

38. attached to a secondary noun suffix, the tag /k/ rules in accent on the last 
syllable and v®ddhi of the first vowel of the stem. the tag /c/ rules in accent on the last 
syllable, and the tag /ñ/ accent and v®ddhi in the first syllable: Kauñjåyan~∆ from 
Kuñja. the influence of the tag /ñ/ on the accent is overruled here by the tag /k/ that 
would be without application otherwise.

39. mahåbhåßya ii 253,15. words with the suffix cPHañ receive in the singular 
(and dual) by rule v 3 113 the additional suffix -ya (–› Kauñjåyanyá∆) to which stems 
with the suffix PHak (iv 1 99) are not entitled (–› Nå∂åyaná∆). the use of the differ-
ent tags is here a device to differentiate between two suffixes PHa (= åyana).

40. ˙abara-bhåßya on i 4,5 sætra 8 (vol.ii, p.294,2f.): gu∫a-vidhi-pakße hi sarva 
ime våkya-bhedâdayo doßå∆ prådurbhavanti. the later mœmåµsaka ˙ålikanåtha-
miƒra took a similar stand in his Prakara∫a-pañcikå ch. 13: ata eva yathå-kathañcid 
ekavåkyatvôpapattau våkyabhedasyånyåyyatvam. cf. G.v.Devasthali, Mœmåµså: The 
Ancient Indian Science of Sentence Interpretation, 2nd ed., Delhi 1991, pp.163-182; 
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twice we are told that a proposed modification is not a sætra-bhe-
da. Patañjali proposed to change vii 4 46 do dad GHO∆ into do ’d 
GHO∆ and continued: “even so a sætra-bheda is made. – this is not a 
sætrabheda. – what does one attend upon as a sætrabheda? – where it 
is made into another or a larger sætra; for if it is made by contraction, 
this is not a sætrabheda.” 41 that yoga-vibhåga and sætra-bheda are 
different, becomes clear also from Patañjali’s discussion of rule iii 1 
46 [45 ksa∆] ƒlißa åli√gane “[the aorist suffix -sa is attached] after the 
root √ƒliß, when it means ‘embracing’.” 42 Kåtyåyana expressed con-
cern that the rule might not properly act as a restriction, and that 1) the 
suffix -sa could wrongly be deployed in the aorist passive (instead of a 
correct upåƒleßi “was embraced”) and 2) the aorist suffix -a would fail 
to deploy when the meaning is other than “embrace.” Kåtyåyana 
therefore first proposed two amendments: the aorist suffix -sa would 
deploy within the sphere of the aorist passive suffix ci∫, and when the 
aorist suffix -a is taught for several roots in iii 1 55 (of the type aga-
mat), a restriction should be added: after the root √ƒliß only when it 
does not mean “embrace.” Patañjali at first accepted the proposals: “it 
gives the right results. the thread is cut then. – it shall remain as it is. 
– was it not said...?” But then Kåtyåyana had already rejected both 
proposals in his vårttika 4: yoga-vibhågåt siddham “it gives the right 
results because of yoga-vibhåga.” Patañjali explained: “yoga-vibhåga 
will be made: ƒlißa∆ ‘[the suffix -sa] comes after the root √ƒliß’. – for 
what purpose? – the suffix -a wrongly results, because [the root √ƒliß] 

irene wicher, WZKS 43 (1999), pp.139-166. Devasthali, p.163 quoted also (without 
reference) Kumårila: sambhavaty eka-våkyatve våkya-bhedaƒ ca nêßyate “Splitting of 
a sentence is not desired, if one sentence is possible.” våkya-bheda does not involve 
changing of the wording (as sætra-bheda does), but merely breaking up the unit (simi-
lar to yoga-vibhåga).

41. mahåbhåßya iii 351,12-15 nâsau sætra-bheda∆. sætra-bhedaµ kam upå-
caranti? yatra tad evânyat sætram kriyate bhæyo vå. yad dhi tad evôpasaµh®tya kri-
yate nâsau sætra-bheda∆. the amendment considered above for iv 1 98 is a sætra-
bheda, because it is alteration, not merely an abbreviation, even though it happens to 
make the sætra minimally shorter.

42. as in åƒlikßat kanyåµ Devadatta∆ “Devadatta embraced the girl” (Kåƒikå on 
iii 1 46); Patañjali gave as counterexamples upåƒlißaj jatu ca kåß™haµ ca “He clung to 
the lac and the wood,” and samåƒlißad bråhma∫a-kulam “He attached himself to the 
Brahmin clan” (mahåbhåßya ii 54,3) – of which the former is also quoted in the 
Kåƒikå.
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is taught among the roots √puß etc. 43 in rule iii 1 55; that must be pre-
vented. then [we apply:] åli√gane “and to express embracing [after 
the root √ƒliß the suffix -sa is attached].” – what is the purpose of 
that? – for the sake of restriction. after the root √ƒliß only when it de-
notes embracing. it should not be [used] here: upåƒlißaj jatu ca 
kåß™haµ ca “He clung to the lac and the wood,” samåƒlißad 
bråhma∫a-kulam “He attached himself to the Brahmin clan.” 44 Here 
instead of the two proposed amendments, to which Patañjali referred 
by saying “the thread is cut” we have an interpretation that leaves the 
text (sætra) intact, but splits the rule (yoga) in two. 

there may be legitimate questions, whether the division of sætras 
that Kåtyåyana received was in all instances the one intended by 
På∫ini; Joshi and Bhate considered arguments whether i 2 17 sthå-
GHV.or ic ca and iii 4 103 yåsu™ parasmaipadeßûdåtto √ic ca should 
each better be considered as two sætras instead of one. our På∫ini text 
reads iv 3 116 k®te granthe and 117 saµjñåyåm as two sætra-s. 
Kåtyåyana’s vårttika 3 on iv 3 116 45 suggests that he postulated the 
division (implying that he knew the two as one sætra). Joshi/Bhate 
have suggested instead, that originally saµjñåyåm was joined with the 
following sætra iv 3 118 to read saµjñåyåµ kulålâdibhyo VUñ. 46

in the twenty-six instances of yoga-vibhåga invoked by 
Kåtyåyana, he applied the sections of a sætra in stages. the purpose 
was to achieve the desired forms without changing the words in 
På∫ini’s sætras. the opposite is eka-yoga “[leaving it as] one rule” 
which Kåtyåyana used five times during the defense of his yoga-vi-
bhåga. He had proposed to divide i 4 58/59 (prâdaya upasargå∆ kri-
yå-yoge in our text) into two rules: first [56 nipåtå∆ 57 asattve] prâ-
daya∆, then upasargå∆ kriyå-yoge, so that pra etc. could also be 
termed nipåta “particles” – but if it is a single rule (eka-yoga), the 
term nipåta (from sætra 56) would be set aside by the new term up-
asarga (in sætra 58/59). the later tradition, e.g. the Kåƒikå and the 
Siddhåntakaumudœ, accepted the division into two sætras which ac-

43. the roots 73-137 of the fourth class in the Dhåtupå™ha.
44. mahåbhåßya ii 54,11-21.
45. vårttika 3 on iv 3 116 (mahåbhåßya ii 317,1).
46. S.D.Joshi and Saroja Bhate, The Fundamentals of Anuv®tti, p.146.
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counts for the double number given in modern editions of the 
aß™ådhyåyœ. 

in his vårttika 10 on På∫ini’s rule i 1 62 pratyaya-lope pratyaya-
lakßa∫am “when a suffix is muted, its function [remains]” Kåtyåyana 
voiced concern, that the word parivœr “wound round” could not be 
correctly formed. the underlying structure is pari + √vyeñ + kVIp. first 
the zero-suffix kVIp is muted 47 by vi 1 67, followed by a substitution 
y>i (by vi 1 15) and ie>i (by vi 1 108) resulting in *parivi. as the ap-
plication of i 1 62 restores the potency of the muted suffix, two mutu-
ally exclusive rules apply: the augment tuk (i.e., -t) should be added to 
a root ending in a short vowel if followed by a suffix with the tag p (by 
vi 1 71), and the final vowel of stem, if it replaced an original semi-
vowel, should be lengthened (by vi 4 2). rule i 1 62 opens the possi-
bilities of (incorrect) *parivit and (correct) parivœ (nom.sg. parivœs, at-
tested in several recensions of the Yajurveda). the two rules, though, 
are not in a technical conflict capable of solution, because they are 
caused by the same rule i 1 62 (i.e., by eka-yoga-lakßa∫atva). 48 the 
rule on technical conflict (vipratißedha), as understood by På∫inœyas, 
prescribes that the rule taught later in the grammar prevails; but here 
the conflicting elements would be brought up by the same sætra.

Pa∫ini had ruled in ii 4 83 [58 luk 82 sup.a∆] nâvyayœbhåvåd ato 
’m tv apañcamyå∆ “after an avyayœbhåva compound ending in /a/ 
there is no [dropping of the case suffix]; but -am [is substituted] – ex-
cept for the ablative” that indeclinable compounds ending in /a/ loose 
their case suffix and receive instead a suffix -am, except if the under-
lying case is an ablative. thus we get upakumbham; the counter-ex-
amples are adhistri (a compound ending in /i/) and upakumbhåt (a 
compound with an ablative ending). Kåtyåyana proposed a hiatus 
(vyavasåna) in the rule after nâvyayibhåvåd ato, so that the blocking 
of -am in the case of ablatives can take effect. if there were eka-yoga, 
the negation would block not only the appearance of -am but also the 
cessation of luk: the ablative would loose its ablative suffix. Patañjali 
expanded on Kåtyåyana’s argument: “after nâvyayibhåvåd ato there 

47. lopa “deletion” is defined as a technical term in i 1 60 adarƒanaµ lopa∆ as 
“not being seen.”

48. mahåbhåßya i 163,4-8.
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should be a hiatus in the rule: ‘there is no dropping [of the case suf-
fix] after an avyayœbhåva compound that ends in /a/.’ then: am tv 
apañcamyå∆ ‘But -am [is substituted] except for an ablative suffix.’ – 
for what purpose is the rule divided? – So that [the substitution of] 
-am is prohibited for an ablative suffix. for if there were a single rule, 
both would be prohibited: [the substitution of] -am and the non-drop-
ping [of the ablative suffix].” 49

while Kaiya™a and Någojœbha™™a had little or nothing to say on 
this matter and the comment in the Kåƒikå is very brief, the sub-com-
mentaries Nyåsa and the Padamañjarœ make the technicalities very 
clear: after the dropping of case endings is cancelled, a positive ruling 
establishes a substitute -am, to which an exception is attached (“not 
for the ablative suffix”). if, however, the sætra moves in a single step, 
the double negation (na…apañcamyå∆) would leave luk “dropping” in 
force. therefore both commentaries accept the use of two sentences 
(våkya-dvayam, våkya-bhedas) in the practical procedure (v®tti), but 
they refrain from openly splitting the sætra into two. Patañjali called it 
yoga-vibhåga; why did Kåtyåyana not use this term, but used in this 
single instance instead the unique yoga-vyavasånam? 50 the explana-
tion is this, that it was not necessary to split the rule ii 4 83 in two, 51 
because tu “but” in the sætra itself established the restriction, as 

49. mahåbhåßya i 498,14-20 [nâvyayœbhåvåd ata iti yoga-vyavåsanam vårttika 
1]. nâvyayœbhåvåd ata iti yogo vyavaseya∆. nâvyayœbhåvåd akårântåt supo lug bha-
vati. tato ’m tv apañcamyå iti. kim-artho yoga-vibhåga∆? [pañcamyå am-pratißed-
hârtham vårttika 2] pañcamyå ama∆ pratißedho yathå syåt. [eka-yoge hy ubhayo∆ 
pratißedha∆ vårttika 3] eka-yoge hi saty ubhayo∆ pratißedha∆ syåd amo ’lukaƒ ca. sa 
tarhi yoga-vibhåga∆ kartavya∆. na kartavya∆. [tur niyåmaka∆ vårttika 4] tu∆ kriyate; 
sa niyåmako bhavißyati: am evâpañcamyå iti.

50. the word vyavasånam occurs otherwise once in månava-ƒrauta-sætra ii 
4,2,25 “pauses [in the recitation],” the related verb vyavaset in v 2,8,20 “shall make 
pauses.” Kåtyåyana used the related participle vyavasita “separated, distinct” in his 
vårttikas 2 and 13 on i 3 3 to indicate that e.g. the suffixes VUñ and CHa∫ at the be-
ginning of rule iv 2 80 VUñ-CHa∫-ka-ÒHaj-ila… should be recited with a slight gap 
between them (vyavasita-på™ha). that way it would be clear that the /ñ/ of VUñ be-
longs to the first of the cited suffixes, and not to the second: mahåbhåßya i 266,10-15. 
vyavasyanta∆ “separating” contrasts with samasyanta∆ “combining” (in recitation) in 
Ìgveda-Pråtiƒåkhya Xv 12; vyavasanti “they make a pause” occurs in Ìgveda-
Pråtiƒåkhya Xviii 29.

51. Joshi/roodbergen, Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.viii, pp.156f. claimed erroneously that al-
ready Kåtyåyana introduced the idea of yoga-vibhåga concerning this rule (Patañjali did).
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Kåtyåyana himself pointed out in his fourth vårttika (tur niyåmaka∆) 
on that sætra: luk is discontinued in the midst of the sætra. 

we notice a change in Patañjali’s mahåbhåßya, which is first a com-
mentary on Kåtyåyana’s vårttika-s, then also an independent investiga-
tion in På∫ini’s grammar. Patañjali clearly assumed a text of the 
aß™ådhyåyœ that ran without breaks between sætras, as might be expected 
of some manuscripts. Patañjali quoted sætras i 1 1 v®ddhir åd aic and i 1 
2 ad e√ gu∫a∆ together and with sandhi: v®ddhir åd aij ad e√ gu∫a∆. He 
wondered why final consonant rules were only selectively observed: a fi-
nal palatal stop should have been replaced with a velar stop (aic first re-
placed by *aik, then replaced by *aig), and yet only one of the two rules 
is observed, viz., that a voiceless final stop is replaced with a voiced stop, 
if the next word begins with a voiced sound (original aic replaced by aij). 
Likewise he quoted sætras i 1 50/51 together: sthåne ’ntaratama ur a∫ 
ra-para∆, presenting us with an ambiguity, whether the rule contains a 
nominative antaratama∆ or a locative antaratame – because both would 
sound the same in connected speech, when the sandhi-rules are applied. 52 
there are procedural consequences of this difference; which is more ap-
propriate: the substitute for the closest original or the closest substitute 
for the original? Patañjali decided in favor of the second alternative.

twice Patañjali deviated from the traditional division of sætras by 
transferring the first word of a sætra into the previous sætra. in dealing 
with i 3 10 yathåsaµkhyam anudeƒa∆ samånåm “when [two sequenc-
es] having the same number of members are stated in rules, [their 
members] are related in a one-to-one order” and i 3 11 svaritenâ-
dhikåra∆ “a heading is marked with a svarita pitch accent,” he joined 
svari tena with the previous rule, i.e., *i 3 10 yathå-saµkhyam anude-
ƒa∆ samånåµ svaritena, followed by just *i 3 11 adhikåra∆. svaritena 
is then dittoed into i 3 11 from the preceding rule. 53 in his discussion 
of iv 1 75 54 he proposed to move the first word of iv 1 18 into the 
previous sætra: iv 1 17 pråcåµ ßPHa taddhita∆ [sarvatra] and iv 1 

52. mahåbhåßya i 120,22-24 så kiµ prak®tito bhavati: sthåniny antaratame 
ßaß™hîti; åhosvid ådeƒata∆: sthåne pråpyamå∫ånåm antaratama ådeƒo bhavatîti. … 
ubhayathâpi tulyå saµhitå: sthåne ’ntaratama ur a∫ rapara iti.

53. mahåbhåßya i 271, 12-14 athaîvaµ vakßyåmi: yathå-saµkhyam anudeƒa∆ 
samånåµ svaritena. tato ’dhikåra∆; adhikåraƒ ca bhavati svaritenêti.

54. mahåbhåßya ii 228,22-24.
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18 <sarvatra> lohitâdi-katantebhya∆. it is not necessary in the 
present context to go into the respective merits of the readings, since 
here only the ease with which different divisions are contemplated is 
at issue. in På∫ini’s original formulation each sætra must be presumed 
to have been distinct; it is unlikely that even Kåtyåyana still knew 
them that way, as the following two examples show.

in his vårttika 8 on På∫ini’s rule i 1 3 55 Kåtyåyana suggested that 
the problem of rule vii 2 114 m®jer v®ddhi∆ could be solved by a yoga-
vibhåga involving vii 2 115 ac.o ñ∫ -it.i. while i 1 3 ik.o gu∫a-v®ddhœ 
taught that v®ddhi is substituted for the vowels /i/u/®/¬/, rule i 1 72 yena 
vidhis tad-antasya “that by which a grammatical operation [is pre-
scribed], stands for [the element] which ends in that” could be taken to 
suggest that v®ddhi is substituted for the final consonant of the root 
√m®j. Hence vii 2 115 is split, and the first part of it joined with vii 2 
114, resulting in a changed sequence 114 m®jer v®ddhir aca∆ “v®ddhi is 
substituted for the vowel of √m®j” and 115 [v®ddhir aco] ñ∫-it.i 
“[v®ddhi is substituted for the vowel] before a suffix with a tag ñ or ∫.” 

in his vårttika 6 on viii 2 23 56 Kåtyåyana suggested a yoga-vib-
håga that would take the first word of rule viii 2 24 into viii 2 23: 

 viii 2 23 saµyogântasya lopa∆ 24 råt sasya
“the last consonant of a word ending cluster is deleted; after an 

/r/ only an /s/ is deleted”
would be reformulated as 
 viii 2 23 saµyogântasya lopo ’råt 24 sasya 
“the last consonant of a word ending cluster is deleted after any-

thing but an /r/; an /s/ is deleted,” replacing råt with aråt in the proc-
ess. though Kåtyåyana in neither case explicitly said that the first part 
of the following sætra should be joined with the preceding sætra, 
Patañjali expressed that conclusion, and it is hard to see, how 
Kåtyåyana could not have shared his view. merely splitting vii 2 115 
would not have solved the problem in vii 2 114, only subsequent 
merger of its first element with vii 2 114 could. the same is true for 
viii 2 23/24. 57

55. mahåbhåßya i 47,25.
56. mahåbhåßya iii 401,20.
57. mahåbhåßya iii 401,10-23.
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Patañjali had no knowledge where the pitch accents 58 and nasal-
ized tags were placed in the aß™ådhyåyœ. He had to reconstruct their ex-
istence and position from his knowledge of the desired forms and from 
a study of internal consistencies. already the author of the kårikå 2 on 
På∫ini iii 1 123 quoted by Patañjali 59 was unfamiliar with På∫ini’s ac-
cent rules, and Patañjali’s discussion of i 3 11 svaritenâdhikåra∆ shows 
that the technical accents were not part of the text before him. 60 Had he 
had a text with these accents before him, he would not have puzzled 
over whether rule ii 1 1 samartha∆ pada-vidhi∆ was an adhikåra or a 
paribhåßå: 61 the former would have been marked by a svarita, the lat-
ter not. He proposed three applications for three different kinds of 
adhikåra: 1) to mark a continuing charge of a word to continue into the 
following rules (adhikåra-gati), 2) to mark an additional operation 
(adhikaµ kåryam), and 3) a superior agent or word that overrules later 
rules that would otherwise prevail (adhika∆ kårya∆). 62 an example of 
the first would be that the word strœ in rule i 2 48 go-striyor upasarja-
nasya shall be pronounced with a svarita accent (svarayißyate), so that 
the amendment proposed by Kåtyåyana in vårttika 2 on that sætra 
would not be needed. 63 an example of the second type would be the 
definition i 4 24 dhruvam apåye ’pådånam, to be pronounced with a 
svarita accent 64 to indicate that apådåna denotes not only physical sep-
aration from a locality, but also mental separation as in “the people of 

58. it is not clear, which syllable of an adhikåra was supposed to have the svari-
ta accent. K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, 2nd ed., Baroda 1977, 
p.441 under svaritapratijñå offered speculative suggestions.

59. mahåbhåßya ii 87,21f. cf. P.thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, pp.19-22 and 
121f.

60. f.Kielhorn, Gurupæjåkaumudœ, Leipzig 1896, pp.29-32 (Kl.Schr. pp.290-
293); P.thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, pp.120f. rama Nath Sharma in his The 
Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.i, New Delhi 1987, p.63 took the position of a traditional 
scholar: “But since the Aß™ådhyåyœ has been handed down to us orally it is difficult to 
ascertain where the svarita mark was intended.” it is precisely because the oral tradi-
tion was interrupted and because early writing had no signs for accents that the ac-
cents were lost. and it is not just the question where the svarita mark was intended – 
it was actually there in the original recitation of På∫ini’s grammar.

61. mahåbhåßya i 359,4 kiµ punar ayam adhikåra åhosvit paribhåßå?
62. this interpretation would make the dubious device of pærva-vipratißedha 

proposed by Kåtyåyana (cf. p. 6 above) unnecessary.
63. mahåbhåßya i 223,22-224,2.
64. mahåbhåßya i 273,12-17 …svaritenâdhikaµ kåryaµ bhavati….
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På™aliputra are better looking than those of Såµkåƒya,” 65 involving a 
comparison: the compared item, too, is considered apådåna and is 
therefore expressed by a word with ablative endings. an example of 
the third type are the vårttikas 10 and 11 on the rule vii 1 95, which 
demand that the augments num and nu™ prevail over their rivals, even 
though they are taught earlier and should hence by sætra i 4 2 (in the 
traditional understanding) give way; but num and nu™ shall be pro-
nounced with a svarita accent (svarayißyete) and thus prevail as a “su-
perior agent.” 66 only an apparent exception is the rule i 1 17/18 uña 
æµ, where the nasalization was retained or perhaps rather restored: æµ 
is a quote from ˙åkalya’s padapå™ha of the Ìgveda that any veda stu-
dent would have been aware of. Patañjali received the aß™ådhyåyœ in a 
written form, where pitch accents and nasalizations were not marked – 
as in so many vedic texts. Still, he must have received also some oral 
instruction, because the text was hardly understandable without a 
teacher’s guidance. the manuscript that he would have had before him 
would have been written continuously without sentence breaks. the 
authentic (oral) tradition originating with På∫ini would certainly have 
had breaks in the recitation, since nobody could have recited all sætras, 
even those contained in one påda, in a single breath. 67 it has been said 
that the whole aß™ådhyåyœ could be recited in two hours. 68

Patañjali’s remarks on rule i 1 50, 69 his reading of iii 4 12+13 
ƒaki ∫amul-kamulåv œƒvare tosun-kasun.au as one sætra with sandhi 
combination, 70 his discussion of i 1 1+2 as if it were one sætra, 71 and 
the many deliberations of yoga-vibhåga, i.e., whether to take a se-

65. mahåbhåßya i 273,13f. Såµkåƒyakebhya∆ På™aliputrakå abhiræpatarå[∆].
66. mahåbhåßya i 273,18-20.
67. the statement of Joshi/ roodbergen (På∫ini’s Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.i, p.123), that 

the aß™ådhyåyœ was “orally transmitted in continuous recitation” must therefore be 
modified: it was originally transmitted orally, and later put down in continuous writing.

68. i could not trace the reference. my own experiment showed that it would re-
quire a virtuoso reciter; i recited adhyåya-s one to four in a leisurely way, taking more 
than two hours. these four chapters are almost half the text: in continuous printing (as 
an appendix to the edition of the Siddhåntamaumudœ) they occupy thirteen pages out 
of twenty-seven pages for the whole aß™ådhyåyœ.

69. See above p.40.
70. mahåbhåßya i 340,4.
71. mahåbhåßya i 41,5-16.
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quence as one sætra or two, indicate a text without breaks between 
sætras. But at the present state of our understanding of the develop-
ment of writing in india, it is extremely unlikely that På∫ini himself 
could have produced a written text of his grammar. even thieme who 
(in 1935) still believed in an original written form of the aß™ådhyåyœ, 
held that this written text (“an imperfect reflection of his actual work, 
which lived in his and his students’ recitation”) was more of an au-
thor’s crutch rather than a text to be spread through copies. 72

it is now assumed that the Bråhmœ script was invented under the 
orders of a maurya king, probably aƒoka. 73 the new script noted the 
proper lengths of vowels and allowed somewhat better writing of con-
sonant clusters. But there were no signs for pitch accents or most na-
salizations. many vedic texts lost their accentuation when they were 
eventually written down and their oral transmission was interrupted; 
those vedic texts that are showing accents and nasalizations use signs 
that are post-På∫inian, 74 probably even very much later than På∫ini. 
we must assume that Kåtyåyana and Patañjali similarly received an 
imperfect tradition: a written text without accents and technical nasali-
zations, without definite sentence breaks, aided perhaps by some lim-
ited instruction on how the rules are to be applied.

Patañjali’s use of eka-yoga is different from that of Kåtyåyana de-
scribed above on page 37. Patañjali proposed to treat i 1 1 + 2 as one 
sætra: v®ddhir åd-aij ad e√ gu∫a∆, followed by i 1 3 iko gu∫a-v®ddhœ. 
the purpose was to avoid continuing v®ddhi into i 1 2, which would 
have made the vowels /a,e,o/ carry the names of both v®ddhi and 
gu∫a; 75 there would, however, be no dittoing within sections of one 
sætra, ruling out the application of v®ddhi to /a,e,o/. Patañjali pursued 
the opposite goal by proposing to merge ii 4 32 and 33 76 into one 

72. P.thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, p.124. See also below pp.66-72.
73. cf. above p.32 fn.22.
74. P.thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, p.129.
75. mahåbhåßya i 44,8f. Patañjali followed a similar purpose when he proposed 

to treat vii 2 115/116 as one sætra (eka-yoga): ac.a∆ “for a vowel” shall continue into 
vii 2 117, but not in the intervening vii 2 116: mahåbhåßya iii 314,24-315,2.

76. ii 4 32 idamo ’nvådeƒe ’ƒ anudåttas t®tœyâdau “in referring back, a low-
pitched a is substituted for idam before [the suffixes of] an instrumental, etc.” and ii 4 
33 etadas tra-tasos tra-tasau cânudåttau “[a low-pitched a] is substituted for etad be-
fore the suffixes -tra and -tas, and -tra and -tas are low-pitched.”
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sætra: he needed idam.as from ii 4 32 and etad.as from ii 4 33 to con-
tinue together into ii 4 34, 77 so that the stem ena can be substituted for 
both pronouns in the accusative, the instrumental singular, and the 
genitive/locative dual (enam, enena, enayos, etc.). rules ii 4 32 and 
33 teach different substitutions and are definitely not a single applica-
tion. there would be difficulties to continue idam.a∆ from ii 4 32 into 
ii 4 34, leapfrogging the intervening rule. But if both rules are merged 
into one sætra, this will allow parts of both sætras to be continued into 
ii 4 34. the artificiality of this interpretation is obvious, and Patañjali 
considered also other alternatives. 78 

He weighed the advantages and disadvantages whether the four 
rules iv 2 67-70 should be treated as one rule (eko yoga∆ or eka-yo-
ga∆) or separate rules (nånå-yogå∆), and he found support for the no-
tion that there is no dittoing within a sætra and also for the opposite 
position. 79 the same purpose underlies other proposals to merge 
sætras. Patañjali proposed to merge vi 1 15 (which rules in 
saµprasåra∫a reduction of the root before suffixes tagged with a k) 
and vi 1 16 (that rules in the same reduction for some other roots be-
fore suffixes tagged with a √), 80 so that both can be dittoed together in 
the following sætra vi 1 17 (reduction in the reduplication syllable), 
making it unnecessary to specify that this rule applies both to suffixes 
tagged with k or with √. 81 Patañjali rejected the suggestion that sætra 
vi 2 175 bahvor nañ-vad uttara-pada-bhæmni could be eliminated, if 
bahvor would be included in vi 2 172 nañ-su.byåm so as to read 
*nañ-su-bahu.bhya∆. for “even if there is a single yoga…” there 

77. ii 4 34 [32 idamo… anudåttas 33 etadas] dvitœyå-taûssu ena∆ “[low-pitched] 
ena is substituted [for idam and etad] before the [suffixes of] the genitive, the instru-
mental singular, and the genitive/locative dual.”

78. mahåbhåßya i 482,17f. ‘athavaîkayoga∆ karißyate. idam.o ’nvådeƒe ’ƒ an-
udåttas t®tœyâdåv etadas tra-tas.os tra-tas.au cânudåttau’. tato ‘dvitœyå-™aûs.sv ena 
idama etadaƒ ca’.

79. mahåbhåßya ii 286,24-287,11.
80. mahåbhåßya iii 25,17-19. Patañjali here abbreviated the long list of roots 

named in vi 1 16 with “√grah etc.” that does not necessarily mean that he intended 
to shorten this rule; he may merely have shortened the reference to this very long rule 
for the sake of convenience.

81. the same purpose is the basis of the proposed eka-yoga for the sætras vi 3 
47/48 (mahåbhåßya iii 162,1-3)
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would be difficulties. 82 in these instances he went far beyond 
Kåtyåyana’s manipulation of rules. 

in his book På∫ini as a Variationist Paul Kiparsky has demon-
strated that already Kåtyåyana and Patañjali had lost the original dis-
tinction of the terms vå, vibhåßå, and anyatarasyåm that indicated the 
optional application of rules in På∫ini grammar. that På∫ini should 
have used three different words to denote the same form of optionali-
ty, would be hard to explain. that he would use such a long word as 
anyatarasyåm 83, when the short word vå was available, is even more 
bothersome. Patañjali tried to explain the variation with the wide 
range of På∫ini’s grammar that aimed to cover all vedic schools, as if 
he had obtained these different terms from different vedic traditions 
(of which there is no indication). Kiparsky showed by the inner logic 
of På∫ini’s definitions and by the correspondence with the linguistic 
facts in På∫ini’s own language use as well as the bulk of the surviving 
literature, that the three terms were not equal. He translated vå as 
“preferably,” vibhåßå as “marginally,” and anyatarasyåm as “option-
ally.” His thesis has been accepted by many researchers in the field of 
På∫ini studies; some have rejected it or expressed reservations. while 
i wholeheartedly agree with his claim that the tree terms reflect differ-
ent degrees of optionality, a remark by G.v.Devasthali cannot be easi-
ly dismissed. “the concept of a word (or a phrase) being more prefer-
able or marginally preferable appears to be foreign to the ancient 
Sanskrit grammatical works and grammarians. as is generally known, 
they only treat of sådhu-ƒabda-s, and do not appear to have concerned 
themselves with any idea of their sådhutva or gradation on that 
ground.” 84 all words of that eternal divine language are correct, leav-
ing out only apaƒabda-s and the words of the mleccha-s. the idea that 

82. mahåbhåßya iii 137,15-20 …eka-yoge ’pi sati…
83. i found the earliest attestation of anyatarasyåm outside the På∫inœya litera-

ture in Åƒvalåyana-ƒrauta-sætra iX 6,4 (uttaraßa™ka iii 6,4; p.383,15), “on the other 
hand” in H.G.ranade’s translation (Åƒvalåyana ƒrauta-sætra trans., pt.2, Poona 1986, 
p.77). the word calls for a feminine noun of reference. Åƒvalåyana-ƒrauta-sætra ii 
7,17 …anyataråµ gatiµ gacchati and chåndogya-upanißad iv 16,1f. …tasya manaƒ 
ca våk ca vartanœ. tayor anyataråµ manaså saµskaroti… suggest a word denoting 
“path” such as gati or vartani.

84. G.v.Devasthali, in Proceedings of the International Seminar on På∫ini, 
Pune 1983, p.165 fn.37; also ABORI 62 [1981], pp. 211f. and 64 [1983], p.148.
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the forms found in one vedic ƒåkhå would be better than those in an-
other, goes against the sanctity of the veda and of the language in 
which is phrased. a second problem is this, that terms like “prefera-
bly” and “marginally” presume a generative role of the grammar 
which cannot be taken for granted. it is doubly questionable, if På∫ini 
(in vi 4 136) would have called råjani “preferred” or “better” than 
“marginal” råjñi, 85 or (in vi 4 79f.) striyam “better” than “marginal” 
strœm. 86 all these forms (which do occur in vedic texts) he would 
have called correct (sådhu). it is therefore preferable to speak of more 
commonly or more rarely used forms without passing a value judg-
ment on them.

85. Kiparsky, Variationist, p.52.
86. Kiparsky, Variationist, p.141. Kiparsky asserted erroneously that forms like 

strœm and strœ∆ appeared only in classical Sanskrit and were absent in older texts. 
strœm is attested in KapKS vii 7 and XXX 11, aitB vi 3 and ˙å√khÅr Xi 4 (the refer-
ence in vishva Bandhu’s Vaidika-padånukrama-koßa to JaimB 111 [ed. caland] cor-
responding to i 330 [ed. raghu vira] seems to be wrong), strœ∆ in ˙atB Xiii 2,2,4. cf. 
Heiner eichner, Die Sprache 20 (1974), pp.32-35.
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 The Cohesion of the Text of the Aß™ådhyåyœ

it may be difficult for us to believe that a work like the 
aß™ådhyåyœ could have been composed without the use of writing. But 
the capabilities of authors in oral traditions have often been underesti-
mated. if we assume, that the aß™ådhyåyœ is the product of the vedic 
oral tradition, we can find good supporting evidence. in written litera-
ture an author frequently emends his text, adding or deleting passages 
and changing formulations that he finds infelicitous at a later time. 
Such practices are less common in oral literature. Stanzas prescribing 
and outlawing the practice of niyoga (“levirat”) are found side by side, 
as are different attitudes towards vegetarianism and different cosmo-
gonic speculations in the månava Dharmaƒåstra. 1 one may also think 
of the Bhagavadgœtå, where widely divergent concepts are found 
alongside each other, or the alleged practice of teachers like 
Kåtyåyana to mend a shortcoming by adding a new statement rather 
than reformulating an existing one.

Kåtyåyana and Patañjali discussed the build-up and meaning of 
the word vyåkara∫a “grammar.” they considered and then rejected 
the option that “word” was the essence of grammar. in the course of 
this discussion (assuming for argument’s sake that vyåkara∫a meant 
“words”) Patañjali asked why Kåtyåyana in his vårttika 13 in the in-
troductory section (Paspaƒå) had referred to two sætras of På∫ini’s (iv 
3 53 tatra bhava∆ “being in it” and 101 tena prôktam “proclaimed by 
him”) that fail to give a workable build-up of vaiyåkara∫a 
“grammatical,” 2 when a reference to the second sætra alone could be 
a blanket provision for both, and answered. “first the teacher (i.e. 
Kåtyåyana) saw this: ‘[a secondary suffix] denoting being in it’ and 

1. P.Hacker, in Jñånamuktåvalœ (fs. Johannes Nobel, ed. claus vogel, New 
Delhi 1959), pp.77-91; L.alsdorf, Beiträge zur Geschichte von Vegetarismus und 
Rinderverehrung in Indien, mainz (awL 1961 no.6), esp. pp.572f. P.olivelle, 
Manu’s Code of Law, oxford 2005, pp.29-36 and p.53 saw the manu-sm®ti as the 
work of one author who used traditional material, at times juxtaposing conflicting 
opinions in a technique he (i.e., olivelle) called “anthologizing” (ibid., p.33).

2. a grammatical rule is not in the word but in the sætra (yogo vaiyåkara∫a∆), 
and it is the sætras that are proclaimed by På∫ini, Åpiƒali and Kåƒak®tsna, not the 
words (På∫inœyam vyåkara∫am, etc.): mahåbhåßya i 12,1-6.
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recited it. then he saw at a later time: ‘[these suffixes denote also] 
proclaimed by him etc.’, and he recited that. and the teachers now do 
not take back sætras after they have made them.” 3 

Joshi and Bhate 4 have studied in great detail the use of ca “and” 
in the aß™ådhyåyœ and found that ca links statements, while dvandvas 
link items. the statements are linked by way of conjunction or – if 
that is not possible – (inclusive) disjunction. conjunctive connection 
is found in iii 1 1-3 pratyaya∆; paraƒ ca; ådy-udattaƒ ca “[Now 
comes] suffix; and it follows; and it is accented on the first syllable,” 
where all three processes can be co-applied in one and the same deri-
vation. Disjunctive connection is found in i 1 52 + 53 alo ’ntyasya; 
√-ic ca, where the two processes are not to be co-applied. according 
to the first rule, a substitute consisting of a single sound 5 takes the 

3. mahåbhåßya i 12,6-10 (for an extended discussion of this passage see below 
pp.92-95). the same statement is made twice more with reference to Kåtyåyana’s vårt-
tikas: iii 151,11-15 and 392,24-393,3. there is perhaps more involved than a teacher’s 
reluctance to admit to a shortcoming. Note how ˙una∆ƒepa “saw” the vedic ritual of 
immediate pressing in aitareya-bråhma∫a vii 17. an authoritative teacher’s pro-
nouncements are a revelation of a truth than cannot be set aside. Joshi/roodbergen, 
Patañjali’s Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Paspaƒåhnika p.168 fn.692 took it as “another in-
stance of Patañjali’s critical attitude with regard to Kåtyåyana…Nowadays the åcåryas 
produce sloppy pieces of work. Just look at what Kåtyåyana does here.” this is certain-
ly unfair. if the use of idånœm “nowadays” carries any weight, it would contrast an in-
spired teacher like På∫ini possessing direct perception of the truth (bhagavata∆ 
På∫iner åcåryasya in mahåbhåßya i 6,14f.) with ordinary scholars like Kåtyåyana. or 
we might, with P.-S.filliozat (Le Mahåbhåßya, vol.1 p.124) and Jan e.m.Houben, as-
sume that “it emphasizes here more the sequence of argumentation” (J.Houben in India 
and Beyond [fs. f.Staal], p.302 fn.37). Yutaka ojihara, Indologica Taurinensia 6 
(1978), pp.219-234 (Mémorial OJIHARA Yutaka, p.201-221) saw here an ironic use of 
nivartayati in a meaning found in ritual literature “cutting short, trimming.” while one 
might argue that in i 12,9f. the expression involves a potential shortening of vårttika 13 
of the Paspaƒå <bhave> proktâdayaƒ ca taddhitå∆, in iii 151,14f. the entire vårttika 3 
on vi 3 34 and in iii 393,2f. the entire vårttika 9 on viii 2 6 would be redundant, be-
cause in the former case the preceding vårttika 2 and in the other the following vårttika 
10 would comprise the content of the other vårttika. it is not really a question of short-
ening a vårttika, but of eliminating it. furthermore, nivartayati, nivartaka and niv®tti in 
the sense of “turning away, removing” are common in the mahåbhåßya; cf. Joshi/
roodbergen, Patañjali’s Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Paspaƒåhnika, p.168 fn.692.

4. S.D.Joshi and S.Bhate in Proceedings of the International Seminar, pp.167-
227; also in The Fundamentals of Anuv®tti, Pune 1984, pp.98-112.

5. this is implied by i 1 55 which makes a special ruling for substitutes con-
sisting of more than one sound.
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place of the last sound of the element under discussion; according to 
the second rule also a substitute consisting of more than one sound 
(that would normally by i 1 55 take the place of the whole element un-
der discussion) takes the place of the last sound only – if it is tagged 
with a √. the particle ca also plays a role in the abbreviating process 
called anuv®tti “dittoing, continuing.” the suffix ktvå (of the absolu-
tive, e.g. in uktvå) in i 2 7 would be dittoed in i 2 8 if it were not 
blocked by the incompatible suffix san (of the desiderative); but since 
its continuance in i 2 8 is desired, the continuance is indicated by ca, 
i.e. saµƒ ca. thus both can be considered tagged with k. 6

words denoting option (vå, vibhåßå or anyatarasyåm) are discon-
tinued, if in a following sætra a new process is introduced; if the option 
is, however, also desired in this following sætra, their continuance is in-
dicated by ca. take e.g., vå “commonly” in iv 1 118 pœlåyå vå “[the 
suffix -a] is added commonly after pœlå” shall continue in iv 1 119 
˘Hak ca ma∫∂ækåt “the suffix -eya is also [commonly] added after 
ma∫∂æka” – this continuance is achieved with the use of ca. in some 
cases, ca “and” indicates a boundary. following ii 4 42 hano vadha 
li√.i; 43 lu√.i ca; 44 åtmanepadeßv anyatarasyåm we have the root sub-
stitution √han >vadha in the optative, also in the aorist, but only alter-
natively in the aorist middle. Here ca marks the end of the continuance 
of the optative (li√); only the aorist (lu√) is continued into ii 4 44. ca 
also serves as an indicator that a rule is separate from the one that pre-
cedes, as in i 1 4 +5 na dhåtu-lopa årdhadhåtuke; k-√-it.i ca “No [gu∫a 
or v®ddhi] before an årdhadhåtuka suffix that entails some loss of the 
root; and before [a suffix] with a tag k or √.” Here without ca the two 
rules would appear to be one, with undesired results (viz., that only 
årdhadhåtuka suffixes with the tags k and √ would block gu∫a). 

often, though, the regularity Joshi and Bhate discovered is 
spoiled by subsequent rules joined with a “redundant” ca. the word 
avyayam “indeclinable” in i 1 37 svar-ådi-nipåtam avyayam “svar etc. 
and the particles are indeclinables” is continued in the next sætras i 1 
38-41, where the continuance is indicated with a “redundant” ca in i 1 

6. i 2 8 [5 kit 7 ktvå] ruda-vida-mußa-grahi-svapi-prach.a∆ saµƒ ca “[ktvå] and 
the desiderative suffix -sa after the roots √rud, √vid, √muß, √grah, √svap and √p®ch 
[are considered having the tag k ].”
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38 7 and 41, but not in i 1 39 + 40. Joshi and Bhate were baffled: 
“Since the use of ca is regulated by strict conventions, we are at a loss 
to explain the purpose of ca in such rules.” 8 they noticed that these 
rules with “controversial” ca often deal with compound formation and 
secondary noun formation, and they concluded that these sections 
were added from another source and by another redactor at a later 
time. in rule i 1 19 [11 prag®hyam] œd-æd.au ca saptamy-arthe “/œ/ and 
/æ/ in the meaning of a seventh [locative case ending] are also exempt 
from sandhi” the particle ca is not needed to assure the continuance of 
prag®hyam – but one might claim that it marks the end of the 
prag®hyam section. the rule i 1 19 deals with vedic forms, and i 1 38 
(mentioned above) deals with secondary noun suffixation (taddhita). 
Similarly ca is not needed to assure the continuance of avyayam in i 1 
41 [avyayam] avyayœbhåvaƒ ca “also an adverbial compound [is 
called indeclinable].” the rule deals with the formation of nominal 
compounds (samåsa). the authors have suggested that rules regarding 
vedic forms, nominal compounds and secondary noun formation are 
additions from a different source. 9 “therefore, our conjecture is that 
vedic rules have been added to the original text of the A. from a differ-
ent source….we find that here the redundant ca is used in rules deal-
ing with taddhita- and samåsa-formations, but not so in the rules deal-
ing with k®t-formations.” 10 where do these “redundant” ca come 
from? “Since some additions in the present text of the A., coming from 
Kåtyåyana, contain redundant ca, the hypothesis that pre-Kåtyåyana 
grammarians also used this redundant ca, seems reasonable. 
moreover, wherever additions are made it is natural to use ca ‘also’. 
in this way the statements made by later grammarians have already 
been marked by the use of redundant ca. therefore, the redundant ca 
becomes purposeful, because it offers a clue for a later addition.” 11

7. in rule i 1 38 [37 avyayam] taddhitaƒ câsarva-vibhakti∆ “also a secondary 
noun derivative which does not admit all case ending [is called indeclinable]” the par-
ticle ca is not needed to assure the continuation of avyayam.

8. S.D.Joshi and S.Bhate in Proceedings, p.196.
9. Joshi/roodbergen, in Proceedings of the International Seminar, pp.62f., and 

S.D.Joshi and S.Bhate, The Fundamentals of Anuv®tti, Pune 1984, pp. 252f.
10. S.D.Joshi and S.Bhate in Proceedings, pp.216f.
11. Ibid., p.217.
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there are, in the view of the authors, two likely sources for the 
sætras that do not conform to På∫ini’s regular use of ca as postulated by 
them. På∫ini may have taken them over from earlier authors whose use 
of ca was similar to Kåtyåyana’s, and they may have been the work of 
later authors who added their insertions with a telling ca “and, also”. 
But Joshi and Bhate are definitely wrong in their last statement, that 
“the redundant ca becomes purposeful, because it offers a clue for a 
later addition.” while such ca may serve us modern philologists as an 
indicator of insertions, it is definitely not “purposeful,” because their 
author had no intention of marking his alleged insertions this way.

Joshi’s and Bhate’s approach runs into difficulties in some much 
discussed sætras that should follow På∫ini’s “regular” pattern and yet 
have a “redundant” ca. rules i 4 49-51 define karman “object”: kartur 
œpsitatamaµ karma; tathå yuktaµ cânœpsitam; akathitaµ ca “what is 
most desired by the agent is [called] object; also what is not desired 
[but] similarly connected [with the action]; also that [whose role] is not 
told.” in a sentence “He drinks milk” the milk is obviously the desired 
object, in “He drinks poison” poison is similarly connected but is not 
desired, and in “He milks milk from the cow” the function of the cow, 
while being the source of the milk, is not focused on by the speaker. 
according to Joshi and Bhate, ca in i 4 51 is not required to assure con-
tinuance of kårake (i 4 23) and karman (i 4 49) in i 4 50. they interpret-
ed œpsitatamam as “directly reached” and argued, therefore, that the un-
expressed factor (they spoke of an “indifferent object”) can be included 
in i 4 49 as “disliked objects and indifferent objects.” i 4 50, they said, 
covers indirect objects, i.e. instances of double accusative construction, 
which leaves rule i 4 51 without any purpose. “therefore, the present 
rule which contains a redundant ca may be considered a later insertion 
made after P. 1.4.49 and 50 had been wrongly interpreted.” 12 But 
P.thieme 13 has argued (convincingly, i believe), that Joshi/rood-
bergen’s (and Bhate’s) interpretation of these sætras is wrong. akathita 

12. Ibid., p.220; cf. Joshi/roodbergen, Patañjali’s Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, 
Kårakåhnika, pp.168-176. P.Kiparsky, On the Architecture of På∫ini’s Grammar, 
p.29 thought that i 4 51 referred to elliptic expressions where the “primary goal of the 
agent” is not expressed, but the verb is transitive nevertheless.

13. P.thieme, ZDMG, Supplement v, wiesbaden 1983, pp.280-288 (Kl.Schr. 
pp.1202-1210).
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does not refer, as some modern interpreters have assumed, to a relation 
that is not covered by the relations defined in the preceding sætras, but 
to a relation that the speaker does not care to characterize, because the 
focus is on another item and relation. that interpretation had already 
been considered by Kaiya™a 14 and was accepted by Bha™™ojœdœkßita in his 
Siddhånta-kaumudœ. 15 rule i 4 51 should not be removed as an interpola-
tion, even if it should go against På∫ini’s general use of ca as perceived 
by Joshi and Bhate. this example shows the dangers in marking each 
use of “redundant” ca as a sign of another author at work. too many in-
dispensable sætras 16 have a “redundant” ca to make such radical surgery 
probable, and the authors cannot always propose a good solution. 17 

Joshi, Bhate and roodbergen in their joint publications have stud-
ied the common practice of continuing expressions (so-called anuv®tti, 
sometimes translated as “dittoing”) through following rules (even 
whole chapters), and they have discovered some principles regarding 
the eventual cancellation of continuation and the use of ca “and” as an 
indicator of inclusion or exclusion. these principles, especially those 
concerning the use of ca, are often not followed in the rules dealing 
with noun composition (samåsa) and secondary noun suffixes (taddhi-
ta), and Joshi and his collaborators have concluded that these sections 
are additions to På∫ini’s grammar by later authors; vedic rules are al-
leged to have been taken over from another source. we end up with a 
severely truncated grammar, 18 where sætras that do not suit these 

14. Pradœpa on i 4 51 in the rohtak ed. of the mahåbhåßya, vol.ii p.418.
15. Siddhåntakaumudœ 775 akathitaµ ca. apådånâdi-viƒeßair avivakßitaµ 

kårakaµ karma-saµjñaµ syåt. Hari Diksita explained in his B®hacchabdaratna (ed. 
Sitaram Shastri, varanasi 1964, vol.i p.654) na câkathita-ƒabdo nâpradhåna-para∆, 
kiµtu kriyå-ƒabdo ’kœrtita-paryåya iti våcyam…iti cen na followed by Någojœbha™™a in 
his B®hacchabdenduƒekhara (ed. Sœtåråmaƒåstrœ, varanasi 1960, vol.ii p. 826) on this 
passage: akathita-ƒabdo ’trâkœrtita-paryåyå [wrong for -paryåya∆], nâpradhåna-para 
iti bhåva∆ “the word akathita is here a synonym of akœrtita ‘not talked about’; it does 
not mean ‘unimportant’ – that is the meaning.” they both rejected thus the tentative 
suggestion found first in the mahåbhåßya i 323,19f. and in the Padamañjarœ (vol.i 
pp.575f.), that it refers to the apradhåna. for a more detailed discussion of this topic 
see below pp.129-131 and pp150f.

16. S.D.Joshi and S.Bhate in Proceedings, pp.197, 215f., 220f.
17. Ibid., pp.195-198.
18. the grammar would have looked somewhat like the original Kåtantra, be-

fore sections dealing with primary and secondary word formation, compounds and the 
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modern scholars’ concept are declared spurious. 
take for example Joshi/roodbergen’s treatment of i 1 56-58. 19 

to understand the problem in its complexity, we have first to study 
and differentiate the three terms asiddha, asiddhavat, and sthånivat as 
they are used in På∫ini’s grammar. there are still unresolved ques-
tions in spite of a flurry of scholarly activity in recent years.

the last three påda-s of adhyåya viii of the aß™ådhyåyœ are intro-
duced with the heading pærvatrâsiddham “[what follows] is unrealized 
in any [operation or rule that comes] before.” None of the rules that are 
taught in these three påda-s (the so-called tripådœ) may be the basis for 
operations taught in the preceding seven-and-a-quarter chapters or even 
in a preceding rule in the tripådœ itself. Since these rules are involved 
in the final steps that build up words and sentences, one can well say 
that “they haven’t happened – yet.” i disagree therefore with the com-
mon rendition of asiddha in viii 2 1 as “als nicht geschehen zu betra-
chten (Böhtlingk), “(…est à entendre comme) ne prenant pas effet” 
(renou), “is considered inoperative” (Katre) or “regarded as not having 
taken effect” (Joshi/roodbergen), 20 and stay closer to Bronkhorst’s 
“has not taken effect.” 21 the elision of final /n/ in a noun stem (e.g. rå-
jan-) by viii 2 7 is “unrealized” in the earlier rule vii 1 9 that rules in 
the substitution -bhis > -ais as the instrumental plural ending after 
stems ending in a short /a/ (as in aƒva+bhis > aƒvais); since råjan- has 
not yet lost its final /n/, the substitution does not take place in 
råjan+bhis. only later will the /n/ be deleted by viii 2 7: råjan+bhis > 
råjabhis. within the tripådœ all rules are also “unrealized” with regard 
to all previous rules. we have, as it were, a very long row of brackets, 
each covering the preceding rules like the layers of an onion. while 
viii 2 30 [26 jhal.i] co∆ ku∆ rules in the substitution of a velar for a 

formation of feminine nouns were added by other authors: B.Liebich, Zur Einführung 
in die indische einheimische Sprachwissenschaft.I. Das Kåtantra, Heidelberg 1919, 
pp.9f. the Kåtantra was however – as already its name indicates – a simple textbook 
for beginners, whereas På∫ini’s grammar aimed at an exhaustive and penetrating rep-
resentation.

19. S.D.Joshi, in CASS Studies 6 (1981), pp.153-168; Joshi/roodbergen, 
ABORI LXiX (1989), pp. 217-228 and The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini vol.i, p.93.

20. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.iX, p.82.
21. J.Bronkhorst, JIPh 8 (1980), p.72.
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palatal before a suffix beginning with a consonant (e.g. *pac+ta > 
*pak+ta), viii 2 52 [42 niß™hå-t.o] pac.o va∆ prescribes the substitu-
tion t > v in the verbal adjective -ta of the root √pac “cook”: *pac+ta > 
*pac+va “ripe”). without the interference of the asiddha rule viii 2 1 
the substitution t > v would take precedence over the substitution c > k, 
because it would remove the condition of the application of the latter 
(/v/ is a semi-vowel, not a consonant). But the substitution of viii 2 52 
is asiddha – it hasn’t happened yet. i would disagree therefore with 
Joshi/roodbergen who stated: “the point is that, although P. 8.2.52 is 
applied first, its output will be regarded as asiddha ‘not having taken 
effect’ with regard to the other simultaneously applicable rule.” 22 it is 
not just regarded as not having taken effect, but it actually hasn’t.

rule vi 4 22 asiddhavad atrâbhåt states “Here up to [the term] 
bha (i.e., in rules up to and including vi 4 129 bhasya or rather to the 
end of the bha section at vi 4 175) [every operation] is as if it were 
unrealized.” an example is the formation of the 2nd sing. imperative 
active of √ƒås: √ƒås+hi should result in the deletion of the final /s/ of 
√ƒås before the suffix -hi (by vi 4 35), and -dhi should be substituted 
for -hi after roots ending in a consonant (by vi 4 101). each of these 
operations threatens 23 to pull the ground from under the other; but by 
vi 4 22 they are treated as if they were unrealized – even though they 
are indeed both realized in ƒådhi. 24 if På∫ini had said asiddham 
atrâbhåt “everything is unrealized here up to bha” he would have in-
validated many of his rules for good. 25 Kåtyåyana in his vårttika 1 on 
vi 4 22 used only asiddha; but that does not necessarily mean that he 

22. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.iX, p.86.
23. G.cardona has argued that the substitution hi>dhi is nitya and would apply 

first; then ƒås>ƒå could apply, if dhi is treated like the original according to i 1 56 (in 
New Horizons of Research in Indology, Poona 1989, pp.55). But i 1 56 explicitly ex-
empts phonetic shape (an-alvidhau). Kåtyåyana’s vårttika 3 on vi 4 22 referred to 
ƒådhi as one of the purposes of vi 4 22, and Patañjali offered a string of suggestions 
how ƒådhi could be explained without recourse to vi 4 22 (mahåbhåßya iii 187,17-
23). Patañjali rejected also many of the other purposes suggested by Kåtyåyana for vi 
4 22 (Joshi/roodbergen, ibid., p.76).

24. P.Kiparsky, Some theoretical Problems in På∫ini’s Grammar, Poona 1982, 
pp.105-111.

25. J.Bronkhorst, JIPh 8 (1980), p.71. the resulting form would have been 
*ƒåsdhi.
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actually read the sætra as *asiddham atrâbhåt or that he considered 
asiddha and asiddhavat as synonyms, since he only referred back to 
his own vårttikas on vi 1 86 that contain the word asiddha.

the concept of asiddha is at the core of asiddhavat, but it would 
not be proper to accept asiddha and asiddhavat as synonyms 26 – as-
suming that asiddhavat is the authentic reading in vi 4 22. as the au-
thor of the Padamañjarœ understood it, all rules in this section are mutu-
ally irresponsive: “[Between two rules,] when both åbhœya 27 rules de-
pending on one and the same cause have a chance to apply, in this way 
one becomes ‘as-it-were-unrealized’ (asiddhavat) with regard to the 
other.” 28 Joshi/roodbergen recognized at least two differences in the 
usage of the two terms: asiddhavat applies only word-internally, asid-
dha also across the word-boundary; and while the relation of earlier/
later plays a role in the tripådœ, it does not in the asiddhavat section. 
“But, to our opinion, these two differences do not warrant the addition 
of a meaningful suffix vat to the term asiddha” and “if asiddha is ren-
dered as ‘regarded as not having taken effect,’ asiddha and asiddhavat 
become synonyms.” 29 the authors rejected the position taken by the 
Padamañjarœ (and P.Kiparsky 30) regarding the mutual irresponsiveness 
of the rules in this section. 31 they argued that ƒås>ƒå would take prece-

26. while Kåtyåyana and Patañjali are silent on this topic, the Nyåsa and 
Kaiya™a on this rule consider the terms as synonyms, and Kaiya™a argued that the suf-
fix -vat must be understood even in the use of asiddha. cf. Bernhard Geiger, 
Mahåbhåßya zu P.VI,4,22 und 132, pp.9-12 and Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of 
På∫ini, vol.iX, pp.65f. See also p.62 below on På∫ini’s avoidance of synonymous 
terms.

27. åbhœya is an adjective made from å bhåt “up to bha” denoting the rules 
from vi 4 22 to vi 4 175.

28. Padamañjarœ on Kåƒikå on vi 4 22 (vol.v p.366 lines 16f.) yady ubhe apy 
åbhœye ekam eva nimittam åƒritya pråpnuta∆, evam anyo ’nyasminn asiddhavad bha-
vati. i agree with Bronkhorst, JIPh 8 (1980), pp.71f., that nothing in the wording of 
vi 4 22 suggests the simultaneous application of rules that Joshi and Kiparsky (in: 
D.Dinnsen (ed.), Current Approaches to Phonological Theory, Bloomington 1979, 
p.242 with fn.84) and P.Kiparsky, Some Theoretical Problems, Poona 1982, pp.107) 
have suggested.

29. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol. iX, p.82.
30. P.Kiparsky, Some Theoretical Problems in På∫ini’s Grammar, Poona 

1983, pp.105-111.
31. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol. iX, pp.82f. and 87, where 

Joshi reversed his earlier position (see fn.28 above).
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dence over dhi > hi, since it is a special rule (apavåda) applicable to 
just one word, whereas dhi > hi applies to a whole class. then, by the 
force of vi 4 22, the substitution ƒås>ƒå would be “as it were unreal-
ized” when the substitution dhi >hi comes up. 32 that appears to be cor-
rect and it will not be necessary to invoke mutual irresponsiveness, of 
which there is no indication in the mahåbhåßya. But if På∫ini’s asid-
dhavat were synonymous with asiddha, as Joshi/roodbergen claimed, 
it raises the question how an “unrealized” ƒås>ƒå would be put back in-
to reality. i believe therefore, that asiddhavat is the authentic reading, 
and that På∫ini did not indulge in the needless use of synonyms. as 
Kiparsky 33 has demonstrated, På∫ini used the suffix -vat to extend the 
reach of a term: sthånivat “like the original” in i 1 56, karmavat “like 
goals” in iii 1 87, and vartamånavat “like present time” in iii 3 131. 
this is a conscious effort by På∫ini towards transfer or extension 
(atideƒa), not careless use of a synonym.

the use of asiddha “unrealized” in rule vi 1 86 [84 eka∆] ßatva-
tuk.or asiddha∆ “the [substitution of] one is unrealized at [the substi-
tution of] ß and the [augment] -t-” poses a problem, because it refers to 
an operation that “has already happened.” 34 the restriction narrowly 
aims at two rules. the section vi 1 84-111 teaches a single substitute 
for the previous and following sound (e.g., iha asti > ihâsti), part of a 
larger section vi 1 72-157 dealing with vowel sandhi. these rules vi 
1 84-111, however, are “unrealized” (asiddha) according to vi 1 86 
when it comes to the insertion of the augment -t- (vi 1 71) and the 
substitution s>ß (viii 3 59) – in spite of having been realized already! 
Here are the specifics:

an example for the augment /t/ is the formation of the gerund 
adh œtya “having studied.” in the sequence adhi+√i+ya by rule vi 1 

32. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol. iX, p.67
33. P.Kiparsky, Some Theoretical Problems, p.106.
34. rule vi 1 86 challenges the claim by Yajan veer Dahiya, På∫ini as a 

Linguist, Delhi 1995, pp.26f. and 38: asiddhavat with reference to actions already tak-
en that come into the realm of later action; asiddha rules are late in the process and 
cannot be involved in earlier actions. J.Bronkhorst (JIPh 8 [1990], p.73) stated that 
“the term asiddha determines in what order rules are to be applied. the term asiddha-
vat, on the other hand, does no such thing.” according to P.Kiparsky (Some 
Theoretical Problems, p.110) the role of the tripådœ is essentially “to cancel the sid-
dha-principle” 
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101 [84 eka∆] aka∆ savar∫e dœrgha∆ “a single long [vowel] is substi-
tuted for a vowel before a [vowel] of the same class” the two /i/ would 
be contracted: *adhœ-ya. Now the insertion of the augment /t/ would 
no longer be possible, because it applies only after a short vowel: vi 1 
71 hrasvasya piti k®ti tuk “a [root] ending in a short vowel receives 
the augment /t/ before a k®t suffix with the tag p.” to get the desired 
form adhœtya “having studied” it was necessary to state that the vowel 
contraction is not realized at rule vi 1 71. 

the example for the substitution s>ß is *kas asiñcat > ko ’siñcat 
“who sprinkled?” the elision of /a/ in [a]siñcat is taught in vi 1 109, 
the substitution s>ß after vowels other than /a/ or /å/ in viii 3 59. the 
latter operation is not realized at vi 1 109 35 but would take place lat-
er, resulting in an undesired form *ko ’ßiñcat. therefore the elision of 
/a/ in [a]siñcat must be unrealized (asiddha) with regard to the substi-
tution s>ß – even though it has already been realized in vi 1 109.

if we ask what caused the complication in På∫ini’s organization 
of rules, we may have a historical explanation. we might say that the 
phonetic merger of preverb and verb was a development in the earliest 
Sanskrit that was later than the insertion of /t/ or that the elision of /a/ 
in *ko <a>siñcat was later than the ruki rule. 36 But this is immaterial, 
because På∫ini gave a strictly synchronic description of the lan-
guage. 37

one point to consider is that other rules in the section vi 1 72-157 
have problems. it is problematic that vi 1 113 38 + 125 39 refer to “pro-

35. it is asiddha by viii 2 1.
36. the term ruki used by modern linguists indicates the four sounds /i,u,r,k/ that 

affect a following /s/. the process s>ß was prehistoric and is well established in the 
oldest indian texts, whereas the elision of /a/ after /e/ or /o/ (abhinihita-saµdhi) is 
post-Ìgvedic. cf. H.e.Buiskool, Pærvatråsiddham. Analytisch onderzoeg aangaande 
het systeem der Tripådœ van På∫ini’s Aß™ådhyåyœ, amsterdam 1936, p.20 opmerking 1.

37. H.e.Buiskool, Pærvatråsiddham, pp.163f. and Tripådœ pp.71f.: “in the theo-
retical development in På∫ini’s system, the processes which have been put in the 
Tripådœ, are, as it were, “of later date” than those in regard to which they are asid-
dha.” He stressed at the same time that På∫ini by no means had historical develop-
ment in mind when he composed his rules.

38. vi 1 113 [111 ut] ato ror aplutåd aplute “/u/ is substituted for ru after an 
/a/ that is not pluta, before /a/.”

39. vi 1 125 pluta-prag®hyå aci nityam “Protracted and separated vowels are 
always unchanged before a vowel.”
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tracted vowels” (pluta) 40 and the intermediary sound ru (the replace-
ment for word final -s, as in v®kßas > *v®kßar, that is replaced with /u/ 
by vi 1 113/114) that are introduced 41 only in the tripådœ (pluta in 
viii 2 82-108, ru in viii 2 66) and should therefore be “unrealized” in 
earlier operations according to viii 2 1. the problem would vanish if 
the vowel contraction rules were placed in the tripådœ after viii 3 59. 
indeed Joshi/roodbergen have suggested that a change – that moved 
the vowel contraction rules from the tripådœ into their present position 
in book vi – was made when the formation of compounds and sec-
ondary noun suffixation were incorporated into På∫ini’s grammar, 
something they called a pre-Kåtyåyana development. 42 it is improba-
ble that På∫ini would have composed a grammar without these topics; 
but it is conceivable that he included these topics after he had com-
posed the bulk of his grammar. 

But if the suggestion of Joshi/roodbergen were accepted – that 
the vowel contraction rules originally were part of the tripådœ – there 
would be other problems with the linear sequence of rules inside the 
tripådœ, as J.Bronkhorst 43 has pointed out. also, it would be redun-
dant to call the vowel contractions asiddha if a rule vi 1 86 were 
placed in the tripådœ. one would have to postulate that ßatva-tuk.or 
asiddha∆ was not the original wording before the transfer. it is prefer-
able therefore to disregard the suggestion of such a large-scale transfer 
of rules from the tripådœ.

it is best for these reasons to follow the lead of Bronkhorst (and 
Kiparsky) and the observation that operations are called asiddha al-
ways in express relation to something else (whereas asiddhavat is valid 
within a defined section). rule vi 1 86 then states that the vowel con-
traction taught in vi 1 84-111 are not realized in relation to the opera-
tions taught in vi 1 71 and viii 3 59, though they are generally siddha 

40. Patañjali noticed the conflict and declared that apluta should here be under-
stood as apluta-bhåvin “non-pluta which will materialize later” (mahåbhåßya iii 
85,9).

41. there is, however, the definition of pluta in i 2 27.
42. Joshi/roodbergen, in: Proceedings, pp.83f.
43. J.Bronkhorst, JIPh 8 (1980), pp.80-82. Bronkhorst (p.84 fn.17) admitted 

that the difficulties concern mostly “two derivations of adas,” viz. amuyå and amuß-
mai. Yet they are hard to eliminate without rewriting the grammar.
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“realized” in accordance with the maxim sarvatra siddham proposed 
by Joshi/Kiparsky. there would be no problem then with the results of 
the vowel operations showing up in the actual spoken language, be-
cause they were “unrealized” only with reference to a certain rule.

Declaring an operation “unrealized” has two aspects: vi 1 86 ßat-
va-tuk.or asiddha∆ allows the insertion of the augment /t/ to go for-
ward (because the merger i+i>œ is not realized), and it prevents the 
substitution s>ß (because he elision of /a/ is not realized). Kåtyåyana 
defined the purpose of declaring something asiddha as “blocking rules 
based on the substitute and establishing the rules based on the 
original.” 44 But he saw philosophical difficulties. How can the rules 
based on the original apply, when this original is no longer there? and 
if it is argued that a rule based thus on the original is properly realized 
because the substitution is unrealized, one has to admit that the non-
realization of one thing does not mean the existence of another. or, as 
Patañjali said, the killing of Devadatta’s killer does not bring 
Devadatta back to life. 45 Kåtyåyana proposed a remedy: it must be 
taught both that [the substitute] is like the original and that [the substi-
tution] is unrealized. ultimately, however, Kåtyåyana found it mean-
ingless to teach that [the substitute] is like the original, because it is 
the rules that are not realized (and not the operations). 46 

that is the position accepted by most På∫inœyas, but it was hardly 
På∫ini’s. Kåtyåyana’s discussion clearly started with the assumption 
that it is the operations that are unrealized. only when he found prob-
lems that he considered insurmountable, did he suggest that it is the 
rules that are unrealized. in parsing rule viii 2 1 pærvatrâsiddham it 
would be possible to supply sætram or lakßa∫am to go with asiddham 
(which as a verbal adjective calls for a noun to be implied), but this is 

44. mahåbhåßya iii 65,9 ßatva-tukor asiddha-vacanam ådeƒa-lakßa∫a-
pratißedhârtham utsarga-lakßa∫a-bhåvârthaµ ca “calling it unrealized regarding the 
[substitution of] /ß/ and the [augment] /t/ has the purpose of blocking the rules based 
on the substitute and the purpose of [establishing] the existence of the rules based on 
the original.”

45. mahåbhåßya iii 65,19f. na hi Devadattasya hantari hate Devadattasya prå-
durbhåvo bhavati.

46. vårttika 5 on vi 1 86 (mahåbhåßya iii 66,4) sthånivad-vacanânarthakyaµ 
ƒåstrâsiddhatvåt “it is meaningless to state that it is like the original, because it is the 
rule that is unrealized.”
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not possible in vi 1 86 ßatva-tuk.or asiddha∆ where the masculine 
eka∆ is continued from vi 1 84. the Kåƒikå paraphrased the rule with 
ßatve tuki ca kartavye ekâdeƒo ’siddho bhavati “when /ß/ and -t- are to 
be carried out, the substitution of one is unrealized.” 47 for Kåtyåyana 
apparently the philosophical problem weighed heavier than the one 
posed by syntax. No commentary addressed the syntactic problem, 
even though the Padamañjarœ, following Kåtyåyana, assumed that it is 
the rules (ƒåstra, ƒåstra-svaræpa) that are realized or non-realized. 48

Philosophical problems bothered Kåtyåyana also in the interpreta-
tion of the rules i 1 56-58. rule i 1 56 sthånivad ådeƒo ’nalvidhau 
states that “a substitute is treated like the original, except when a 
grammatical operation is conditioned by a 49 speech sound.” the rule 
has many applications. when √bhæ is substituted in certain tenses for 
√as, it retains the status of √as as a root; when the gerund suffix ktvå is 
replaced by lyap whenever the verb is joined with a preverb, lyap 
blocks full grade of the root all the same (even though it lacks the tag 
k), and it has the same syntactic function as ktvå, etc. 50 But the rule 
would be too wide without a restriction: it must not cover phonetic 
features. the initial sound, e.g., of the gerund lyap (i.e., -ya) interacts 
with a preceding sound like any /y/, not like the /t/ of ktvå (i.e., -två). 
But this restriction is again too narrow, because in cases where a semi-
vowel replaced a vowel, it still interacts with a preceding sound the 
same as the original vowel (i 1 57). if the adjective pa™u is joined with 
the feminine suffix -œ and the instrumental suffix -å (pa™u-œ-å), the 
rules require the replacement œ>y before /å/ which would leave the fi-
nal /u/ of pa™u unchanged (*pa™u-y-å). But the replacement /y/ for /œ/ is 
like the original, resulting in a replacement u>v and a correct form 
pa™vyå. and then again this limitation put on the restriction is too wide 
and has to be set aside in nine different situations that are enumerated: 
in word final position, in the doubling of a consonant, etc. (i 1 58). 

47. Kåƒikå on vi 1 86 (vol.iv, p.550 line 2).
48. Padamañjarœ on Kåƒikå on vi 1 86 (vol.iv, p.364, line 16) ato vyåpakatvåc 

chåstrasyaîvâsiddhatvam.
49. Some commentators assume that analvidhau includes also rules based on 

more than one speech sound; the Sanskrit term is ambiguous; cf. S.D.Joshi and 
J.a.f.roodbergen, JAOS 105 (1985), pp.469-477.

50. the Kåƒikå on i 1 56 (vol.i, pp.186-188) gives a list of such retained functions.
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Kåtyåyana, in his vårttikas 2-6 on i 1 57 had some qualms. if the sub-
stitute is like the original, it may be necessary to say that it is asiddha 
“unrealized” with regards to certain other rules. 51 But if this were 
done, one would have to re-state the original, because the negation of 
the substitute alone would not re-instate the original. 52 it would be 
necessary to state two things: that it is like the original and that it is 
unrealized. 53 finally he referred to the solution that he proposed in 
his remarks on a later rule, viz. vi 4 86: it is not the operation that is 
unrealized but the rule. 54 På∫ini’s rules i 1 56-58 need not be altered.

Joshi took Patañjali’s explanation of sthånivat, viz. sthånivad 
bhavati, sthånivan na bhavati “Like the original it is, like the original 
it is not” 55 to mean “feeding based on the properties of the original is 
allowed” [and] “feeding contradictory to the properties of the original 
is not allowed” and to imply that he considered sthånivat and asiddha 
as synomyms. 56 På∫ini surely should not be guilty of using two terms 
(i.e., sthånivat and asiddha) with identical value, 57 and Kåtyåyana in 
two of his vårttika-s indeed made a distinction between the two 
terms. 58 to remove this oddity, Joshi proposed to limit the role of 
sthånivat to a positive or “feeding” role, where the substitute “feeds” 

51. vårttika 2 on i 1 57 (mahåbhåßya i 146,17) tatrâdeƒa-lakßa∫a-pratißedha∆ 
“there must be blocking of the substitution rule.”

52. vårttikas 3 and 4 on i 1 57 (mahåbhåßya i 146,21 and 24) asiddha-vacanåt 
siddham iti ced utsarga-lakßa∫ånåm anudeƒa∆ (similar to vårttika 2 on vi 1 86 
[mahåbhåßya iii 65,15]) and asiddha-vacanåt siddham iti cen nânyasyâsiddha-va-
canåd anyasya bhåva∆ (identical with vårttika 3 on vi 1 86 [mahåbhåßya iii 65,18]).

53. mahåbhåßya i 147,3 tasmåt sthånivad-vacanam asiddhatvaµ ca “therefore 
the treatment like the original and the fact of not being realized [must both be 
taught].” this is identical with vårttika 4 on vi 1 84 (mahåbhåßya iii 66,1). cf. G.
cardona in New Horizons of Research in Indology, Poona 1989, pp.54f.

54. mahåbhåßya i 147,6 uktaµ vå “or it has been said” which refers to vårttika 5 
on vi 1 86 (mahåbhåßya iii 66,4) sthånivad-vacanânarthakyaµ ƒåstrâsiddhatvåt “it is 
meaningless to state that it is like the original, because it is the rule that is unrealized.”

55. mahåbhåßya i 147,16.
56. S.D.Joshi, CASS Studies 6 (1982), pp.154-160.
57. S.D.Joshi, ibid., p.160: “it is quite unlikely that På∫ini would introduce two 

synonymous theoretical terms in his system. elsewhere also in the Aß™ådhyåyœ, På∫ini 
uses the theoretical terms with complete consistency.” He referred also to P.Kiparsky, 
På∫ini as a Variationist, pp. 229-234.

58. vårttika 5 on i 1 57 tasmåt sthånivad-vacanam asiddhatvaµ ca 
(mahåbhåßya i 147,3) = vårttika 4 on vi 1 86 (mahåbhåßya iii 66,1). 
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the operation of the preceding item due to the properties of the origi-
nal, and he denied that it could block or “bleed” the operation applica-
ble to the preceding item due to the properties of the substitute (but 
blocked by the original). in this way, sthånivat would be different 
from asiddha. 59 this second “bleeding” aspect of sthånivat, he 
claimed, has some undesirable consequences which, in På∫ini’s sys-
tem, are dealt with in i 1 58. Since Joshi rejected the second aspect of 
sthånivat, På∫ini’s rule i 1 58 was no longer necessary for Joshi who 
declared it a later addition – added after the tradition had wrongly in-
terpreted i 1 56/57 to cover the cases of “bleeding.” 60 

Joshi’s interpretation creates a problem in the derivation of the 
gen./loc. dual våyvo∆, where the /y/ should be elided before /v/ by vi 
1 66; 61 this elision is blocked or “bled” by i 1 56/57 according to the 
traditional interpretation, because the /v/ is a substitute for /u/ (*våyu-
o∆ > våyvo∆) by vi 1 77) and, being a substitute, should be treated 
like the original. Yet Joshi denied just such a “bleeding” role of 
sthånivat. this problem “requires a totally different answer. in fact, it 
requires major surgery in the body of the rules of the A[ß™ådhyåyœ] in 
its present form, namely, the transference of the sandhi-rules in the 
sixth adhyåya to the tripådœ-section.” 62 Such boldness should give us 
some pause.

Joshi’s argument is based on the assumption that Patañjali’s defi-
nition of sthånivat would mean the same as asiddha. one need only 
place asiddha in i 1 56 to see that this is not true: *asiddha ådeƒo 
’nalvidhau “the substitute is not realized, except when a grammatical 
operation is conditioned by (one or more) speech sounds.” first, it 
contradicts the fact that the substitution has already taken place; sec-
ond, the rule would create almost the opposite of the desired meaning; 
third, we require a statement that the substitute “inherits” the proper-
ties of the original. that is in fact the tenor of i 1 56 to which the next 
two rules only offer minor adjustments. rule i 1 56 is similar to i 1 62 

59. S.D.Joshi, CASS Studies 6 (1982), pp.167.
60. Ibid., pp.163f.
61. vi 1 66 lopo vy.or val.i “Deletion of /v,y/ before any semivowel or conso-

nant except /y/.”
62. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.i p.90. on their suggestion 

that at least some sætras may have been moved around see above p.59.
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pratyaya-lope pratyaya-lakßa∫am “when a suffix is deleted, an opera-
tion conditioned by the suffix [will still take place]” which is followed 
by a restriction: i 1 63 na lumatâ√gasya “[But] not regarding a stem, if 
[the deletion is caused by an element] containing lu.” 63 if sthånivat is 
not synonymous with asiddha, there is no need to tamper with the ex-
isting text of the aß™ådhyåyœ. sthånivat is closer to asiddhavat in that 
both terms refer to operations that have already taken place. 64 But 
asiddhavat has a wider grasp, since it includes, besides substitutions, 
also deletions, augments, and suffixes. 65 could På∫ini have said 
*asiddhavad ådeƒo ’lvidhau “a substitute [behaves] as if it were unre-
alized, when a grammatical operation is conditioned by (one or more) 
speech sounds”? No, because the rule would lack the basic require-
ment that in general a substitute does behave “like the original.” we 
do want lyap to behave like ktvå except in sandhi, which will not hap-
pen without a special statement. thus the rule is to be taken as it 
stands.

På∫ini may have taken over rules from predecessors, but i also 
consider the likelihood that he himself added sætras here and there – 
without changing the existing sætras that preceded or followed. that 
procedure could have produced the slight deviations from standard 
practice that have bothered some modern interpreters. while an under-
lying design of the grammar is still visible, many sætras dealing with 
specific features of the language have been placed where convenient 
dittoing and associations attracted them. when later the author wanted 
to include additional material, perhaps with an attaching ca (“and”), 
the existing patterns of dittoing and of the use of ca could be disturbed 
– but not enough to force the author to revamp all preceding rules. it 

63. therefore deletions which are effected by luk, ƒlu or lup, deny the deleted 
suffix any influence on the stem.

64. sthånivat in i 1 56 has to be an adverb, while asiddhavat in vi 4 22 could 
be an adverb or a nominative neuter; the Nyåsa and the Padamañjarœ (vol.v p.364) 
supply kåryam.

65. it is a later development when Patañjali argued, with a quoted stanza, that 
all modifications are substitutions of the whole word, because modification of a part 
would violate the doctrine of the permanence of words: mahåbhåßya i 75,13f. and iii 
251,12f.

 sarve sarva-padâdeƒå Dåkßi-putrasya På∫ine∆ /
 ekadeƒa-vikåre hi nityatvaµ nôpapadyate //
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could well be that På∫ini added the rules dealing with secondary noun 
suffixes and compounds after he formulated more basic rules, and the 
vedic rules could have been added still later. we do not need to pre-
sume the hand of another author or authors. Joshi and roodbergen 
conceded that possibility themselves, when they wrote in a footnote 
that På∫ini could be the author of the disputed sætras after all, since it 
“could be that after having worked out the original text consisting of a 
saµjñå-section (including paribhåßås), a kåraka-section, a vibhakti-
section,…and the problem of rule-ordering in the asiddha-kå∫∂a, he 
simply lacked the time to deal with taddhitas and samåsa in an ex-
haustive manner, and in a manner consistent with the grammar which 
he had phrased so far.” 66 Paul Kiparsky remarked: “the importance 
of the J&r theory is to have given På∫ini studies their own counter-
part of the ‘Homeric question’, as radical and far-reaching as the 
original.” 67 and just as questionable.

66. Joshi/roodbergen, in: Proceedings, p.83 fn.37.
67. P.Kiparsky, JIPh 19 (1991), p.333.
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 Inadequacies of Early Writing

i had pointed out above (pp.30f.) that På∫ini’s rule i 2 27 ækålo ’j 
jhrasva-dœrgha-pluta∆ (seemingly “a vowel having the length of /æ/ is 
short, long, and protracted”) is rather odd: three terms (hrasva “short”, 
dœrgha “long” and pluta “protracted”) are paired with a single word of 
description (ækålo). already Kåtyåyana and Patañjali had recognized 
that the long /æ/ has to stand for three vowels: /u/, /æ/, and /æ3/. Little 
attention was given to the way the three vowels were merged in a long 
/æ/. the sub-commentary Nyåsa on i 2 27 1 relied on På∫ini’s rule vi 1 
101 aka∆ savar∫e dœrgha∆ “when a vowel if followed by one of the 
same class, the long vowel is substituted for both” which is adequate 
to explain dadhi iha >dadhîha, but does not really apply to u+æ+æ3 > 
æ. as Böhtlingk remarked in his translation of i 2 27, “man hätte 
^3kalae erwartet” (one would have expected æ3kålo). 2 the written 
sign for pluta vowels is attested only rather late and was not available, 
when På∫ini’s grammar was first written down. there is only one in-
stance, unless i have overlooked something, of a marked pluta vowel 
in the whole aß™ådhyåyœ: vi 1 130 [129 aplutavad] œ3 Cåkravarma-
∫asya “according to [the recitation/opinion of] cåkravarma∫a œ3 [is 
treated as if it were not pluta].” this rule is found in a context of sev-
eral rules dealing with the padapå™ha of the Ìgveda 3 and perhaps other 
ancient vedic texts. 4 cåkravarma∫a who is not otherwise well known 5 

1. Nyåsa, vol.i p.302,19f.; thus also Joshi/roodbergen, Aß™ådhyåyœ, part ii p.43.
2. otto Böhtlingk, Pâ∫ini’s Aß™ådhyåyœ, p.15. the choice of the u-vowel rather 

than the a-vowel would still be rather odd, unless the expression ækålo really is the 
imitation of a natural sound: the sounds made by various birds (ÌvPr Xiii 20) or the 
crowing of cocks (vi™™hala on Prakriyåkaumudœ i 2,27 [vol.i p.21,8] and Någojœbha™™a, 
Laghuƒabdenduƒekhara on sætra i 2 27 = sætra 9 in the Siddhåntakaumudœ [p.84,7]).

3. the reference to ˙åkalya in vi 1 127 points to the Ìgveda.
4. the example given by Patañjali on vi 1 129 (suƒlokå3 iti > suƒlokêti) points 

to the Yajurveda (tS i 8, 16,2; KS XXXviii,4 [p.377,21]): mahåbhåßya iii 90,18f.
5. Yudhiß™hira mœmåµsaka, Saµsk®ta vyåkara∫a-ƒåstra kå itihåsa, vol.i, 3rd ed., 

Sonipat saµvat 2030, pp.34 and 155 has listed a few references to this author: 
u∫ådisætra iii 144; a reference in the Kåtantra-pariƒiß™a under hetau vå, and 
Bha™™ojidœkßita in his ˙abdakaustubha (ed. G.Nene vol.1 p.165,16f.) on sætra i 1 27 
quoting someone saying that dvaya was called a pronoun (sarvanåman) in 
cåkravarma∫a’s grammar.
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was most likely another redactor of a vedic text. Kåtyåyana suggested 
that the rule was given with reference to instances where the words 
were not followed by iti (called upasthita) (as in the dissolved forms 
of the padapå™ha or kramapå™ha), 6 and Patañjali gave the examples 
cinu hœ3 idam versus cinu hîdam and sunu hœ3 idam versus sunu 
hîdam. 7 the former recalls vaikhånasa-g®hyasætra 8 i 14:15 cinuhœ, 
where apparently a long œ is written meaning to express a pluta vowel; 
the sentence is difficult, and w.caland 9 translated cinuhœ tentatively 
with “the accumulating one (?).” in Ka™ha-saµhitå 40,5 and taittirœya-
saµhitå v 7,8,1 cinuhi is the archaic 2nd imperative active 10; i do not 
have, at this time, access to the padapå™ha of the Ka™ha-saµhitå and 
the kramapå™ha of either text. 11

it is therefore probable that the pluta œ3 in På∫ini’s rule vi 1 130 
(and Kåtyåyana’s and Patañjali’s remarks on it) was based not on the 
tradition of the aß™ådhyåyœ itself but on the surviving oral tradition of 
a vedic text. Note how in På∫ini’s rule i 1 17/18 uña æµ the nasaliza-
tion (that was otherwise lost in the aß™ådhyåyœ) was preserved or re-
stored based on the oral tradition of the padapå™ha of the Ìgveda. 12 
the text of the mahåbhåßya has several occurrences of pluta vowels 
where they are direct outcomes of rules under discussion and where 
the lengthened form of the vowel was indicated by the context as in 
mahåbhåßya iii 85,6 and 17 susrotå3 atra nv asi (which may well be a 

6. K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, 2nd ed., Baroda 1977, 
p.90 has quoted different concepts of upasthita.

7. mahåbhåßya iii 91,12f. the editions separate cinu hi, apparently to avoid 
the obsolete form cinuhi.

8. vaikhånasag®hyasætram and vaikhånasadharmasætram ed. w.caland, 
calcutta 1927 repr. New Delhi 1989 (p.15,5).

9. vaikhånasasmårtasætra trans. w.caland, calcutta 1927-1929, repr. Delhi 
1982, p.29.

10. the suffix -hi eventually disappeared in verbs of the fifth (-nu) class, prob-
ably by analogy under the influence of the 2nd sing. imperative of the thematic verbs: 
L.renou, Grammaire de la langue Védique, Paris 1952, p.265.

11. the padapå™ha of the taittirœya-saµhitå has unaccented cinuhi: 
taittirœyasaµhitå-padapå™ha ed. m.a. vaidyanåthaƒåstrœ, m.Nåråya∫aƒåstrœ, Sonipat 
1985, p.463,22.

12. e.g. in Ìgveda i 34,6 where the padapå™ha has æµ for the u of the 
saµhitåpå™ha; cf. P.thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, p.129.
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vedic quote, too). 13

there is yet another instance where the early script may have rep-
resented a pronunciation inadequately. thirty-seven times Patañjali said 
in the course of a debate: åtaƒ ca “and for that reason.” Kaiya™a in his 
comment 14 on mahåbhåßya vol.i p.12,27 15 tried to explain: åta iti nipå-
ta∆. ataƒ ca hetor ity artha∆ “åtas is a particle. the meaning is ‘and for 
that reason’.” Not much else has been said about this particle, which is 
not found in any other text and is not listed by På∫ini among the parti-
cles. Heinrich Lüders saw it as a more emphatic expression than the 
common atas “hence”: “und deshalb sage ich…” (and therefore i say…
). 16 Joshi/roodbergen remarked on the same passage: “Not listed by 
På∫ini. the lengthening of the first vowel may be due to emphasis add-
ed by the speaker which has come to be accepted in orthography” and 
they translated “for the additional reason.” 17 i suggest that the formula-
ic åtaƒ ca is an imperfect rendition of å3taƒ ca. 18 Such use of pluta 
vowels for emphasis was not noted by På∫ini, perhaps because he con-
sidered it not a question of grammar but of speech – just like louder or 
softer pronunciation, faster or slower deliverance. 19 another possibility 
to explain åtas is the, apparently emphatic, lengthening of the initial 
syllable as it is found in names and other address forms: Nåråya∫a for 
“offspring of Nara” (*Narâya∫a), påradårin “adulterer” (for *para-

13. w.rau, Die vedischen Zitate im Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, mainz 1985, 
p.74. though the text of the mahåbhåßya is unaccented, it contains numerous vedic 
quotations carrying the old accents.

14. Kaiya™a’s Pradœpa, vol. i pp.46,16-47,13.
15. mahåbhåßya i 12,26f. sætrata eva hi ƒabdån pratipadyante. åtaƒ ca sætrata 

eva: yo hy utsætram kathayen nâdo g®hyeta “for one understands the words from the 
rules only; and for that reason from the rules only: for whoever says [something] be-
yond the rules, that would not be accepted.”

16. H.Lüders, SPAW 1916, p.729 = Philologica Indica, pp.420f.
17. Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Paspaƒåhnika, Pune 1986, 

p.184 with fn.780.
18. Such pluta indicated only by a long vowel without the added sign “3” is oc-

casionally found in vedic texts: H.oertel, JAOS 23 (1902) p.329 fn.3; a.Debrunner in 
his Nachträge zu Band I in the 2nd ed. of Jakob wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, 
Göttingen 1957, p.172.

19. in most instances pluti is imposed on the last vowel in a word; but in a few 
cases, the first vowel is pluta: På∫ini’s rules viii 2 86 and 91; cf. also vi 1 113. 
Patañjali has the vocatives Å3gnidatta and De3vadatta (mahåbhåßya iii 85,6 and 
418,3) which according to viii 2 86 reflects eastern usage.
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dårin) or ådhora∫a “mahout” (for *adhas-ra∫a lit. “whose legs are 
down”) that derive from adoring, abusive or commanding vocatives. 20

one has to wonder, how the nasalized semivowels in mahåbhåßya 
vol.i p.16,12 would have been written in the early Bråhmœ script. it 
was argued in a quoted metrical line (and the following paraphrase) 21 
that a rule demanding lengthening of the [always closed] vowel /a/ 
would wrongly produce a closed /å/ 22 just as an anusvåra would pro-
duce in internal sandhi a nasalized semivowel (as in sam + yantå, sam 
+ vatsara∆). tadyathå: saỹyantå saṽvatsara∆ yal̃lokaµ tal̃lokam iti. 
anusvåra∆ sthånœ ya∫am anunåsikaµ prakalpayati. “as in saỹyantå, 
saṽvatsara∆, yal̃lokam, tal̃lokam the original anusvåra creates a nasal-
ized semivowel.” Here again the context makes it clear that the semi-
vowel is nasalized, and a later scribe would have no difficulty to insert 
the anunåsika sign, where there was none in the older manuscript be-
fore him. 

many of På∫ini’s rules are formulated so dense that it is not easy 
to see how they could be pronounced, let alone be understood and ap-
plied. take vii 2 5 [1 v®ddhi∆ 3 ac.a∆ na] hmyanta-kßa∫a-ƒvasa-jåg®-
∫i-ƒvy-edit.åm “[v®ddhi is not substituted for a vowel of roots] ending 
in /h,m,y/, √kßa∫, √ƒvas, √jåg®, [roots with derivative] -i, √ƒvi, [and 
roots] with a tag e” must have been recited slowly: h-m-y-anta… to be 
understandable. in vi 1 3 [1 dve 2 aj-åder dvitœyasya] na ndrå∆ 
saµyogâdaya∆ “[if a root begins with a vowel, the second syllable is 
reduplicated] but not /n,d,r/ at the beginning of a consonant cluster” 
similarly n-d-rå∆ must have been recited very slowly. 23 Difficult 
would also be the distinction of two nasals in vii 2 115 aco ñ∫iti. 

what may be difficult 24 becomes virtually impossible when two 

20. P.thieme, Münchener Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft 44 pt.1 (1985) (fs. 
Karl Hoffmann), pp.248-252 (Kl.Schr. pp.1063-1067). or shall we assume here, too, 
pluta forms?

21. mahåbhåßya i 16,10f. sthånœ prakalpayed etåv anusvåro yathå ya∫am /
saµv®ta∆ sthånœ saµv®tau dœrgha-plutau prakalpayed, anusvåro yathå ya∫am. 
22. the long /å/ in Sanskrit is always an open sound.
23. Kåtyåyana postulated such “mini-pauses” in the recitation of iv 2 80 (above 

p.39 fn.50).
24. Some initial clusters have been attested since the earliest texts, e.g. kßmå 

“earth” and tsaru “a crawling animal” in the Ìgveda. På∫ini would not necessarily have 
been bound by what was possible or current in Sanskrit – but he had to be intelligible.
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stops are involved. in iii 4 107 På∫ini wanted to teach that personal 
endings beginning with /t/ or /th/ receive an augment /s/ (su ™); but a 
genitive dual *t-th.o∆ would have been more than difficult to pro-
nounce. rule iii 4 107 therefore appears as su™ tith.o∆. in viii 2 38 he 
referred to a suffix beginning with /t/ or /th/ instead with tath.o∆: viii 
2 38 [37 baƒo bhaß] dadhas tathoƒ ca “[/dh/ is also substituted for /d/] 
of the reduplicated root dadh before [endings beginning with] /t/ or 
/th/.” in vii 2 104 [103 kim.a∆] ku tih.o∆ “ku is substituted [for kim] 
before [case endings] beginning with /t/ or /h/.” Here again *t-h.o∆ 
would be difficult to pronounce let alone be understood properly. 
None of the endings referred to in iii 4 107 (viz. -ta, -tam, -thas, 
-tham) justifies the ‘ti’ of På∫ini’s sætra, nor do the endings referred to 
in vii 2 104 (ku-ta∆, ku-tra, ku-ha). if the /i/ in iii 4 107 (ti-th.o∆) and 
in vii 2 104 (ti-h.o∆) do not represent an /i/ in the object language 
(i.e., Sanskrit), they could be tags, bound to vanish as the Sanskrit 
words emerge. they would have been marked with a nasal pronuncia-
tion that was subsequently lost. No unwanted forms would result, 
since no tag /i/ is taught except in connection with roots. we would 
have a vacuous application; the commentators explain the insertion of 
/i/ as uccåra∫ârtham “for the sake of pronunciation.” 25 

But this explanation would not be acceptable in other cases, e.g. 
in vi 1 71 hrasvasya piti k®ti tuk “Before a primary suffix with a tag p 
an augment /t/ is added after [a root] ending in a short vowel.” we ob-
tain thus from *sarva-ji-kvip first *sarva-ji-tuk+kvip and finally sarva-
ji=t “conquering all.” the augment /t/ is tagged with a k which indi-
cates that the /t/ is added at the end of the root. 26 But what is the status 
of the /u/ in tuk? it is not a valid sound of the word in the object lan-
guage (i.e., Sanskrit), and it cannot be a tag because of unwanted con-
sequences. a tag u indicates that a stop denotes its whole class, i.e., 
tu 27 denotes /t,th,d,dh,n/, except when it is a suffix: i 1 69 a∫-udit 

25. Kåƒikå on iii 4 107 (vol.3, p.234,4) and Kåƒikå, Nyåsa, and Padamañjarœ on 
vii 2 104 (vol.5, p.792).

26. Sætra i 1 46 ådy-antau ™akit.au “what has the tag ™ or k is added at the be-
ginning and the end respectively.”

27. G.cardona, IIJ 15 (1973), p.213 suggested that nu™ in vii 1 54 should also 
include /t/ etc., potentially leading to a wrong genitive plural *purußa-tåm instead of 
purußå-∫åm; this would be prevented only by a hint in På∫ini’s rule vi 4 3 nåm.i that 
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savar∫asya câpratyaya∆. Since tuk is not a suffix, we would get the 
undesired forms sarva-jith, sarvajid, etc. along with the correct sarva-
jit. the correct form of På∫ini’s sætra should be hrasvasya piti k®ti tk. 

in the aorist form apaptat “he fell” På∫ini did not recognize the 
reduplication of the root √pat; he assumed an infix /p/ (i.e., apa[p]tat) 
that is tagged with a m to mark it as an infix 28: vii 4 19 [16 a√.i] pa-
ta∆ pum “[before the aorist suffix -a] the infix /m/ is inserted after the 
vowel of the root √pat.” again, pu would include not only /p/, but also 
/ph,b,bh,m/ which is not desired. the correct form of På∫ini’s sætra 
should be pata∆ pm.

in På∫ini’s sætra iii 1 108 hanas ta ca “and /t/ is substituted for 
the final of √han” 29 the correct form should be hanas t ca. it is obvi-
ous, i think, that hrasvasya piti k®ti tk, pata∆ pm and hanas t ca would 
be difficult to pronounce and even harder to understand – or to apply 
correctly. But with slow and careful recitation and proper explanation 
the listener could grasp the meaning of the rules.

in my booklet På∫ini’s Metalanguage, published thirty-eight years 
ago, i suggested that På∫ini’s metalanguage had an auxiliary vowel /ə/ 
“which could only unsatisfactorily be presented in the Devanågarœ 
script” and “it may well be that the author was not even aware that he 
used it.” 30 i would modify my position now in two respects. the 
present written text might be accepted as original, where a vacuous ap-
plication of a tag would not cause wrong forms; and this vowel that i 
had postulated, i now contend was totally imaginary, i.e., that /a,i,u/ 
were inserted by scribes who centuries after På∫ini tried to write down 

indicates the existence of an ending -nåm (which would not, however, exclude the 
possibility of the wrong forms -tåm, -thåm etc.). På∫ini exclusively used the tenuis for 
such groupings (ku, cu, ™u, tu, pu), even though his formulation in i 1 69 only states that 
a sound tagged with an u denotes a (or: any) sound of its group. But if the /u/ in nu™ is 
not of På∫ini’s making, the problem does not arise at all.

28. Sætra i 1 47 mid aco ’ntyåt para∆ “what has the tag m follows the last vowel.”
29. a.wezler, Kratylos 18 (1973/74), p.25 and G.cardona, IIJ 15 (1973), p.210 

argued that ta, etc. as consonant names are original and inherited. indeed ma-kåra 
“/m/” occurs already in aitareya-bråhma∫a v 32 besides a-kåra, u-kåra; but these are 
forms of ordinary speech, different from På∫ini’s formulaic style – which may weak-
en their argument.

30. H.Scharfe, På∫ini’s Metalanguage, Philadelphia 1971, pp.7-9; cf. also H.
Scharfe, Grammatical Literature, wiesbaden 1977, p.90.
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what they believed they had heard. they were not always consistent, 
perhaps trying to establish secondary distinctions; the /s/ added before 
a morpheme is called su™, 31 the /s/ after a morpheme however sak. 32 
the /r/ added before and after a morpheme is called ru™ resp. ruk, but in-
serted it is called ram. 33 my earlier suggestion regarding this vowel has 
been met with skepticism by several writers. D.m.Joshi, 34 a.wezler, 35 
and G.cardona, 36 following the lead of the commentators 37 thought 
that these vowels are there for the ease of pronunciation 
(uccara∫ârtham), which is certainly true; the question is whether 
På∫ini employed them consciously or whether they are the product of 
later scholars trying to write På∫ini’s rules down. 38 the problems with 
the first alternative have hardly been answered by the critics. following 
the reasoning of wezler and cardona, based on the ancient ma-kåra 
and the names ta and pa for the consonants /t,p/ in the ˙iva-sætras, the 
above mentioned augments should have been tak and pam – with no un-
wanted side effects, since short /a/ is not specifically introduced as a 
tag. 39 it could be, though, that the scope of such secondary vowel inser-
tions by scribes was less than i had assumed in my earlier publication.

the Bråhmœ script and the Devanågarœ script that evolved from it 
have rightly been praised for being more or less phonemic scripts; 40 

31. iii 4 107; vi 1 135; vii 1 52; viii 3 5+70.
32. vii 2 73.
33. vii 1 6; vii 4 91; vi 4 47.
34. D.m.Joshi, Indian Linguistics 33 (1972), p.95.
35. a.wezler, Kratylos 18 (1973/74), p.25.
36. G.cardona, IIJ 15 (1973), pp.207-221.
37. Kåƒikå on vii 1 58 (vol.v p.594,2f.) uccåra∫ârtho niranunåsika ikåra∆ 

pa™hyate “the /i/ is recited without nasalization (i.e. not as a tag) [only] for the sake of 
pronunciation”; Siddhåntakaumudœ comments at the end of the ˙iva-sætras (p.3,2f.): 
hakårâdißv a-kåra uccåra∫ârtha∆ “the /a/ [attached to the consonant] in ha etc. is for 
the sake of pronunciation.”

38. if one should argue that forms cphañ (in iv 1 98), k√iti (in i 1 5) or kta-ktavatæ 
(in i 1 26) besides titho∆ and tuk would expose the scribe to the charge of inconsistency 
– would it be more acceptable, if På∫ini himself would be the inconsistent one?

39. /a/ is used as a tag with roots in the Dhåtupå™ha – but with no function except 
as a carrier of indicative pitch accents and as protector of the final consonant from dele-
tion by i 3 9 [2 it 3 hal antyam] tasya lopa∆ “[a final consonant is a tag and] is deleted.”

40. m.m.Deshpande (in History of the Language Sciences, vol.1, pp.143f.) 
considered reasons why the ancient catalogue of sounds (and the scripts based on it) is 
not totally phonemic.
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they were created to serve secular ends by people trained in the an-
cient science of phonetics (ƒikßå). the downside of this character is 
the limited ability to denote non-phonemic features. the manuscripts 
of the Ìgveda, etc. do not express features of recitation like the kampa 
(a “quiver”) of certain passages with svarita accent 41 and other fea-
tures (e.g., the ra√ga) 42 that are even now part of the oral tradition and 
may be very old. 43 Pråtiƒåkhyas and ˙ikßås give us a glimpse of what 
we are missing. Similarly, the Devanågarœ script could not denote the 
involuntary sounds that sometimes occur in the pronunciation of clus-
ters of stops as, e.g., possibly in the rules of På∫ini’s grammar. the 
avesta script, on the other hand, was created to record the exact pro-
nunciation of the avestan texts that was still available when the text 
was written down under the Sassanid rulers of iran, and it abounds in 
signs for allophones. “it has been compared for accuracy with the 
modern ‘international phonetic alphabet’.” 44

the Pada-på™ha of the Ìgveda is the oldest surviving philological 
treatment of the Ìgveda (and the same may be said about the Pada-
på™ha-s of the other Saµhitås), but it has been suggested that it was 

41. L.renou, Terminologie, pt. iii, pp.49f.; m.Deshpande, on caturådhyåyikå 
iii 3,16 with note pp.437-439.

42. on ra√ga (forms of nasalization) see L.renou, Terminologie, pt. iii, 
pp.124f.; v.raghavan, The Present Position of Vedic Recitation and Vedic Sakhas, 
Kumbakonam 1962, p.20. K.v.abhyankar, Veda-padapå™ha-carcå Poona 1974, 
pp.32-35 gave further instances. according to På∫ini’s rule viii 4 58 and 
Ìgvedapråtiƒåkhya iv stanza 3 …purohitaµ yajñasya… in the first line of the 
Ìgveda should be recited as …purohitaỹ yajñasya…

43. L.renou, Diogenes 2 (1952), pp.58f.; v.raghavan, The Present Position, 
p.20. Barend a. van Nooten and Gary B.Holland, Rig Veda: a Metrically Restored 
Text, cambridge 1994, have not attempted to indicate these features. G.cardona, 
På∫ini: His Work and its Traditions, 2nd ed., pp.li-lii referred to “conservative edi-
tions” like Daulatram Gaur’s edition of the våjasaneyi-saºhitå (varanasi 1965; not 
seen by me) “which reflect pretty faithfully what is taught in pråtiƒåkhyas” with a 
number of additional diacritical signs. But unless these editions can be proven to re-
flect the actual recitation practice of traditional reciters, they must be presumed to be 
merely scholarly exercises of applying ƒikßå and pråtiƒåkhya rules to the text, compa-
rable to accented versions of På∫ini’s aß™ådhyåyœ or redactions of old Prakrit texts on 
the basis of the much later Prakrit grammarians. their testimony carries no more 
weight than the ƒikßå and pråtiƒåkhya texts themselves. Still, cardona’s remarks are a 
useful reminder of what the modern reader of printed vedic text editions is missing.

44. mary Boyce, Zoroastrians. Their Religious Beliefs and Practices, London 
1979, p.135.
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not the oldest such work altogether. 45 H.Humbach and m.witzel have 
pointed out that the text of the avesta, the sacred text of Zarathustra 
and his followers, shows striking similarities. 46 Some of these features 
appear only in diminished form in important modern editions of the 
ancient indian and iranian texts. the word divider, a vertical line 
called da∫∂a, is omitted in max müller’s handy Ìgveda edition with 
the saµhitå-på™ha and pada-på™ha printed on opposite pages. 47 in his 
authoritative, though incomplete, edition of the avesta, Karl friedrich 
Geldner moved the parts of a compound (that are written apart in the 
manuscripts) together “for easier understanding” but retained the dot 
that marked the division. 48 all these omissions or alterations, though, 
concern only the written form of these sacred texts that are merely re-
flections of earlier oral traditions. 

if the current assumption that puts the invention of the Bråhmœ 
script at about 300 b.c. is correct, it establishes a datum post quem for 
the written form of the pada-på™ha; its original oral form, however, was 
known to På∫ini, Yåska and the authors of the Pråtiƒåkhyas, and is re-
ferred to in aitareya-åra∫yaka iii 2,6 and possibly already in aitareya-
bråhma∫a v 4,3. 49 No early inscription shows the avagraha sign 

45. J.f.Staal, in Harånandalaharœ (fs. minoru Hara), reinbek 2000, p.353.
46. Johannes Bronkhorst, IIJ 24 (1982), p.185; Helmut Humbach, The Gåthås of 

Zarathushtra, Heidelberg 1991, vol.i, p.60; michael witzel, in: Inside the Texts, 
Beyond the Texts, ed. m.witzel, cambridge 1997, p.323 with note 349, where he re-
fers to avestan passages that remind of the Bråhma∫as, ˙rauta-sætras, Dharmasætras 
and Nigha∫™us. w.malandra, in Indian Linguistic Studies, pp.229f. has speculated on 
the possibility of an iranian scholastic tradition older than the fixation of our avesta 
text.

47. this (along with some other modifications) was justified by m.müller with 
the need to hold the pada-på™ha on the right page to a comparable length with the 
saµhitå-på™ha on the left (The Hymns of the Rig-Veda, London 1877 repr. varanasi 
1965, vol.i p.vii). He did not use such abbreviations in his earlier monumental edition 
of the Ìgveda with Såya∫a’s commentary.

48. Karl f. Geldner, Avesta. The Sacred Books of the Parsis. Stuttgart 1886-
1896, p.lii. one is reminded of e.Hultzsch’s omission in his monumental edition of 
the aƒoka inscriptions (oxford 1925) to record the spacing between phrases in some 
aƒoka inscriptions. Georg Bühler had noted them in his earlier work (e.g., EI 2 
[1894], pp.447ff.) and they were rediscovered by K.L.Janert: ZDMG 115 [1965], 
pp.88-119 and Abstände und Schlussvokalbezeichnungen in Aƒoka-Inschriften, 
wiesbaden 1972. pp.36-38.

49. L.renou, Introduction générale, p.3. K.Paramesvara aithal, Veda-lakßa∫a. 
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“about which nothing can be said as to when and how it originated,” 50 
that plays such an important role in the analysis of compounds and case 
forms. according to raj Bali Pandey “it first appears in the Baroda 
copper-plate of the råß™rakæ™a king Dhruva, dated a.D. 834-35.” 51 it is 
probable therefore, that the written form of the pada-på™ha as we have it 
is younger by several centuries at least than the first attestation of the 
Bråhmœ script. 52 But our written pada-på™ha is only a late reflection of a 
long oral tradition, all essential features of which can be presumed to 
be known already to På∫ini, Yåska and the authors of the Pråtiƒåkhyas 
– though with subtle differences. the caturådhyåyikå iii 3,35 consid-
ered the pauses between words in the pada-på™ha and those between 
word elements separated in the pada-på™ha by “separation” (avagraha) 
as having one måtrå, i.e. the length of a short vowel. 53 the difference 
of the pause between separate words and that between elements within 
a word in the pada-på™ha (marked by a sign called avagraha in our 
written texts) is conceptual, not phonetic. 54 all pråtiƒåkhyas, in fact, 
considered the pause by separation (avagraha) between the members of 
a dissolved compound to last one måtrå 55 and all, with the exception of 

Vedic Ancillary Literature, Stuttgart 1991, p.5 referred also to aitareya Åra∫yaka iii 
1,3. cf. also wayne Howard, Veda Recitation in Vårå∫asœ, Delhi 1986. 

50. K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary, 2nd ed., p.44.
51. raj Bali Pandey, Indian Palæography, part i, varanasi 1957, p.111 with ref-

erence to e.Hultzsch, IA Xiv (1885), p.193; J.f.fleet, EI iii (1894/95), p.329 and f.
Kielhorn EI iv (1896/97), p.244 note 7 (Kl.Schr. p.369 fn.7).

52. there may also have been previous attempts to write it down.
53. the breaks at the end of a half-stanza and in regular hiatus in the Saµhita-

på™ha have the same length according to this text. the avagraha has the same length 
according to ÌvPr i 6: one måtrå; vPr v 1: hrasva-sama-kåla∆ (cf. i 153 avagraha∆ 
padântavat).

54. m.m.Deshpande, Caturådhyåyikå, pp.442f. and 450. the conceptional dif-
ference shows up in certain instances in the accentuation and retroflection following 
an avagraha that are not found after a da∫∂a. v.N.Jha, Linguistic Analysis, p.66 
wrongly attributed the use of da∫∂a and avagraha signs to the creator of the pada-
på™ha. the word da∫∂a for such a break is not found in any pråtiƒåkhya. in fact, the 
term da∫∂a for this mark surprisingly is not attested in early or classical texts at all: 
Pw, pw, monier-williams, apte, Platt’s urdu and Bhargava’s Hindi dictionaries and 
the tamil Lexicon do not mention it, even though the word da∫∂a in other meanings 
is well attested. 

55. a måtrå is the length of time required to pronounce a short vowel: ÌvPr i 
16; taittPr i 37; ca i 2,19; våjPr i 59; also a consonant according to caturådhyåyikå 
i 2,20.
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the taittirœya-pråtiƒåkhya, gave the same value for the gap between 
separate words – the latter alone made it last two måtrå-s. taittPr XXii 
13 recognized four pauses of different length: ardha-måtrå (i.e., ½ 
måtrå 56) in internal hiatus in words like praüga (cf. ÌvPr ii 5), one 
måtrå for avagraha, two måtrå-s for the gap between words in the 
pada-på™ha, and three måtrå-s at the end of a stanza. 57 

the interval between words in the pada-på™ha (eventually marked 
by a da∫∂a) 58 was one måtrå long without consideration whether a 
sandhi had to be dissolved or not. various segments of individual 
words were separated by avagraha: 1) members of a nominal com-
pound, but only one separation was marked in the case of more com-
plicated compounds, keeping the more immediate constituents 
together; 59 2) case suffixes beginning with a consonant (i.e., -bhis, 
-bhyåm, -bhya∆, and -su 60), but only after stems ending in a short 
vowel or consonant; 3) secondary suffixes beginning with a conso-
nant; 4) the perfect active participle -våµs; 5) verbal prefixes are sepa-
rated if they are unaccented (ati-rócate Ìv X 187,2).

56. an ardha-måtrå is the length of time required to pronounce a consonant: 
ÌvPr i 16; taittPr i 37; våjPr i 59.

57. the vyåsa-ƒikßå, belonging to the taittirœya school, further elaborated the 
scheme of different pauses: H.Lüders, Vyâsa-Çikshâ, p.97. v.N.Jha, Studies in the 
Padapå™has, Delhi 1987, p.13 and Linguistic Analysis of the Ìgveda-padapå™ha, Delhi 
1992, pp.11 and 15 was mistaken when he assigned a ½ måtrå to the avagraha, and 
K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, 2nd ed., pp.44f. when he took 
taittPr to assign two måtrå-s to an avagraha. only a later text, the må∫∂ukœ-ƒikßå Xiii 1, 
mentioned ½ måtrå for an avagraha (L.renou, Terminologie grammaticale, pt.iii, p.24).

58. Such a vertical line appears first in aƒoka’s rock edicts Xii and Xiii at Kålsœ 
and the minor rock edict at Sahasråm: raj Bali Pandey, Indian Palæography, part i, 
p.107; ahmad Hasan Dani, Indian Palæography, oxford 1963, p.47. the concept may 
have been copied from the old Persian inscriptions that used a single slanted wedge 
(see below p.83) rather than from the practice of Pada-på™ha recitals. this vertical line 
eventually became part of the indian writing system – as word divider in the manu-
scripts of the various Padapå™has and as a phrase or sentence divider in other texts.

59. in some instances the first element of a compound appears in its pausa form 
as in gn~spáti: gn~∆páti∆ (ii 38,10) but without separation (avagraha), in others there 
is neither analysis nor separation as in B®́haspáti∆ (i 62,3) and vánaspáti∆ (i 166,5).

60. if a word had retroflex /ß/ in the Saµhitå-på™ha due to sandhi (the so-called 
ruki rule), the suffix was usually not separated: gœrßu (Ìv viii 92,7) but note dhærßu: 
dæ∆’ßu (Ìv X 77,5). on other inconsistencies see whitney, JAOS 7 (1862), pp. 209-
212; K.L.Sharma in: Charudeva Shastri Felicitation Volume, Delhi, 1974). 137-147; 
v.N.Jha, Studies in the Padapå™has, pp.37-41.
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as were the vedic poets, Zarathustra was illiterate, and his poetry 
and connected texts have been handed down orally for many centu-
ries. the present written text of the avesta goes back to the Sassanid 
period, 61 and it is uncertain if there were any precursors in the 
arsacid period 62 or even in the time of the achaemenids. 63 a then 
still existing oral tradition provided precise information on the exact 
pronunciation that was carefully recorded by means of the newly cre-
ated avestan alphabet. the avestan texts have not come down to us in 
their original form as flowing speech but look much like the pada-
på™ha-s of the vedic texts. Dots marked the pause between words, fre-
quently also the juncture between members of a compound, and in 
some instances between the stem and certain suffixes. occasional 
lapses retain the original sandhi forms. 64 we might say that the origi-
nal “saµhitå-på™ha” of the avesta has been lost, 65 and of the written 
text produced under the Sassanid rulers only a fraction has survived 
directly in avesta manuscripts. 66 the major part was lost after the 
collapse of the Sassanid dynasty with the islamic conquest in 651 a.d. 
– only partially recoverable from the old Pehlevi commentary. the 
similarities between the vedic pada-på™ha-s and the avesta text before 
us are striking and have called for an explanation.

v.N.Jha postulated five or six stages in the development of the 
vedic pada-på™ha: 
1. the isolation of words, dissolving the sandhi between them, if ap-

plicable. 
2. Separation of the stem and certain inflectional suffixes (e.g. ®ßi-

bhi∆). 

61. the Sassanid dynasty ruled from about 224 a.d. to 640 a.d.
62. for suggestions that there may have existed a codex in Pehlevi script see 

morgenstierne, Norsk Tidsskrift for Sprogvidenskap 12 (1942), p.30; w.B.Henning, 
TPS 1942, pp.47f.; franz altheim, Literatur und Gesellschaft vol.ii pp.189f.; Karl 
Hoffmann, Handbuch der Orientalistik i,4 (iranistik), p.9. Scepticism was voiced by 
william malandra, in The Persistence of Religions (fs.K.w.Bolle), malibu 1996, 
pp.385-392.

63. H.Humbach, The Gåthås of Zarathushtra, Heidelberg 1991, vol.1 p.49.
64. H.Humbach, Die Gathas, p.17; The Gåthås, p.60.
65. m.witzel, in: Inside the Texts, p.323.
66. a.v.williams Jackson, An Avesta Grammar, Stuttgart 1892, pp.xxi-xxii; 

K.Hoffmann/B.forssman, Avestische Laut- und Flexionslehre, p.36.
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3. marking vowels that do not undergo sandhi procedures 
(prag®hya). 

4. Separating the members of compounds, dissolving sandhi where 
applicable. 

5. indicating the base form of visarga (i.e., /r/ or /s/, e.g. akar: aka∆ 
vs. manas: mana∆/manobhi∆).

6. Distinguishing between verbal and nominal forms ending in 
visarga. 67

 J.Bronkhorst and m.witzel pointed to the similarities found in 
the indian and the iranian texts in a general way: Bronkhorst to bolster 
his argument that the pada-på™ha was the original written form of the 
Ìgveda, witzel to claim “an old indo-iranian tradition of dealing with 
texts.” 68 f.Staal claimed that Jha’s “first two steps are older than 
˙åkalya because they are indo-iranian” 69 – suggesting apparently that 
they are inherited from pre-historic times. 70 

there are, indeed, two possibilities to explain the similarities. 
they could be inherited or they could represent borrowing in one di-
rection or the other. an argument for very high antiquity of such isola-
tion of words could be an expression in the vedic hymn to the frogs 
(Ìv vii 103) where the son repeats syllable by syllable 
(akhkhalœk®tyå) his father’s recitation. Paul thieme explained the 
hapax akhkhalœk®tyå as a colloquialism corresponding to a Sanskrit 
*akßarœk®tya, assuming that the son memorized on the spot the poem 
his father had just created by repeating it syllable by syllable. 71 one 
could also think that this chopped recital was a forerunner of the way 
veda students now memorize the vedic text by repeating short phras-
es one by one – or one could think of the staccato recital of a pada-
på™ha; none of these recitals, however, proceed syllable by syllable.

67. v.N.Jha, Studies in the Padapå™has, Delhi 1987, pp.101-104.
68. J.Bronkhorst, IIJ 24 (1982), p.185; m.witzel, Inside the Texts, p.323.
69. frits Staal in: Harånandalaharœ, p.353 fn.2. K.L.Sharma in: Charudeva 

Shastri Felicitation volume, p.136 questioned the validity of separating these first two 
steps, a separation that had earlier been suggested by Særya Kånta, Atharva 
Pråtiƒåkhya, p.25.

70. Staal overlooked the practice of the avesta scribes to break up most nomi-
nal compounds and referred only to the separation of words and the separation of 
stems and suffixes.

71. Paul thieme, ZvS 71 (1954), p.109 (Kl.Schr. vol. i, p.138).
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instead of a hoary tradition of text manipulation, it is more likely 
that some time after the assemblage of the large vedic anthologies the 
desire arose to offer some analysis. the followers of Zarathustra could 
have borrowed the technique from the neighboring indians, or the 
indians could have borrowed it from the iranians. the direction of 
borrowing in the earlier days clearly went from west to east: the later 
Saµhitå-s and Bråhma∫a texts show terms like mahåråja 72 and the 
˙akas and Kushans introduced the titles råja-råja and råjâtiråja that 
are the last link in a chain of borrowing from assyrian to iranian to 
indian. 73 the mauryas constructed halls with large rows of pillars in 
imitation of Persian constructions. 74 aƒoka’s inscriptions copied the 
style of the achaemenid inscriptions that were in turn influenced by 
those of the urartian kings: “thus spoke king…” which reflected the 
oral proclamations delivered to the public by royal messengers. 75 is it 
an accident that the aƒokan bråhmœ script runs from left to right just as 
the cuneiform inscriptions of the urartean and achaemenid kings, 
rather than from right to left as in the common aramaic script and its 
derivative Kharoß™i (and the undeciphered indus valley civilization 
script)? 76 in the early centuries a.d. we see borrowings in the oppo-
site direction: the animal fables of the Pañcatantra, the game of chess 

72. maitråya∫œ-saµhitå ii 9,1; ˙atBr i 6,4,21; aitBr vii 34,9.
73. H. Scharfe, The State in Indian Tradition, Leiden 1989, p.77.
74. Percy Brown, Indian Architecture, 5th ed., Bombay 1965, p.10; ananda K.

coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art, New York 1965 (repr.), p.19. 
But note also the thousand pillars supporting the throne of god varu∫a in Ìgveda ii 41,5.

75. i.m.Diakonoff, in W.B.Henning Memorial Volume, ed. mary Boyce and 
ilya Gershevitch, London 1970, pp.121f.; Karl Hoffmann, Aufsätze zur Indoiranistik, 
wiesbaden 1975/76, p.622). aƒoka’s rock edict Xvi (only found at Dhauli and 
Jauga∂a) and Pillar edict vii speak of such public proclamations, similar to paragraph 
70 (= 4.88-92) of Darius’ great inscription at Behistan (r.Kent, Old Persian, 2nd ed., 
New Haven 1953, pp.130-132). f.Scalpi, East and West (New Series) 34 (1984), 
pp.55-74 and m.witzel, in Between the Empires ed. P.olivelle, oxford, 2006, 
pp.460f. show the wide range of iranian influence on india.

76 iravatham mahadevan, The Indus Script, New Delhi 1977, p.10; Gregory L.
Possehl, Indus Age: the Writing System, Philadelphia 1996, p.164; asko Parpola in 
The World’s Writing Systems, ed. Peter t.Daniels and william Bright, New York 
1996, p.166. regarding a coin found in eran, of uncertain date and with four letters in 
bråhmœ script seemingly running from right to left, see Harry falk, Schrift im alten 
Indien, tübingen 1993, pp.219-221, richard Salomon, Indian Epigraphy, New York 
1998, pp.27f., and S.r.Goyal, Bråhmœ Script, Jodhpur 2006, pp.96-98.
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and the concept of zero traveled from india through iran into the 
mediterranean world. How do vedic pada-på™has and the avestan 
manuscripts compare in detail?

in both traditions the words are separated. that was a bigger issue 
in india, where the ubiquitous sandhi caused interactions and mergers 
between adjacent words in the flow of speech. the pada-på™ha consist-
ently restored these words to their separate pre-sandhi forms. Sandhi 
was less prominent in iranian. 77 the clearest instances yet are the parti-
cles ca “and” and cit “even” (and a few others) that in several cases af-
fected the form of the preceding word to which they were joined. these 
words joined in sandhi are, against our expectations, frequently not sep-
arated in the avesta manuscripts with the separation dot. 78 compared 
with the vedic pada-på™ha-s the avesta text is less consistent.

Nominal compounds are dissolved in the vedic pada-på™has, 
whenever the analysis was clear. when the redactors were not certain 
about the make-up of a compound, they refrained from breaking it up, 
e.g. adbhuta∆ (Ìv i 94,12) and puro¬åƒam (Ìv i 162,3). if a com-
pound had multiple components, only one separation was carried out, 
in a way that clarified the structure of the compound, i.e. immediate 
constituents were left together and only a secondary element (word, 
suffix) was separated, e.g. adabdhavrata’pramati∆ “taking care of the 
inviolate observances” (Ìv ii 9,1). turning to the avesta, we find 
multiple separations in long compounds in the later avestan texts 
where long compounds are common: a†i©iqra.a†i©iqrø.tdma “the most 
from dragon seed among those from dragon seed” (Yašt 3,15), isd.
xšatryø.tdma “most desirous of rule” (Yašt 1,13), mat.saoci.buye “to 
become flaming for ever” (Yasna 62,3). more than two breaks appear 
to have been avoided: a†i©iqra in a†i©iqra.a†i©iqrø.tdma could have 
been further separated as in a†i.©iqra “of dragon seed” (Yašt 3,9), but 

77. there are possible hints that sandhi may have been more common in the 
original recitation before the fixation of our text: H.Humbach, The Gåthås, p.60; 
K.Hoffmann/B.forssman, Avestische Laut- und Flexionslehre, pp.110f.

78. yasca “and who” naeciš “no one”: a.v.w.Jackson, An Avesta Grammar, 
pp.115-117; H.Humbach, Die Gathas, p.17f.; The Gåthås, p.60; K.Hoffmann/B.
forssman, Avestische..., pp.111 and 113. they were also not separated in old Persian: 
r.Kent, Old Persian, pp.19 and 46f. and w.malandra, Indian Linguistic Studies, 
p.231.
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it was not.
Names were mostly broken up in the pada-på™ha of the Ìgveda; 

exceptions are personal names (PN) like Trasadasyu, Viƒvåmitra, 
Evayåmarut and Gautama, where the analysis posed some problems. 
in the case of Trasadasyu, 79 the old compound type fere/oikoj had fad-
ed away in india 80 in favor of forms like Bharad-våja; Viƒvåmitra has 
an unexpected long /å/ at the juncture of the compound; Evayåmarut 
is a unique form. why the suffix -tama is not separated in the name 
Gotama (i 79,1), when it is separated in the adjective n®’tama (i 77,4), 
i do not know. 81 v.N.Jha 82 seemed to suggest, that he considered the 
separation of parts of a name the exception, when on the contrary it 
appears to be the default. of the six hundred (certain or possible) 
names culled by m.mayrhofer 83 from the Ìgveda, about 233 may be 
considered compounds (or have separable secondary suffixes); of 
these, 170 are separated with an avagraha and only 63 are not – many 
of them having features that made an analysis difficult. 84 Some of 
these may even be names of non-indo-european origin, e.g. Balbætha 
(viii 46,32) and ˙irimbi™ha (X 151,1).

in the avesta we find an adjective yuxta.aspa “having yoked 
horses” (Yašt 9.2) besides the name Yuxtåspa (Yašt 13.114), spdntø.
dåta “given by the Spəntas” (Yašt 13.93) besides the name Spdntødåta 

79. Trasa-dasyu “who makes his enemies tremble” according to wackernagel, 
but a Bahuvrihi “whose enemies tremble” according to Benedicte Nielson in a paper 
read at “the 19th annual ucLa indo-european conference” (November 2, 2007).

80. J.wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, 2nd ed. Göttingen 1957, ii,1, 
pp.316-320.

81. the difference in meaning may have played a role: from n® “man” we get 
the superlative n®tama “manliest,” from go “cow” gotama – not “the most cow-like” 
but probably “richest in cows.”

82. v.N.Jha, Linguistic Analysis, pp.107 and 171 (similar already 
K.v.abhyankar, Veda-padapå™ha-carcå, Poona 1974, pp.10 and 16). caturådhyåyikå 
iv 2,21 does bar separation in a name, though that rule may not always have been fol-
lowed, as the caturådhyåyœbhåßya states: m.m.Deshpande, Caturådhyåyikå, pp.567f. 

83. manfred mayrhofer, Die Personennamen in der Ìgveda-Saµhitå. Sicheres 
und Zweifelhaftes, münchen 2003.

84. one cannot argue the contrast of the adjective citra’ratha versus the PN 
Citraratha, because the name occurs in a dvandva: Ar∫åCitrarathå (Ìv iv 30,18). 
only one separation is allowed in a compound which would leave the closer unit 
citraratha together; actually the compound is not broken up at all into Ar∫a and 
Citraratha, possibly because of the lengthened /å/ at the juncture.
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(Yašt 13.103), where the parts of an appellative compound are sepa-
rated, while those of a name are not. Generally the separation or non-
separation of the parts of a name in the avesta is erratic. in the Gåthås 
of Zarathustra we find the name of Zaraqustra 85 himself, that of his 
patron Vœštåspa, 86 his daughter Pouru©istå, 87 and his son-in-law 
Ddjåmåspa 88 without separation, that of his follower Maidyøi.
måŋha, 89 and the patronymic Haecat.aspa 90 with separation. in the 
old Persian inscriptions of the achaemenid kings nominal compounds 
are not divided with two (or three) 91 exceptions: ariya ciça “of aryan 
seed” is separated by a word divider in two inscriptions of Darius but 
written without divider by his successor Xerxes; 92 paruv zanånåm 
“having many kinds of men” is separated by a word divider in five in-
scriptions by Xerxes, but written without divider (paruvzanånåm) in 
two other inscriptions by Xerxes, and (paruzanånåm) in inscriptions 
by Darius, Xerxes, and artaxerxes. 93 these rare separations are best 
considered mistakes made by the engraver. 94 Preverbs are often sepa-
rated from the verb in the pada-på™ha, occasionally in the avesta, nev-
er in old Persian. 

in the pada-på™ha several case suffixes are separated: the dual suffix 
-bhyåm, and the plural suffixes -bhis, -bhyas and -su, but never after a 
noun ending in a long vowel. in the avesta the separation is erratic: -bis 
and -byo are sometimes separated, often not. 95 in a few instances the di-

85. Yasna 29,8.
86. Yasna 46,14. Note also vištåspa, the father of Darius i (Behistan i 2): 

roland G.Kent, Old Persian, p.116.
87. Yasna 53,3.
88. Yasna 46,17.
89. Yasna 51,19.
90. Yasna 46,15.
91. r.Kent, old Persian, pp.95 fn.1 and 190 considered aså dåru (DSf 41f.) 

“stone wood”, i.e., “ebony” an apposition, w.malandra, Indian Linguistic Studies, 
p.229, a compound.

92. roland G.Kent, Old Persian, pp.19 and 170.
93. roland G.Kent, Old Persian, pp.19 and 196.
94. ariya ciça is in all occurrences preceded by ariya, i.e., ariya:ariya:ciça 

“aryan of aryan seed” which could explain the engraver’s error instead of correct 
ariya:ariyaciça.

95. gdoš.aiš “with the ears” (Yasna 30.2) shows separation of the instr. pl. suffix 
-aiš (in most of the manuscripts) while the suffix -ais is never separated in indian texts.
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vision is clearly made in the wrong place: from drdgvant the instrumen-
tal plural *drdgvadbis is written drdgvø.ddbœš 96 (Yasna 48,11) as if the 
/d/ were part of the case suffix; in vardcå.hœcå (Yasna 32.14) the instr.
pl. -hœ ending is wrongly combined with the particle cå “and.” in old 
Persian the case suffixes are not separated. in the pada-på™ha verbal end-
ings are never separated, whereas in the avesta they are separated in a 
few instances: gæšø.dæm 97 “hear!” (Yasna 45,1) corresponding to a 
Sanskrit ghoßadhvam “say!” 98 they are never separated in old Persian. 

there are few dubious separations in the pada-på™ha (prayógam in 
X 7,5 was wrongly analyzed as pra-yogam instead of praya∆+gam 
“going to the meal”), 99 a greater number in the avesta text: 100 å̊ŋhåt.
tdm “would be” (Yašt 13.12) instead of å̊ŋhåtdm, 101 md.nå “of me” 
(Yasna 50.1) against common mana (Yašt 19.82) the pada-på™ha of 
the Ìv occasionally replaced an open syntagma with a compound re-
flecting later usage where the open syntagma had become obsolete: 
ƒunáƒ cic chépam (Ìv v 2 7 Padapå™ha ƒuna∆’ƒépam cit) and nárå ca 
ƒáµsam (Ìv iX 86,42 Padapå™ha náråƒáµsaµ ca). Similarly, in the 
avesta text the redactor, baffled the unfamiliar open syntagma (“tme-
sis” of the preverb) in a∫tard…mruii‘ “i banish,” added a second a∫tarc 
directly before the verb (a∫tard …a∫tard mruii‘ (Yasna 49,3), even 
though it spoiled the meter – but in accordance with later usage. 102

the comparison shows a more consistent use of the separator in 
the pada-på™ha than in the avesta. in old Persian the divider is used 
almost exclusively to separate independent words, comparable to the 
use of the word divider in other cuneiform scripts. 103 it is therefore 

96. Not all manuscripts have the separation dot in this word.
97. Not all manuscripts have the separation dot in this word.
98. the same suffix is also separated in vae-dø.dæm “understand” (Yasna 53.5; 

not in all manuscripts), but not in siiødæm “defend!” (Yasna 48.7), dåraiiadbdm “hold 
on!” (vispered 15,1) and zdnbaiiadbdm “crush!” (Yašt 1.27).

99. v.N.Jha, A Linguistic Analysis, p.176. the accent should have been 
prayogám!

100. H.Humbach, The Gåthås, pp.60f.; K.Hoffmann/B.forssman, Avestische 
Laut- und Flexionslehre, p.40.

101. this is the reading in Geldner’s edition, actually an emendation by 
N.L.westergaard.

102. H.Humbach, The Gåthås, pp.59f.; K.Hoffmann/B.forssman, Avestische..., 
p.35; w.malandra, in Indian Linguistic Studies, pp.228f.

103. a word divider was used regularly in ugaritic (m.o’connor in: The 
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improbable that there was an old iranian tradition parallel to that in 
india. How could the indian tradition have influenced the scribes that 
wrote down the avesta? the Sanskrit term ’by’krn, i.e. vyåkara∫a 
“grammar,” occurs in the De-nkart (iv 99-100), a Zoroastrian text 
based on material from the Sassanid period, together with køšåk (i.e., 
Sanskrit koƒa “lexicography”) and references to indian astrology, 
etc. 104 this reference (and the apparent indian influence on the arab 
grammarian ¸alœl at Basra in the 8th century) 105 shows that indian 
grammatical science was available in Sassanid iran. the precise repre-
sentation of phonetic nuances in the written avesta text could easily 
be explained as a combination of a still robust oral tradition of 
avestan recitation and an influence of the indian tradition of phonetics 
(ƒikßå). the occasional wrong analyses – rare in the pada-på™ha of the 
Ìgveda, more frequent in the text of the avesta – speak against an on-
going tradition of word-for-word analysis from the time of the original 
poets in either india or iran. i believe therefore, that the idea of a 
hoary iranian or even indo-iranian tradition of text manipulation 
should be abandoned. the indian tradition of text analysis (pada-
på™ha), if not nearly as old as the Saµhitås, is known to be at least old-
er than På∫ini; but as regards the avestan tradition, it cannot be traced 
back further than the Sassanid codex, approximately the 4th century 
a.d. 106 or as late as the 6th century. 107

World’s Writing Systems, ed. Peter t.Daniels and william Bright, New York 1996, 
p.92), and occasionally in old assyrian (Jerrold S.cooper, ibid., p.53) and in 
anatolian Hieroglyphs (H. craig melchert, ibid., p.121). most importantly, it was 
used in urartian inscriptions that were both temporarily and geographically close to 
the median and Persian empires. the urartian script was the probable source for the 
word divider in the old Persian inscriptions: i.m.Diakonoff, in W.B.Henning 
Memorial Volume, p.102; Pierre Lecoque, in Commémoration Cyrus, Leiden 1974, 
vol.iii, p.40; Karl Hoffmann, Aufsätze zur Indoiranistik, vol.ii, p.621 fn.4.

104. P. de menasce, JA 237 (1949), pp.1-3 with reference to De-nkart ed. madan, 
p.428. the De-nkart was probably a work of the time of Shåhpuhr i according to P. de 
menasce, though extensively redacted in the following centuries; walther Hinz, 
Zarathustra, Stuttgart 1961, p.14 called it a work of the 10th century with massive use 
of old material. more detailed Philippe Gignoux in Encyclopædia Iranica vol.vii, 
costa mesa 1996, p.285: a 9th/10th century compilation from old materials.

105. Stefan wild, ZDMG 112 (1962), pp.294-297.
106. K.Hoffmann/B.forssman, Avestische…, p.36.
107. mary Boyce, Zoroastrians, pp.134-136.
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The goal of På∫ini’s grammar

we have to reject, i believe, the idea that På∫ini’s grammar is, as 
it were, a machine that produces correct Sanskrit words and sentences, 
if only we apply its rules in conformity with established meta-rules of 
application. 1 the question arises what other purpose could have been 
served. Kåtyåyana suggested that grammar imposes a meritorious 
(culture-conscious) restriction on the ordinary usage as it is deployed 
by common people to express a meaning. of all the words used to 
convey a meaning, only those confer merit, which conform to the 
rules of grammar. 2 J.Speyer suggested that På∫ini’s aim was “für die 
Sprachgemeinschaft, welcher er selbst angehörte, die Gesetze der 
Sprachrichtigkeit in einem System niederzulegen.” 3 it has been sug-
gested that such a norm, once established, would serve to retain the 
purity of Sanskrit usage and protect it from corruptions that are bound 
to arise under the influence of colloquial forms of the language, as e.g. 
the Prakrits. it cannot be denied that På∫ini’s rules over the centuries 
have occasionally be used to defend or condemn certain usages, 4 but 
the almost unapproachable and often ambiguous character of many of 
his rules makes it improbable that this was the author’s intention. this 
was acknowledged by Jan e.m.Houben who called the grammar “re-

1. See above, p.1 fn.1.
2. vårttika 1 of the Paspaƒå (mahåbhåßya i 8,3) lokato ’rtha-prayukte ƒabda-

prayoge ƒåstre∫a dharma-niyama∆. this formulation is apparently an advancement in 
two respects over Kåtyåyana’s formulation in the ˙uklayajurveda-pråtiƒåkhya i 1f. 
svara-saµskårayoƒ chandasi niyama∆. laukikånåm artha-pærvakatvån na. in the 
Pråtiƒåkhya the restriction is only applied to vedic usage, and the ordinary words are 
preceded and effected by the meaning which the speaker wants to convey; in the vårt-
tika the restriction applies also to non-vedic usage, and the doctrine of ƒabda-nityatva 
is acknowledged by stating that words are used for the sake of meanings – not that 
they are preceded, let alone created by meanings: P.thieme, Zeitschrift für Indologie 
und Iranistik 8 (1931) p.30 (Kl.Schr. p.521). i follow the division of the sætras i 1-3 
proposed by thieme, ibid., p.25 (Kl.Schr. p.516). 

3. J.S.Speyer, ZDMG 64 (1910), p.322 (“to lay down in a system the laws of 
linguistic correctness for the linguistic community to which he himself belonged”).

4. in mahåbhåßya i 1,14-5,11 and ii 139,21 such a purpose is considered. But 
J.wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, vol.i, Göttingen 1896, p.lxiii went too far 
when he claimed that this was always the purpose of traditional grammar in india; cf. 
P.thieme, Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 8/9 (1982), pp.9f. (Kl.Schr. pp.1176f.).
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constitutive,” visualizing “a user who wants to check and possibly im-
prove a preliminary statement” 5 and claims “that På∫ini’s grammar 
starts with a provisional statement, namely, the provisional statement 
which the user has in mind or which has already been uttered” and 
that “På∫ini’s grammar can only contribute to a further polishing or 
perfection of a provisional statement and that it is not able to create a 
correct statement on the basis of purely semantic input.” 6 He assumed 
“that the grammar is not only descriptive but also (socio-linguistical-
ly) prescriptive in its very description and definition of the high stan-
dard language. Description of a norm implies prescription for those 
committed to attain that norm.” 7 But the formidable problems of inter-
pretation make even this limited application of the grammar question-
able, and the great number of topics På∫ini did not cover (e.g. nominal 
clauses, gender, irregularly formed nouns, etc.) casts further doubt on 
this concept of his grammar as a sort of controlling device. 8

if På∫ini’s grammar serves no perceivable practical purpose, the 
question arises, if it is believable that it was conceived as a work of 
purely scientific interest. all philosophical speculation of the time was 
subordinated to the spiritual quest for the bliss of a life in heaven or 
the liberation of the self (mokßa). technical manuals like the ˙rau-
tasætras and ˙ulbasætras served traditional ritual. e.frauwallner’s at-
tempt to portray the nucleus of the vaiƒeßika-sætras as a philosophical 
edifice with no religious overtones 9 was rejected by wilhelm 
Halbfass 10 and Jan e.m. Houben. 11 frauwallner’s argument that the 
appeals to righteousness and the attainment of bliss in the introductory 
sætras were later additions has been refuted on the textual evidence. in 
a careful review of the discussion, annette meuthrath conceded that 

5. Jan e.m.Houben, Asiatische Studien Lvii/1 (2003), p.161. 
6. Jan e.m.Houben, Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 22 (1999), p.40.
7. Jan e.m.Houben, Asiatische Studien Lvii/1 (2003), p.167.
8. P.thieme, Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 8/9 (1982), pp.6-9 (Kl.Schr. 

pp.1173-1176).
9. erich frauwallner, Geschichte der indischen Philosophie, Salzburg 1953-

1956, vol.2, p.28 and Nachgelassene Werke, ed. ernst Steinkellner, wien 1984, vol.1, 
pp.35-41.

10. wilhelm Halbfass, JAOS 106 (1986), p.857.
11. J.e.m. Houben, Asiatische Studien XLviii (1994), pp.711-748.
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the evidence for frauwallner’s thesis is weak and may not stand up. 12 
P.thieme, aware of the intellectual and spiritual disposition of the 
time, suggested that the aim of På∫ini’s grammar was to give proof 
that Sanskrit, the language of the veda and the vedic rituals, was truly 
saµsk®ta “put together in a transparent and pure way” – using a scien-
tific method, but working in a traditional religious context. thieme 
saw På∫ini’s work linked to the ancient concept of the “truth act” 
(satyakriyå), as the formulation of a deep truth, i.e. the amazingly or-
derly build-up of Sanskrit (saµsk®tasya saµsk®tatvam), endowed with 
magical efficiency. 13 this nature of Sanskrit grammar would though, 
as Jan Houben has pointed out, 14 differ in character from the “truth 
acts” known from literature that are limited to short formulations ad-
dressing individual needs – and no such applications of the 
aß™ådhyåyœ are recorded. Nevertheless, this is a direction that, i be-
lieve, deserves to be explored further.

Speculation regarding language has ancient roots in india. the 
hymn to divine Speech (Våc; Ìv X 71), and the first stanza in the 
atharvaveda 15 which seems to refer to the “thrice seven” (i.e., twen-
ty-one) sounds to which the Sanskrit phonemes can be reduced, 16 
were followed in the Bråhma∫as and upanißads by homologies of 
speech and the world, and by etymologies that tried to bring out the 
“deeper” or “real” meaning of words and thus deepen our understand-
ing of the vedic texts and of the world. the aitareya-bråhma∫a found 
a homology between a vedic stanza and sexual union: “pra vo 

12. a.meuthrath, WZKSO XLiii (1999), pp.130: “frauwallners rekonstruction 
eines ursprünglichen Beginns der vS kann aus guten Gründen nicht zugestimmt wer-
den.”

13. P.thieme, Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 8/9 (1982), pp.12-22 (Kl.
Schr. pp.1179-1189).

14. J.e.m.Houben, Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 22 (1999), pp.32f.
15. in the ˙aunaka recension; i 6 in the Paippalåda recension. it is also the last 

verse of the maitråya∫œ-saµhitå (iv 12,1). the verse was recited by the student at his 
initiation to vedic study.

16. P.thieme, JAOS 105 (1985), pp.559-565 (Kl.Schr.ii pp.932-938). 
m.m.Deshpande, ˙aunakœyå Caturådhyåyikå, cambridge/mass. 1997, pp.33-35 raised 
the question, whether the distinction of vowels and semivowels was known at the time 
the atharvaveda hymn was composed. in his contribution “indian theories on phonet-
ics” in History of the Language Sciences, vol.1 (Berlin 2000), pp.138f. he cautiously 
endorsed thieme’s interpretation..
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devåyâgnaye…etc. are anuß™ubh stanzas. He separates the first two 
verse quarters; therefore a woman separates her thighs. He creates the 
last two verse quarters; therefore a man unites his thighs. that is a 
copulation.” 17 in the aitareya-åra∫yaka we find a homology of con-
sonants, vowels, and spirants with body, soul, and vital breath. 18 the 
chåndogya-upanißad theorized on the power of the syllable oµ, the 
udgœtha: “the essence of these beings here is the earth; the essence of 
the earth is the waters; the essence of the waters is plants; the essence 
of plants is man; the essence of man is speech; the essence of speech 
is the Ìg verse; the essence of the Ìg verse is the Såman chant; the es-
sence of the Såman chant is the High chant (udgœtha). this High 
chant is the quintessence of all essence; it is the highest, the ultimate, 
the eighth.” 19 there are many homologies between the body of man, 
the universe, and rituals in the upanißads that aim to define the es-
sence of life and the functioning of the world. Some of the most elabo-
rate patterns of homologies are found in chåndogya-upanißad chapter 
iii and taittirœya-upanißad i 3,4. Language plays an important role in 
these homologies, even standing for the outer world in contrast to 
man’s inner world. 20 the great philosophical debate in the 
B®hadåra∫yaka-upanißad iii 1-9 related attempts by various thinkers to 
establish homologies and relations between elements of the world that 
surrounded them. Årtabhåga asked Yåjñavalkya: “How many graspers 
are there, and how many overgraspers?” and Yåjñavalkya replied: 

17. aitareya-bråhma∫a ii 35,1-4 pra vo devåyâgnaya ity anuß™ubha∆. prathame 
pade viharati, tasmåd stry æræ viharati. samasyaty uttare pade, tasmåt pumån æræ sa-
masyati. tan mithunam. cf. Kaußœtaki-bråhma∫a Xiv 2,21-25.

18. aitareyaÅra∫yaka ii 2,4 tasya yåni vyañjanåni tac charœraµ, yo ghoßa∆ sa 
åtmå, ya æßmå∫a∆ sa prå∫a∆. cf. also uyir “soul/life, vowel” and mey “body, conso-
nant” in tamil grammar: robert caldwell, A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian 
or South-Indian Family of Languages, 3rd ed., madras 1961, p.132 and 
S.v.Shanmugam, Naccinarkkiniyar’s Conception of Phonology, annamalainagar, 
1967, p.18.

19. chåndogya-upanißad i 1,2-3 eßåµ bhutånåµ p®thivœ rasa∆, p®thivyå åpo ra-
sa∆, apåm oßadhayo rasa∆, oßadhœnåµ purußo rasa∆, purußasya våg rasa∆, våca ®g 
rasa∆, ®ca∆ såma rasa∆, såmna udgœtho rasa∆. sa eßa rasånåµ rasatama∆ parama∆ 
parârghyo ’ß™amo yad udgœtha∆. text and translation of upanißad passages are taken 
from P.olivelle, The Early Upanißads, New York 1998.

20. Pierre-Sylvain filliozat, in Ressembler au monde, ed. Philippe Gignoux, 
turnhout 1999, pp. 27-31.
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“there are eight graspers and eight overgraspers…the out-breath is a 
grasper which is itself grasped by the in-breath, the overgrasper; for 
one smells odors by means of the in-breath. Speech is a grasper, which 
is itself grasped by the word, the overgrasper; for one utters words by 
means of speech…” 21 Later he was questioned by Gårgœ: “the things 
above the sky, the things below the earth, and the things between the 
earth and the sky, as well as all those things people here refer to as 
past, present, and future–on what, Yåjñavalkya, are all these woven 
back and forth?” He replied: “the things above the sky, the things be-
low the earth, and the things between the earth and the sky, as well as 
all those things people here refer to as past, present, future–on space, 
Gårgœ, are all these woven back and forth.” “and on what, then, is 
space woven back and forth?” He replied: “that, Gårgœ, is the imper-
ishable, and the Brahmins refer to it like this–it is neither coarse nor 
fine; it is neither short nor long; … this is the imperishable, Gårgœ, at 
whose command the sun and the moon stand apart…” 22 the teach-
ings of raikva on the saµvarga-vidyå in the chåndogya-upanißad iv 
3 tried to find the dominating principle in the wind/breath. “the gath-
erer, clearly, is the wind. So, when a fire goes out, it is into the wind 
that it passes; when the sun sets, it is into the wind it passes;…for it is 
the wind that gathers all these…; the gatherer, clearly is the breath. 
So, when a man sleeps, it is into the breath that his speech passes; it is 
also into the breath that sight, hearing, and mind pass. for it is the 
breath that gathers all these. these, then, are the two gatherers–the 
wind among the deities and the breath among the vital functions.” 23

their efforts have variously been characterized as “magic think-
ing” and as “vorwissenschaftliche wissenschaft.” a late echo is the 
use of yantra-s and ma∫∂ala-s in the tantric tradition, whose roots 
may go back to very early (perhaps vedic) times, even if the earliest 
existing materials may not precede the middle of the first millennium 

21. B®hadåra∫yaka-upanißad iii 2.
22. B®hadåra∫yaka-upanißad iii 8.
23. chåndogya-upanißad iv 1-4 våyur våva saµvargo yadå vå agnir udvåyati 

våyum evâpyeti, yadå særyo ’stam eti våyum evâpyeti…athâdhyåtmam prå∫o våva 
saµvarga∆. sa yadå svapiti prå∫am eva våg apyeti; prå∫am cakßu∆ prå∫aµ ƒrotraµ 
prå∫aµ mana∆; prå∫o hy evaîtån sarvån saµv®kta iti. tau vå etau dvau saµvargau 
våyur eva deveßu prå∫a∆ prå∫eßu.
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a.d. ma∫∂ala-s as drawings represent aspects of the cosmos and di-
vine powers, 24 and some temples express the same symbolism in 
stone. 25 Bhart®hari proclaimed in his våkyapadœya the identity of 
word and of brahman from which the world evolves: “the Brahman is 
without beginning or end, whose imperishable essence is the word, 
from whom the creation of the world evolves as the reality of 
objects.” 26

the meaning of the term vyåkara∫a, 27 usually translated as 
“grammar” has been discussed at least as early as Kåtyåyana who de-
rived it with the suffix lYU™ (–›-ana) 28 denoting an instrument: vyåkri-
yate anenêti vyåkara∫am “one gives shape with it – thus it is a shap-
ing (vyåkara∫a)” 29 as Patañjali explains. a common translation of 
this phrase is “Le vyåkara∫a est ce par quoi on analyse.” 30 But while 

24. G.tucci, The Theory and Practice of the Mandala, trans. a.H.Brodrick, 
London 1969; m.eliade, Yoga. Immortality and Freedom, New York 1958, pp.219-
227, who called the ma∫∂ala “an image of the world” or “an imago mundi” (p.225).

25. ˙ilpa-prakåƒa, trans. alice Boner and Sadasiva rath Sarma, Leiden 1966, 
Preface p.viii “…the practice is followed of depositing and consecrating yantras in the 
foundation and below various parts of the temple as well as under the images of dei-
ties” and p.xxvii “the temple is a hierarchical structure in the likeness of the 
universe…” Paul mus, Barabu∂ur, Hanoi 1935, repr. New York 1978 (english trans. 
by alexander w.macdonald, New Delhi 1998), interpreted this giant stæpa in eastern 
Java as a symbolic representation of the cosmos, symbolism that may already have 
been present in the earlier stæpas in india. Note also the dvådaƒåracakra “twelve-
spoked wheel” symbolizing the pratœtya-samutpåda at the base of several stæpas: 
H.Sarkar, Ancient India 16 (1960), pp.78-81. På∫ini’s rule viii 4 68 a a, referring 
back to the beginning of the aß™ådhyåyœ, shows a recurrence to the beginning similar 
to that found in some vedic texts and rituals – compared to a sleeping dog that tucks 
its nose in its tail: J.Brereton, in Inside the Texts. Beyond the Texts, ed. m.witzel, 
cambridge/mass. 1997, pp.1-14. compare also the similar recurrence in Kåtyåyana’s 
vårttikas and the våjasaneyi Pråtiƒåkhya.

26. våkyapadœya i 1 anådi-nidhanaµ brahma ƒabda-tattvaµ yad akßaram /
 vivartate ’rtha-bhåvena prakriyå jagato yata∆ /1/
27. the word must have been known to På∫ini, since he used the derived adjec-

tive vaiyåkara∫a “belonging to grammar, grammarian” in vi 3 7. 
28. the heterephone YU is replaced by the taddhita suffix -ana (by rule vii 1 1 

yuvor anâkau), while l and ™ are tags.
29. mahåbhåßya i 11,26. Some manuscripts (Kielhorn’s edition vol.i, p.504) 

and the Nirnaya Sagara Press and rohtak editions read vyåkriyante ƒabdå anenêti 
vyåkara∫am “words are built up with it – thus it is a build-up (vyåkara∫a).” to me 
this looks like a copyist’s attempt to clarify the meaning of the sentence.

30. Le Mahåbhåßya de Patañjali, traduit par Pierre filliozat, (adhyåya 1 Påda 
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På∫ini’s grammar presupposes a thorough analysis of the structure of 
Sanskrit, 31 nowhere did På∫ini offer analyses in his grammar. B.
faddegon 32 and e.Buiskool 33 wrongly differentiated between an ana-
lytical first part of his grammar (comprising books i –v, in which ab-
stract word-elements are enumerated) and a synthetical second part 
(comprising books vi-viii, which dealt with “building up the word 
again out of these elements”), because På∫ini did not break down the 
words (phrases) into their elements – these elements are given to be-
gin with. Yåska used pra-vi√bhaj for the division of elements in com-
pounds or secondary nouns, 34 Kåtyåyana and Patañjali vi√g®h. 35 
vyå√k® and vyåkara∫a, on the other hand, imply a formative aspect: 
vyåkara∫åc chabdån pratipadyåmaha iti “[we say:] ‘from the 
vyåkara∫a do we obtain the [correct] word forms.’” 36 But there is a 
difference between Kåtyåyana’s and Patañjali’s concept of vyåkara∫a 
as the following discussion in the mahåbhåßya shows: 37

1 Åhnika 1-4) Pondichéry 1975, p.123.
31. P.thieme, Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 8/9 (1982), pp. 3-6 and 34 

(Kl.Schr. pp.1170-1173 and 1201) 
32. B.faddegon, Studies on På∫ini’s Grammar, amsterdam 1936, pp.51-54.
33. H.e.Buiskool, Pærvatråsiddham, amsterdam 1934, p.22 and The Tripådœ, 

Leiden 1939, pp.15f.
34. Nirukta ii 2.
35. mahåbhåßya i 432,3, etc. P.thieme, StII 8/9, pp.23-33 (Kl.Schr. pp. 1190-

1200) gave vedic and classical references for the use of vyå√k® and its derivatives, for 
vi√bhaj and vi√g®h; also G.cardona, På∫ini: His Works and his Traditions, pp.656-
666 (2nd ed., pp.565-572).

36. Mahåbhåßya i 11,20. modern translations differ. P.S.Subrahmanya Sastri, 
Lectures on Patañjali’s Mahåbhåßya, vol.i p.60: “…we get the knowledge of words 
from Vyåkara∫a”; Joshi/roodbergen, Mahåbhåßya, Paspaƒåhnika p.161: “we know 
the words from vyåkara∫a” with the note 660 “that is, the words to be derived and to 
be used as correct Sanskrit words”; P.S.filliozat, Le Mahåbhåßya vol.1 p.123: “nous 
obtenons les mots du vyåkara∫a.” we should think of “build-up, formation, unfold-
ing” rather than “analysis, explanation.” in Mahåbhåßya i 7,29-8,1 Patañjali contrast-
ed pots that are products (kårya) of a potter and words that were believed to be perma-
nent (nitya): “Someone who intends to use words does not similarly go to the house of 
a grammarian and say: “make (me) some words; i want to use them” (na tadvac chab-
dån prayokßyamå∫o vaiyåkara∫a-kulaµ gatvâha: kuru ƒabdån; prayokßya iti). the 
context implies that the grammarian was not expected to explain words but perhaps to 
form them.

37. Mahåbhåßya i 11,15-12,27. we have also Bhart®hari’s comments on this dis-
cussion in the fragment of his Mahåbhåßya-dœpikå ed. Johannes Bronkhorst, fascicle 
iv: Åhnika i, Poona 1987, pp.31-34 (trans. pp.95-101).
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“Now, what is the meaning of the word vyåkara∫a “grammar?”
(vårttika 10) “when the rule (or: text of rules) is the grammar, the 

meaning of the genitive is inappropriate.”
“when the rule is the grammar, the meaning of the genitive does 

not properly result [in an expression like] ‘the rule of grammar.’ 38 
what else than the rule is the grammar, of which this sætra would be a 
part?” 39

(vårttika 11) “words could not be obtained.”
“we would have the wrong consequence that words could not be 

obtained [as per the common understanding]: ‘from grammar we ob-
tain the [correct] words’; for they do not obtain the words from just 
rules, but also from explanation.”

“is it not just so that a rule split [into words] becomes the expla-
nation?”

“the words repeated separately alone as in ‘v®ddhi∆ åd aic’ are 
not the explanation, but example, counter example and sentence com-
pletion together are the explanation.”

“then let vyåkara∫a “grammar” be the word.” 40

(vårttika 12) “if the word [is the grammar], the meaning of [the 
suffix] lyu™ [–›-ana- in vyåkara∫a] does not fit.”

“if the word is the grammar, the meaning of the suffix lyu™ does 
not fit [in a process]: ‘words are given shape (vyå√k®) by it – [thus] 
vyåkara∫a.’ for nothing is given shape by words, but by the [gram-
matical] rule.” 41

38. an expression like vyåkara∫asya sætram “a rule of grammar” cannot be 
justified under this definition, because it would say, as it were, “the rule of the rule.”

39. Mahåbhåßya i 11,15-18 atha vyåkara∫am ity asya ƒabdasya ka∆ padârtha∆? 
sætram. sætre vyåkara∫e ßaß™hy-artho ’nupapanna∆ (vårttika 10). sætre vyåkara∫e 
ßaß™hy-artho nôpapadyate ‘vyåkara∫asya sætram’ iti. kiµ hi tad anyat sætråd 
vyåkara∫aµ yasyâda∆ sætraµ syåt?

40. mahåbhåßya i 11,19-24 ƒabdâpratipatti∆ (vårttika 11). ƒabdånåµ câprati-
patti∆ pråpnoti ‘vyåkara∫åc chabdån pratipadyåmaha’ iti. na hi sætrata eva ƒabdån 
pratipadyante. kiµ tarhi? vyåkhyånataƒ ca. nanu ca tad eva sætraµ vig®hœtaµ 
vyåkhyånaµ bhavati? na kevalåni carcå-padåni vyåkhyånaµ ‘v®ddhi∆ åt aij’ iti. kiµ 
tarhi? udåhara∫aµ pratyudåhara∫aµ våkyâdhyahåra ity etat samuditaµ vyåkhyånaµ 
bhavati. evaµ tarhi ƒabda∆.

41. mahåbhåßya i 11,25-27 ƒabde lyu∂-artha∆ (vårttika 12). yadi ƒabdo 
vyåkara∫aµ lyu∂-artho nôpapadyate. vyåkriyate ’nenêti vyåkara∫am. na hi ƒabdena 
kiµcid vyåkriyate. kena tarhi? sætre∫a.
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in vårttika 13 Kåtyåyana pointed out further difficulties with the 
rules iv 3 53 and iv 3 102. the former (tatra bhava∆ “being in it”) al-
lows the formation of yogo vaiyåkara∫a∆ “a rule in grammar” and the 
latter (tena proktam “proclaimed by him”) of På∫inœyam [vyåka-
ra∫am] “the grammar taught by På∫ini.” a rule (yoga), however, is 
not found in a word but in the grammar text, and På∫ini taught rules, 
not just words. after Kåtyåyana had thus refuted both assumptions, 
that either rules or words alone constitute grammar, he offered his fi-
nal opinion:

“(vårttika 14) characterized object and characterization [together] 
constitute grammar.”

“characterized object and characterization together constitute 
grammar.”

”what are characterized object and characterization?”
“the word is the characterized object, the rule is the 

characterization.” 42

Patañjali then disposed of a possible problem that the term might 
not be applicable to the individual constituents of grammar, as e.g. a 
student of the rules is properly called vaiyåkara∫a (including even a 
person who has not yet mastered all of vyåkara∫a). finally Patañjali 
returned to the option discussed first:

“or let the rule be [the meaning of ‘grammar’] after all.” 43 the 
genitive in ‘the rule of grammar’ (vårttika 10) can be justified as an 
extended meaning, and regarding the doubt that words may not be ob-
tained by the rule, he now argues afresh, restating first the objection:

“for one does not obtain the words from the rule alone, but also 
from the explanation.”

“that has been avoided by [the statement]: that same rule split 
up into words becomes the explanation.”

“was it not objected: “the words repeated separately alone as in 
‘v®ddhi∆ åd aic’ are not the explanation, but example, counter exam-
ple and sentence completion together are the explanation?”

42. mahåbhåßya i 12,15-17 lakßya-lakßa∫e vyåkara∫am (vårttika 14). lakßyaµ 
ca lakßa∫aµ caîtat samuditaµ vyåkara∫aµ bhavati. kiµ punar lakßyaµ lakßa∫aµ ca? 
ƒabdo lakßya∆ sætraµ lakßa∫am.

43. mahåbhåßya i 12,21 athavå punar astu sætram.
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“that is so for the ignorant; for one obtains words from the rules 
alone. and for that reason from the rule alone: for if one would say 
something outside the rules that would not be accepted.” 44

Kåtyåyana weighed the options in the interpretation of the word 
vyåkara∫a itself: does it denote the characterizations or the character-
ized (roughly speaking, the sætras or the language forms indicated)? 
finally Kåtyåyana declared that characterizations (rules) and language 
forms indicated (words) together form vyåkara∫a. Patañjali rejected 
this view and declared that the sætra alone constitutes vyåkara∫a. 45 i 
think this difference is far from trifling. 46 in Kåtyåyana’s final view 
lakßya-lakßa∫am together, the language forms indicated and the rules 
indicating them, constitute this construct of correct speech, one echo-
ing the other. 47 

44. mahåbhåßya i 12,23-27 na hi sætrata eva ƒabdån pratipadyante kiµ tarhi 
vyåkhyånataƒ cêti parih®tam etat tad eva sætraµ vig®hœtaµ vyåkhyånaµ bhavatîti. na-
nu côktaµ na kevalåni carca-padåni vyåkhyånaµ v®ddhi∆ åt aij iti kiµ tarhi 
udåhara∫aµ pratyudåhara∫aµ våkyâdhyåhåra ity etat samuditaµ vyåkhyånaµ bha-
vatîti. avijånata etad eva bhavati. sætrata eva hi ƒabdån pratipadyante, åtaƒ ca sætrata 
eva yo hy utsætraµ kathayen nâdo g®hyeta.
mahåbhåßya i 400,8f. is only superficially similar: te khalv api suparig®hœtå bhavanti, 
yeßu lakßa∫aµ prapañcas ca. kevalaµ lakßa∫aµ kevala∆ prapañco vå na tathå 
kårakaµ bhavati “those [rules] also are well formulated in which there is character-
ization and enumeration. characterization alone or enumeration alone is not thus effi-
cient.” Here enumeration (such as the list of adjectives in ii 1 58) is really part of the 
rule giving, and it is not called lakßya.

45. mahåbhåßya i 12,26f. sætrata eva hi ƒabdån pratipadyante “for from the sætra 
alone [people] get the [correct] words.” Någojœbha™™a in his uddyota (vol.i, pp.46f.) on 
this passage quoted a part of a stanza sætreßv eva hi tat sarvaµ yad v®ttau yac ca vårtike 
“everything in the commentary and vårttika is contained in the sætra” which was quoted 
in full by Kumårila in his tantravårttika on mœmåµså-sætra ii 3,16 (vol.iii, p.180): 

sætreßv eva hi tat sarvaµ yad v®ttau yac ca vårtike /
 sætraµ yonir ihârthånåµ sarvaµ sætre pratiß™hitam // 
Joshi/roodbergen (Mahåbhåßya, Paspaƒåhnika, p.185) followed Någojœbha™™a, 

writing: “the Bhåßya says that only an ignorant can think that vyåkhyåna is some-
thing different from sætra. But vyåkhyåna is not something that goes beyond the rules, 
for in that case it would not be accepted.”

46. P.S.Subrahmanya Sastri, Lectures on Patañjali’s Mahåbhåßya, vol.i (2nd 
ed., thiruvaiyaru 1960), p.63 correctly stressed that Patañjali here rejected 
Kåtyåyana’s final opinion.

47. Joshi/roodbergen, Mahåbhåßya, Paspaƒåhnika, p.185 saw here vestiges of 
the past: “the view according to which vyåkara∫a stands for ƒabda ‘the words’ may 
seem strange to modern eyes. Presumably, it is a remnant of an older tradition which 
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in this context a suggestion made by Joshi/roodbergen is worth con-
sidering. while they held on to the view of På∫ini’s aß™ådhyåyœ as a gen-
erative grammar, they suggested that Kåtyåyana’s approach was different: 
the words are nitya, and hence they are already given. Joshi/roodbergen 
declared: “according to the nityapakßa, grammar merely analyses linguis-
tic data. it is not viewed as a device to generate words.” 48 in fact, we must 
say, vyåkara∫a does not denote the analysis of a language but giving it 
shape, as P.thieme has demonstrated; På∫ini’s grammar never analyses. 49 
But if the aß™ådhyåyœ is not the generating device either that it is often be-
lieved to be (erroneously, i think), Kåtyåyana’s approach may be remark-
ably similar to På∫ini’s: existing words are paired with the rules indicating 
their unfolding, i.e., it lays out the processes by which words and sentenc-
es are built up, following the intricate system of general rules and excep-
tions. Kåtyåyana once indicated that he considered grammar as a restric-
tion on popular usage, i.e., only expressions in conformity with grammar 
should be used. 50 the great change came with Patañjali. for him, På∫ini’s 
grammar had begun to become the instructional manual that later, with 
the addition of meanings to the root list, the u∫-ådi-sætras, the 
Li√gânuƒåsana, the Phi™-sætras, the elaboration of the Ga∫a-på™ha, and the 
compendia of paribhåßå-s evolved into a complete mechanism to create 
correct forms. 51 it is a magnificent edifice, and many generations of schol-

goes back to the pratipadapå™ha ‘word by word recitation’ of B®haspati mentioned in 
Bh. No.51 [= mahåbhåßya i 5,25f. H.S.], and to the padapå™has of the vedas, in 
which the ®ks are analysed or divided up (vyåk®) into their constituent words.” this is 
a tortured connection. Note also that Kåtyåyana did not use the word ƒabda in this 
connection, but the abstract lakßya which has a much wider range and views the lan-
guage forms as the object of rules.

48. Joshi/roodbergen, Mahåbhåßya, Bahuvrœhidvandvåhnika, Poona 1974, p.xix.
49. P.thieme, Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 8/9 (1982), pp.11 and 23-34 

(Kl.Schr. pp.1178 and 1190-1201); see also above p.91 fn.35.
50. in his very first vårttika: mahåbhåßya i p.8,3-7 …lokato ’rtha-prayukte 

ƒabda-prayoge ƒåstre∫a dharma-niyama∆…
51. one reason for this development may have been the fact that Sanskrit in its 

classical form had ceased to be the first language for the average person and had to be 
specially taught, as m.m.Deshpande (in History of the Language Sciences, vol.1, 
p.175) has pointed out. J.Bronkhorst, From På∫ini to Patañjali: the Search for 
Linearity, Pune 2004, pp.39-47 attributed Patañjali’s “search for linearity” in the or-
dered application of På∫ini’s rules to the influence of the Buddhist schools of the 
Sarvåstivådins. we may not be able to rule out such influence, but for a grammarian a 
grammatical motivation seems more plausible.
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ars worked with great sagacity to resolve any apparent contradictions and 
uncertainties. Nevertheless it is a structure built on a flawed foundation, 
because På∫ini’s work was not designed as a generative device. franz 
Kielhorn concluded his pioneering booklet “Kâtyâyana and Patanjali: 
their relation to each other and to Pânini” with these remarkable words:

“Here i conclude. to show in detail the differences between Kâtyâyana 
and Patanjali would be a task full of interest, and highly instructive, as show-
ing the progress which the science of grammar had undoubtedly made from 
the time of Kâtyâyana to that of Patanjali, and as tracing in the work of the 
latter the germs of those failings which have continued growing and increas-
ing in the works of the later grammarians ever since. But that task does not 
lie within the scope of this enquiry, nor would the materials at my command 
justify my undertaking it at present…” 52

a final, though thoroughly misguided stage was reached in mod-
ern treatises that consider the Dhåtu-på™ha the source of the verbs 53 
and the Ga∫a-på™ha the source of nouns, as rama Nath Sharma sug-
gested: “roots and nominal stems are also of two types, basic as well 
as derived. Basic roots are those which have been enumerated in the 
DP. the GP has a listing of basic stems.” 54 this position was stated 
even more clearly (and wrongly!) by S.D.Joshi who wrote:

På∫ini’s grammar consists of these works:
(i) A. (i.e., aß™ådhyåyœ. H.S.) “body of rules”, and two supple-

mentary texts
(ii) Dhåtupå™ha “a list of verbal bases” and
(iii) Ga∫apå™ha “a list of nominal stems.” 55

52. f.Kielhorn, Kâtyâyana and Patanjali: their relation to each other and to 
Pânini, Bombay 1876 repr. varanasi 1963, p.56; Kl.Schr., p.56). these remarks sug-
gest, that Kielhorn who so diligently dealt with the elaborate explanations of the later 
På∫inœyas − that so often stretch the realm of the probable and credible − had his res-
ervations as to how much the works of these authors truly reflect the intentions of 
På∫ini himself.

53. the about two thousand roots had to be arranged, and it was practical and 
useful to arrange them according to ten classes of present stem formation of their ver-
bal forms (and their active or middle voice). i know of no classification of nominal 
derivations that could have served as a comparable base of organization.

54. rama Nath Sharma, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, New Delhi 1987, vol.i 
p.165; also p.38: “the GP is an ordered listing of sets of nominal stems.”

55. S.D.Joshi, JIPh 29 (2001), p.155. 
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Just as the Dhåtu-på™ha is not simply a listing of verbs (there are 
roots listed that have no verbal form derived from them), the Ga∫a-
på™ha is not a list of the nominal stems: some ga∫a-s list verb forms, oth-
ers pronouns, particles or adverbs, and all of them are really more or 
less complete lists of specimens that were too lengthy to fit in a sætra of 
the grammar itself. they are elements in a grammatical operation. in 
fact, the Ga∫a-på™ha was not conceived as a text in the usual sense; the 
individual two-hundred and sixty-five lists 56 are given at their proper 
place in the v®tti (e.g., the Kåƒikå-v®tti) under the sætra in which they are 
invoked. when På∫ini taught i 1 27 sarvâdœni sarvanåmåni “sarva etc. 
are pronouns” he may have recited for his students all the twenty-nine 
words listed in the Ga∫a-på™ha nr. 241 sarvâdœni, or he may have given 
only a few examples – or he may even have left it to them to figure out 
the details. rule i 1 74 tyad-ådœni ca “tyad etc. are also [v®ddha]” teach-
es the formation of derivatives (e.g. tyadœya) from the pronouns tyad etc. 
listed in the Ga∫a-på™ha as a sub-group of nr. 241 sarvâdœni. the Ga∫a-
på™ha is in no way a list of the nominal stems of Sanskrit. Similarly, the 
Dhåtu-på™ha is not simply a list of “verbal roots,” even though the dhå-
tu-s are arranged in ten classes according to the manner in which verbal 
forms (of the present tense stem) are derived from them. it contains 
dhåtu-s with no verbal forms found in Sanskrit. 57

it may be helpful to look at a related group of texts from the same 
general period, viz. the so-called Pråtiƒåkhya-s. Besides the original 
recitation of the vedic hymns and mantras in “current” or “connected” 
recitation (saµhitå-på™ha), the word-for-word recitation (pada-på™ha), 
where compounds and euphonic combinations are dissolved, constitut-
ed the earliest philological treatment 58 of the sacred texts. “the study 
of the Padapå™ha is for the purpose of gaining understanding of the 
ends and initials of words, their accents and their meaning” 59 or “the 
division of the padas is for the sake of gaining knowledge of the be-

56. these two-hundred and sixty-five ga∫a-s in Böhtlingk’s Pâ∫ini’s 
Grammatik include ga∫a-s like bhæv-ådaya∆, all roots of the first class.

57. cf. below pp.121f.
58. the makers of the Pada-på™ha should follow grammar, not the other way 

around: mahåbhåßya ii 85,4.
59. caturådhyåyikå 4.4,7 (whitney iv 107) padâdhyayanam antâdi-ƒabda-

svarârtha-jñånârtham.
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ginnings, words, accent and (thereby) the meaning of the stanzas ut-
tered by the sages.” 60 Linked with the saµhitå-på™ha-s and pada-
på™ha-s of the vedic collections are several aphoristic texts called 
pråtiƒåkhya-s. one of them, the ˙aunakœyå caturådhyåyikå 61 de-
scribes the aim of this text: “Here are defined the [phonetic/phonologi-
cal] characteristics of nouns, verbs, prepositions, and particles, the 
four types of words, as they occur in combination [with the following 
words, as in the Saµhitåpå™ha] and before pause [or in isolation, as in 
the Padapå™ha].”  62 the majority of rules describe the process of con-
verting the Pada-på™ha into a saµhitå-text, so much so that whitney 
declared: “this is more in accordance with the general method of the 
Prâtiçâkhyas, which take for granted, upon the whole, the existence of 
their çâkhâs in the analyzed condition of the pada-text, and proceed to 
construct the saµhitâ from it.” 63 But the fourth chapter of the 
caturådhyåyikå, 64 the third chapter of the taittirœya-pråtiƒåkhya, 65 
the fifth chapter of the våjasaneyi-pråtiƒåkhya, 66 and much of the 
atharva-pråtiƒåkhya 67 teaches procedures how to construct the 
Padapå™ha from the Saµhitå-på™ha or, perhaps more accurately, view 

60. atharva-pråtiƒåkhya under i 3 (trans. p.3): ®si-prokta-mantrâdi-ƒabda-
svara-jñånârtha∆ pada-vibhåga∆.

61. this text is also known as the Kautsa-vyåkara∫a (see below p.102). the 
Ìktantra (ed. Særya Kånta, Delhi 1970, text p.61) is called in the colophon the 
Ìktantra-vyåkara∫a.

62. ca i 1 2 (whitney i 1) catur∫åµ pada-jåtånåµ nåmâkhyåtôpasarga-
nipåtånåµ sandhya-padyau gu∫au pråtijñam.

63. w.D.whitney, JAOS 9 (1868), p.82; m.winternitz, Geschichte der indischen 
Litteratur, vol.i, 2nd ed., Leipzig 1909, p.241 (english trans. by v.Srinivasa Sarma, 
vol.i, p.264), and m.m.Deshpande, ˙aunakœyå Caturådhyåyikå, p.263.

64. most rules are devoted to the use or non-use of the divider avagraha, some 
to the reversal of sandhi applications in forming the Pada-på™ha, and to the construc-
tion of the Krama-på™ha.

65. Shortening of a final vowel (that was lengthened in poetry) in creating the 
Pada-text – and one case of shortening an initial vowel (vyånåya > vi anåya and 
udånåya > ud anåya, based on faulty analysis).

66. the use or non-use of the divider (avagraha) between members of a com-
pound or between stem and suffix.

67. atharva-pratiƒåkhya ii 2,7 [=79] calls for the restoration of final visar-
janœya in the enclitic acc.pl.fem enå[∆], ii 3,27 [=122] teaches the separation of su- in 
words like sukßetriyå, iii 1 3 [=143] teaches that the final -o of a vocative remains un-
changed before an iti in the Padapå™ha. the editor of the text, Særya Kånta, claimed 
that essentially “the aPr. turns Saµhitå into Pada” (notes, pp.2 and 29).
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the Padapå™ha from the point of view of the Saµhitå-på™ha.
Kåtyåyana’s view of matching rules and words is similar to the 

contemplative view of the author of the caturådhyåyikå (and the prac-
tice of the other Pråtiƒåkhyas), viz. that the concerns of these texts are 
the qualities of the combined and separated words, i.e. as words ap-
pear in the Saµhitåpå™ha and Padapå™ha – not the directed conversion 
of the Padapå™ha into the Saµhitåpå™ha. it may be significant that the 
Kåtyåyana who composed the vårttikas is probably identical with the 
author of the våjasaneyi-pråtiƒåkhya. vyåkara∫a is thus larger than 
what is commonly understood as “grammar”: it comprises the full 
range of the language as it takes shape in accordance with the rules 
that give it its character.

Grammar, typically represented by På∫ini’s aß™ådhyåyœ, and the 
Pråtiƒåkhyas are actually very close. the atharva-pråtiƒåkhya i 1,3c, 
after stating the purpose of the Pada-på™ha, declares: tad idaµ ƒåstraµ 
vyåkara∫aµ puraståd adhyeyam alaµvijñånåya åmnåya-dår∂hyârtham 
“Hence this science of grammar must be studied first for the sake of 
competent knowledge, and for the fixture of the sacred text.” ca turå-
dhyåyikå i 1,3-4 [2 pråtijñam] evam ihêti ca vibhåßå-pråptaµ såmå-
nye “[this treatise] also [defines that the phonetic/phonological fea-
tures of the words] in this [tradition] are such and such; [these] obtain 
optionally in a generic [grammar of Sanskrit].” the commentator ex-
plained the first part of this sentence as referring to his branch of the 
atharvaveda (asyåµ ƒåkhåyåm) and asked what is meant by såmånya: 
kim såmånyam? vyåkara∫am “what is ‘generic [x]’?” His answer 
was: “vyåkara∫am ‘grammar’.” the generic grammar of Sanskrit may 
contain options between competing, perhaps regional, forms; but a 
Pråtiƒåkhya gives special rules that are bound by the forms that are 
found in the vedic text to which it is attached. a generic grammar 
such as På∫ini’s aß™ådhyåyœ is, as Patañjali said, sarva-veda-pårißad-
am “concerned with all vedic traditions,” 68 whereas the Pråtiƒåkhyas 

68. mahåbhåßya i 400,9-11 and iii 146,14-16 avaƒyaµ khalv asmåbhir idaµ vak-
tavyam: bahulam, anyatarasyåm, ubhayathå, vå, ekeßåm iti. sarva-veda-pårißadaµ 
hîdaµ ƒåstram. tatra naîka∆ panthå∆ ƒakya åsthåtum “indeed, we must of necessity 
say: ‘often, either way, both ways, or, according to some.’ for this science [of gram-
mar] is concerned with all schools (of the veda). that being so, one cannot stay with 
one path only.” vå is left out in the latter passage (iii 146,14-16) in the three editions 
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are confined to the data of their own tradition. 69 it is widely accepted 
in the Pråtiƒåkhya tradition, i.e. in its commentaries, that the tradition 
of grammar is the foundation to which the rules of the Pråtiƒåkhya 
give specific exceptions. the references in these commentaries are to 
På∫ini and his grammar, though the Pråtiƒåkhyas themselves could 
have referred to other old grammars. 70 uva™a, in his commentary on 
the Ìgveda-pråtiƒåkhya put it succinctly, paraphrasing an older ƒloka: 
“whatever [procedure] obtains optionally through generic descriptions 
is settled in a restrictive way in this vedic branch. this way the pur-
pose of the Pråtiƒåkhya is explained.” 71

the word pråtiƒåkhya is formed with a suffix -ya that demands 
v®ddhi of the first syllable. this could be an abstract 72 like pråtilo-
myam “inconvenience, antithesis” (På∫ini v 4 64 and Yåska i 3) or 
åbhimukhyam “direction towards” (På∫ini ii 1 14 and Yåska i 3) – or 
it could be an adjective 73 denoting something fit for or dedicated to 
an individual branch (ƒåkhå) comparable to ßå∫måsya “six-monthly” 
(På∫ini v 1 83, Åƒ˙S iii 8,5, etc.) or pårißadya “proper for council, 
councilor” (På∫ini iv 4 44 and 101). the related indeclinable 
pratiƒåkham “branch by branch, for each individual branch [of the 
veda]” is attested only late (˙a√kara on Brahmasætra iii 3,55) and less 

available to me (Kielhorn, rohtak, Nirnaya Sagara Press), suggesting an old mistake in 
the manuscript tradition; the manuscripts on which these editions are based may all go 
back ultimately to this faulty source. See w.rau, Die vedischen Zitate im Vyåkara∫a-
Mahåbhåßya, Stuttgart 1985, p.101 and m.witzel, IIJ 29 (1986), pp.249-259.

69. m.m.Deshpande, ˙aunakœyå Caturådhyåyikå, pp.61-64 and 100f.
70. m.m.Deshpande, ˙aunakœyå Caturådhyåyikå, p.70-72 discussed the metri-

cal fragments contained in an old commentary (perhaps as old as the Kåƒikå) on the 
caturådhyåyikå. caturådhyåyikå i 2 10 is the first half of a ƒloka that is quoted com-
plete in the commentary. this fragmentary metrical text has archaic features and may 
be older than the caturådhyåyikå. Such metrical fragments quoted in the commentary 
– and the grammatical stanzas quoted in the mahåbhåßya – may be part of a metrical 
version of På∫ini’s grammar, the existence of which P.thieme had suspected years 
ago (in class), apparently following f.Kielhorn, Preface to mahåbhåßya, vol.iii, 3rd 
ed., p.29 (= Preface to the 1st ed., vol.ii).

71. Ìgvedapråtiƒåkhya, ed. råmaprasåda tripåthœ, varanasi 1986, p.2,15f. 
såmånyena lakßa∫ena yad vikalpa-pråptaµ tad evam asyåµ ƒåkhåyåµ vyavasthitaµ 
bhavatîti pråtiƒåkhya-prayojanam uktam (see also m.m. Deshpande, ˙aunakœyå 
Caturådhyåyikå, pp.62-64).

72. J.wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, vol.iib, pp.834-839.
73. J.wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, vol.iib, p.821.
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likely to be the bases for pråtiƒåkhya, 74 though it could have been 
formed anytime. an abstract noun “status of applying to each branch” 
is not fitting as a title for these grammatical texts; if the word is an ad-
jective, it demands a noun that is understood. the most likely noun, 
one suggested by the texts themselves, is vyåkara∫a: pråtiƒåkhyaµ 
vyåkara∫am “grammar specializing on one ƒåkhå.”  75

it is erroneous to assume that once there were such Pråtiƒåkhyas 
for every vedic ƒåkhå of the four vedas, as Særya Kanta, 76 
D.D.mahulkar, 77 and m.m. Deshpande 78 have assumed. it is more 
likely that they developed after På∫ini, and we may even have all that 
there ever were, though there are possible references to three or four 
more. 79 as opposed to a general treatise of grammar (sarva-veda-
pårißadam), the taittirœya-pråtiƒåkhya [vyåkara∫am] is the “grammar 
concerned with the taittirœya branch [of the Yajurveda],” the 
˙uklayaju∆-pråtiƒåkhya 80 [vyåkara∫am] the “grammar concerned 
with the white Yajurveda.” the Ìgveda-pråtiƒåkhya is only linked to 
the ˙aunaka branch through the name of its presumptive author, and 
the atharva-pråtiƒåkhya mentions no branch affiliation at all, prompt-
ing Særya Kanta to say that “the Pråtiƒåkhyas in their extant form are 

74. the standard explanation offered in modern handbooks, though, derives 
pråtiƒåkhya from this indeclinable pratiƒåkham (Pw, monier-williams, etc.). S.
varma, Critical Studies in the Phonetic Observations of Indian Grammarians, 1929, 
repr. Delhi 1961, p.12 quoted Jñånendra Sarasvati’s commentary on Siddhånta-
kaumudœ 1997: pratiƒåkhaµ bhavaµ pråtiƒåkhyam iti Mådhava∆.

75. S.varma, ibid., pp.14-16, correctly noted the connection and was wrongly 
criticized by ralf Stautzenbach, Påriƒikßå und Saµmataƒikså, Stuttgart 1994, p.275, 
fn.9. 

76. Særya Kånta, Atharva Pråtiƒåkhya, Delhi 1968, introduction, p.30: “with 
the supersedence of different ƒåkhås by one, i.e. the RV., a consequent unity in the 
sphere of Pråtiƒåkhyas was natural, moulding all into one, i.e. the extant rPr., and set-
ting this the one norm for the ˙åkalas as well as the våßkalas and the rest. the same 
process took place in case of other Saµhitås and Pråtiƒåkhyas.” Similar Særya Kånta, 
Ìktantra, Delhi 1970, p.6.

77. D.D.mahulkar, The Pråtiƒåkhya Tradition and Modern Linguistics, Baroda 
1981, p.40.

78. m.m.Deshpande, ˙aunakœyå Caturådhyåyikå, p.38: “as the word 
pråtiƒåkhya [< prati ‘each’ + ƒåkhå ‘branch’] suggests, each branch of the vedic liter-
ature was ideally expected to have a Pråtiƒåkhya text attached to it.”

79. Særya Kånta, Ìktantra, Delhi 1970, introduction, p.6.
80. also known as the våjasaneyi-pråtiƒåkhya.
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no Pråtiƒåkhyas, but more or less Pråtisaµhitas, treating, as they do, 
not a ƒåkhå of a particular Saµhitå, but a Saµhitå in general.” 81 
indeed, strictly speaking, only the taittirœya- and ˙uklayaju∆-
pråtiƒåkhya should be called pråtiƒåkhya-s, whereas the Ìgveda-
pråtiƒåkhya and the atharva-pråtiƒåkhya may owe their designation as 
pråtiƒåkhya to imitation of these other texts. the caturådhyåyikå does 
not call itself a pråtiƒåkhya at all, but is called (in some manuscripts) a 
vyåkara∫a; the Bhåßya by Bhårgavabhåskara in its introductory sen-
tences refers to it with atharva-vedå√ga-Kautsa-vyåkara∫asya 
Caturådhyåyâtmakasya…, 82 considering it at once a vedå√ga and a 
vyåkara∫a. 83

it is not warranted, as i pointed out, to conclude from the term 
pråtiƒåkhya that at some time there existed such manuals for each and 
every of the dozens of vedic branches (pratiƒåkham). 84 it is equally 
erroneous to assume a period of Pråtiƒåkhya literature as a forerunner 
of grammar. the Pråtiƒåkhyas are grammars. it is for that reason that 
there is no separate category for them in the list of the six vedâ√ga-s. 
Åpastamba-dharma-sætra stated: ßa∂-a√go veda∆: chanda∆ kalpo 
vyåkara∫aµ jyotißaµ niruktaµ ƒikßå chando-vicitir iti “the veda has 
six a√gas (auxiliary works). [the six auxiliary works are] the Kalpa 
(teaching the ritual of the veda), the treatises on grammar, astronomy, 
etymology, phonetics, and metrics.” 85 if Pråtiƒåkhya is to be a 

81. Særya Kånta, Atharva Pråtiƒåkhya, Delhi 1968, introduction p.30.
82. m.m.Deshpande, ˙aunakœyå Caturådhyåyikå, p.97.
83. or an a√ga of the atharva-veda. the Ìktantra, a Pråtiƒåkhya of the 

Såmaveda, was called chando-gånåµ vyåkara∫am “a grammar of the veda singers”: 
Særya Kånta, Ìktantra, Delhi 1970, p.33.

84. while the adverb pratiƒåkham “ƒåkhå by ƒåkhå, from one ƒåkhå to another” 
(˙a√kara on vedåntasætra iii 3,55) does refer to all branches in a way, at least the 
taittirœya-pråtiƒåkhya and the ˙uklayaju∆-pråtiƒåkhya emphatically deal with one 
ƒåkhå only.

85. Åpastamba-dharma-sætra (ed.G.Bühler, 3rd ed.) ii 4 8,10f. mu∫∂aka-
upanißad i 1,5 ƒikßå kalpo vyåkara∫aµ niruktaµ chando jyotißam iti, followed closely 
by Kau™alœya arthaƒåstra i 3,3 ƒikßå kalpo vyåkara∫aµ niruktaµ chandovicitir jy-
otißam iti câ√gåni. cardona, På∫ini, vol.i, p.629 (= p.543 in the 2nd ed.) explained, 
following one (recent) recension of the På∫inœya ƒikßå, the six vedå√gas as chandas 
being the two feet, kalpa the two hands, jyotißa the two eyes, nirukta hearing, ƒikßå 
smell, grammar face/mouth of the veda. that would bring, of course, the number of 
bodily a√gas well above six, and that is not the old idea of the six limbs anyway (real-
ly “limbs” not “ancillaries”). cardona followed the late and secondary explanation! 
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vedâ√ga at all, it could have been only as part of vyåkara∫a. 86 
alternatively, it could be speculated that the genre of pråtiƒåkhya was 
later than the concept of the six vedâ√ga-s (including vyåkara∫a) and 
developed, again, in league with vyåkara∫a at a later time.

i referred above to the common perception that it was the purpose 
of a Pråtiƒåkhya to guide the vedic reciter in reconstructing the 
Saµhitå-på™ha from the Pada-på™ha. 87 max müller went so far as to 
suggest that the Pada-på™ha preceded the Saµhitå-påtha. that assump-
tion has long been laid to rest. the indian tradition regarded the 
Saµhitå-på™ha as årßa, the Pada-på™ha as an-årßa “not coming from the 
vedic poets.” 88 But the controversy continued: is our pada-text the ba-
sis for the reconstruction of the saµhitå-text, perhaps as a second line 

tS v 6,9,1f. ßo∂hå-vihito vai purußa åtmå ca ƒiraƒ ca catvåry a√gåni “man is sixfold, 
the body, the head, four limbs,” aitareya-bråhma∫a ii 39 “ßa∂-vidho vai purußa∆ ßa∂-
a√ga∆ “sixfold is man, with six members,” caraka-saµhitå iv 7,5 tatrâyaµ 
ƒarœrasyâ√ga-vibhåga∆, tadyathå: dvau båhæ, dve sakthinœ, ƒiro-grœvam, antarådhi∆ – 
iti ßa∂-a√gam a√gam “there is this division of the members of the body: two arms, 
two legs, head-with-neck, trunk: thus the body has six members,” Suƒruta-saµhitå iii 
5,1 …tadå ƒarœram iti saµjñåµ labhate; tac ca ßa∂-a√gaµ ƒåkhåƒ catasro madhyaµ 
pañcamaµ ßaß™haµ ƒira iti, and aß™å√gah®daya, ˙arœrasthånam 3,1 

ƒiro ’ntarådhir dvau båhæ sakthinîti samåsata∆ /
 ßa∂-a√gam a√gaµ, pratya√gaµ tasyâkßi-h®dayâdikam //

Several of the body parts listed as a√gas in the ˙ikßå are called pratya√ga also in 
Suƒruta-saµhitå iii 5,2; the ˙ikßå list is thus clearly not in conformity with the medi-
cal description of the human body. the same six limbs are also listed in the 
Kulâr∫ava-tantra ii 84 and similarly in the agni-purå∫a 340,6, while the Saµgœta-
ratnâkara iv 15.7 gives a different and larger enumeration (the last three references 
are quoted from the Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Sanskrit, vol.i p.532). the two 
ƒlokas relied on by cardona are found only in the so-called Ìk recension which “is the 
most inflated version of the P˙.” and “is scarcely much older than the 18th century”: 
manmohan Ghosh, På∫inœya ˙œkßå, 2nd ed., Delhi 1986, pp.xvf., 43 and 75.

86. m.winternitz, Geschichte der indischen Litteratur, vol.i, Leipzig 1909, 
p.241 (A History of Indian Literature trans. v.Srinivasa Sarma, vol.i, p.264) and 
Klaus mylius, Geschichte der Literatur im alten Indien, Leipzig 1983, p.92 would 
classify the Pråtiƒåkhya under ƒikßå; similarly L.renou (Journal Asiatique 251 
[1964], p.167 wrote: “ceux-ci sont les témoins authentiques de la ƒikßå.” the 
Pråtiƒåkhyas themselves and their commentaries speak against this.

87. also m.m.Deshpande, ˙aunakœyå Caturådhyåyikå, pp.98f.
88. På∫ini i 1 16 [11 prag®hyam 15 ot] saµbuddhau ˙åkalyasyêtåv anårße 

“the /o/ in a vocative [is prag®hya] before an iti that does not come from a ®ßi in 
˙åkalya’s [text]” called the iti in ˙åkalya’s Pada-på™ha anårßa “not coming from the 
vedic seer.”
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of tradition to guard the transmission of the important sacred texts?
that argument is often based on misunderstood statements by 

Yåska: para∆ saµnikarßa∆ saµhitå. pada-prak®ti∆ saµhitå. pada-
prak®tœni sarva-cara∫ånåm pårßadåni 89 “the closest contact is 
[called] saµhitå ‘connected speech.’ the connected speech is based 
on the [individual] words. the manuals of all schools have the [indi-
vidual] words as their base.” the first of these three sentences corre-
sponds to På∫ini’s rule i 4 109 para∆ saµnikarßa∆ saµhitå (where we 
have supply a noun like v®tti 90 or våc), stating the context in which 
the built-up words are joined in sentences. indeed, in På∫ini’s system 
the words that have been build up from roots and suffixes precede sys-
tematically the joining of these words in the flow of speech. 91 and it 
is a fact, that the majority of rules in the Pråtiƒåkhya-s start their proc-
ess with the individual words (found in the Pada-på™ha), and join them 
into connected speech; but not all rules do so. when the Pråtiƒåkhyas 
speak of saµhitå, they refer to such connected speech, 92 not to a text 

89. Nirukta i 17. Lakshman Sarup translated: “Saµhitå is the closest conjunc-
tion by means of euphonic combination. Saµhitå is based on the original form of 
words. the phonetic treatises of all schools are based on the original form of words.” 
cf. Ìgveda-pråtiƒåkhya ii 1 saµhitå pada-prak®ti∆. Skandasvamin, too, took pada-
prak®ti∆ as a bahuvrœhi: ata∆ så padaprak®ti∆; padåni prak®tir asyå∆ sêyaµ pada-
prak®ti∆ (Commentary of Skandasvåmi and Maheƒvara on the Nirukta, vol.i, 
p.107,8f.). våkyapadœya ii 58 alludes to the debate whether pada-prak®ti∆ is a bahu-
vrœhi or a tatpurußa, where saµhitå and pada clearly stand for Saµhitå-på™ha and 
Pada-på™ha: “the Saµhitå[-på™ha] is based on the Pada[-på™ha] or the Saµhitå[-på™ha] 
is the base for the Pada[-på™ha].”

90. v®tti is used in similar contexts in the mahåbhåßya. Kåtyåyana was con-
cerned that a vowel uttered in grammar in fast speech (drutåyåm) with the tag t (which 
restricts the vowel to one of that length only) would fail to comprise the same vowel 
in slower speech. “But it is correct. the sounds/phonemes are fixed; [only] the 
speeches/realizations vary due to the slow or fast pronunciation by the speaker” 
(siddhaµ tv avasthitå var∫å vaktuƒ cirâcira-vacanåd v®ttayo viƒißyante). Patañjali, in 
his comment on this vårttika 5 on i 1 70, supplied the needed noun to drutåyåm: 
drutåyåµ v®ttau (mahåbhåßya i 181,8-15). caturådhyåyikå ii 1,24 has leƒa-v®ttir 
“weak articulation,” Ìgveda-pråtiƒåkhya Xviii 33 has guru-v®tti “having loud pro-
nunciation” and laghu-v®tti “having soft pronunciation.”

91. Bhart®hari in his våkyapadœya espoused a different approach: a comprehen-
sive expression, usually a sentence, is artificially segmented into smaller units for the 
sake of description and instruction, but these segments are not real.

92. this is obvious in våjPr i 148 saµhitåvad “as in connected speech,” iii 1 
saµhitåyåm “in connected speech” (= På∫ini vi 1 72 and 3 114), similar iv 18 and 
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called Saµhitå. apparent exceptions vanish on closer inspection. 
caturådhyåyikå iv 4,9 kramâdhyayanaµ saµhitå-pada-dår∂hyâr-
tham was translated by m.m. Deshpande as “the study of the 
Kramapå™ha is for the purpose of firmly grasping the Saµhitåpå™ha 
and the Padapå™ha”; but just as pada by itself does not denote the 
word-for-word text of the atharvaveda, saµhitå alone does not denote 
the original continuous text – we have to supply in each case the word 
på™ha: “the study of [reciting in] steps is for the purpose of firmly 
grasping the [reciting in] connected speech and word-for word.” 
whitney was puzzled by the final rules in taittPr XXiv 1-4 atha 
catasra∆ saµhitå∆. pada-saµhitâkßara-saµhitå var∫a-saµhitâ√ga-
saµhitå cêti. nånå-pada-saµdhåna-saµyoga∆ pada-saµhitêty abhid-
hœyate. yathå-svam akßara-saµhitâdœnåm apy evam. But it is clear that 
they do not refer to bodies of text, such as the taittirœya recension of 
the K®ß∫a-yajurveda. whitney’s translation 93 of pada-saµhitå as 
“word-text” and akßara-saµhitå as “letter-text” is misleading, and re-
alizing the dilemma, he then remarked: “it appears from all this that 
saºhitâ is here used nearly in the sense of saºdhi, ‘euphonic combi-
nation,’ and that these four rules have no significance whatever, being 
a mere bit of outside classification, in which some one has amused 
himself by indulging.” 94 saµhitå refers to a process, that is realized 
as the “conjunction by euphonic combination” (saµdhåna-samyoga). 
this process may involve words, syllables, single sounds or the com-
bination of vowel and consonant.

the first unambiguous occurrence of the word Saµhitå to refer to 
a vedic corpus is found in the mahåbhåßya: ˙åkalyena suk®tåµ 
saµhitåm anuniƒamya deva∆ pråvarßat “after listening to the saµhitå, 
that was well made by ˙åkalya, the god let it rain.” 95 is this a reference 

176; caturådhyåyikå ii 1,1 saµhitåyåm, iv 4,25 saµhitåvad; taittP v 1 atha 
saµhitåyåm eka-prå∫a-bhåve “Now in connected speech, in a single breath” and XXi 
10 svaritåt saµhitåyåm anudåttånåµ pracaya udåtta-ƒruti∆. m.m.Deshpande’s re-
marks in ALB 58 [1994], pp.53f. should also be viewed in this context.

93. william Dwight whitney, JAOS 9 (1868), pp.415-416: “Now for the four 
texts. word-text, syllable-text, letter-text, and member-text, namely. conjunction of 
independent words by euphonic combination is called word-text. and in like manner 
with the syllable-text and the rest, in accordance with their several names.”

94. Ibid., p.417.
95. mahåbhåßya i 347,3f.; also i 346,21 ˙åkalyasya saµhitåm anu pråvarßat 
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to the only surviving recension of the Ìgveda, linked with ˙åkalya’s 
name (the ˙åkala-ƒåkhå)? it is, on the other hand, just the Pada-på™ha 
of the Ìgveda that is attributed to ˙åkalya, and only the Pada-på™ha 
could really be said to be “well made,” since the Saµhitå-på™ha was be-
lieved to have been revealed. in any case, saµhitå in the meaning of a 
text has to be a secondary development, a short form of saµhitå-på™ha 
“recitation in continuous speech.” 96 the word is found in this meaning 
in manu Xi 263 (Ìk-saµhitå) and the mahåbhårata (i 155,7 saµhitâ-
dhyayana and Xiii 131,55 saµhitâdhyåyin). Secondarily the term 
saµhitå was applied to the vedic collections generally, and finally also 
to large non-vedic texts like the mahåbhårata (mahåbhårata i 1,19), 
the caraka-saµhitå, or the astronomical B®hat-saµhitå, i.e., texts with-
out the concurrent existence of a continuous and a word-for-word reci-
tation. No Pråtiƒåkhya states it as its purpose to reconstruct the 
Saµhitå-på™ha, i.e., the original text corpus of the Ìgveda, atharva-
veda, or Yajurveda. in the veda school at trichur (central Kerala) that 
i visited a few years ago, the Ìgveda-pråtiƒåkhya was not taught along 
with the Saµhitå-på™ha and Pada-på™ha of the Ìgveda, even though the 
teacher had some knowledge of it. it just was not necessary. the task 
of a Pråtiƒåkhya was a consideration of the relation obtaining between 
the two recitations. the pada-på™ha was the first grammatical and in-
terpretive treatment of a saµhitå-text; its additional memorization may 
have fortified the memory of the saµhitå-text, as any intensive occupa-
tion or manipulation of a text can assist the memory. But Pråtisåkhyas 
did not represent a unidirectional approach to the text. Similarly, 
På∫ini’s aß™ådhyåyœ was not a device to create Sanskrit sentences, but 
was an iconic representation of the sacred language 97 (and indirectly 

and i 347,13f. sak®c câsau ˙åkalyena suk®tåµ saµhitåm anuniƒamya deva∆ 
pråvarßat. cf. H.Scharfe, Grammatical Literature, wiesbaden 1977, p.81 fn.25 and J.
Bronkhorst, På∫inian Studies, edd. m.m.Deshpande, S.Bhate, ann arbor 1991, p.96.

96. thus already P.thieme in a lecture given in 1977 and published only in 
1995: Kleine Schriften, vol.ii, p.1215.

97. if we wonder why På∫ini seemingly concentrated on the late vedic usage 
rather than on that of the Ìgveda, we must remind ourselves that the prevailing 
thought of that time did not see them as different languages, but rather as aspects or 
different registers of the same sacred and eternal language. m.m.Deshpande, ZvS 97 
(1984), p.124 spoke of  “a panchronistic flatland.” even the Prakrit languages were 
considered part of that continuum: e.Kahrs, IIJ 35 (1992), pp.225-249.
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the world, as these two correspond – note the passages of the 
upanißads quoted above), comparable to a ma∫∂ala or yantra that rep-
resents cosmic and religious truths, or the homologies put forth in the 
early upanißads and perhaps to modern formulas like e=mc2 98.

there were substantial changes in the attitudes of later authors. 
for Kåtyåyana grammar was a niyama, a restriction that barred the use 
of some colloquial forms and held out the promise of merit (dharma) 
for the use of correct words under the guidance of grammar. 99 
Patañjali had a generative idea of grammar, that created the correct 
words and sentences, and later the additions of practical manuals on 
irregular formations (u∫-ådi-sætra), accents (Phi™-sætra), gender 
(Li√gânuƒåsana), the elaboration of the Ga∫a-på™ha, and the compen-
dia of paribhåßå-s completed the generative machine. H.e.Buiskool 
put it well seventy years ago in his Pærvatråsiddham: “it must be re-
peated, that the aß™ådhyåyœ is no textbook in the proper sense, even 
less a law book – it has become all that later – but merely a series of 
formulas in which established language phenomena are formulated in 
aphorisms as well as possible.” 100

98. that may explain why På∫ini was not concerned with the seeming circularity 
in i 3 3 [2 it] hal antyam which called a final consonant (hal) a tag; the contraction hal 
is dependent on i 1 71 ådir antyena sahêtå “the first sound with the last tag” which in 
turn depends on the definition of a tag (it) in i 3 3: J.Bronkhorst, From På∫ini to 
Patañjali: the Search for Linearity, Pune 2004, pp.1f.; cf. Joshi/roodbergen, The 
Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.i p.127: “at all times the knowledge of all rules is presup-
posed for the understanding and application of all other rules.”

99. mahåbhåßya i 8,3 lokato ’rtha-prayukte ƒabda-prayoge ƒåstre∫a dharma-
niyama∆. 

100. H.e.Buiskool, Pærvatråsiddham, p.77: Het moet worden herhaald, dat de 
Aß™ådhyåyœ geen leerboek is in den eigenlijken zin, nog minder natuurlijk een wetboek 
– al is het dat later geworden –, doch een reeks van formules, waarin geconstateerde 
taalverschijnselen slechts zoo goed mogelijk in aphorismen zijn geformuleerd.
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På∫ini and his Predecessors

one of the striking inconsistencies in På∫ini’s grammar is the use 
of certain terms that are at variance with his basic concepts. as P.
thieme 1 has suggested long ago, such discrepancies can open a win-
dow into the creative process that links På∫ini and his predecessors. 
while in På∫ini’s grammar many suffixes are attached to roots (dhå-
tu), there are two major classes of such suffixes called årdhadhåtuka 
and sårvadhåtuka. their literary meaning is “attached to a half dhåtu” 
and “attached to a whole dhåtu” – but the terms “half dhåtu” and 
“whole dhåtu” are neither defined nor used in his grammar. 
K.v.abhyankar 2 has suggested that the former “probably…could be 
placed after certain roots only” against the latter “which were termed 
sårvadhåtuka on account of their being found in use after every 
root.” 3 this suggestion must be rejected as incompatible with the 
common use of ardha in compounds. ardha-måsa means “half 
month,” ardharca “half stanza,” not “every other month” or “every 
second stanza,” and it is not true that årdhadhåtuka suffixes are used 
only with half of the Sanskrit roots. it is a more difficult question, 
what exactly was understood under dhåtu in this context.

the evolvement of the concept of a root proceeded in four stages. 
the earliest instances for etymologies that derive nouns from verbs 4 
may be four stanzas found in three recensions of the Black 

1. Paul thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, allahabad 1935, p.x.
2. K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, 2nd ed., p. 65.
3. that appears also to be the opinion of edwin Gerow, JAOS 122 (2002), 

p.688 who called sårvadhåtuka “an unusually prolix term which seems, in principle, 
designed to separate the present stem of the verb – which ‘every verb’ makes – from 
the remaining stems, which are not so ‘universal’.” See also below pp.118f.

4. this is a very common misconception. the great romanist Hugo 
Schuchard argued that a baby’s cry “mama!” when the mother enters the room, refers 
to a happening and has “verbalen charakter,” since it does not mean “this is mama,” 
but “Here comes mama.” He believed that verbs are learned earlier than nouns: 
Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1919, p.869 (= Hugo 
Schuchard-Brevier, p.271f.).
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Yajurveda 5 and in the atharvaveda 6 that were used in rituals dealing 
with water. their attestation in these various texts vouches for their 
importance, and the etymologies offered for four words denoting “wa-
ter” were apparently designed to enhance the power of these stanzas 
as charms. whitney’s characterization as “finding punning etymolo-
gies for sundry of the names of water” 7 failed to recognize their im-
portance and the seriousness with which they were proposed. 

yád…áhåv ánadatå haté /
tásmåd ~ nadyò n~ma stha... // 
“Since you resounded (ánadata) at the slaying of the serpent; therefore 
are you criers (nadyá∆) by name.”
…tád åpnot índro vo yatœ́s tásmåd ~po ánu ß™ana // 
“…then indra obtained (åpnot) you as you went; therefore you are wa-
ters (~pa∆).” 
…ávœvarata vo híkam [var.lec. hí kam]/ 
índro va∆ ƒáktibhir, devœs, tásmåd v~r n~ma vo hí tam 
“He stayed (ávœvarata) your courses, indra with his might, o goddesses; 
therefore your name is water (v~r).”
…údånißur mahœ́r íti tásmåd udakám ucyate // 
“the great ones have breathed forth (ud-√an): therefore they are called 
water (udakám).” 8

these etymologies are remarkable for their formulaic style and 
their attempt to trace nouns back to an underlying action expressed by 
a verb. 9

in the aitareya Bråhma∫a there are a great number of etymolo-
gies. 10 the sacrificial post (yæpa) 11 is so called, because the gods ob-

5. taittirœya Saµhitå v 6,1; maitråya∫œya Saµhitå ii 13,1; Kå™haka Saµhitå 
XXXiX 2 (p.387,6-10).

6. atharvaveda (˙aunaka) iii 13,1-4 (Paippalåda Saµhitå iii 4,1-4).
7. Atharva-veda Saµhitå trans. w.D.whitney, HOS vols. 7 and 8, vol.i p.108.
8. w.D.whitney, ibid., p.108; The Veda of the Black Yajus School entitled 

Taittiriya Sanhita, trans. a.B. Keith, part 2, pp.454f.
9. G.B.Palsule, The Sanskrit Dhåtupå™has. A Critical Study, Poona 1961, p.2.
10. the development has been sketched by Bruno Liebich, Zur Einführung in 

die indische einheimische Sprachwissenschaft. II. Historische Einführung und 
Dhåtupå™ha. Heidelberg, SHaw, phil-hist. Klasse 1919 nr.15, pp.7-24.

11. aitareya Bråhma∫a ii 1,1.
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structed (ayopayan) demons and men with it; the åjya-s (a certain 
ritual) 12 are so called “because they kept conquering (åjayanta åy-
an)”; the altar (vedi) 13 is so called because “they found (anvavindan)” 
the sacrifice there. 14 we could call this Stage one.

a step towards greater abstraction was the use of the 3rd person 
singular present 15 in the Nigha∫™u lists to denote a verb in the ab-
stract. Later these forms (whether they denote verbs in the active voice 
like juhoti or verbs found in the middle voice only like dayate or ro-
cate) were treated as noun stems ending in -i and could be inflected as 
such. this practice is found in an etymology by a certain aur∫avåbha 
quoted in Nirukta vii 15: juhoter hotêty Aur∫avåbha∆ “aur∫avåbha 
derives hot® from the verb juhoti.” the practice is common in the 
Nirukta that comments on the Nigha∫™u. 16 we do not know for cer-
tain what aur∫avåbha and the author of the Nigha∫™u would have 
called these forms, except that their name must have been a masculine 
noun for the latter: bhråjate bhråƒate …iti ekådaƒa jvalati-karmå∫a∆ 
“bhråjate bhråƒate … – these eleven have the action ‘to shine’” 
(Nigha∫™u i 16), where the bahuvrœhi jvalati-karmå∫a∆ demands a 
masculine noun of reference. we could call this Stage two.

På∫ini has often still used this traditional expression to denote a 
root, as in asti 17, dadåti, and dadhåti 18 – rarely (if at all) in books i and 
ii, iv and v, more frequently in book iii, and often in books vi 
through viii. in a few instances this was a convenient device to differ-
entiate between homonymous roots (asti “is” versus asyati “throws” 
from two different roots √as), in others the reason is not obvious. 19 

12. aitareya Bråhma∫a ii 36,3.
13. aitareya Bråhma∫a iii 9,3.
14. Not all the etymologies in this text are based on verbs; explanations like 

viƒvasya mitram > viƒvåmitra∆ (aitareya Bråhma∫a vi 20) are of lesser interest in the 
present context.

15. usually in the active voice, in the middle voice when this alone is attested; 
e.g., Nigha∫™u i 16 bhråjate bhråƒate bhråƒyati dœdayati...

16. Nirukta i 4 ƒåkhå∆…ƒaknoter vå; i 6 cittam cetate∆; i 11 surå sunote∆. 
from middle verbs (like dayate and rocate) we find a nominative dayatir (Nirukta iv 
17) and an ablative rocate∆ (Nirukta iii 13).

17. ii 4 52 aster bhæ∆.
18. iii 1 139 dadåti-dadhåty.or vibhåßå.
19. Later På∫inœyas have suggested various purposes for the use of the root 

names with -ti: restrictive application, avoidance of homonymy, etc. Någojœbha™™a 
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most commonly På∫ini referred to the roots (and indirectly verbs) in 
peculiar ways that differ from those found in the early texts. there ap-
pears to be a gap in the surviving literature preceding På∫ini; we hear 
of ancient grammarians, we have hints at some of their doctrines, and 
we have a few names. according to Nirukta i 12 ˙åka™åyana (who pre-
ceded På∫ini and is mentioned in the aß™ådhyåyœ) 20 derived all nouns 
from verbs (nåmåny åkhyåta-jåni), 21 just as in the vedic texts nouns 
are etymologized from their full verb forms. another early author, 
˙åkapæni, derived the word agni “fire” from a combination of three 
verbs: ita (i.e., √i “go”), akta (i.e., √aj “shine”) or dagdha (i.e., √dah 
“burn”), and nœta (i.e., √nœ “lead”) 22 – using the terminology that de-
ployed the participle perfect passive to denote a verb in the Bråhma∫a 
texts. 23 K.c.chatterji argued incorrectly that åkhyåta in these two quot-

(Paribhåßenduƒekhara on paribhåßå 120.3) rejected restrictive application; cf. L.
renou, Terminologie, pt.ii, p.114 under ƒtipå nirdeƒa and K.v.abhyankar, A 
Dictionary, 2nd ed., p.395 under ƒtip.

20. På∫ini iii 4 111 attributed to ˙åka™åyana alone the opinion that in the 3rd plu-
ral active -us is substituted for JHi (= anti) in the imperfect of roots ending in /å/. 
Since ayus (from √yå) is well attested in vedic texts, På∫ini could not have questioned 
its correctness – his intention probably was to classify such forms as aorists rather than 
imperfects. in viii 3 18 and viii 4 50 he quoted ˙åka™åyana for phonetic observations. 
in mahåbhåßya ii 120,20f. Patañjali narrated an anecdote about ˙åka™åyana’s amazing 
mental concentration. there is no justification for K.v.abhyankar’s assertion, that “He 
is despisingly referred to by Patañjali as a traitor grammarian sympathizing with the 
Nairuktas or etymologists in holding the view that all substantives are derivable and 
can be derived from roots” (A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, 2nd ed., p.388).

21. Nirukta i 12 tatra nåmåny åkhyåta-jånîti ˙åka™åyano nairukta-samayaƒ ca. 
in mahåbhåßya ii 138,14-16 a quoted stanza refers to the Nirukta imprecisely, re-
phrasing Yåska’s statement in På∫inian terminology: nåma ca dhåtu-jam åha Nirukte 
vyåkara∫e ˙aka™asya ca tokam “[Yåska] called the noun derived from a root in the 
[science of] etymology, and the off-spring of ˙aka™a in grammar.”

22. Nirukta vii 14 agni∆… tribhya åkhyåtebhyo jåyata iti ˙åkapæni∆. itåt, aktåd dag-
dhåd vå, nœtåt. He gets the vowel /a/ from forms of √i like the imperative ayåni, the /g/ 
from forms like anakti or dagdhvå, and the final /ni/ from forms like ninåya or nœta: sa 
khalv eter akåram ådatte gakåram anakter vå dahater vå nœ∆ para∆. in chåndogya-
upanißad i 3 6 the word udgœtha, denoting the syllable oµ, is similarly “derived” from three 
basic elements: the preverb ud “up,” the word gir “voice,” and the root √sthå “stand.”

23. this participle was commonly used to denote a verb in the Bråhma∫as, but 
the practice fell into disuse afterwards: Bruno Liebich, Zur Einführung in die indische 
einheimische Sprachwissenschaft. II. Historische Einführung und Dhåtupå™ha. 
Heidelberg, SHaw, phil-hist. Klasse 1919, nr.15, pp.15-17 and G.B.Palsule, The 
Sanskrit Dhåtupå™has, p.6.
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ed sentences referring to ˙åka™åyana and ˙åkapæ∫i denotes the “root,” 
a meaning not found elsewhere. 24 the works of these and other prede-
cessors have not survived, and one can only surmise that På∫ini’s 
grammar made the works of his predecessors obsolete – oral tradition 
has no mercy for outdated material. But some trends of this lost devel-
opment can still be recovered by an analysis of På∫ini’s work. 25

På∫ini referred to the roots of Sanskrit in several different ways. 
in the Dhåtupa™ha most roots are furnished with an extra vowel (or a 
vowel and a consonant) at the end, which would probably have been 
pronounced with nasal intonation to mark it as a tag (it or anubandha), 
and might also have carried an indicative pitch accent. 26 Some roots 
are also preceded by a tag, a syllable such as ñi, ™u or ∂u. 27 in the text 
of the aß™ådhyåyœ itself there is no uniform way of referring to these 
roots. Sometimes a root is quoted with the tag (or tags): i∫.a∆ (in ii 4 
45; Dhp. ii 36 i∫) or one of them: k®ñ.a∆ (iii 2 20; Dhp.viii 10 ∂uk®ñ) 
or none: k®- (iii 1 120), då (in iii 2 159; Dhp. iii 9 ∂udåñ). in i 4 41 
g®∫.a∆ (against gr.a∆ in iii 3 29) På∫ini referred to the root with a tag ∫ 
that is not found in DhP (vi 117 and iX 28 gπ); the form is likely in-
fluenced by verb forms like g®∫åti, i.e., På∫ini used the stem form in 
his rule instead of the root. mostly the roots are quoted without these 
tags as e.g. k® (in iii 4 61 k®-bhv.o∆), gam.a∆ (in vi 4 40 gam.a∆ kvau; 
the DhP i 1031 has gam¬) or gup-tij-kid.bhya∆ (iii 1 5; the DhP has i 
422 gupæ, i 1020 and X 110 tija, i 1042 and iii 20 kita).

two other forms of quotation 28 have been identified by Kåtyå-

24. K.c.chatterji, Technical Terms and Technique of Sanskrit Grammar, 
(calcutta 1948) reprint Kolkata 2003, p.81; also S.D.Joshi, Nagoya Studies in Indian 
Culture and Buddhism. Saµbhåßå 14 (1993), p.22. cf. also G.B.Palsule, The Sanskrit 
Dhåtupå™has, p.10.

25. i have not seen Saroja Bhate’s unpublished dissertation Prepå∫inian 
Grammatical Elements in På∫ini’s Aß™ådhyåyœ, university of Poona 1970.

26. Bruno Liebich, Zur Einführung, III. Der Dhåtupa™ha, Heidelberg, SHaw, 
phil-hist. Klasse 1920, nr.10 has attempted a reconstruction of the Dhåtupa™ha.

27. På∫ini i 3 5 [2 upadeƒe…it] ådir ñi-™u-∂av.a∆.
28. in the Saµhitås of the Yajurveda, the aitareya Bråhma∫a, and some other 

texts we find yet another expression referring to verb forms: with a suffix -ad plus the 
same -vat: bhuvadvadbhyas (KS Xi [p.102,12]; tS ii 3,1,1 [p.77,4]), v®dhadvatyå 
(KS vii 8 [p.50,2]), etc. referring to forms like bhávatå, avœv®dhan, etc. (c.werba, 
Verba Indoarica, pp.129-131). Such expressions were not taken up by the grammari-
ans we know.
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yana in his vårttika 2 on På∫ini’s rule iii 3 108: ik-ƒtipau dhåtu-
nirdeƒe “the [suffixes] ik and ƒtip [must be taught] to denote a root.” 
Patañjali 29 explained these as referring to forms like paci or pacati 
denoting the root √pac (not attested in the aß™ådhyåyœ as such). 30 
Such quotation forms ending in i or ti occur both when roots stand 
alone or in compounds (where they can be found at the beginning, the 
middle or the end).

ajer (ii 4 56; DhP i 248 aja)
gamy-®cchi.bhyåm (i 3 29; DhP i 1031 gam¬ and vi 15 ®cha)
lipi-sici-hv.a∆ (iii 1 53; DhP vi 139 lipa, vi 140 ßica, iii 1 hu)
sarti-ƒåsty-arti.bhya∆ (iii 1 56; DhP i 982 s®; ii 66 ƒåsu; i 983 ®) 31

they occur also in combinations of such different modes of quo-
tation:

ƒaki-sah.o∆ (iii 1 99; DhP v 15 ƒak¬; i 905 ßaha)
yama-han.a∆ (i 3 28; DhP i 1033 yama; ii 2 hana)
-mußa-grahi-svapi-pracch.a∆ (i 2 8; DhP i 707 mæßa; i 681 g®hæ; 

ii 59 ñißvapa; vi 120 pracha)
indhi-bhavati.bhyåm (i 2 6; DhP vii 11 ñiindhœ; i 1 bhæ)
-v®j-k®-gami-jani.bhya∆ (ii 4 80; DhP ii 19 v®jœ; viii 10 ∂uk®ñ; i 

1031 gam¬; i 862 janœ)
vana-sana-rakßi-math.åm (iii 2 27; DhP i 490 vana; i 492 ßana; i 

688 rakßa; i 901 mathe)
på-ghrå-dhmå-sthå-mnå-då∫-d®ƒy-arti-sarti-ƒada-sad.åm (vii 3 

78) employs six ways to refer to roots: bare roots ending in vowels, a 
root with a tag, a root with -i, roots with -ti, a root with -a, and a bare 
root ending in a consonant before the case suffix at the end of the 
compound.

it is not clear why På∫ini used the form yuji in iii 2 59 -añcu-yuji-
kruñc.åm, but yuja in iii 2 61 -duha-yuja-vida-. the DhP vii 7 has yujir.

29. mahåbhåßya ii 154,18f.
30. the ablative pac.a∆ is found in iii 2 33, the stem -paca- in iii 2 136. the 

Dhatupa™ha i 1945 lists the root as ∂upacaß “cook” and has in i 187 a different root paci 
“clarify.” most of these forms ending in -ti correspond to the 3rd singular present ac-
tive; arti and sarti (iii 1 56) appear to be abstracted from iyarti or abhyarti and sisarti.

31. aster bhæ∆ (ii 4 52) and dadåti-dadhåty.or (iii 1 139) are better considered 
as 3rd singular verb forms inflected like nouns.
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frequently, the last root in a list has no vowel attached, as in iii 2 13 
rami-jap.o∆ or vii 3 73 duha-diha-liha-guh.åm; but note also vii 3 35 ja-
ni-vadhy.o∆, iii 2 162 vidi-bhidi-cchide∆, and vii 2 19 dh®ßi-ƒasœ. 
avoidance of an awkward sandhi could have played a role in iii 1 59 k®-
m®-d®-ruhi.bhyas, but consonantal sandhi is not always avoided: i∫-naƒa-
ji- (iii 2 163), sthê∫-k®ñ-vadi- (iii 4 16), hana-k®ñ-grah.a∆ (iii 4 36).

case forms like ajer (ii 4 56) prove that the /i/ is a real attached 
vowel, whereas the /a/ in k®ta-c®ta-cch®da-t®da-n®t.a∆ (vii 2 57) 
seems mainly a non-phonemic sound 32 facilitating the pronunciation 
and keeping the root names apart: the roots are taught in the DhP as 
k®tœ (vi 141), c®tœ (vi 35), uch®dir (vii 8), ut®dir (vii 9), and n®tœ (iv 
9). this /a/ never appears in word final position (the last quoted sætra 
vii 2 57 does not end in *-t®da-n®tasya!); the only apparent exception 
is daridrasya (vi 4 114 from daridrå, itself an oddity in the root list: 
DhP ii 64), which may have been influenced by the adjective daridra 
– we would expect *daridrah. this /a/ was also not recognized as a 
root tag by Kåtyåyana in his vårttika 2 on iii 3 108 quoted above. we 
might thus consider this /a/ as an unintended feature of pronunciation 
in the oral text of the aß™ådhyåyœ. 33 

there are about ten seemingly bothersome vowel sandhi forms 
where the /a/ at the end of a root does have a linguistic reality: 
…-janê√-pru- (in i 3 86) is a sandhi of jana+i√, …-druhêrßyâsæ-
yârthånåm (in i 4 37) is a sandhi of druha+œrßya-asæyârthånåm, 
…-dyutôrji- (in iii 2 177) is a sandhi of dyuta+ærji, where the /a/ can-
not be dismissed as being there merely for the ease of pronunciation 
(uccåra∫ârtham). But in all these instances the root forms ending in -a 
are quotations from the Dhåtupå™ha, where the roots are taught in just 
this form: jana in i 3 86 matches the root as it is taught in the DhP iii 
24 jana, druha and œrßya in i 4 37 could refer to DhP iv 88 druha and i 
544 œrßya, dyuta in iii 2 177 to DhP i 777 dyuta. ambiguous is the situ-
ation in rules like i 2 7 m®∂a-m®da-gudha-kußa-kliƒa-vada-vas.a∆ 
ktvå, where the /a/ could be considered uccåra∫ârtham, but could also 
refer to the forms in which these roots are taught in the Dhåtupå™ha: 

32. the /cch/ in -cch®da- would suggest the existence of a preceding vowel; but 
this could be a secondary development.

33. cf. above pp.69-72.
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m®∂a (vi 38; iX 44), m®da (iX 43), gudha (iv 13; iX 45), kußa (iX 46), 
kliƒa (iv 52a), vada (i 1058; X 297), and vasa (i 1054). of the many 
roots quoted in the sætras as ending in -a, most have a tag a in the DhP, 
but others do not: kama (rule iii 2 154) versus kamu (DhP i 470) or ka-
mi (DhP i 869), gama (rule iii 2 171) versus gam¬ (DhP i 1031), ghußa 
(rule vii 2 28) versus ghußir (DhP i 683), c®ta (rule vii 2 57) versus 
c®tœ (DhP vi 35).

Not all forms of root names are attested for every root. of the root 
gam we have gam.a∆ (rule vi 4 40), -gama- (iii 2 154) and -gami- 
(vii 3 77, with the ablative game∆ in vii 2 58). the Dhåtupå™ha i 
1031 has only gam¬.

of the root tap we have tap.a∆ (rule i 3 27), tapi- (iii 2 46), and 
tapati (locative tapatåv viii 3 102). the Dhåtupå™ha (i 1034 and iv 
51) has tapa.

of the root vac we have vac.a∆ (vii 4 20), -pravaca- (vii 3 66), 
vaci∆ (ii 4 53), vaci- (vi 1 15) and -vakti- (iii 1 52). the Dhåtupå™ha 
(ii 54 and X 298) has vaca.

one hundred and twenty roots are quoted in the text of the 
aß™ådhyåyœ with an added -i, but virtually none of them is taught thus 
in the Dhåtupå™ha: adi in the sætra text contrasts with ada in the 
Dhåtupå™ha, g®dhi with g®dhu, and d®ƒi with d®ƒir. the few exceptions 
confirm rather than challenge this statement. the vedic root called va-
di in iii 4 16 is not the same as vadi in DhP i 11 (meaning “greet” or 
“praise”) but rather vada in DhP i 1058 (meaning “speak clearly”), as 
the attested vedic forms show. 34 ƒasi in vii 2 19 does not correspond 
to ƒasi in DhP i 660 (with prefix -å, meaning “wish”) but to ƒasu in 
DhP i 763 (meaning “hurt”), since the form taught in vii 2 19 is 
viƒasta “rude.” Several roots taught in the DhP with a tag u are quoted 
thus in the sætra text, e.g. bhramu (DhP i 903 and rule vi 4 124) and 
vancu (DhP i 204 and rule vii 4 84 vañcu). 35 there are many roots in 
the Dhåtupå™ha with a tag i, which demands the insertion of a /n/ after 

34. iii 4 16 teaches the formation of vaditos; pra vaditos is attested in tS ii 
2,9,5, aitB ii 15, and K˙S iX 1,10 in the meaning “speak.”

35. G.B.Palsule, The Sanskrit Dhåtupå™has, p.13 has suggested that the root 
names in -i were “evidently made in imitation of corresponding nouns in -i (like ruci, 
dyuti etc.) and are employed because they too are likewise easily declinable forms.”
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the root vowel (vii 1 58); 36 but none of them are mentioned with this 
tag in the sætras. exceptions are only apparent. trasi (in iii 1 70) refers 
to trasœ (DhP iv 10), not to trasa (X 201) or trasi (X 221), as the attest-
ed form trasyanti (fourth verbal class) shows. trapi (iii 1 126) refers 
to trapæß (i 399) rather than the weakly attested trapi (i 859). 37 jasa 
(iii 2 167 for the formation of ajasra “not to be obstructed, perpetu-
al”) may refer to jasu (DhP iv 102; X 130 and 178) or jasi (X 128); if 
the meanings attached to the roots by a later author are any guide, the 
reference would be to jasu hiµsåyåm in X 130. math in iii 2 27 -math.
åm and -matha- in iii 2 145 could refer to mathe (i 901), mathi (i 47) 
or mantha (i 43 and iX 40).

thus there is a complete disconnect between På∫ini’s use of the 
tag i in his Dhåtupå™ha and the root names with attached -i in the body 
of his grammar. the -i in the root names cannot be a tag, since it 
would demand the insertion of a /n/ into the root; but if it is not a tag, 
how can it be made to disappear? it is best to assume that these names 
for roots have been borrowed from another source.

På∫ini used two prominent terms in his grammar that are at odds 
with his general use of terminology, where dhåtu is defined as com-
prising roots like √bhæ (i 3 1 bhæv-ådayo dhåtava∆ “bhæ etc. are 
roots”) and “expanded” roots, i.e., desideratives, intensives and denom-
inatives (iii 1 32 san-ådy-antå dhåtava∆ “[verbal stems] ending in -sa 
etc. are [also] roots”). the term is deployed in rules like iii 1 91 dhåto∆ 
“after a root,” etc. But På∫ini used also terms for two classes of suffix-
es that are based on a different concept of dhåtu: sårvadhåtuka “related 
to a full dhåtu” refers to the personal ending of the verb (with excep-
tion of those of the perfect and precative) and to all but one of the suf-
fixes forming the stem of the present. 38 the second term, årdhadhåtu-

36. they are listed by B.Liebich, Zur Einführung, part III. Der Dhåtupå™ha, 
pp.39-42.

37. G.B.Palsule, A Concordance of Sanskrit Dhåtupå™has, Poona 1955, p.63.
38. the exception is the suffix -u- of the eighth class. as Böhtlingk explained 

(Pâ∫ini’s Grammatik, p.*155), if this -u- were marked with ƒ as a sårvadhåtuka, it 
would be √.it by i 2 4, not allowing gu∫a in karoti; if one would further add the tag p 
to meet this problem, the /u/ in kurute, etc. would be unaccented. it should come as no 
surprise that the eighth verbal class necessitated an exemption: the forms of the root 
√k® underwent extensive remodeling, and the few other roots of this class like √tan 
were reshaped as a result of the prehistoric development of vocalic /n/ to /a/.
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ka “related to the half dhåtu,” refers to the personal endings of perfect 
and precative, to the suffixes marking the aorist, and to suffixes that 
create primary noun stems, verbal adjectives and infinitives. these 
terms are based on a terminology where dhåtu denoted not the root (in 
the sense common in the aß™ådhyåyœ), but the present tense form that 
was used by aur∫avåbha and the author of the Nigha∫™u as an abstract 
name of the verb; the “half dhåtu” refers to what precedes the endings 
of the perfect, the suffixes that create the aorist and future stems, and 
the suffixes of the infinitives – essentially what På∫ini called the 
“root.” dhåtu thus marks a progress in grammatical analysis: from 
åkhyåta “verb” which was assumed to give birth to nouns (in the ety-
mologies of the aitareya-bråhma∫a and of ˙åka™åyana – Stage one), 
grammarians progressed to dhåtu “bases,” that looked like the 3rd per-
son singular indicative present active middle and from which verbs and 
nouns could be derived (Stage two). these “bases” could be inflected 
like noun stems ending in -i: cittaµ cetate∆ (Nirukta i 6). 39 Yåska actu-
ally called these expressions dhåtu. where the Nigha∫™u i 16 had mere-
ly said …iti ekådaƒa jvalati-karmå∫a∆ (leaving the implied masculine 
noun unexpressed), Yåska ii 28 said jvalati-karmå∫a uttare dhåtava 
ekådaƒa (supplying the referred noun). while we cannot prove that the 
Nigha∫™u author had the word dhåtava∆ in mind, there is no reason to 
doubt that Yåska supplied the correct term. 

B.Liebich 40 had believed that Yåska had used åkhyåta and dhåtu 
without clear distinction, but as P.thieme 41 has pointed out, dhåtu al-
ways denotes the etymological base form, expressed in the 3rd singular 
present. in the occurrences of åkhyåta in the Nirukta, the reference is 
clearly to distinct verb forms, 42 as the following two passages show. 

39. these forms ending in -ti were – unlike the common action nouns like gati 
– masculine, as shown by expressions like ƒavatir gati-karmå (Nirukta ii 2).

40. Bruno Liebich, Zur Einführung ii. Historische Einführung und Dhåtupå™ha, p.22.
41. P.thieme, ZDMG 89 (1935), p.*23*, fn.3 (= Kl.Schr., p.530 fn.3). cf. also 

K.c.chatterji, Technical Terms and Technique of Sanskrit Grammar, pp.79-81 and 
G.B.Palsule, The Sanskrit Dhåtupå™has, p.10.

42. that was still recognized by the commentator maheƒvara (Commentary of 
Skandasvåmin & Maheƒvara on the Nirukta, ed. Lakshman Sarup, 2nd ed. New Delhi 
1982, vol.1 p.83,2f.) who remarked on ˙åka™åyana’s term åkhyåtajåni (above p.111): 
åkhyåtaµ ti√-anta-padam; tenâtraîkadeƒo dhåtur lakßyate, dhåtujånîty artha∆ “a verb, 
i.e., a word ending in a verbal ending. By that [formulation] the root which is a part of it 
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in vi 28 Yåska rejected the analysis of the Padapå™ha of Ìgveda X 
29,1a, because if it were accepted, udåttaµ tv evam åkhyåtam abha-
vißyat “then the finite verb would have had the acute accent.” in vii 1 
we are told that in hymns where the deity is addressed indirectly, the 
name of the deity can be joined with any of the case endings 
prathama-purußaiƒ câkhyåtasya “and with the third persons of the 
verb [only].” 43 dhåtu, on the other hand, in more than ten instances 
refers to the abstract notion of a verb, e.g. in ii 28 jvalati-karmå∫a ut-
tare dhåtava ekådaƒa “the following eleven verbs [express] the ac-
tion ‘to shine’” and in other such elaborations of the Nigha∫™u. in ii 2 
tad yatra svaråd anantarântasthântardhåtur bhavati tad dvi-prak®tœ-
nåµ sthånam iti pradiƒanti refers to a process called saµprasåra∫a in 
grammar: “with reference to this, it is pointed out that when a dhåtu 
contains a semi-vowel contiguous to a vowel it becomes the origin of 
two primary bases.” the meaning “root” is possible here, but so is 
“abstract verb.” in one occurrence we might see an influence of På∫ini 
or some other grammarian like him, 44 when Yåska ii 2 claimed that 
vedic primary nouns can be derived from colloquial dhåtu-s, and col-
loquial primary nouns from vedic dhåtu-s. Here dhåtu could refer to 
roots in the På∫inian sense, or it could refer to abstract verbs. 

in a further development (which we may label Stage three), 
grammatical thinkers must have stripped this “base” of the ubiquitous 
present tense stem suffixes and obtained the “half base,” as in bhav-a-
ti, g®h-∫å-ti; suffixation to this “half base” was referred to as årdha-
dhåtukå and contrasted with the other called sårvadhåtukå. the Kåƒikå 
on vii 3 95 45 claims that “the [followers of] Åpiƒali recite [the corre-

is indicated; the meaning is ‘derived from roots’.” the commentator recognized that the 
text spoke of verbs, but tried to reconcile ˙åka™åyana’s thesis with the more modern con-
cept of the root as the base of derivation. Skandasvåmin (ibid. part ii p.487) remarked on 
Nirukta vi 28 cåkann iti câkhyåtaµ na nåma-ƒabda∆ “cåkan is a verb, not a noun.”

43. e.g., Ìv X 89,10 Indro diva Indra œƒe p®thivyå∆ “indra rules heaven, indra 
[rules] the earth.”

44. P.thieme, Akten der VI. Fachtagung der Indogermanischen Gesellschaft, 
pp.488f. (Kl.Schr. ii pp.1015f.) pointed out the qualitative difference between Yåska’s 
etymologies (that attempt to ascertain the meaning of an obscure word by grammati-
cal analysis) and those of the Bråhma∫as in search of an esoteric truth.

45. På∫ini’s sætra vii 3 95 reads tu-ru-stu-ƒam-yama∆ sårvadhåtuke; the 
Kåƒikå supplies bahulaµ chandasi.
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sponding sætra] as “tu-ru-stu-ƒam-yama∆ sårvadhåtukåsu cchandasi” 
– with a feminine term sårvadhåtukå. Since sårvadhåtukå is a femi-
nine adjective, we must look for a feminine noun of reference; 
K.c.chatterji 46 has plausibly suggested vibhakti which in På∫ini’s 
grammar 47 denotes both the case endings of nouns and the personal 
endings of verbs. 48 vibhakti meets the requirement that the noun en-
compasses the different role of both terms: the elements that sårva-
dhå tukå refers to are part of the “whole base,” while the others are at-
tached to the “half base” in the view of Åpiƒali. if the statement of the 
Kåƒikå reflects an authentic tradition, one might attribute the ardha-
dhåtu/sarva-dhåtu concept to Åpiƒali, one of På∫ini’s predecessors 
(whom he quotes in vi 1 92 49). Jinendrabuddhi elaborated in his com-
mentary Nyåsa on vii 3 95: strœ-li√ga-nirdeƒa∆, strœ-li√gasya 
sårvadhåtukå-ƒabdasyÂpiƒalinå saµjñåtvena pra∫œtatvåt “taught in 
the feminine gender, because the word sårvadhåtukå in the feminine 
gender was introduced by Åpiƒali as a term.” as the ardhadhåtu “half 
dhåtu” refers to the nucleus, whether in its shortest or its gu∫a form 
(e.g., bhæ or bho/bhav), the *sarvadhåtu “whole dhåtu” would refer to 
a larger unit. it has been suggested “that at one time the term dhåtu 
was used to denote what we would call the Present-stem, bhava-, 
dœvya-, sunu- etc.” 50 there are two problems with this interpretation. 
there is no indication that a term sarvadhåtu, denoting the root plus 
stem suffix, 51 ever existed. and secondly, the stem forming suffixes 

46. K.c.chatterji, Technical Terms, p.51.
47. rules i 4 99-104.
48. Patañjali (mahåbhåßya i 484,8f.) proposed to change rule ii 4 35 årdhadhå-

tuke to årdhadhåtukåsu and supplied a string of possible nouns of reference: uktißu 
yuktißu ræ∂hißu pratœtißu ƒrutißu saµjñåsu.

49. Åpiƒali held that the sandhi of an initial /®/ of a denominative verb with a 
prefix results only optionally in v®ddhi. Patañjali quoted in mahåbhåßya ii 281,1-4 a 
ƒloka referring to Åpiƒali and one of Åpiƒali’s sætras.

50. G.B.Palsule, The Sanskrit Dhåtupå™has, pp.10f., following K.c.chatterji, 
IHQ 9 (1933), pp.279-281 (also in his Technical Terms and Technique of Sanskrit 
Grammar, p.51). cf. also B.Shefts, Grammatical Method in På∫ini, New Haven 1961, 
pp.13-16 and G.cardona, På∫ini. A Survey of Research, the Hague 1976, p.198.

51. Such a combination might fall under the larger term a√ga in På∫ini’s termi-
nology: mahåbhåßya i 316,1-3 with Kaiya™a’s comment (vol.ii, pp.352f.) and Nyåsa 
and Padamañjarœ (vol.i, pp.514f.) on På∫ini’s rule i 4 13. in the meaning “all roots” 
sarvadhåtu is attested in Kåtyåyana’s vårttika 1 on iii 1 134 (mahåbhåßya ii 91,13).
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(vikara∫a, viz. -a, -ya, -nu etc., with the exception of -u of the eighth 
verbal class) are called sårvadhåtuka themselves. a better scenario, 
one demanding fewer missing steps, is that the nucleus that we call the 
root, was called the “half dhåtu” and the suffixes attached to it the 
årdhadhåtuka [suffixes]; in contrast the other suffixes were called the 
“whole dhåtu [suffixes]” – both based on the old concept of a “base” 
(dhåtu), i.e. an abstract verb form.

På∫ini or one his predecessors redefined this newly identified nu-
cleus, the smallest unit that still carried the essential meaning of the 
verb (and related nouns), as dhåtu “root”; but På∫ini retained the two 
traditional terms sårvadhåtuka and årdhadhåtuka, even though they 
no longer fit the theory. that would be Stage four. this latest devel-
opment owes a debt to an earlier non-linguistic, philological practice 
first found in the Bråhma∫a-portion of the Saµhitås of the Black 
Yajurveda and the aitareya Bråhma∫a and Kaußœtaki Bråhma∫a of the 
Ìgveda, etc. 52 in these texts we find references to vedic stanzas that 
take a word from the stanza and attach the suffix -mant or -vant to re-
fer to this stanza. 53 thus pravat “containing [the prefix] pra” 54 refers 
to Ìv X 63,16 (prapathe) and atithimatœ 55 “containing the word 
atithi” to Ìv viii 44,1 (atithim), rathavat 56 to Ìv viii 68,3 (ratham). 
Similarly sadvatœ [atichandas, a certain meter] 57 refers to a stanza 58 
that contains the root noun sad eight times as the last member of a 
compound. from this it was only a small step in the aitareya 
Bråhma∫a to use madvat 59 or madvatœ [jagatœ resp. triß™ubh] 60 to refer 
to stanzas with various verbal forms such as mådayantåm 61and 
mådhayadhvam, 62 in fact recognizing an abstract “root” mad, the ulti-

52. B.Liebich, Einführung, ii pp.14f. and chlodwig H.werba, Verba, wien 
1997, pp.128-136.

53. J.wackernagel/a.Debrunner, Altindische Grammatik, vol.ii part 2, pp.878-887.
54. aitareya Bråhma∫a i 10,1.
55. aitareya Bråhma∫a i 17,3.
56. aitareya Bråhma∫a iv 29,3.
57. taittirœya Saµhitå v 2,1,5 and v 2,2,2.
58. Ìv iv 40,5 (= taittirœya Saµhitå iv 2,1,5)
59. aitareya Bråhma∫a iii 29,2.
60. Kaußœtaki Bråhma∫a Xvi 1,15 and iv 4,18.
61. Ìv vii 51,2.
62. Ìv vi 52,13.
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mate reduction still expressing the meaning of “getting excited, 
drunk” underlying the various forms of the word family. 63

in his Dhåtupå™ha, På∫ini attached various tags to these roots that 
tied them to a number of grammatical classes and processes. in the text 
of his grammar he, in some cases, referred to roots in the form he used in 
the Dhåtupå™ha, more often he quoted them stripped of their tags. when 
the grammar was written down, the desire for clear pronunciation may 
have resulted in the appearance of an /a/ at the end of a root name that is 
nowhere defined or explained. in other instances an /i/ is added to the 
root that probably represents a technique used by predecessors of På∫ini; 
if that is true, it would support the view that the discovery of the root 
(whatever it was called) was made before På∫ini. 64 På∫ini’s contribution 
would then be the addition of tags to the roots that account for the differ-
ent paths of word formation for the various roots. the discovery of roots 
was the ultimate abstraction. it reduced the many meaning aspects and 
forms that are found in verbs and nouns to one last source: a root that 
was neither noun nor verb. true, root has often been defined as “denot-
ing action,” but action is not synonymous with verb. gamana denotes an 
action but is a noun. the Dhåtupå™ha 65 contains roots for which no verb 
is found. relying on a common pattern of word formation a root can still 
be postulated: to explain ga∫∂a “cheek” a root ga∂i (DhP i 65a and i 
384) is postulated; when at a later time meanings were added to the roots 
in the text of the Dhåtupå™ha, the compiler could do no better than saying 
vadanaîkadeƒe “for a part of the face.” 66 a root √gh® (DhP iii 14) is pos-

63. uncertain is bhidvatœ∆ (KS XXv,1 [p.264,17] = KapKS XXXviii,4), since the 
reference is uncertain. bhidvatœ∆ could refer to the syllable bhid, to a compound like vala-
bhid or to verbal form from the root √bhid. Since this would apparently be the only instance 
referring to a root in this group of texts, c. werba’s claim (Verba, pp.128f.) that such refer-
ences to verbal forms or “roots” are as old as the Saµhitås of the Yajurveda is open to doubt.

64. the old way of quoting the root by a full verb form is perpetuated by tradi-
tion; it was useful in differentiating between homonymous roots as in ii 4 52 aster and 
vii 4 17 asyates; see above p.110.

65. the term Dhåtupå™ha appears to be late, e.g. Kaiya™a on i 3 1 vårttika 1. 
Patañjali (mahåbhåßya i 39,15f.) used prak®ti-på™ha “recital of base forms.”

66. i disagree with B.matilal, Word, p.44 who referred to DhP i 384 ga∂ i 
vadanaîkadeƒe saying that “some dhåtu ‘bases’ …do not mean activity, but a sub-
stance, e.g. the base ga∂i means ‘part of the face’.” mahåbhårata Xiii 95,432* 
vaktraîkådeƒe ga∫∂êti dhåtum etaµ pracakßate must be a later insertion after the 
meanings were added to the DhP.
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tulated to explain gharma “heat,” gh®ta “melted butter,” gh®∫a/gh®∫i 
“heat.” 67 No corresponding verb form is attested in Sanskrit, though oth-
er indo-european languages have related verb forms. while ˙åka™åyana 
would have derived yoga from yunakti, På∫ini derived both words di-
rectly and independently from the root √yuj – which is neither verbal nor 
nominal. √yuj represents the ultimate reduction that still conveyed the 
meaning of “joining, yoking.” the root denotes either an action (kriyå) 
or a form of being (bhåva) in its most abstract form: whether the derived 
word denotes the agent or the object of the action, its location or instru-
ment, or whether it denotes its progress in time and its relation to the 
speaker depends on the suffixes attached to it. 68

67. cf. mahåbhåßya iii 275, 15-17 and G.B.Palsule, The Sanskrit Dhåtupå™has, 
p.197f.

68. cf. already H.Scharfe, JAOS 90 (1970), pp.585f. in late texts such as 
Kumårila’s ˙lokavårttika (våkyâdhikara∫a on mœmåµså-sætra i 1 24, ƒloka 71), ˙ab-
dakaustubha vol. ii, pp.51,26 and 139,13 (in a spurious quotation from Bhart®hari), 
and uddyota on iii 1 87 (vol.iii, p.169,19f.) the context makes it clear that dhåtu here 
refers to the root of the verb and not of the agent expressed by a noun: N.Kudo, 
Nagoya Studies 21 (2001), p.62f.
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The kåraka Rules

in På∫ini’s grammar, the build-up of sentences is achieved by 
way of verb and noun morphology: correct forms form a perfect sen-
tence. the core concept is that of an action, usually expressed by a 
verb, surrounded by several contributing factors (kåraka “doers, in-
strumental in bringing about an action”). the most important section 
concerning this topic is headed by sætra i 4 23 kårake “when it is a 
factor/instrumental [in bringing about an action].” for Kåtyåyana i 4 
23 kårake was not only a “heading” (adhikåra) but also a technical 
term (saµjñå) to be defined – but why, he wondered, is there no “ob-
ject designated” (saµjñin) mentioned? 1 we expect a statement like 
“xyz are [called] ‘factor’.” Patañjali removed the obstacle by taking 
kåraka in its etymological meaning as “that which brings about” 2 
(while still calling it a saµjñå) and Kaiya™a suggested that expressions 
offered in the following rules like dhruvam (in i 4 24) 3 etc. are the 
“thing designated” that Kåtyåyana was looking for. it is a more seri-
ous problem that this defined term (i.e., kårake) would be given in the 
locative rather than in the nominative, as all other definitions are: e.g., 
nipåtå∆ i 4 56, samåsa∆ ii 1 3, pratyaya∆ iii 1 1. Kåtyåyana, though, 
expressed no concern about this oddity 4 and Patañjali concurred, 
saying that kårake should be a saµjñå, as it is found in the section 
dealing with technical designations. 5 only at the very end of his dis-
cussion on i 4 23 Patañjali suggested an alternate interpretation: 
kårake could mean kriyåyåm “in connection with an action” 6 – the 
only indication that the odd locative form bothered him. Kaiya™a, puz-

1. vårttika i on i 4 23 (mahåbhåßya i 323,7) kåraka iti saµjñå-nirdeƒaƒ cet 
saµjñino’pi nirdeƒa∆ “if [the word] kårake is the mention of a technical designation, 
[then there should be] also mention of the object designated.”

2. mahåbhåßya i 324,9 karotîti kårakam iti.
3. rule i 4 24 dhruvam apåye ’pådanåm “the fixed point in relation to mov-

ing away is called apådanåm.”
4. i see no support for the claim by Joshi/roodbergen (Vyåkara∫a-

Mahåbhåßya, Kårakåhnika, p.6) that Kåtyåyana, too, was puzzled.
5. mahåbhåßya i 323,5 saµjñâdhikåraƒ câyaµ tatra kim anyac chakyaµ vi-

jñåtum anyad ata∆ saµjñåyå∆?
6. mahåbhåßya i 326,16 athavå yåvad bræyat ‘kriyåyåm’ iti tåvat ‘kåraka’ iti 

“or rather, to say kårake amounts to saying kriyåyåm ‘in connection with an action’.”
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zled by the locative, wondered whether this sætra should be taken as a 
qualifier (viƒeßa∫a) of the following definitions (“when it is…”) or a 
definition (saµjñå). it is a definition, Kaiya™a suggested, in which the 
locative is used irregularly instead of the nominative, since the sætras 
are “like veda” where such substitutions are allegedly allowed. 7 the 
definition would consist then in the following enumeration and defini-
tion of six syntactic concepts: apådåna, etc. this explanation is, how-
ever, not convincing, since the use of the locative in such a role is 
without parallel. furthermore, the restriction of the expression kåraka 
to only the six types is open to challenge. in spite of the difficulties 
which they could not resolve, Kåtyåyana and his followers decided to 
consider kårake as a definition. 

the På∫inœyas created another problem for themselves by mixing 
object and meta-language in their interpretation of the term kåraka 
which is formed from the root √k® with the suffix ∫VUl (–›-aka) 8 denot-
ing an agent by iii 1 133 [68 kartari] ∫vul-t®c.au “the suffixes -aka and 
-t® denote the agent.’ for the meaning of the word “agent” they relied 
on the definition of the technical term kart® “agent” in i 4 54 svatantra∆ 
kartå as “independent” (svatantra), though the reference in iii 1 68 is to 
the non-technical word kart® “doer, agent.” we have now a circular ar-
gument: the technical term kart®, defined as “independent” in i 4 54 (as 
part of the metalanguage), is used in iii 1 133 to define agent nouns 
such as kåraka (bhedaka, påcaka, etc.) which in turn defines kart® in i 
4 54. 9 Problems arise from this definition, as to whether the object of 
an action or the point of departure can be called “independent” and how 

7. Kaiya™a on i 4 23 (ii 376,15) quoted mahåbhåßya iii 256,13 supåµ ca supo 
bhavanti which is an expansion of På∫ini’s vedic rule vii 1 39 that lists a number of 
irregular substitutions of case endings found in vedic texts. Note also Patañjali’s re-
mark mahåbhåßya i 37,4 chandovat sætrå∫i bhavanti “sætra-texts are like veda.” the 
Bålamanoramå on Siddhåntakaumudœ nr. 534 (part 1, p.400,11f.: prathamayå 
vipari∫amyate) assumes a case of vibhakti-vipari∫åma “change of a case ending into 
another case ending” (ie., the given locative kårake is changed to a nominative 
kårakam by force of the context): this is not a convincing idea, as S.D.Joshi and 
J.a.f.roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.iv, p.84 have pointed out.

8. the heterophone VU is replaced with -aka by vii 1 1 yuvor anâkau; ∫ and l 

are tags.
9. this was noted in Nyåsa (vol.i pp.531f.) on i 4 23. På∫ini would essentially 

say: “an agent (kåraka) that is independent is an agent (kart®).”
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they would be distinguished from the factor technically termed 
“agent” 10 and called “independent” in i 4 54. 11 in reality, kåraka is not 
a defined term and, whatever the derivation of the word, it has acquired 
an independent meaning in common discourse (hinted at in the Nyåsa 
on i 4 23 with the suggestion of an underived word kåraka synonymous 
with nimitta “cause”). 12 that indeed kåraka is different from kart® is 
evident from På∫ini’s own formulation iii 3 19 [16 gha∫] akartari ca 
kårake saµjñåyåm “the suffix -a is also attached to denote a factor 
who is not an agent if it is an expression denoting a thing.” kåraka is 
not a defined technical term and is on the same level as dhruvam in i 4 
24 or ådhåra∆ in i 4 45, or as the non-linguistic expressions åkhyåto-
payoge (i 4 29) and parikraya∫e (i 4 44) in the locative. this interpreta-
tion removes a concern 13 that there might be a basic contradiction in 
this chapter, the ekå saµjñå section, where no co-application of techni-
cal terms is allowed: i 4 1 å ka∂åråd ekå saµjñå “up to ka∂åra only 
one technical term [may apply to an item].” But in the interpretation 
proposed here, kårake (continued from i 4 23) is compatible with, e.g., 
apådånam in i 4 24 because kåraka is not a technical term and there is 
for that reason no illicit co-application of technical terms. 

if kårake in i 4 23 is a qualifier (“when it is instrumental in bring-
ing about an action”) – rather than a definition with subsequent enu-
meration – then there is no reason why the factors should be limited to 
the six categories given in i 4 24-55. these six have obviously been 
selected because they can be matched somehow (with some fine tun-

10. rule i 4 23 reads, after all, kårake, not *kartari.
11. madhav m.Deshpande, in Sanskrit and Related Studies, ed. B.K.matilal 

and P.Bilimoria, Delhi 1990, p.45f. recognized that this concept of both “dependent” 
and “independent” agents was not På∫inian but was introduced by Kåtyåyana and 
Patañjali.

12. Nyåsa vol.i p.531,25f. kåraka-ƒabdo ’yam asty eva vyutpanna∆ ‘∫vul-antah 
kart®-paryyåya’ iti, asti ca saµjñå-ƒabda∆ ‘avyutpanno nimitta-paryyåya’ iti.

13. Kaiya™a (vol.ii pp.376f.) on mahåbhåßya on i 4 23; Joshi/roodbergen, 
Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Avyayœbhåvatatpurußåhnika on ii 1 3 (pp.63-65) and The 
Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.iv on i 4 23 p.81. Kaiya™a proposed an ingenious device to 
meet the difficulty: rules like i 4 24 are split in two: dhruvam apåye “what remains 
fixed when something goes away [is a kåraka]”and apådånam “it is called apådå-
nam.” kårake is dittoed in the first part only, avoiding thus co-occurring with apådå-
nam in one and the same sætra. this solution is not satisfactory, since both terms 
would still apply to the same item.
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ing) with Sanskrit cases. På∫ini did not intend to give a naturalist’s de-
scription of the outside world which he rather saw through the lens of 
language (note pråtipadikârtha “meaning of a noun stem,” hence 
“thing meant” in ii 3 46); Patañjali indicated this too, 14 and later 
grammarians like Bhart®hari 15, Helåråja 16 and Phullaråja 17 were of-
ten quite adamant about this. 18 På∫ini has kept the characterizations 
of these six syntactical categories separate from the assignment of 
case suffixes used to express them. 19 it is only in a later section of his 
grammar (in ii 3 1-73) that På∫ini assigned case endings to noun 
stems when their role as factors has not been expressed already (usual-
ly by the verb): anabhihite [kårake]. again there is fine tuning. 

Six terms are given in i 4 24-55: apådåna, saµpradåna, kara∫a, 

14. mahåbhåßya i 366,12-15, i 464,18-20, and ii 197,25f.
15. våkyapadœya iii 7,91 vastutas tad anirdeƒyaµ na hi vastu vyavasthitam /
 sthålyå pacyata ity eßå vivakßå d®ƒyate yata∆ /91/
“this [instrument] is not to be expressed factually; for the matter is not fixed, 

because one observes the wish to say: ‘the cooking is done by the pot’.” cf. also 
våkyapadœya iii 7 103 and 138.

16. Helåråja on våkyapadœya iii 7,103 (p.313, line16) vyåkara∫e hi ƒabdârtho 
’rtha∆ na vastv-artha∆ “for in grammar, meaning/object is the meaning/object con-
veyed by words, not real objects.”

17. Phullaråja on våkyapadœya iii 7,66 (p.281, lines 17f.) ƒabda-pramå∫akånåµ 
hi ƒabda eva <yathå> yathârtham abhidhatte tathaîva tasyâbhidhånam upapannam, 
na tu vastu-mukha-prekßitayå “for as the word expresses its meaning, thus its expres-
sion comes about for those whose authority is the word (i.e., the grammarians), but not 
by looking at the face of reality.” Phullaråja’s commentary was used to fill two gaps in 
Helåråja’s commentary: K.a.Subramania iyer, Bhart®hari, Poona 1969, p.38 and in his 
edition of the våkyapadœya, Kå∫∂ iii Part 1, p.280 fn.62. cf. also Helåråja on iii 7,103 
(p.313,16) vyåkara∫e hi ƒabdârtho ’rtha∆ na vastv-artha∆.

18. as K.a.Subramania iyer has pointed out, grammarians have frequently 
been inconsistent and did “indulge in a direct analysis of reality”: Journal of Oriental 
Research Xviii (1951), pp.84-96. we might wonder how definite På∫ini was on this 
point compared to his followers who were exposed to new distinctions created by the 
emerging philosophical schools.

19. He was not followed in this by the Buddhist grammarian candragomin who 
did attempt to match the observed facts of life with grammatical forms directly, and 
he was criticized by w.D.whitney (American Journal of Philology 14 [1893], p.171) 
who considered this procedure of På∫ini’s “difficult and dangerous.” apurba chandra 
Barthakuria, The Philosophy of Sanskrit Grammar (A Critical Study of Kåraka), 
calcutta 1997, has in his compilation throughout confounded case and kåraka; he be-
gan with the astounding statement (p.xi): “it is for this very reason, there is no geni-
tive case in the Sanskrit language.”
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adhikara∫a, karman, and kart® with the sub-class of hetu. their se-
quence 20 was, according to tradition, chosen with regard to rule i 4 2 
vipratißedhe paraµ kåryam “in the case of a conflict, the later one is 
to be applied.” only very recent texts speak distinctly of “the six kåra-
ka-s,” and there is no indication that På∫ini had only six kåraka-s in 
mind. He begins his list with i 4 24 dhruvam apåye ’pådånam “what 
remains fixed when something goes away, is called apådåna ‘remov-
al’,” followed by seven rules that supplement this definition: the cause 
of fear (“he is afraid of wolves”) and from whom one wants to protect 
(“he protects from wolves”); from whom one suffers defeat; some-
thing from which one wants to keep harm away; someone from whom 
one wants to hide; someone from whom one wants to learn; the basis 
from which something originates. all these things, persons or other 
items are called apådåna, and all are properly kåraka-s “factors,” in-
strumental in bringing about an action. the same is true under the next 
category: i 4 32 karma∫å yam abhipraiti sa saµpradånam “He whom 
he approaches with the object is called saµpradåna “bestowal/
recipient.” 21 it is followed by eight sætras that extend the term saµ-

20. if we consider the case suffixes that are most commonly used to express 
them, the sequence of the syntactical functions is just the opposite, with the exception 
of adhikara∫am which would have come first. Kåtyåyana listed in his vårttikas 30 to 
34 on i 4 1 several sætras where i 4 2 helps to decide between kåraka categories; but 
many of them can also be explained by deferring to the speaker’s intention (vivakßå): 
G.cardona, JIPh 2 (1974), pp.236-238; Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, 
Kårakåhnika pp.x-xii and The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.iv, p.6; P.Scharf, in Indian 
Linguistic studies (fs.G.cardona), pp.121-149. madhav m. Deshpande, in Sanskrit 
and Related Studies, ed. B.K.matilal and P.Bilimoria, Delhi 1990, pp.52-55 rejected 
Kåtyåyana’s suggestion altogether.

21. saµpradåna is, like apådåna, an abstract, meaning “bestowing to some-
body,” but (like apådånam) refers to a concrete thing or person: “recipient.” it is like-
ly, that the term was coined by a forerunner of På∫ini to denote the dative case (think 
of Latin casus dandi): G.cardona, JOIB 16 (1967), p.212. the translation of such 
terms can be problematic, but it is not fair to criticize J.Houben’s (in The Emergence 
of Semantics in Four Linguistic Traditions, ed. van Bekkum, amsterdam 1997, p.89) 
rendering of apådåna with “taking away” and saµpradåna with “giving” as inade-
quate (it fits quite well with the attested verbal forms of apâ-√då in the ˙atapatha-
bråhma∫a), as G.cardona did in his Recent Research in På∫inian Studies, p.298f. 
cardona praised instead rama Nath Sharma’s treatment in his The Aß™ådhyåyœ of 
På∫ini, vol.i pp.147-149 where he translated none of these terms. But on pages 51 and 
141 r.N.Sharma did translate apådåna and saµpradåna with “ablative” and “dative,” 
which is unfortunate because these terms are already used for case forms. thus in rule 
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pra  dåna: to whom something is pleasing; to whom one wants to give 
a sign; to whom a debt is owed; towards whom one is angry; about 
whom questions are asked; to whom something has been promised, 
when the roots √ƒru or √gπ are used with various prepositions. 
included is an exemption: while the person with whom one is angry is 
termed saµpradåna (i 4 37) in construction with √krudh and √druh 
(and other roots), this person is considered an “object” (karman) in-
stead, if the roots √krudh or √druh are used with a preposition (i 4 38). 

the next definition i 4 42 sådhakatamaµ kara∫am “the most ef-
fective means is called kara∫a ‘instrument’” is followed only by two 
exemptions: the dice (“the most effective means” in dicing) that are by 
this definition primarily an instrument of gambling can also be consid-
ered an object (karman), and “the most effective means” used in rent-
ing, e.g. money, can also – instead of object – be considered a bestow-
al/recipient (saµpradåna). exemptions like these have practical con-
sequences: besides akßair dœvyati “he plays with dice” one can say 
akßån dœvyati “he plays dice”; “rented for a hundred” can be expressed 
either by ƒatena (“by means of a hundred”) or by ƒatåya parikrœta∆ 
(“for a hundred”). ca “and” in i 4 43 and anyatarasyåm “optionally” 
in i 4 44 mark these rules as exceptions to i 4 1 which disallowed the 
application of more than one term per item.

i 4 45 ådhåro ’dhikara∫am “place is adhikara∫a ‘location’” is 
followed by three rules with exceptions: in construction with certain 
verbs and prepositions places are to be considered “objects” (karman) 
instead, e.g., in construction with the roots √ƒœ, √sthå or √ås (with the 
preverb prati) a place is called karman instead (and only karman; i 4 
46). cardona 22 wrongly suggested that the item called “place” would 
cease to be “place” and become “object” instead; it ceases to be 
adhikara∫am and become karman, but it is still ådhåra “place,” a 
non-technical notion which continues through i 4 48.

i 4 49 kartur œpsitataµ karma “what is most desired by the agent 
is called karman ‘object’” 23 is followed by four supplementary rules. i 

ii 3 31 [28 apådåne] enapå dvitœyå we would be told that a “second” i.e. accusative 
suffix is used to denote an “ablative” in conjunction with an adverb ending in -ena.

22. G.cardona, IIJ 21 (1979), p.138 fn.12.
23. the original meaning of the word is “action, deed.”
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4 50 tathå yuktaµ cânœpsitam “also that which is not desired [if it is] 
likewise connected” accounts for the fact that also extremely undesira-
ble items are treated in the same way in language: “He eats poison,” 
“He sees the robbers” are expressed just like “He eats honey.” 24 i 4 
51 akathitaµ ca “also what is not spelled out” provides the label “ob-
ject” for those factors whose specific role the speaker does not care to 
spell out. i 4 52+53 finally tells us that the agent of the basic verb of-
ten is the object when a causative construction is adopted instead. 25 

the section concludes with the definition of the “agent”: i 4 54 
svatantra∆ kartå “the independent one is called kart® “agent” and i 4 
55 tat-prayojako hetuƒ ca “the prompter of that [besides kart® “agent”] 
is also called ‘cause’ (hetu).” 26 the latter is again an exception to the 
eka-saµjñå-rule (which forbids the co-application of two terms to one 
item), especially authorized by the word ca “and.” 27 traditional inter-
pretation regards this table nowadays as the finite enumeration of the 
six kåraka-s; there are no more. 28

there has been an ancient controversy on the interpretation of i 4 
50 tathå yuktaµ cânœpsitam and especially i 4 51 akathitaµ ca. Does 
the extension in the former – that also the anœpsitam is called karman 
“object” – mean only the actively “undesired” items (like poison or rob-
bers in the examples) or also those that are simply “not desired”, i.e. re-

24. the rule also accounts for inanimate agents that cannot “desire,” as in ratho 
gramam gacchati “the chariot goes to the village”. m.m.Deshpande (JAOS 111 
[1991], pp.473f.) showed how a prototypical object etc. is supplemented with less 
prototypical objects etc. in subsequent rules.

25. the resultant construction would be, e.g., gacchati må∫avako gråmam 
“the boy goes to the village” versus gamayati må∫avakaµ gråmam “He causes the 
boy to go to the village.”

26. the masculine gender of these two terms and the masculine pronouns used 
in the definitions of kart® and saµpradåna indicate that På∫ini primarily thought of 
human or at least animate actors in the mini-drama of a sentence: m.m.Deshpande, 
JAOS 111 (1991), pp.475f.

27. samåsa “compound” of ii 1 3 pråk ka∂åråt samåsa∆ “up to ka∂åra (in ii 2 
38) the designation ‘compound’ [holds good]” co-applies with terms like avyayœbhåva 
in ii 1 5; this is allowed, according to Kåtyåyana’s vårttika on ii 1 3 (mahåbhåßya i 
377,3), because pråk in this rule marks it as an exception that allows co-application. 
Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ v p.10 rejected this interpretation. in a different 
approach, they considered the samåsa section not covered by the ekå-saµjñå-rule at 
all: Joshi/roodbergen, in Indian Linguistic studies (fs.G.cardona), p.119.

28. Below p.148.
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garded with indifference? Patañjali gave the example: “while going to 
another village, he happens to come near the roots of a tree.” 29 the roots 
are not really desired by the traveler. S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen 30 
thus proposed to apply this rule i 4 50 also to the construction with dou-
ble accusatives like gåµ dogdhi paya∆ “he milks milk [from] the cow” 
– which tradition has considered covered by the next rule: i 4 51 
akathitaµ ca. Several interpretations have been offered for this last rule, 
and while Kåtyåyana has not commented on it, 31 the debate is older than 
Patañjali who quotes a great number of old stanzas in different meters, 
presumably from different sources. the usual interpretation of i 4 51 
takes this rule as a kind of residual rule for items “[that are not covered] 
by special names like apådåna etc.” 32 another interpretation suggests 
that akathita refers to a “non-prominent factor”; 33 but this is open to 
wide over-applications, since there are many non-prominent factors as-
sociated with action that should not be called karman and that are not 
expressed in an accusative. the best interpretation was offered by 
Kaiya™a and Bha™™oji Dœkßita: akathita here means avivakßita “not in-
tended to be expressed.” the cow is a factor somehow in gåµ dogdhi 
paya∆, as is the boy in må∫avakaµ panthånaµ p®cchati “he asks the 
boy the way,” but the speaker does not care to spell out this role. His fo-
cus is on the action and its object: the milk and the way. this interpreta-
tion is not only meaningful, but it also allows us to maintain På∫ini’s 
text and avoid the assumption that i 4 51 is an old interpolation as pro-
posed by S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen. 34 the first two interpreta-
tions proposed not only create problems in the application of rules i 4 
49-51, but create difficulties later with rule ii 3 50 ßaß™hœ ƒeße. in their 

29. mahåbhåßya i 333,20 gramântaram ayaµ gacchan v®kßa-mælåny upasarpati.
30. Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Kårakåhnika, p.169.
31. He knew it, though, as his vårttika 3 on i 4 23 (mahåbhåßya. i 323,15) and 

vårttika 1 on i 4 29 (mahåbhåßya i 329,13) indicate.
32. mahåbhåßya i 333,25 kenâkathitam? apådånâdibhir viƒeßa-kathåbhi∆. 

Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Kårakåhnika, p.174 “that item to which 
no special designation has been assigned in the kåraka-section.”

33. mahåbhåßya i 323,18-21; cf. Joshi/roodbergen, ibid., pp.20f. and 174f. and 
below pp.151f.

34. Joshi/roodbergen, ibid., p.176; P.thieme, ZDMG Supplement v, wiesbaden 
1983, pp.280-288 (Kl.Schr. pp.1202-1210); cf. also m.m.Deshpande, IIJ 34 (1991), 
pp.19-35.
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translation of the aß™ådhyåyœ S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen 35 pro-
posed yet another interpretation for akathitaµ ca: that akathitam refers 
to elliptic sentences, where the object is not expressed as in bh®tyo va-
hati “the servant carries.” the verb is therefore transitive, even though 
no object is mentioned. But an object, even if unexpressed, would still 
be an object, making the verb transitive, and its potential presence could 
better be expressed in grammar by a word like sthånin (as in i 4 105: a 
word that could be there but isn’t). 36

the next step, from syntactical concept to actual forms, is taken 
in later chapters. the basic assignments are those of active and passive 
verb forms to denote agent and object, of primary noun suffixes – 
mostly for the agent (kart®) but also for saµpradåna, apådåna, 
adhikara∫am (in iii 4 67-76). 37 when these concepts have not yet 
been expressed, case suffixes for nouns come into play. these rules 
for case suffixes are given in ii 3 1-73. the section is headed by ii 3 1 
anabhihite “when it is not [already] expressed.” it is assumed that the 
reference is to the six terms listed in i 4 24-51 (karman, etc.); 38 one 
could also think of kårake in i 4 23. the rules deal with the syntactic 
concepts anticipating, with some exceptions, the sequence of the case 
endings in iv 1 2: second, fourth, fifth and seventh case endings. the 
exceptions are that the meanings most commonly expressed by the 
third case endings follow those most commonly expressed by the forth 
case endings. the first and sixth case are peculiar and their applica-
tions are placed at the end. Since the heading anabhihite is syntactical-
ly linked with the terms karman, etc., (or: kårake) one could with 
equal right assume a basic sequence karman, saµpradåna, kart®, 
kara∫a, apådåna, adhikara∫a (which is nothing like the sequence in 

35. The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol. iv pp.149f.
36. Bhart®hari (våkyapadœya iii 7,88) and Helåråja in his commentary on this 

stanza (p.303) argued that the lack of a desire to express an object makes the action 
(not the root?) intransitive, as in na pacati “he does not cook” or nêha pacyate “there 
is no cooking here.”

37. Kåtyåyana in his vårttika 5 on ii 3 1 (mahåbhåßya i 441,20) included also 
the denotation of kåraka functions by secondary noun suffixes or compounds; but 
these formations arise later on the basis of the simpler constructions and are not prior 
given facts; cf. H.Scharfe, in Proceedings of the International Seminar on Studies in 
the Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, pp.53-57 and below p.157.

38. the Kåƒikå (vol.ii p.151,5) supplies karmâdau.
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which the terms were taught in i 4 24-55); the case ending with no 
kåraka function and the residuals are placed at the end. in either way, 
the listings are shot through with numerous exceptions and special 
rules, so that no clear dominant pattern emerges for either dominance 
of kåraka functions or case suffixes. 39

instead of the accusative ending that is regularly used with the 
word denoting the object, 40 in vedic literature also the instrumental 
ending occurs with the root √hu “offer an oblation,” 41 and the accusa-
tive suffix is used in connection with antarå “between.” 42 another 
kind of supplementation is offered in ii 3 5 and 6: kålâdhvanor 
atyanta-saµyoge “the accusative ending is also added to time and 
road [measurements], when there is an uninterrupted duration” and 
apavarge t®tœyå “the instrumental ending, when there is a conclu-
sion.” we say måsam adhœte “He studies for a whole month [without 
success]” 43 and kroƒaµ ku™ilå nadœ “the river meandering over [the 
distance of] a kroƒa,” 44 but måsenânuvåko ’dhœta∆ “the chapter was 
learnt in a month.” 45 Kåtyåyana suggested that the special and tempo-
ral extension shall be “like an object” (karmavat), so that passive con-
structions such as åsyate måsam “a month is spent sitting” can be 
formed. 46 På∫ini may not have known such passive sentences, but 
Kåtyåyana and Patañjali did. candragomin has no corresponding 
sætra, but the v®tti on candragomin ii 1 51 explains that the accusative 
is covered by the general rule for accusative endings (candragomin ii 
1 43 kriyâpye dvitœyå “to denote what is to be obtained by the action”), 
whereas the instrumental is covered by the general rule for the instru-
mental (candragomin ii 1 63 kara∫e “to denote the instrument”): if 
the student failed to learn the chapter in a month, it (i.e., the month) 

39. cf. B.faddegon, Studies on På∫ini’s Grammar, amsterdam 1936, p.19.
40. ii 3 2 karma∫i dvitœyå “the second [case ending] if it is an object”: ka™aµ 

karoti “He makes a mat.”
41. ii 3 3 t®tœyå ca hoƒ chandasi “also the third [case ending] in connection with 

√hu in vedic [texts]”: yavågvå agnihotraµ juhoti besides yavågæm agnihotraµ juhoti.
42. antarå tvåµ ca måµ ca kama∫∂alu∆ “Between you and me there is a pitcher.”
43. Kåƒikå on ii 3 5 (vol.ii p.159,6).
44. mahåbhåßya i 446,4.
45. Kåƒikå on ii 3 6 (vol.ii p.160,6).
46. the accusative måsam is karmavat “like an object,” not karman “object” 

which would have called for a nominative måsa∆ in the passive construction.
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was not an instrument and the word cannot receive the instrumental 
suffix – hence the accusative form is used: måsam adhœto ’nuvåko na 
cânena g®hœta iti. 47 we see here, how close the temporal and spatial 
extensions come to the notion of “object” (karman), and their success-
ful conclusion to that of the “most efficient” (sådhakatamam) “instru-
ment” (kara∫a). i suggest that they might be kåraka-s too. 

in the section headed by kårake, i 4 54 svatantra∆ kartå had de-
fined the agent as one who acts on his own volition; the next sætra 
called his instigator (the agent in the causative) an “agent” (kart®) as 
well as a “cause” (hetu). in the section on case endings, ii 3 23 hetau 
“when a cause is denoted” added “cause” to the uses of the instrumen-
tal endings – not in the technical sense of the definition of “cause” of i 
4 55, but in the common sense of the word as exemplified in kanyayå 
ƒoka∆ “worry because of a daughter.” the following sætra ii 3 24 [23 
hetau] akartary ®∫e pañcamœ “the ablative if debts [are the cause] – 
but not when they are the agent” distinguished between kart® and hetu. 
the Kåƒikå illustrated the rule with ƒatåd baddha∆ “held because of a 
[debt of] a hundred” and ƒatena bandhita∆ “a [debt of a] hundred got 
him arrested.” 48

ii 3 46 pråtipadikârtha-li√ga-parimå∫a-vacana-måtre prathamå 
teaches the deployment of the first (nominative) suffix, when no factor 
needs to be denoted, only the gender and numerus of the stem meaning. 
interpreters from Patañjali onward have sought a much larger group of 
denotata: they took vacana to mean here “numerus” (which it does not 
anywhere else in På∫ini’s grammar), 49 and took parimå∫a to denote 
measurements like dro∫a (though this is a lexical meaning, not a suffix 
meaning). finally, they took pråtipadika as part of the dvandva; that vi-
olates first the rule that the shorter noun should precede in a dvandva, 50 

47. mahåbhåßya i 446,6.
48. the commentaries Padamañjarœ and Nyåsa on ii 3 24 (vol.ii p.181) discuss 

whether in ii 3 24 the continued hetau (from ii 3 23) should be the technical term as 
defined in i 4 55 or the common (laukika) word.

49. the only other alleged occurrence in i 2 51 lupi yuktavad vyakti-vacane has to 
be interpreted differently: H.Scharfe, ZvS 79 (1965), pp.239-246 = below pp.197-205.

50. Sætra ii 2 34 [30 pærvam 32 dvandve] alpâctaram “what has fewer syllables 
[precedes in a dvanda].” På∫ini himself violated this rule in iv 2 76 …Sauvœra-Sålva-
pråkßu “…in the Sauvœra, Sålva and eastern [regions].”
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and secondly the stem meaning is already expressed by the stem in eve-
ry case, but we are not told so in regard to the other case suffixes. 51 the 
nominative is used, when the agent or the object is already denoted by 
the verb, and its use is only indirectly linked to the kåraka system. 

the last case suffix taken up is the sixth, the genitive suffix. the 
Sanskrit genitive is not typically matched with a single concept like 
object, agent or instrument – it has, in fact, “hundred-and-one mean-
ings,” as Patañjali said 52 - and so the genitive endings are assigned in 
a group of residual rules after the other case endings are dealt with. ii 
3 50 ßaß™hœ ƒeße “the sixth (i.e., genitive case ending) 53 [is used] to 

51. one could perhaps argue in defense of the traditional interpretation that a 
reference to the stem meaning was necessary because of the use of the word måtra 
“only,” meaning that a word in the nominative case should also express the meaning 
of its stem, not only the gender and number of the stem meaning. But that is obvious 
and equally true for all cases, and no commentator has made that point, since in the 
context all references are to the case suffixes not to the stems to which they are at-
tached. Patañjali’s motive is quite different: he wants to assure that adverbs like uc-
cais can be considered as words (pada), i.e. noun stems with a case suffix; cf. P.
thieme, JAOS 76 (1956), pp.1-10 (Kl.Schr. pp.573-582).

52. mahåbhåßya i 118,10 ekaƒataµ ßaß™hy-arthå[∆]. Någojœbha™™a (i 361,23) 
glossed it with ƒatam “hundred”, and P.filliozat (Le Mahåbhåßya de Patañjali. 
traduction, adhyåya 1 Påda 1 Åhnika 5-7, Pondichéry 1976, p.367) translated 
ekaƒataµ with “une centaine”; but this is wrong: Patañjali used simple ƒatam “one 
hundred” in i 31,1; 41,13. ekaƒata “one hundred and one” in ˙atapatha-bråhma∫a X 
2,4,3 and Xiii 2,1,6 stands in contrast with ƒata “one hundred,” and v®ßabhaîkaƒatå 
[ca] gå∆ in mahåbhårata Xii 159,52 clearly means “hundred and one cattle including 
one bull” (cf. manu Xi 130 ekaƒataµ gavåm and 117 v®ßabhaîkådaƒå gås with the un-
ambiguous parallel Åpastamba-dharmasætra i 9,24,1-4 …gavåµ sahasraµ…dadyåt, 
®ßabhaƒ câtrâdhika∆…). aitareya-åra∫yaka i 2,2 lists the parts of the body: tac cha-
tam; åtmaîkaƒatatama∆ “…making a hundred, and the trunk is the one hundred and 
first part” (the aitareya Åra∫yaka ed. and trans. a.B.Keith, oxford 1909 repr.1969, 
pp.84 and 175). the Ìgveda has d[u]ve ƒate and trœ∫i ƒatåni (besides triƒatam), etc., 
but no *ekaµ ƒatam! See also Hisashi miyakawa, Münchener Studien zur 
Sprachwissenschaft, (2003) pp.167f. “Hundred and one” is often one of those “round 
numbers” that indicate a multitude. the Kåƒikå (vol.i, p.169,6) on i 1 49 says: bahavo 
hi ßaß™hy-arthå∆: sva-svåmy-anantara-samœpa-samæha-vikårâvayavâdyåh. 
Någojœbha™™a in his uddyota (vol.i, p.361,23) preferred to take ßaß™hy-arthå[∆] as a 
bahuvrœhi: “[words that have] the meaning of the sixth case ending”; but even this in-
terpretation attests to the many facets of the genitive case. this difficulty to define the 
genitive in a simple formula is also found in the wider field of indo-european lan-
guages, as albert Debrunner has demonstrated in his pamphlet “Zur Krankheits-
geschichte des Genitivs,” Bern 1940.

53. actually, the sixth case ending comes, like all the others, in groups of three 
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denote the rest” leaves open the question what rest is intended. what 
constitutes this “rest” has been debated at least since Patañjali who at 
first suggested “meanings other than object, etc.”  54 on the objection 
that there are no other meanings than object, etc., Patañjali then sug-
gested that “rest” means the absence of intent to express object, etc.  55 

rather than “meaning” in general, the most natural supplement 
for ƒeße would be kårake, and ii 3 50 ßaß™hœ ƒeße would then mean “to 
express any remaining factor, the sixth [case ending is used].” 56 the 
most common applications would be of the type råjña∆ purußa∆ “the 
king’s officer.” the rule is followed by twenty rules of which seven-
teen prescribe the sixth case suffix to denote the instrument, object, re-
cipient, location, and agent in connection with certain verbs and 
nouns. it denotes the object, e.g., in sarpißo nåthate “he begs for but-
ter,” ƒatasya dœvyati “he stakes one hundred,” the instrument in gh®ta-
sya yajate “he performs a sacrifice by means of ghee” (optionally in-
stead of gh®tena yajate), or the agent in bhavata∆ ƒåyikå “your turn of 

(trika): singular, dual, and plural. that does not, however, justify the translation 
“prathamå ‘first [triplet]’” (G.cardona, JIPh 2 [1974], p.244) or dvitœyå [vibhakti∆] 
“second triplet” (G.cardona, På∫ini: His Work and its Traditions, vol.i, p.182; p.156 
in the 2nd ed.]). cardona indeed did “not call the individual case suffixes themselves 
triplets” (cardona, På∫ini, 2nd ed., p.xxxii); but his frequent references to “triplets of 
endings” and “sixth-triplet endings” are cumbersome and deviate unnecessarily from 
the Sanskrit expression. other scholars, following his lead, were not as careful. the 
formulations by rama Nath Sharma, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.i p.146: “Kræra 
‘cruel’ in (3) [= kræråya krudhyati H.S.] is used with caturthœ ‘fourth triplet of nomi-
nal ending’…in (4) [= kræram abhikrudhyati H.S.] it is used with dvitœyå ‘second trip-
let of nominal ending’,” S.m.Katre, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, austin 1987, p.105 
“an item ending in…suP triplets…combines with...another item ending in…suP 
triplets,” Karunasindhu Das (in: Indian Semantics, ed. Keshab chandra Dash, Delhi 
1994, p.146) “the third triplet of case-ending in ƒrame∫a,” and Hideyo ogawa (JIPh 
29 [2001], p.537 fn.2) are careless at best. cf. also m.m.Deshpande in Sanskrit and 
Related Studies, ed. B.K.matilal and P.Bilimoria, Delhi 1990, p.38: “the second trip-
let of case endings is added to a nominal denoting the object.”

54. the Kåƒikå (vol.ii, p.209,6) added the further limitation pråtipadikârtha-
vyatirikta∆ “outside of stem meanings,” fearing that Patañjali’s formulation was too wide.

55. that poses a problem at least for those who considered the absence of in-
tent to express the specific kåraka as the topic of i 4 51 akathitaµ ca.

56. Note how ƒeßa∆ in ii 2 23 refers similarly back to a heading: ii 2 23 [ii 1 3 
samåsa∆] ƒeßo bahuvrœhi∆, also in iii 4 114 [113 ti√] årdhadhåtukam ƒeßa∆, and vii 2 
90 [84 vibhaktau] ƒeße lopa∆. a.c.Sarangi, Gleanings in the Sanskrit Grammatical 
Tradition, pp.68-78, surveyed the sixteen rules where På∫ini used “the ˙eßa-Device.”
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lying down.” the remaining three rules in this section give excep-
tions: ii 3 60 teaches that in a Bråhma∫a text the second case (accusa-
tive) ending is used with the root √div instead of the sixth case ending, 
and rules ii 3 69/70 demand the instrumental or accusative in certain 
constructions instead of the genitive. 

Let us look at these rules in more detail. in the first two of these 
sætras (ii 3 51) the genitive suffix is ruled in to denote the instrument 
(kara∫a) with the root √jñå if it does not meaning “knowing,” 57 and 
in the second (ii 3 52) the object of roots meaning “remember” and 
the roots √day and √œƒ. in ii 3 55 åƒißi nåtha∆ the genitive is ruled in 
to denote the object (karman) of the root √nåth, if it signifies a solemn 
wish. 58 the genitive is used to denote “location” (adhikara∫a) in 
time, when a word having the meaning of k®tvas (“so many times”) is 
used (ii 3 64). 59 ii 3 65 [50 ßaß™hœ] kart®-karma∫o∆ k®ti assigns the 
genitive suffix to denote the agent or the object in connection with a 
noun stem ending in a k®t suffix (unless it has already been expressed 
otherwise); 60 but if both agent and object could appear in the same 
phrase, the genitive expresses the object only (ii 3 66). 61 Besides 
these assignments of the genitive to express an object (karman), an 
agent (kart®) and location (adhikara∫a), there are assignments on the 
basis of morphology and lexicon; they are all called pratipada-vidhå-
nå ßaß™hœ (“sixth case ending prescribed with reference to specific 
words”) 62: the genitive suffix can be used in vedic texts instead of the 
dative suffix (ii 3 62), 63 in connection with words denoting similarity 

57. Kåƒikå (vol.ii, p.212,3) gives the illustration sarpißo jånœte “misidentifies 
as butter” or “proceeds with butter.” Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.vii, p.90 
(on ii 3 51), proposed a different interpretation: “he has the realization (of something, 
like brahmaikatva) by means of ghee/honey.”

58. mahåbhåßya i 280,18 sarpißo nåthate “he utters a request in the form of a 
solemn wish for ghee.”

59. ii 3 64 k®tvo-’rtha-prayoge kåle ’dhikara∫e. the Kåƒikå (vol.ii, p.222,10) 
gives the example pañcak®tvo ’hno bhu√kte “he eats five times a day.”

60. examples are bhavata∆ ƒåyikå “your turn of lying down” for agent and 
puråµ bhettå “destroyer of city-forts” for object (Kåƒikå ii 223,5f.).

61. an example is åƒcaryo gavåµ doho ’gopålakena “the milking of cows by 
one who is not a cowherd is a wonder.” (Kåƒikå ii 226,4.).

62. Kåtyåyana vårttika 1 on ii 2 10 (mahåbhåßya i 413,15). that contrasts with 
the genitive based on the general rule ii 3 50 ßaß™hœ ƒeße. 

63. ii 3 62 caturthy-arthe bahulaµ chandasi “in the veda the sixth case ending 
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(ii 3 72) 64 and either genitive or dative in connection with words like 
åyußya “longevity,” when it is a case of well-wishing (ii 3 73). 65 we 
have thus assignments of the genitive suffix on the second and third 
tier: the genitive suffix may denote karman, kart®, kara∫a and 
adhikara∫a, and it can have adjustments based on individual words. 
there is no reference to the first tier, i.e., no reference to the outside 
world such as dhruvam apåye, ådhåra, svatantra. or is there?

in i 4 24-55 supplements to the definitions of the terms apådåna, 
saµpradåna, etc. – statements reaching back into the first tier of out-
side realities – follow each of these definitions, and in ii 3 2-73 adjust-
ments based on morphological and lexical data follow each of the 
sætras that rule in a specific case suffix for one of the six syntactic 
terms listed in i 4 24-55. ii 3 50 is a sætra that gathers the residuals. it 
is followed by rules that tell of very specific instances where the geni-
tive suffix is attached to denote a karman, kart®, kara∫a or adhikara∫a 
and a few rules where the genitive is ruled in merely on the basis of 
the construction with certain words. we expect these special rules to 
be preceded by a general rule. that can only be ii 3 50 ßaß™hœ ƒeße. 

Patañjali 66 continued the word ƒeße into the following sætra ii 3 
51 and offers it up also for ii 3 67, 67 and at least some later På∫inœyas 
continued it up to ii 3 64. that goes against the rules of anuv®tti, 68 be-
cause ƒeße is discontinued by the incompatible kara∫e in ii 3 51. 69 

is often added in the sense of the fourth case ending.”
64. ii 3 72 tulyârthair a-tulôpamåbhyåµ t®tœyânyatarasyåm “a third case end-

ing is alternatively added [instead of a sixth case ending] with words meaning ‘equal’ 
– except after tulå ‘balance’ and upamå ‘comparison’.”

65. ii 3 73 caturthœ câƒißy åyußya-madra-bhadra-kuƒala-sukhârtha-hitai∆ “a 
fourth case ending [instead of a sixth case ending] is [alternatively] added in construc-
tion with words having the meaning of åyußya, madra, bhadra, kuƒala, and sukha, and 
with the word hita.” the Kåƒikå (vol.ii, p.235,7f.) gives examples like åyußyaµ 
Devadattåya Devadattasya vå bhæyåt “may there be longevity for/of Devadatta.”

66. mahåbhåßya i 465,15 ƒeßa iti vartate.
67. mahåbhåßya i 468,17-19 (following Kåtyåyana’s vårttika 2 on ii 3 67? See 

fn.69 below).
68. Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Pråtipadikårthaƒeßåhnika, 

pp.80f., Anabhihitåhnika, pp.63f., and S.D.Joshi and Saroja Bhate, The Fundamentals 
of Anuv®tti, Pune 1984, p.271 convention 3.

69. Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Pråtipadikårthaƒeßåhnika, p.99 
inferred from Kåtyåyana’s vårttika 1 on ii 3 52 (mahåbhåßya i 465,2) that he did not en-
visage continuance of ƒeße in this sætra. vårttika 2 on ii 3 67 (mahåbhåßya i 468,17) 
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Patañjali, however, had reasons to desire the continuance of ƒeße in 
the following rule. På∫ini ii 3 52 adhœg-artha-dayêƒåm karma∫i 
(“with verbs in the meaning of adhi+√i, √day and √œƒ the genitive suf-
fix denotes the object”) allowed the formation of måtu∆ smarati “he 
remembers his mother” 70 and the passive equivalent måtå smaryate 
“the mother is remembered” by naming the mother the object (kar-
man). But Patañjali knew also måtaram smarati “he remembers the 
mother” which he justified in the following way. ƒeße in ii 3 50 de-
notes “absence of the desire to express the karman etc.” 71 when the 
speaker wants to express the object as such, the accusative suffix is 
used according to ii 3 2 karma∫i dvitœyå; if he chooses not to do so, it 
will be marked with the genitive suffix according to ii 3 52. this in-
terpretation of Patañjali’s arbitrarily assigns a new meaning to the 
word ƒeßa in ii 3 50 and renders the following sætras ii 3 51-64 redun-
dant. 72 for all these genitives could be obtained by ii 3 50 dependent 
on the speaker’s desire not to express object, etc., whereas the alterna-
tive other cases (accusative, instrumental, etc. expressing object, in-
strument, etc.) can be obtained by the basic case assignments (like ii 3 
2 karma∫i dvitœyå). 73 But På∫ini’s rules cannot be without meaning, 

would contradict this assumption, since it supplies ƒeße in this sætra; but this vårttika may 
actually be a statement of Patañjali’s, as Joshi/roodbergen, ibid., p.140 fn.452 argue.

70. the attestations of adhi+√i itself in the Ìgveda (iv 17,12 adhyeti måtu∆; vii 
56,15 stutasya… adhœtha; X 100,4 suvitasyâdhyetu) conform to this rule, and those of 
the synonym √sm® conform in the atharvaveda (vi 130,2-3 me smaratåd and mama 
smaråt) and Kaußœtaki upanißad ii 4 (smaranti haîvâsya), but not in the ˙uklayajurveda, 
Nirukta and manusm®ti – texts not known to På∫ini (and in the Ìgveda Khilas whose 
relative date and place of origin are uncertain); cf. Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-
Mahåbhåßya, Pråtipadikårthaƒeßåhnika, pp.82f. therefore cardona’s assertion (JIPh 2 
[1974], p.289 fn.49) that Patañjali here represents På∫ini’s view is not correct.

71. mahåbhåßya i 465,15f. ƒeßa iti vartate…karmâdœnåm avivakßå ƒeßa∆; cf. 
S.D.Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Pråtipadikårthaƒeßåhnika p.81.

72. Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Tatpurußåhnika, p.128, 
Pråtipadikårthaƒeßåhnika pp.81f. and The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.viii, p.95.

73. actually, undesired forms may result. the instrument used with the root 
√jñå – when this does not mean “know” – is denoted by the genitive suffix, as in sar-
pißo jånœte “he realizes through ghee” (by ii 3 51). But if ƒeße in the meaning “lack of 
intention to express object, etc.” is continued in ii 3 51, this is only an option; one 
could alternately (if one wants to express the notion of ‘instrument’) say *sarpißå 
jånœte (by ii 3 18) and even form a compound *sarpir-jñånam (by ii 1 4). På∫ini in-
tended a clear statement that just the genitive suffix is used to mark the instrument of 
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and thus the På∫inœyas (Kaiya™a, etc.) found a new function for these 
rules by distinguishing between genitives ruled in by ƒeßa in ii 3 50 
and genitives prescribed with reference to specific words (pratipada-
vidhånå [ßaß™hœ]) in ii 3 51-64. 74 the purpose of this distinction is to 
comply with vårttika 1 on ii 2 10 that forbids compounds with geni-
tives that are ruled in with reference to specific words: thus sarpißo 
jñånam “test (of saffron) by means of ghee” cannot be compounded as 
*sarpir-jñånam. 75 it should be obvious that På∫ini could not have 
well formulated these rules ii 3 51-64 with reference to Kåtyåyana’s 
vårttika that was composed centuries after his time.

if we assume that the first answer offered by Patañjali reflected 
the common opinion, i.e., that ƒeßa meant things or relations other 
than object, etc., we could supply kårake: ßaß™hœ ƒeße [kårake] “the 
sixth (genitive] suffix is attached if there is a remaining factor.” there 
is nothing to preclude the existence of factors beyond the six catego-
ries often singled out. in the kårake-section we found “the cause of 
fear” (bhaya-hetu i 4 25), the original (prak®ti i 4 30) in relation to a 
derivative, the undesired (anœpsitam i 4 50) and the instigator (hetu i 4 
55) and perhaps more. 76 in the section where case suffixes are as-
signed, we found spatial and temporal extension in ii 3 5, cause in ii 3 
23, and debt in ii 3 24. actually, the candrav®tti does call the person 
being pleased a kåraka, as well as a debt in a construction with causa-
tive of the root √dh®. 77 in the light of that, i would add the “person 
who is pleased” from På∫ini’s rule i 4 33 rucy-arthånåµ prœyamå∫a∆ 

√jñå in the special meaning.
74. mahåbhåßya i 412,21f. sarvå ßaß™hœ pratipada-vidhånå ƒeßa-lakßa∫åµ 

varjayitvå “every genitive is [called] pratipada-vidhånå ‘prescribed with reference to 
specific words,’ except [the genitive] indicated as ƒeßa ‘the rest’.” the Padamañjarœ 
on Kåƒikå ii 3 52 (vol.ii, p.214,14f.) finds also a distinction in the accentuation be-
tween compounds with genitives based on ƒeßa and those based on kåraka.

75. Kaiya™a on ii 2 8 (vol.ii, p.678,12f.) tatra ƒeßa-vivakßåyåm ‘ßaß™hœ ƒeßa’ ity 
anenaîva siddhåyåµ ßaß™hyåµ ‘jño ’vid-arthasya kara∫a’ ity-ådi-prakara∫am 
samåsa-niv®tty-artham evârabdham “Since in these cases we can justify the genitive 
by ii 3 50 itself, when we intend to convey a ƒeßa [-relation], the section beginning 
with ii 3 51 has been formulated for prohibiting compounding only.”

76. i would exclude apavarge in ii 3 6 apavarge t®tœyå, since it is a restriction 
of the preceding sætra.

77. candrav®tti on ii 1 74 ruci-yukte kårake caturthœ bhavati and on ii 1 75 
dhårayater uttamar∫e kårake caturthœ bhavati.
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“one who is pleased with verbs meaning ‘pleasing’” 78 and “debt” 
from i 4 35 dhårer uttamar∫a∆ “the creditor with the causative of 
√dh®” 79 – both kåraka-s are subsumed under saµpradåna (i 4 32). 
apådåna, saµpradåna, kara∫a, adhikara∫a, karman and kart® are just 
six bundles in which a great number of kåraka-s are gathered for 
grammatical convenience. those outside their number are called up by 
the term ƒeße in ii 3 50.

that is expressed by Bhart®hari in his commentary on the 
mahåbhåßya. Patañjali 80 had interpreted the sapta haståso “seven 
hands” of the allegorical stanza Ìgveda iv 58,3 as sapta vibhaktaya∆ 
(“seven cases/case-suffixes”) which Bhart®hari in his mahåbhåßya-
dœpikå 81 paraphrased with sv-ådaya∆ “su (the suffix -s of the nomina-
tive singular), etc.” But there was a problem, as later commentators 
have pointed out: in På∫ini’s terminology vibhakti included also the 
verbal personal suffixes which would raise the number above seven. 
therefore Bhart®hari offered as an alternative interpretation: athavå 
saha ƒeße∫a kårakå∫i sapta vibhaktayo na tu kåraka∆ ƒeßo ’py 
aß™ama∆ saµbhavati “or the [seven] kåraka-s, including ƒeßa are 
[meant as] the seven vibhakti-s; 82 but it is not possible to have also a 
remaining eighth kåraka.” 83 Kaiya™a in his Pradœpa on this passage re-
ferred to Bhart®hari’s suggestion: “But some explain that the seven 
kåraka-s, including ƒeßa, are meant by the word vibhakti, because 
[otherwise] the verbal suffixes would not be included.” in this inter-
pretation, Någojœbha™™a explained, “both nominal and verbal suffixes 
are included.” 84 after all, both nominal and verbal suffixes often ex-

78. the Kåƒikå (vol.i p.550,3) gives the example Devadattåya rocate modaka∆ 
“Devadatta likes a modaka-sweet.” 

79. the Kåƒikå (vol.i p. 553,1f.) gives the example Devadattåya ƒataµ 
dhårayati “He owes Devadatta one hundred.”

80. mahåbhåßya i 3,19.
81. mahåbhåßyadœpikå of Bhart®hari critically edited by J.Bronkhorst, fascicle 

iv: Åhnika i, Poona 1987, p.12 line 3f.
82. the Nyåsa and Padamañjarœ (vol.ii, pp.19f.) on ii 1 6 take vibhakti in this 

sætra as equal to kåraka.
83. mahåbhåßyadœpikå ed. J.Bronkhorst, fascicle iv: Åhnika i, p.12,4f. and 

p.58. i have deviated slightly from Bronkhorst’s translation which did not account for 
vibhaktayo. occasionally (e.g., Nidånasætra iii 9 [p.53,19] åmantritâß™amœ) the voca-
tive is called the eighth case; but there is no thought of an eighth kåraka.

84. mahåbhåßya (rohtak ed.), vol.i, p.17, Pradœpa: supa ity artha∆. kecit tu 
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press kåraka roles, as P.filliozat has pointed out. 85

the same notion is expressed in Bhart®hari’s other work, the 
våkyapadœya. 

våkyapadœya iii 7,44 (= iii 300)

såmånyaµ kårakaµ tasya saptâdyå bheda-yonaya∆ /
ßa™ karmâkhyâdi-bhedena ƒeßa-bhedas tu saptamœ //
“factor is a class; it has seven main sources of differences: six by the division 
in ‘object’ etc., but the remaining (ƒeßa) difference is the seventh [source].”

on this remaining seventh he says in iii 7,156 (= iii 412)

saµbandha∆ kårakebhyo ’nya∆ kriyå-kåraka-pærvaka∆ /
ƒrutåyåm aƒrutåyåµ vå kriyåyåµ so ’bhidhœyate //
“a connection that is different from the factors (kåraka) but preceded by 
action and factors – whether the action is expressed or not – will now be 
addressed.”

the commentator Helåråja commented on kriyå-kåraka-pærva-
ka∆: “with that he explains how ƒeßa ‘remainder’ is a factor. for thus, 
even in ‘the king’s man,’ ‘the tree branch,’ ‘the cattle’s foot,’ ‘the fa-
ther’s son’ etc., where no [word of any] action is heard, in the connec-
tion of owner and owned, part and whole, begotten and begetter, etc., 
brought forth by the actions of giving, being and begetting, etc., the 
earlier status of being a factor [of the implied action] is carried on 
even in the later stage; thus the remainder is indeed a factor.”  86

in våkyapadœya iii 7,130 (= iii 386), too, ƒeßa is included among 
the kåraka-s:

ti√åm aparigraha-prasa√gåt saha ƒeße∫a sapta-kårakå∫i vibhakti-ƒabdâbhidheyånîti 
vyåcakßate. uddyota: ƒeßa-ßaß™hy-artha∆. tat-sahita-kårakâbhidhåyakatve∫a sup-ti√or 
api sa√graha iti bhåva∆.

85. Le Mahåbhåßya de Patañjali. traduction par Pierre filliozat, adhyåya 1 
Påda 1 Åhnika 1-4, Pondichéry 1975, p.54 fn.1.

86. Helåråja on iii 7,156 (p.355,2-5): kriyå-kåraka-pærvaka∆: ity anena 
kårakatvaµ vyåcaß™e ƒeßasya. tathå hi råjña∆ purußo, v®kßasya ƒåkhå, paƒo∆ påda∆, 
pitu∆ putra ity-ådau aƒræyamå∫a-kriyå-vißaye svasvåmi-bhåvâvayavâvayavibhåva-
janyajanakabhåvâdau saµbandhe dadåti-sthiti-janyâdi-kriyå-prabhåvite pærva-bhå-
vi-kårakatvam uttarâvasthåyåm apy anugatam iti bhavaty eva ƒeßa∆ kårakam..
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hetutve karma-saµjñåyåµ ƒeßatve vâpi kårakam /
rucy-arthâdißu ƒåstre∫a saµpradånâkhyam ucyate /130/
“a kåraka that would be [otherwise called] hetu, karman or ƒeßa – for 
that by the [grammatical] science the term saµpradåna is taught in the 
rules i 4 33ff.” 

Helåråja explained that saµpradåna must be ruled in by i 4 35 
[32 saµpradånam] dhårer uttamar∫a∆ “the creditor [is called 
saµpradåna] with the causative of √dh®” to effect the dative in 
Devadattåya ƒataµ dhårayati “he owes Devadatta a hundred.” for 
Devadatta’s prior lending of this sum is the cause of the debt – but left 
unmentioned it qualifies him as a kåraka-ƒeßa, threatening an unwant-
ed genitive. that means that, in the opinion of Bhart®hari and 
Helåråja, ƒeßa could refer to a kåraka; occasional unwanted conse-
quences were prevented by special rules. 

the factors are thus seen as grouped in seven categories in a way, but 
the seventh (ƒeßa) is also different from the others. a factor under ƒeßa is 
not directly a factor of the action, but caused by a prior action in which it 
played the role of a factor. in a sentence Caitrasya putro gacchati 
“caitra’s son goes” the son is the agent (expressed by the verbal ending 
and noun stem); caitra had to beget him first and is thus indirectly a fac-
tor. in råjña∆ purußa∆ “the king’s officer” the underlying action is the 
king’s payment of wages to the officer. the ensuing relation 87 can be of 
many kinds: the Kåƒikå on i 1 49 lists ownership, contiguity, nearness, 
conglomerate, modification, part, etc. as meanings of the genitive. 88 
Kaiya™a on i 1 49 ßaß™hœ sthåne-yogå credited the ¯aß™hœ-da∫∂aka[-
på™ha] 89 (an otherwise so far unknown text) as the source for this list. 

87. Helåråja in his commentary on våkyapadœya iii 7,156 gave some further 
elaboration how such previous actions result in the special relation comprised by ƒeßa 
“remainder” – which can be of many kinds.

88. Kåƒikå on i 1 49 (vol.i, p.169,6) svasvåmy-anantara-samœpa-samæha-
vikårâvayavâdyå∆, briefly referred to in the Kåƒikå on ii 3 50 (vol.ii, p.209,6-211,1); 
cf. above p.134 fn. 52 and Helåråja on vP iii 7, 156 (above fn.86).

89. vol.i p.360,17. Någojœbha™™a remarked in his uddyota (vol.i, p.361): ¯aß™hœ-
da∫∂aka-på™ho grantha-viƒeßa∆, whereas annambha™™a in his mahåbhåßya-
pradœpôddyotana ed. t.chandrasekharan, madras 1952 (on the same sætra, here count-
ed as i 1 48) offered ¯aß™hœ-da∫∂aka∆ grantha-viƒeßa∆ (vol.ii p.198,10).
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Some later logicians were worried about this proliferation of geni-
tive meanings. Gadådhara argued in his vyutpattivåda: “also, in the 
cases such as ‘this is the cause of the pot’ (gha™asya kåra∫am), and 
‘this is the hand of caitra’ (caitrasya hasta∆) etc., the ownership, the 
state of being described and the being the parts (limbs) etc. have the 
state of being the meanings of the genitive only as being the relations 
in general, and not as being the ownership etc. in particular. for, oth-
erwise, the contingency of endlessness of expressive powers of the 
genitive cannot be avoided.” 90 He referred 91 also to the teaching of 
miƒra, that the genitives connected with a primary action noun (as in 
K®ß∫asya k®ti∆ “K®ß∫a’s creation,” puråµ bhettå “breaker of forts”) 
which indicate an agent and object according to ii 3 65 kart®-
karma∫o∆ k®ti, do so only by expressing “relation” in general.

Patañjali argued that the rules i 4 25-29 (adding “the cause of 
fear”, etc. to notions or situations subsumed under apådåna) 92 can be 
dispensed with as unnecessary elaborations of i 4 24 dhruvam apåye 
’pådånam “what remains fixed when something goes away, is called 
apådåna ‘removal’”; for a perceptive person observes: “if the wolves 
see me, my death is certain,” and he turns away from them. if we as-
sume a mental rather than mere physical separation, 93 this and the fol-
lowing rules are unnecessary. in consequence a fifth case suffix (i.e., an 
ablative suffix) that is used in v®kßåt par∫aµ patati “the leaf falls from 
the tree” can with equal justification be used in v®kebhyo bibheti “He is 
afraid of wolves.” Bhart®hari not only accepted this suggestion, but ex-
tended this mentalist interpretation also to the object (karman), since 

90. v.P.Bhatta, Navya-Nyåya Theory of Verbal Cognition, Delhi 2001, vol.ii, 
p.241,10-12: svatva-niræpitatvâvayatvâdœnåm saµbandhatvenaîva ßaß™hy-arthatå na 
tu viƒißya, ƒakty-ånantya-prasa√gåt; trans. p.743.

91. vyutpatti-våda vi 1 ata eva ca ‘k®d-yogâpi hi ßaß™hœ saµbandhatvenaîva 
bodhayati’ iti Miƒrå∆ “therefore miƒra states that the genitive used in association 
with k®t derivations (as in K®ß∫asya k®ti∆) expresses [the relation of agency] only as a 
relation in general.” i did not find this passage in ma∫∂anamiƒra’s Bhåvanå-viveka 
(ed. and trans. v.P.Bhatta, Delhi 1994), though the translator’s bibliography would 
suggest that this text was the source (v.P.Bhatta, Navya-nyåya Theory of Verbal 
Cognition, Delhi 2001).

92. See above p.127.
93. Helåråja on våkyapadœya iii 7,78 (p.294,5) and 147 (p.346,4+8) called it 

bauddhâpåya or bauddha apåya “mental going away.”
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the principle rule i 4 49 kartur œpsitataµ karma could cover the content 
of i 4 50 tathå yuktaµ cânœpsitam and i 4 51 akathitaµ ca which are 
similar supplemental rules. But he did not apply the same reasoning to 
the rules supplementing saµpradåna (i 4 33-39) and kara∫a (i 4 44). 94 
Some held that, while the powers (ƒakti) appear to be infinite (apari-
mitå iva) due to the shape etc. of objects, there are really only six cate-
gories. 95 Bhart®hari expressly defended the unity of two of them:

våkyapadœya iii 7,78

yathaîvaîkam apådånaµ ƒåstre bhedena darƒitam /
tathaîvaîkam eva karmâpi bhedena pratipåditam /78/
“Just as the one apådåna is shown with differences in scholarship, so al-
so the one object is propounded differently.”

therefore the kåraka-categories are just six (or seven with ƒeßa 
added). the listing of additional applications in subsequent sætras (e.g. 
i 4 25 [24 apådånam] bhœ-trârthånåµ bhaya-hetu∆) is only to help the 
ignorant and not really necessary: 

våkyapadœya iii 7,147 

nirdhåra∫e vibhakte yo bhœ-trâdœnåµ ca yo vidhi∆ |
 upåttâpekßitâpåya∆ so ’budha-pratipattaye /147/ 
“the rule regarding the selection, separation and roots expressing fear, 
protection etc. which mentions or requires a movement of separation 
helps only the ignorant (and is hence redundant).” 

Bhart®hari recognized different aspects of karman, apådåna and 
adhikara∫a, following suggestions in the mahåbhåßya. Patañjali 96 had 
pondered the contrasting sentences ta∫∂ulån odanaµ pacati “he cooks 
the rice grains into cooked rice,” (i.e., “by cooking the rice grains he 
produces cooked rice”) and ta∫∂ulånåm odanaµ pacati “out of the 
rice grains he cooks cooked rice” (i.e., “he produces cooked rice 
which is a transformation of rice grains”).

94. rules i 4 38 and 43 as well as the rules following the definition of 
adhikara∫a are exceptions and are hence not considered here.

95. våkyapadœya iii 7,35f.
96. mahåbhåßya i 332,16-19.
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Bhart®hari in våkyapadœya iii 7,45 summed it up systematically:

nirvartyaµ ca vikåryaµ ca pråpyaµ cêti tridhå matam /
tatrêpsitatamaµ karma caturdhânyat tu kalpitam /45/
“of these [kåraka-s], the object called ‘that which is most desired to be 
attained’ is of three kinds: product, modification, destination; 97 the rest 
has been thought of as of four kinds.” 98

Still, object is only one according to våkyapadœya iii 7 79:

nirvartyo vå vikåryo vå pråpyo vå sådhanâƒraya∆ /
kriyå∫åm eva sådhyatvåt siddha-ræpo ’bhidhœyate /79/
“whether the object be something to be made or something to be modi-
fied or something to be reached, it is the substratum of power and is pre-
sented as an accomplished thing, because it is only actions which are to 
be accomplished.”

Similarly, apådåna, though one, appears in three varieties accord-
ing to våkyapadœya iii 7,136:

nirdiß™a-vißayaµ kiµ cid upåtta-vißayaµ tathå /
apekßita-kriyaµ cêti tridhâpådånam ucyate /136/
“removal is of three kinds: that in relation to which a movement is men-
tioned, that in relation to which the verb expresses the movement only 
partly, and that in relation to which some movement is required.” 99

97. Helåråja on iii 7,79 (p.296,3) gave examples for each of them: ka™aµ karoti 
“he makes a mat,” ta∫∂ulån odanaµ pacati “he cooks the rice grains into cooked 
rice,” and særyaµ paƒyati “he sees the sun” (which is not affected by that act at all).

98. these four are, following Patañjali, an item which is indifferent, disliked, 
not defined by any other kåraka, and ad hoc rules for individual words; cf. 
våkyapadœya iii 7,46.

99. Similar, with some further elaboration, is the short presentation in the 
Sårasvata-vyåkara∫a (ed. våsudevaƒarman, 6th ed., mumbai 1937): karman is fourfold 
(p.83 stanza 73 with commentary on nr.413): utpådya, åpya, saµskårya, vikårya; 
saµpradåna is threefold (p.85 stanzas 77f. with commentary on nr.422): preraka, 
anir åkart®, anumant®; adhikara∫a is sixfold (p.86; stanzas 82f. and commentary on 
nr.426: aupaƒleßika [which in turn is threefold], såmœpyaka, abhivyåpaka, vaißayika, 
naimittika, aupacårika).
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Helåråja’s examples are taken from the mahåbhåßya: gråmåd 
ågacchati 100 “he comes from the village,” valåhakåd vidyotate 101 
“[lightning] flashes from the cloud,” and måthurå∆ på™aliputrakebhya 
å∂hyatarå∆ “the inhabitants of mathurå are richer than those of 
På™aliputra.” 102

if kåraka denotes “a factor that brings about the action,” the agent 
and the instrument are obvious examples of such a role; the pot in “He 
makes a pot” is by comparison a very passive participant and the sun in 
“He sees the sun” is hardly affected by the action at all. that goes also 
for location as, e.g., the pot in “He cooks rice in a pot.” But indian 
grammarians have found examples where these items can be expressed 
as agents of their own (subsidiary) action: “the rice cooks itself,” “the 
firewood cooks the rice,” or “the pot cooks the rice easily.” it is, how-
ever, extremely difficult to express apådåna or saµpra dåna as agents, 
as already Kåtyåyana noticed. 103 But the difficulty can be met if we 
grant that all action factors are both independent and dependent; what 
makes the difference is the emphasis. 104 Patañjali 105 appears to have had 
a slightly different approach. He suggested that one might say balåhako 
vidyotate “the cloud sends out lightning” instead of balåhakåd vidyo-
tate “[Lightning] flashes from the cloud.” But he apparently found no 
way how the Brahmin in bråhma∫åya gåµ dadåti “He gives a cow to 
the Brahmin” could be expressed as an agent, even if the Brahmin par-
ticipates in the transaction by accepting (and perhaps requesting) the 
donation. Helåråja in his commentary on våkyapadœya iii 7,21 pointed 
out that one cannot say bråhma∫o dadåti if one wanted to express that 

100. mahåbhåßya i 326,19.
101. mahåbhåßya i 325,19f. 
102. mahåbhåßya i 327,1 somewhat differently såµkåƒyakebhya∆ på™aliputrakå 

abhiræpatarå∆ “the inhabitants of På™aliputra are more handsome than those of 
Såµkåƒya.”

103. vårttika 14 on i 4 23 (mahåbhåßya i p.325,13) apådånâdœnåµ tv aprasid-
dhi∆ “But [the agenthood] of apådåna, etc. is not known [to exist].” 

104. vårttika 15 on i 4 23 (mahåbhåßya i 325,16) na vå svatantra-paratantra tvåt 
tayo∆ paryåyena vacanaµ vacanâƒrayå ca saµjñå “or rather [this difficulty does] not 
[arise], because of independence and dependence. these two can be expressed by turns 
and the designation will depend on [how they are] expressed.” cf. the discussion by 
Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Kårakåhnika on i 4 23 (pp.35-37).

105. mahåbhåßya i 325,19f.
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the Brahmin receives the gift. “therefore that root cannot function in 
the activity of apådåna or saµpradåna.” 106 and yet all these usages are 
accepted as kåraka-s; after all, På∫ini’s formulations implied that they 
are. indeed, the Brahmin is the agent of receiving the cow, the tree (in 
v®kßåt par∫aµ patati “a leaf falls from the tree”) is the agent of sepa-
rating – activities that contribute to the giving of the cow and the falling 
of the leaf. 107 in the case of most genitives, the link to the main action is 
more tenuous; it involves a previous action and agent. in 
Caitrasyôdanaµ pacati “He cooks caitra’s rice” caitra had first to give 
the rice to the cook, and an expression like råjña∆ purußa∆ “the king’s 
man” implies that the king had previously engaged the servant by giv-
ing him a salary. By reference to such previous activity (saµbandha∆ 
…kriyå-kåraka-pærvaka∆) Bhart®hari was justified calling ƒeßa, the 
class that accounts for most genitive forms, a kåraka of sorts. 108 

candragomin was an important link between Patañjali and 
Bhart®hari who referred to candragomin respectfully in våkyapadœya 
ii 486. candragomin who strenuously avoided technical terms in his 
grammar (which was called therefore asaµjñakaµ vyåkara∫am 
“grammar without terms”) used the word kåraka in chåndra ii 2 16 
kårakaµ bahulam), which suggests that he did not regard it as a tech-
nical term but a word of common discourse. the candrav®tti (proba-
bly by his disciple Dharmadåsa) used the word regularly in the assign-
ment of case suffixes, e.g. on chåndra ii 1 62 kartari kårake t®tœyå 
vibhaktir bhavati “when the agent is a factor, the third case ending 
comes into being”), and similarly in his commentary on chåndra ii 1 

106. våkyapadœya ed. K.a.S.iyer, vol.iii part 1 p.249,2-4. bråhma∫o dadåtîti tu 
prayogâbhåva∆, saµpradånatve bråhma∫asyâsmåd vivakßitârthânavasåyåt. ata 
evâpådåna-saµpradåna-vyåpåre dhåtor na v®tti∆, api tu karma-kara∫âdi-vyåpåra 
eva.

107. But Kåtyåyana suggested in his vårttika 2 on i 4 23 that the village in grå-
masya samœpåd ågacchati “he comes from the vicinity of the village” is not a kåraka: 
mahåbhåßya i 323,10.

108. våkyapadœya iii 7,156 saµbandha∆ kårakebhyo ’nya∆ kriyå-kåraka-pærvaka∆ / 
 ƒrutåyåm aƒrutåyåµ vå kriyåyåµ so ’bhidhœyate //
“a relation that is different from the action factors but preceded by action and action 
factors – whether this action is expressed or not – shall now be discussed.”
under any angle, rama Nath Sharma’s statement (The Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.i p.163) “the 
genitive, for example, is not a kåraka in Sanskrit” is rather unfortunate.
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63, ii 1 64, ii 1 74f. and ii 1 87. the formulations clearly indicate that 
the author had a multitude of such kåraka-s in mind.

Kaiya™a on i 4 23 109 spoke of the desire to limit the range of the 
term kåraka to the “sixfold kåraka” in a clear reference to 
våkyapadœya iii 7,44. unambiguous references to “the six kåraka-s” 
are rather late. the oldest reference i found is a stanza in the 
Sårasvata-vyåkara∫a: 110 

kartå karma ca kara∫aµ saµpradånaµ tathaîva ca /
apådånâdhikara∫am ity åhu∆ kårakå∫i ßa™ // 

that is quoted in Någojœbha™™a’s Paramalaghumañjæßå. 111

among modern scholars, S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen 112 
have said: “På∫ini has not defined the term kåraka. Still, he has delim-
ited the domain of the designation by restricting its application to six 
varieties which are enumerated,” and G.cardona declared: “there are 
six such kårakas,” 113 rama Nath Sharma: “the six kåraka” 114 and 
charudeva Sastri: “there are six Kårakas.” 115

if På∫ini’s scheme appears so clear and evident, we need to ex-
plain why Patañjali’s interpretation diverges so much from what we 
assume to be På∫ini’s intent. Patañjali is obviously a superb grammar-
ian and interpreter of På∫ini’s rules who must have had his reasons if 
he followed an idiosyncratic interpretation.

we shall now go through the rules, step by step, beginning with i 

109. on i 4 23 (rohtak ed., vol.ii p.376,13f.): ßa∂-vidhasyaîva cêßyate.
110. Sårasvatavyåkara∫am ed. våsudevaƒarman, p.81 stanza 65 (= stanza 88 p.90).
111. Paramalaghumañjæßå of ˙ri Någeƒa Bha™™a ed. Kålikåprasåd Shukla, 

Baroda 1961, p.164. Jagadœƒabha™™åcårya’s ˙abdaƒakti-prakåƒikå ed. Dhundhœraj 
S’astri, Benares 1934 has on p.295 a quoted stanza:
 kriyå-prakårœbhæto ’rtha∆ kårakaµ tac ca ßa∂-vidham /
 kart®-karmâdi-bhedena ƒeßa∆ sambandha ißyate // 
and on p.297 stanza nr.68:
 apådåna-saµpradåna-kara∫âdhåra-karma∫åm /
 kartuƒ ca bhedata∆ ßo∂hå kårakaµ parikœrtitam /68/

112. Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Kårakåhnika p.iii.
113. G.cardona, På∫ini. A Survey of Research, the Hague 1976, p.215.
114. rama Nath Sharma, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, Delhi 1987/1990, vol.i, 

p.141 and vol.ii, p.234. 
115. charu Deva Shastri, På∫ini: Re-interpreted, Delhi 1990, p.2.
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4 23 kårake. the obvious interpretation is kårake sati “when it is a 
factor” – comparable to ii 3 1 anabhihite “when it is not [already] ex-
pressed [otherwise].” Patañjali, at the end of his discussion, shortly 
considered such an interpretation, assuming that the expression is 
equivalent to kriyåyåm “in connection with an action”; he rejected the 
suggestion of a partitive locative, because we would then expect a plu-
ral kårakeßu “among the factors.” 116 But through most of his discus-
sion he followed Kåtyåyana who from the outset accepted kårake as a 
definition rule with kåraka as a technical term (saµjñå), and he ar-
gued: “But this is the section dealing with technical designations. this 
being so, what else can we understand than such a designation?” 117 
Kåtyåyana’s main concern had been the lack of any indication to what 
the term kåraka should apply (vårttika 1), 118 but he felt that at least 
some of these difficulties could be overcome (vårttika 5). 119 the con-
sequence of his interpretation is, that only the items listed in i 4 24-55 
would be called kåraka-s. No compelling motive for his position is 
noticeable, but Kaiya™a supplied a motive, albeit a weak one. 120 its fa-

116. mahåbhåßya i 326,16f. athavå yåvad bræyåt kriyåyåm iti tåvat kåraka iti. 
evaµ ca k®två nirdeƒa upapanno bhavati kåraka iti. itarathå hi kårakeßv iti bræyåt. 
Kaiya™a, in his comment on this passage (vol.ii, p.386,12f.), called such a partitive 
locative a nirdhåra∫a-saptamœ. the Nyåsa (vol.i, p.531) explained the singular (in-
stead of the expected plural) either as a reference to a class (såmånyâpekßayå) or by 
relying on the familiar maxim that “the sætras are like the veda,” i.e., they do not al-
ways follow the rules (cf. above p.124 fn.7).

117. mahåbhåßya i 323,6 saµjñâdhikåraƒ câyaµ tatra kim anyac chakyaµ vi-
jñåtum anyad ata∆ saµjñåyå∆. Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, 
Kårakåhnika p.13, though, assumed that Patañjali here considered kårake as a qualifi-
cation (viƒeßa∫a).

118. the term kåraka might therefore be wrongly extended to items that are not 
factors.

119. the wrong extension does not materialize, because the speaker has no in-
tention to express these items as factors.

120. Kaiya™a (vol.ii, p.376,12-14) wanted to limit the range of kåraka to the six 
abstract terms taught in the rules i 4 23-55 rather than have a general expression “fac-
tor” with wide application: ßa∂-vidhasyaîva ißyate. tad-vyatiriktaµ ca kårakam asti 
yathå na™asya ƒ®∫otîti praƒna∆ “But [the term kåraka] is only desired in connection 
with the six varieties. and [even] apart from these [something] might be kåraka, e.g., 
na™asya ƒ®∫oti ‘He listens to the actor.’ that is why the question [is raised].” Kaiya™a 
wanted to deny the term kåraka to the genitive in phrases like na™asya ƒ®∫oti (a ƒeßa-
ßaß™hœ by ii 3 50) so as to prevent a possible compound na™a-ƒrutam “listening to an 
actor” by vi 2 139 and 148 (which are conditioned by a reference to kåraka in both 
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tal flaw is that it would require a nominative kårakam or kårakåni. 
Kaiya™a attempted to justify the locative by saying that the aß™ådhyåyœ 
as a vedå√ga text could follow the usage of vedic texts, where some-
times case-endings are substituted for other case-endings; 121 but there 
is no specific rule or fact adduced that would offer a parallel. 

the rule i 4 49 which defined “object” as “the item the agent de-
sires most” is followed by several rules that extend the term “object.” 
in i 4 50 the term is extended to items that are not desired but are 
linked with the action in the same way, as in vißaµ bhakßayati “he 
eats poison” (though a suicidal person may actually desire to eat poi-
son). Patañjali then offered a second example: gråmaµ gacchan 
v®kßa-mælåny upasarpati “while going to the village, he comes upon 
the roots of a tree,” where the village is the desired item and the tree 
roots an indifferent (“undesired”) circumstance. But the sentence is 
ambiguous, since the speaker might indeed be more concerned with 
the tree roots than with the village; the whole matter is not really a lin-
guistic problem, but rather involves a subjective evaluation. i 4 51 
akathitaµ ca deals, by common consensus, with double accusatives as 
in gåµ dogdhi paya∆ “he milks milk from the cow” or Pauravaµ gåµ 
yåcate “he asks Paurava for a cow.” while the milk is the item most 
desired in the first sentence and the cow in the second, the speaker 
does not desire to assign a special role to the cow in the first sentence 
and to Paurava in the second – hence they are termed “object” (kar-
man). But Patañjali in his interpretation had included “indifference” 
already under anœpsitam in i 4 50 and had to find another role for 
akathitam, and he offered, following an older stanza, two possibilities: 

1) akathitam prescribes the designation “object” for items to 
which no special designation has been assigned in the kåraka-sec-
tion. 122 Paurava in the quoted sentence “cannot function as the fixed 

sætras). Någojœbha™™a in his Laghu-ƒabdenduƒekhara (KSS 1887, p.170 line 15) sug-
gested na™a-ƒrava∫am. Neither of the two words is attested in any independent text; 
na™a-ƒrutam is a bad example as Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, 
Kårakåhnika p.10 have pointed out, and Någojœbha™™a’s concern about the pitch accent 
in na™a-ƒrava∫am does not carry much weight, when we consider that a eighteenth 
century author had no direct knowledge of the correct accent of unattested words.

121. cf. above p.124 fn.7.
122. mahåbhåßya i 333,25 kenâkathitam? apådånâdibhir viƒeßa-kathåbhi∆ “Not 
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point from which something moves away, because the mere act of 
begging does not involve any separation. consequently, the word pau-
rava does not receive the designation apådåna. Since Paurava cannot 
function as any other kåraka either, P. 1.4.51 becomes applicable, and 
it assigns the designation karman to paurava.” 123 this interpretation 
fails, however, to account for the accusative gåm in gåµ dogdhi 
paya∆, for the milk does flow from the cow; we can even say correct-
ly: gor dogdhi paya∆. therefore Patañjali offered another possibility: 

2) akathita “untold” means apradhåna “non-prominent.” 124 the 
interest is centered on the milk, and the cow is merely a means to an 
end. Both interpretations run into difficulties, as the commentators 
have pointed out. all examples for possibility 1) are covered by con-
cepts like apådåna, if they are taken in a wider sense, and under 2) “a 
non-prominent object,” when object is defined as “most desired by the 
agent” (kartur œpsitataµ karma), is a contradictio in adjecto. it is pref-
erable to assume with Kaiya™a and Bha™™oji Dœkßita that akathita here 
is synonymous with avivakßita “not desired to be expressed,” meaning 
that the speaker did not care to indicate the special role the item 
played in the action described in the sentence. 

when it comes to ii 3 50 ßaß™hœ ƒeße, Patañjali was in a quandary to 
explain ƒeße “for the rest,” because factors not defined in the kåraka-
section should be covered by i 4 51 akathitaµ ca at least under the first 
interpretation offered by him; and what are the other factors anyway? 
Nor can ƒeßa here denote apradhåna “non-prominent, subservient”, be-
cause all factors are subservient to the action and because Patañjali had 
claimed this meaning for akathita in i 4 51 in his alternate interpreta-
tion. Patañjali finally decided that ƒeßa denotes “the absence of the de-
sire, on the speaker’s part, to express the karman, etc.” 125 – which in the 
view of Kaiya™a and Bha™™oji Dœkßita (and P.thieme) is really the mean-

told/covered by what? By special names like apådåna, etc.”
123. Joshi/roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Kårakåhnika, p.174.
124. mahåbhåßya i 323,18-20 asty aprådhånye vartate. tadyathå: akathito ’sau 

gråme akathito ’sau nagara ity ucyate yo yatrâpradhåno bhavati “Sometimes [akathi-
ta] is used in the sense of non-prominence. for instance, in a place where someone is 
not important it is said of him: ‘this [person] is not spoken of in the village, in the 
city.’ ” cf. above pp.130f.

125. mahåbhåßya i 463,13 evaµ tarhi karmâdœnåm avivakßå ƒeßa∆.
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ing of i 4 51 akathitaµ ca. Such a meaning as proposed by Patañjali 
certainly can not easily be accepted for ƒeße, which means literally “for 
the remainder/remaining.” Patañjali then compounded the problems by 
dittoing ƒeße in the following sætras, 126 where the genitive suffix is as-
signed to denote several kåraka functions, as was pointed out above 
(pages 134f.). the Kåƒikå comments on ii 3 52: 127 “if [the speaker] 
wants to express the factor “object” in connection with these [verbs] as 
a general relation, the sixth case ending [is used].” 128 Similar statements 
are given in the comments on the following sætras, i.e., these genitives 
(and those based on ii 3 50) do refer to “factors” (kåraka-s), but as 
ƒeßa-s (i.e., not really referring to them as karman, kara∫a, etc., but as 
general relations), seen as an option against the common use of the ac-
cusative to refer to an object, the instrumental to refer to an instrument. 
if Patañjali’s interpretation is accepted, the rules ii 3 51-64 become re-
dundant, because the accusative endings for the object, as well as the in-
strumental endings for the instrument can be obtained by the basic rules 
ii 3 2 karma∫i dvitœyå and ii 3 18 kart®-kara∫ayos t®tœyå, while the alter-
native genitive suffix is obtained by ii 3 50 ßaß™hœ ƒeße. Patañjali defend-
ed the value of ii 3 51-64 by making a distinction between a genitive 
characterized by a ƒeßa relation (ƒeßa-lakßa∫å ßaß™hœ, i.e., according to ii 
3 50) and a genitive prescribed with reference to particular words (prati-
pada-vidhånå ßaß™hœ); 129 the former may form a compound according to 
ii 2 8 ßaß™hœ (e.g., råjña∆ purußa∆ or råja-purußa∆), the latter not (e.g., 
only sarpißo jñånam “test [of saffron] by means of ghee”), according to 
vårttika 1 on ii 2 10: pratipada-vidhånå ca. 130 the rules ii 3 51-64 can-

126. while Patañjali was not specific on the extent of the dittoing (he dittoed 
ƒeße in ii 3 52: mahåbhåßya i 465,15 and in ii 3 67: mahåbhåßya i 468,18), the 
Kåƒikå (vol.ii, p.213,5; 223,3) extended it to ii 3 57 and then leapfrogged it to ii 3 64. 
the Siddhåntakaumudœ nrs. 895-902 and then nr. 906 supplied ƒeße in its paraphrase 
of these corresponding rules.

127. På∫ini ii 3 52 adhœg-artha-dayêƒåm karma∫i “with verbs in the meaning of 
adhi+√i, √day and √œƒ the genitive suffix denotes the object.”

128. Kåƒikå on ii 3 52 (ii p.214,1f.) eteßåm karma∫i kårake ƒeßatvena vivakßite 
ßaß™hœ vibhaktir bhavati.

129. mahåbhåßya i 412,21-23 (on ii 2 8); elaborated by Kaiya™a (vol.ii 
p.678,13) …ity-ådi-prakara∫aµ samåsa-niv®tty-artham evârabdham “[the section ii 3 
51ff.] has been formulated for prohibiting compounding only.” cf. also våkyapadœya 
iii 7,159f. and Nyåsa and Padamañjarœ (vol.ii, p.110) on ii 2 10.

130. ii 2 10 na nirdhåra∫e “a word in the sixth case is not compounded, if the 
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not therefore be considered redundant – they are needed to prevent cer-
tain compounds. 131 Later På∫inœyas such as Haradatta contrasted a ƒeßa-
ßaß™hœ and a kåraka-ßaß™hœ, 132 i.e., a genitive denoting either a general 
connection or a factor of the action; it cannot be both. 133

it is not always easy to disentangle the positions of Kåtyåyana 
from those of Patañjali. But in this instance there are clear distinc-
tions. in his vårttikas on ii 3 50 Kåtyåyana voiced none of the con-
cerns about vivakßå, nor did he suggest that ƒeße should be continued 
in the following sætras. 134 following sætra ii 3 8 ßaß™hœ “a genitive 
[can be compounded with its related noun]” Kåtyåyana his vårttika 1 
on ii 2 10 barred individually ruled in genitives from composition yet 
allowed them (in his vårttika 1 on ii 2 8) for genitives expressing ob-
ject or agent when they are dependent on a primary noun suffix (k®t). 

genitive case conveys the sense of ‘singling out’” to which vårttika 1 adds pratipada-
vidhånå ca “also if [the genitive] has been prescribed with reference to specific 
words.” Patañjali elaborated: pratipada-vidhånå ßaß™hœ na samasyata iti vaktavyam: 
sarpißo jñånam, madhuno jñånam “a statement should be made to the effect that also 
a [word ending in the] genitive, [if the genitive has been prescribed] with reference to 
specific words, is not to be compounded: ‘test [of saffron] by means of ghee/honey’” 
(mahåbhåßya i 413,15f.).

131. we may be offended by the notion that På∫ini could defer in his formula-
tions to a vårttika of Kåtyåyana’s that was composed centuries later, but a modern an-
ecdote actually suggests that På∫ini intentionally left out statements knowing that his 
follower Patañjali would supply them later (quoted from P.thieme, På∫ini and the 
Veda, allahabad 1935, p.99 fn.1).

132. Padamañjarœ on ii 3 52 (vol.ii, p.214,19); note already våkyapadœya iii 
7,160 ƒeßa-lakßa∫ayå ßaß™hyå and iii 8,44 kåraka-yogåyå[∆]…ßaß™hyå∆. cf. also 
Nyåyakoƒa ed. Bhœmåcårya Jhalakœkar, Poona 1978, pp.898f.

133. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.vii, p.88 (on ii 3 50): “the point, 
however, is that wherever there is a kåraka, there cannot be ƒeßa, and reversely.” cf. 
Någojœbha™™a’s Paramalaghumañjæßå p.190,1f. kåraka-pråtipadikårtha-vyatirikta∆ 
sva-svåmi-bhåvâdi∆ saµbandha∆ ßaß™hyå våcya∆.

134. vårttika 2 on ii 3 67 (mahåbhåßya i 468,17) ƒeßa-vijñånåt siddham “we 
can manage on account of the assumption of ƒeßa ‘the rest’” (at least in the interpreta-
tion given by Patañjali) might suggest otherwise. However, this statement may not in 
fact be a vårttika, but is likely a statement of Patañjali’s, as Joshi/roodbergen, 
Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Pråtipadikårthaƒeßåhnika, p.140 fn.452 have pointed out. 
on the contrary, Kåtyåyana’s vårttika 1 on ii 3 52 (mahåbhåßya i 465,2) suggests that 
according to him “the word ƒeßa was not continued beyond P. 2.3.50” and his vårttika 
on ii 3 67 mahåbhåßya i 468,14) suggests that “the doctrine of ƒeßatvavivakßå which 
would make this rule redundant must have been unknown to him” (Joshi/roodbergen, 
Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Pråtipadikårthaƒeßåhnika, pp. 99 and 145).
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thus sarpißo jånœte or rather sarpißo jñånam could not be joined in a 
tatpurußa compound by ii 2 8, because constructions like this are indi-
vidually ruled in to express “instrument” (kara∫a) and are thus not eli-
gible for the genitive by ii 3 65 (for words denoting object or agent) 
which could be compounded.  Kåtyåyana’s  posi t ion is 
unimpeachable, 135 but Patañjali’s caused problems, when he interpret-
ed ƒeße as “lack of the desire to express object, etc.” and continued 
this term into the following sætra so as to justify the alternate expres-
sions: mataraµ smarati (with the mother marked as object) and matur 
smarati (leaving this notion unexpressed). 

Patañjali had suggested to cut the additional rules that added to 
the definition of apådåna in i 4 24 dhruvam apåye ’pådånam by as-
suming a mental separation besides a mere physical separation (above 
p.127). the recent author Bhavånanda Siddhåntavågœƒa (of the Bengal 
school of Navya Nyåya at Navadvœpa) 136 in his Kårakacakra denied 
that the ablative in vyåghråd bibheti “He is afraid of the tiger” and 
ƒatro∆ paritråyate “He protects from the enemy” are examples of 
apådåna at all. rather they are expressions of the bhaya-hetu∆ men-
tioned in i 4 25 bhœ-trârthånåµ bhaya-hetu∆. 137 Similarly, he denied 
that the datives in Nåradåya rocate kalaha∆ “Strife is pleasing to 
Nårada” and vaiƒyåya ƒataµ dhårayati “He owes Devadatta a hun-
dred” are examples of saµpradåna; he considered them instead ruled 
in by i 4 33 rucy-arthånåµ prœyamå∫a∆ and i 4 35 dhårer uttamar∫a∆ 
as datives denoting a general “connection” (saµbandha). 138 this inter-
pretation does not work in the context of På∫ini’s aß™ådhyåyœ, because 
På∫ini has given these rules in the kårake section i 4 23-55 (where 
there is no mention of ablatives or datives) and not in the anabhihite 
section where the case endings are ruled in. But Bhavånanda 
Siddhåntavågœƒa’s interpretation makes sense, if he based his asser-
tions on a work like the Siddhåntakaumudœ. Here the definition of 

135. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ vol.vii, p.95 (on ii 3 52), seem to imply 
that already Kåtyåyana thought along the same lines as Patañjali. that is not warranted.

136. He was the teacher of Jagadœƒa tarkålaµkara, the author of the ˙abda-ƒakti-
prakåƒikå (nivedanam of the editor of the Kåraka-cakra); both may have lived in the 
16th century.

137. Kåraka-cakra ed. Bha™™åcåryya, Kalakatta 1937, section 89 (p.150,12-15).
138. Kåraka-cakra, section 81 (pp.135,18-136,1).
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apådåna in nr. 856 is followed immediately by the assignment of the 
ablative ending for apådåna in nr. 857 and the rule bhœ-trârthånåµ 
bhaya-hetu∆ as nr. 859, interrupted only by a vårttika supplementing 
the definition of apådåna. Similarly the definition of saµpradåna in 
nr. 827 is followed by the assignment of the dative ending in nr. 828 
and the rules i 4 33 rucy-arthånåµ prœyamå∫a∆ as nr. 831 and i 4 35 
dhårer uttamar∫a∆ as nr. 833. the rules of the Siddhåntakaumudœ 
(i.e., rules 859, 831 and 833) appear thus as ad hoc adjustments of cas-
es for the modern reader who does not put them into the context of 
På∫ini’s grammar.
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The so-called “Great Option”

Nouns derived from other, more basic nouns by means of suffixes 
are a prominent feature of Sanskrit. it was inherited from the indo-
european mother tongue and is shared by the other indo-european lan-
guages. these suffixes, called taddhita in Sanskrit and secondary noun 
suffixes in english have been studied by several scholars over the last 
few decades. i list here only a.Debrunner’s monumental volume ii,2 in 
J.wackernagel’s Altindische Grammatik, a.wezler’s Bestimmung und 
Angabe der Funktion von Sekundär-Suffixen durch På∫ini, my own ar-
ticle Secondary Noun Formation in På∫ini’s Grammar – What was the 
Great Option?, Saroja Bhate’s På∫ini’s Taddhita Rules, rangarajan’s 
Word Formation in Sanskrit, and S.D.Joshi’s and J.a.f.roodbergen’s 
incidental remarks in their (incomplete) translations of the mahåbhåßya 
and På∫ini’s aß™ådhyåyœ (though their work has not yet reached the 
sections of these works dealing primarily with the taddhita suffixes). 
there has been remarkably little reference to the work of the earlier 
scholars by those that followed. Joshi and roodbergen changed their 
views on some crucial topics in the course of their work, and my own 
views have evolved since my earlier paper. i believe that a new effort 
is called for. a.wezler’s book gives a good description and analysis of 
traditional doctrine from Patañjali to the later commentaries. Part of his 
account, though, has been mooted by P.Kiparsky’s discovery that the 
three words for option (vå, vibhåßå, anyatarasyåm) are not equivalent. 1 
traditional interpretations, too, have been confused by a mistaken view 
that saw no difference between these three words. it will be best to 
present first what i consider På∫ini’s procedure, before i discuss the 
various interpretations offered.

Sanskrit had three ways to express a composite notion such as 
“king’s officer”: 1) an analytical noun phrase, 2) a nominal compound, 
or 3) a secondary noun. Besides råjña∆ purußa∆, there could be råja-pu-
rußa∆, and råjakœya∆ “king’s officer”; besides Gargasyâ patyam, there 
would be Gargâpatyam and Gårgya∆ “offspring of Garga.” in the build-
up of the language forms, beginning with roots and suffixes, the analyti-

1. Paul Kiparsky, På∫ini as a Variationist, cambridge/mass. and Poona 1979.
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cal noun phrase is reached first. case endings express the nature of the 
relation between the nouns, such as the genitive suffix -as/a∆ of råjña∆ 
in råjña∆ purußa∆ “king’s officer.” But when a unified (ekårthœbhåva) 
or integral meaning (samartha) shall be expressed, a nominal compound 
is formed: råja-purußa∆. På∫ini achieved that with the rule ii 1 1 sa-
martha∆ pada-vidhi∆. more commonly yet, a so-called taddhita-suffix is 
attached to the first of these integrated nouns, replacing the second noun 
while expressing its meaning in a more general or abstract way: råja-
kœya∆. that is achieved by rule iv 1 82 samarthånåµ prathamåd vå. 
compounds and taddhita-suffixes are secondary in grammatical theory 
to the analytical expression according to Patañjali. 2 that hierarchy is in-
deed what we observe in the vedic literature: noun phrases were com-
mon, compounds uncomplicated and of moderate frequency; composite 
notions were most commonly expressed by the attachment of taddhita-
suffixes to the first element. only in later literature the compounds grew 
larger, more complicated and became more frequent. 3

Now i shall describe the three stages in greater detail. the forma-
tion of noun phrases (and sentences) is dealt with at great length in the 
sections concerned with kåraka-s (i 4 23-55) and case endings (ii 3). 
Sections ii 1+2 in På∫ini’s grammar deal with nominal composition; 
though these two sections precede the section on case endings, com-
pounds are formed from complete words (ii 1 4 [2 sub] saha supå 
“[an inflected noun] with an inflected noun”). the first sætra leading 
up to the treatment of compounds has given rise to lengthy controver-
sies: ii 1 1 samartha∆ pada-vidhi∆. the word samartha can have sev-
eral meanings: “having the same meaning, synonymous; capable; hav-
ing an integrated meaning.” 4 in På∫ini’s rules i 3 42; ii 3 57; iii 3 
152; viii 1 65 it clearly means “synonymous.” 5 that is the meaning 

2. mahåbhåßya ii 431,7f. vigraha-pærvikå taddhitôtpatti∆ and ii 431,18 vi-
graha-pærvikå samåsa-v®tti∆.

3. H.Scharfe, in Themes and Tasks in Old and Middle Indo-Aryan Linguistics, 
ed. B.tikkanen, H.Hettrich, pp.224-232. there is no integrated meaning in these long 
compounds. 

4. cf. P.thieme, Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 212 (1958), p.27 (Kl.Schr. p.735).
5. e.g., i 3 42 prôpåbhyåµ samarthåbhyåm “after [the preverbs] pra and upa, 

when they are synonymous,” i.e., the meanings of these two preverbs overlap, when 
they indicate the onset of an action.
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that Joshi/roodbergen have accepted in their latest publications re-
garding ii 1 1: the compounds have the same meaning as the uncom-
pounded noun phrases. in their earlier translations of sections of the 
mahåbhåßya they had rendered it with “semantically/syntactically 
connected.” 6 Kåtyåyana opened his discussion of rule ii 1 1 with his 
vårttika 1 p®thag-arthånåm ekårthœbhåva∆ samartha-vacanam “the 
expression samartha means the integration of the meaning of [words 
having] separate meanings.” in the second vårttika he rejected the un-
spoken concern that the optionality of compound vs. noun phrase 
should be indicated by adding vå “or”: vå-vacanânarthakyaµ ca sva-
bhåva-siddhatvåt “and it serves no purpose to teach ‘vå’ [in the 
sætra], because [the choice of one or the other formation] results by its 
own nature.”  7 He meant to say: when there is an integrated or unified 
meaning, a compound is formed, and when there is not, the open syn-
tagma is retained. then Kåtyåyana quoted the opinion of “some” who 
held that såmarthya meant mutual reference: paraspara-vyapekßåµ 
såmarthyam eke. 8 the position of these grammarians is an early hint 
of the subsequent development of long, sentence-like compounds that 
lack the notion of an integrated meaning. the pros and cons of their 
concept (i.e., integration versus mutual reference) are discussed in the 
vårttikas 5 to 8.

these thoughts are reflected in the statements by Bhart®hari, 9 
Helåråja and Kaiya™a.

in the våkyapadœya iii 14,45cd we read

ekârthœ-bhåva evâta∆ samåsâkhyâ vidhœyate /
“a nominal compound is defined as [words] having an integrated meaning”

6. See pp.171f. below. 
7. P.S.Subrahmaniam, Lectures on Patañjali’s Mahåbhåßya, vol.v, p.192 and 

a.wezler, Bestimmung und Angabe der Funktion von Sekundär-Suffixen durch 
På∫ini, wiesbaden 1975, pp.7 and 37 have assumed that Kåtyåyana’s vå “or” in vårt-
tika 2 on ii 1 1 referred to vibhåßå “or” in ii 1 11/12. i see no justification or ancient 
source for such an assumption. there is also no need to assume with S.Bhate, På∫ini’s 
Taddhita Rules, p.8 fn.17 that På∫ini’s rule ii 1 1 originally contained a vå. Kåtyåyana 
only argued against a hypothetical use of vå.

8. vårttika 4 on ii 1 1 (mahåbhåßya i 365,9).
9. on Bhart®hari’s views see mithilesh chaturvedi, V®ttisamuddeƒa of 

Bhart®hari’s Våkyapadœya. A study, Delhi 2001, pp.21-37.
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and in iii 14,46

vyavasthita-vibhåßå ca samånye kaiƒ cid ißyate /
tathå våkyaµ vyapekßåyåµ samåso ’nyatra ƒißyate //
“Some postulate in a common context an option depending on 
circumstance. 10 thus a sentence expresses mutual relation; else-
where a compound is desired”

and finally in iii 14,50cd

ƒabdântaratvåd atyanta-bhedo våkya-samåsayo∆ //
“Because the words are different, there is huge difference between sen-
tence and compound.”

Helåråja in his commentary on iii 14, 43 and 45 11 found a differ-
ence between På∫ini and Kåtyåyana. the former considered, in his 
opinion, that samartham was a common expression of the connecting 
function of both mutual relation and integrated meaning that included 
a division (såmarthya-bheda): when there is mutual relation, a phrase 
(våkya) is used, if there is integrated meaning, a compounded forma-
tion (v®tti). Helåråja attributed a different stand to Kåtyåyana, the 
våkyakåra: he allegedly declared himself satisfied with the earlier 
named procedure, viz., that the rule dealt only with integrated mean-
ings (i.e., with v®tti), while På∫ini, the sætrakåra, worked with a situa-
tional option in a general meaning that included våkya and v®tti. 12 
actually, i believe, Kåtyåyana reflected På∫ini’s position correctly. 
Kaiya™a explained: “when here is reference [between the two word-
meanings], there is no compound; when there is integrated meaning, 
there is no sentence phrase; since they belong to different spheres, 

10. on this notion of a vyavasthita-vibhåßå see K.Kielhorn, IA 16 (1887), p.251 
(Kl.Schr. p.240); L.renou, Terminologie, part.2 p.107; K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary, 
2nd ed. p.376.

11. corresponding to iii 14,44 and 46 in w.rau’s edition of the våkyapadœya.
12. våkyapadœya (3rd Kånda) ed. L.a.ravi varma, Part ii, p.25,2f. 

sætrakårâƒayam anus®tya v®ttåv ekårthœbhåvo, våkye vyapekßêti vibhåga∆ k®ta∆ and 
p.26,4-6 våkyakåro vå-vacanam pratyåcakhyåv iti pærvôkta-nayena vyavasthåm åha. 
sætrakårasya tu såmånye vyavasthita-vibhåßå sthitå.
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there is no status of obstructed or obstruent between the two, and there 
is no need for option.” 13 what Kåtyåyana had presented as alternative 
interpretations – his own and that of “some” – became a complex the-
ory of dual procedures only under the influence of Patañjali’s interpre-
tation 14 and the developments in the literary language where phrases 
and compounds lost some of their distinction. 15

taking samartha to mean either “semantically connected” or 
“synonymous” has consequences, as roodbergen has pointed out: 
“once it has been accepted that cps [compounds; H.S.] and their for-
mally nearest wordgroups are syntactically and semantically equiva-
lent, a statement regarding the optional use (vibhåßå, P. 2,1,11) of the 
cp. is absolutely necessary.” 16 for the rules following samartha regu-
late the formation of compounds which would completely replace 
their corresponding analytical phrases. But it is obvious that there are 
analytic phrases like råjña∆ purusa∆ in Sanskrit beside råja-purusa∆; 
a special ruling would be required to permit their use. 

Patañjali saw that ruling in the term vibhåßå “optionally” that was 
part of the sætra ii 1 11/12 vibhåßâpa-pari-bahir-añcava∆ pañcamyå 
“the words apa, pari, bahis and [those ending] in -añc are occasional-
ly [compounded with a word ending in] an ablative case ending.” 17 
He proposed to split 18 the sætra: vibhåßå would be a separate sætra ii 
1 11 (followed by ii 1 12 apa-pari-bahir-añcava∆ pañcamyå) and 
serve as a heading (adhikåra) extending through much of the com-
pound section (up to ii 2 9). 19 for Patañjali this widely dittoed vi-

13. Pradœpa (ii p.516,14f.) iha vyapekßåyåµ samåso na bhavati, ekarthœbhåve 
våkyaµ nêti vivikta-vißayatvåd anayor bådhya-bådhaka-bhåvo na bhavißyatîti nârtho 
vikalpena. 

14. mahåbhåßya i 365,15-26. in i 259,15f. Patañjali appears to have favored 
the interpretation of integration; note also the frequent såpekßam asamarthaµ bha-
vatîti (i 360,19 and often).

15. the long compounds that characterize classical Sanskrit never became a fea-
ture of the spoken language (see above p.157 fn.3 and p.166 fn.48 below).

16. J.a.f.roodbergen, Mahåbhåßya, Bahuvrœhidvandvåhnika, p.xvii.
17. thus apatrigartaµ v®s™o deva∆ “it rained away from the trigartas” is allowed 

besides more common apa Trigartebhyo v®ß™o deva∆. (Kåƒikå on ii 1 1; vol. ii p.28,3f).
18. mahåbhåßya i 380,7 yoga-vibhåga∆ kartavya∆. on yoga-vibhåga see above 

pp.34-39.
19. already Kåtyåyana considered this vibhåßå as a heading, as his vårttika 1 

on ii 2 3 (mahåbhåßya i 407,16f.) indicates when he referred to the section as 
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bhåßå as the “great option” (mahåvibhåßå) 20 assured that analytic 
noun phrases remained an alternative to compounds. 21 

a problem arose for Patañjali (and perhaps already Kåtyåyana) 
with the two adverbs of optionality, vibhåßå in ii 1 11/12 and vå in ii 
1 18. if composition is optional from ii 1 11/12 onward, the composi-
tions taught in the preceding rules ii 1 5-10 must be obligatory (so-
called nitya-samåsa), such as adhi-stri “concerning a woman,” or sa-
cakram “including the wheel.” on the other hand, compounds taught 
after ii 1 11/12 were to be presumed optional: å-På™aliputram besides 
å På™aliputråt “up to the city of På™aliputra” (ii 1 13 å√ maryådâ-
bhividhyo∆). the difficulty with this interpretation is the inability to 
explain why optionality had to be expressed again by vå in ii 1 18 
påre madhye ßaß™hyå vå “påre and madhye are optionally joined in an 
indeclinable compound with a noun in the genitive case” such as påre-
ga√gam “across the Ga√gå” or madhye-ga√gam “in (the middle of) 
the Ga√gå.” 22 Patañjali called the vibhåßå of ii 1 11 the “great op-
tion” (mahåvibhåßå) to which the other stated options in this section 
are subordinated. unconvincing explanations are offered for the re-
peated option (below pp.167-169). 

we now know that vibhåßå in På∫ini’s grammar denotes the “mar-
ginal” or less common option. as i see it, På∫ini started the section 
with the general rule that called for composition in the case of an inte-
grated meaning, followed by a few instances where composition was 
less common (vibhåßå in ii 1 11/12-17), 23 where it was more common 

vibhåßå-prakara∫a “the section of vibhåßå”: a.wezler, Bestimmung und Angabe der 
Funktion von Sekundär-Suffixen durch På∫ini, wiesbaden 1975, p.7 fn.21.

20. Patañjali used that term in his discussion of ii 1 18: why should the option 
of compound versus analytical phrase depend on vå in ii 1 18? He said: prak®tå 
mahåvibhåßå; tayå våkyam api bhavißyati “there is the ‘great option’ (i.e. vibhåßå in 
ii 1 11); the analytical phrase will be allowed by it” (mahåbhåßya i 381,10f.; similarly 
i 407,12f.).

21. P.Kiparsky, På∫ini as a Variationist, p.39 assigned this role to the vå of ii 
1 18; also Joshi/Bhate, The Fundamentals of Anuv®tti, Pune 1984, p.95.

22. påre-sindhu “beyond the indus” is attested in mahåbhårata ii 47,9 as a vari-
ant reading besides parisindhu, påreƒo∫am “beyond the So∫a” in Harßacarita (ed. 
P.v.Kane, 2nd ed. Delhi 1965, p.12,11).

23. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.v, p.36f. on ii 1 18 påre 
madhye ßaß™hyå vå, which with its vå “more commonly” cancels vibhåßå “marginal-
ly” carried over from ii 1 11/12.
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(vå in ii 1 18-21), 24 where it was frequent (ii 1 32 and 57), 25 where it 
was an equal alternative (anyatarasyåm in ii 2 3 and 21f.), 26 where it 
was barred (na in ii 2 10-16), 27 and where it was obligatory (nityam in 
ii 2 17-22). 28 the other fifty-five rules ii 1 22 to ii 2 9, however, were 
wholly under the authority of the samartha rule ii 1 1: when the mean-
ing of the two words was integrated, there would be a compound.

På∫ini’s rule iv 1 82 [1 √y-åp-pråtipadikåt] samarthånåµ 
prathamåd vå “[after feminine [nouns] ending in œ or å or a nominal 
stem, the suffix] is commonly added after the first of the [words with] 
integrated [meaning]” is linked with rule ii 1 1 not only through the 
word samartha, but also by Patañjali’s assumption that this vå is an-
other “great option” (mahåvibhåßå) 29 that extends to v 2 140, cover-
ing all secondary noun formation. 30 the alleged purpose is again to 
assure that an analytical phrase is allowed besides the secondary noun 
formation: prak®tå mahåvibhåßå; tayå våkyam api bhavißyati “there 
is the ‘great option’; the analytical phrase will be allowed by it.” 31

Kåtyåyana’s position is different. in his three vårttikas on iv 1 82 
samarthånåµ prathamåd vå he step by step declared the whole sætra 
redundant. 32 He considered samartha redundant, because a suffix that 

24. vå is cancelled by the announcement of a new topic in ii 1 22.
25. bahulam is frequently not continued into following rules: S.Bhate, The 

Fundamentals of Anuv®tti, Poona 1984, p.207.
26. on ii 1 21 cf. S.Bhate, The Fundamentals, pp.77f. 
27. na is cancelled by nityam in ii 2 17.
28. nityam is cancelled by the announcement of a new topic in ii 2 23.
29. Patañjali used the expression mahåvibhåßå even though På∫ini in iv 1 82 

said vå rather than vibhåßå; for Patañjali as for the other På∫inœyas the terms for op-
tion (vå, vibhåßå, etc.) were equivalent.

30. it is invoked four times: mahåbhåßya ii 370,15 (on v 1 122); 388,6 (on v 2 
77); 420,20 (on v 3 68); 428,8 (on v 3 94). in the first two of these occurrences 
På∫ini’s rule contains a seemingly redundant vå, the third vibhåßå, and the last a spec-
ification pråcåm “in the usage of the eastern people” which may appear to be an un-
necessary duplication of the optionality continuing from iv 1 82. But the additional 
option refers to an alternate suffix besides the one offered in a general rule, e.g. the 
less common bahu-pa™u besides pa™u-kalpa “somewhat skilled” (v 3 67f.) − not to the 
larger option of secondary noun suffixes versus compounds/syntagma governing all 
taddhita rules. cf. above p.160f.

31. mahåbhåßya ii 370,14f.; 420,20. in the two other occurrences the same re-
sult is implied.

32. mahåbhåßya ii 234,4-13.
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is not samartha does not convey the intended meaning. Patañjali re-
formulated the statement as “a suffix after a word that is not samartha 
does not convey the intended meaning.” He took this as a reference to 
sentences like kambala Upagor, apatyam Devadattasya “the blanket 
of upagu, the offspring of Devadatta,” where upagu has no syntactic 
relation with apatyam “offspring.” 33 the suffix -a is attached to a 
name to denote a person’s offspring by rule iv 1 92 [83 a∫] ta-
syâpatyam: Upagor apatyam > Aupagava “upagu’s offspring.” in a 
sequence kambala Upagor, apatyam Devadattasya “the blanket of 
upagu, offspring of Devadatta” the two words Upagor and apatyam 
are not connected – which would be obvious without any explicit 
statement, since grammar does not deal with meaningless or uncon-
nected words. 34 Någojœbha™™a pointed out, that Kåtyåyana’s argument 
against samarthånåm in iv 1 82 (“does not convey the intended 
meaning”) would also make ii 1 1 samartha∆ pada-vidhi∆ redun-
dant. 35 He suggested instead that the rule iv 1 82 could be redundant, 
because the result is already achieved by ii 1 1 samartha∆ pada-vi-
dhi∆. is it conceivable that Kåtyåyana was unaware of this apparent 
conflict? 

Patañjali had discussed at length whether the rule ii 1 1 should be 
considered a section heading (adhikåra), or a meta-rule (paribhåßå) 
which could be applied in any relevant rule – making indeed sam-
arthånåm in iv 1 82 redundant. if samartha of ii 1 1 is applicable in 
this section on secondary noun formation, it would follow that a word 
(–›suffix) that is not samartha cannot express the meaning, and 
Kåtyåyana’s critique would be on the mark. that was also Patañjali’s 
opinion who, assuming that samartha meant “integrated” and that ii 1 
1 is a meta-rule (paribhåßå), declared: “among these alternatives, [if 
we accept] that såmarthya is ‘integrated meaning’ and [the rule is] a 
paribhåßå, then the rule can be better kept as it is. even so, in some 
places samartha is mentioned, when it need not be. and in other plac-

33. mahåbhåßya ii 234,3-6.
34. the example is similar to the example given regarding compounds, where 

in a sequence bhåryå råjña∆, purußo Devadattasya “the wife of the king, Devadatta’s 
man” råjña∆ has no relation with purußo (mahåbhåßya i 360,5f.).

35. uddyota vol.iii p.541,27 tulya-nyåyåt ‘samartha∆ pada-vidhir’ ity api pra-
tyåkhyåtam iti bodhyam; cf. a.wezler, Bestimmung und Angabe, pp.18 and 26f.
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es it is not mentioned, although it should have been. to begin with, it 
is mentioned when it need not be, as in iv 1 82.” 36

prathamåd in iv 1 82, Kåtyåyana argued, is likewise redundant, 
because there would be no proper meaning if the suffixes were at-
tached to another element. 37 finally, vå is rejected by a reference 
(vårttika 3 vå-vacane côktam) to a previous vårttika. Patañjali identi-
fied this vårttika as vårttika 9 on iii 1 7 (dhåto∆ karma∫a∆ samåna-
kart® kåd icchåyåm vå): vå-vacanânarthakyaµ ca tatra nityatvåt sa-
na∆. 38 the sætra teaches the desiderative suffix -san as an option; one 
can say: prakartum aicchat or pråcikœrßat “He wanted to carry out.” 39 
But, Kåtyåyana would say, this is an alternative, not an option: in case 
of integrated meaning, there will the desiderative suffix -san, other-
wise there will two words (kartum and aicchat). 40 in his discussion of 
ii 1 1 Kåtyåyana first defined in vårttika 1 41 samartha as ekarthœbhåva 
“having an unified meaning,” then added in the second vårttika “and 
it serves no purpose to use the word ‘optional’ [in this sætra], because 
[the correct forms] result by their own nature.” 42 a sentence phrase is 
used, if the words retain their own meaning, but a compound, when 
their meaning is integrated (in the section dealing with compounds); 

36. mahåbhåßya i 359,15-18 tatraîkârthœbhåva∆ såmarthyam paribhåßå cêty 
evaµ sætram abhinnatarakaµ bhavati. evam api kvacid akartavyaµ samartha-
graha∫aµ kriyate kvacic ca kartavyaµ na kriyate. akartavyaµ tåvat kriyate 
‘samarthånåµ prathamåd vå’ iti. cf. S.D.Joshi’s note 10 in Mahåbhåßya, 
Samarthåhnika, p.14.

37. in the given example, the suffix a∫ should not be attached to the word ap-
atya or the individuals it stands for. this reliance of one’s knowledge of Sanskrit 
would be circular reasoning, if På∫ini’s grammar is taken as a word generating device 
(above pp.3 and 85). a similar appeal to actual use (prapacati) versus an absurd form 
(*pacatipra) is found in mahåbhåßya i 345,22.

38. mahåbhåßya ii 14,3. vårttika 2 on ii 1 1 and vårttika 9 on vii 1 96 vå-
vacanânarthakyaµ ca svabhåva-siddhatvåt are almost identical.

39. mahåbhåßya ii 12,2.
40. we would now say with P.Kiparsky (På∫ini as a Variationist, pp.43f.) that 

the desiderative pråcikœrßat is the more common expression compared with prakartum 
aicchat.

41. vårttika 1 on ii 1 1 (mahåbhåßya i 362,26) p®thag-arthånåm ekârthœbhåva∆ 
samartha-vacanam “the expression samartha denotes the unification of meaning of 
[words having] separate meanings.”

42. mahåbhåßya i 364,1 vå-vacanânarthakyaµ ca svabhåva-siddhatvåt.
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similarly, at least according to Patañjali, 43 sentence phrase and suffix 
are contrasted (in the section dealing with secondary noun suffixes) – 
but taking samartha to mean “syntactically connected.” that leaves, 
unfortunately, the relation between compounds and secondary nouns 
undetermined. what should be a triple “great option” is dissolved into 
two dichotomies (phrase/compound and phrase/secondary noun) 
whose relation is unclear. all seven references 44 to the “great option” 
in the mahåbhåßya speak only of the option to have a sentence phrase 
beside a compound, or a sentence phrase beside a secondary noun; but 
the alternative of having a compound versus a secondary noun is al-
most never addressed. 45

our final goal has to be a proper understanding of the work of 
På∫ini himself. Paul Kiparsky’s discovery that the three terms vå, vib-
håßå, anyatarasyåm have distinct values exposed serious faults in the 
traditional interpretation, from the mahåbhåßya 46 to modern indian 
and western scholarship. with the proper appreciation of these terms 
the triple “great option” receives its hierarchical structure. 
Syntactically related words with their individual meanings form phras-
es as dictated by the kåraka-rules (i 4 23-55), the vibhakti-rules (ii 
3,1-73), and the rules giving the actual suffixes (e.g., iv 1,2): råjña∆ 
purußa∆, Gargasyâpatyam. if the meaning of the individual words is 
integrated into one meaning, a nominal compound is indicated (ii 1 
1-ii 2 38): råja-purußa∆, Gargâpatyam. or, more commonly still (vå), 
a secondary noun suffix is attached to the first word, taking itself the 
place of the second word: råjakœya∆, Gårgya∆. the options are thus 
channeled twice: expressions are divided into those with integrated 
meaning and those without; for those with integrated meaning second-
ary noun formation is dominant. that reflects correctly the older state 

43. mahåbhåßya ii 234,2f. samartha-vacanaµ kimartham? samarthåd utpattir 
yathå syåt: Upagor apatyam. asamarthån må bhæd iti: kambalam Upagor, apatyaµ 
Devadattasya. cf. a.wezler, Bestimmung und Angabe, pp.6-12.

44. mahåbhåßya i 381,10; 407,13; 408,24; ii 370,15; 388,6; 420,20; 428,8. 
45. the Siddhåntakaumudœ 1562 and the tattvabodhinœ on Siddhåntakaumudœ 

1534 consider the relation of compounds and taddhita-suffixes (utsarga and apavåda).
46. the loss of this distinction is at least as old as Kåtyåyana who occasionally 

referred to anyatarasyåm with vibhåßå (vårttika 1 on ii 2 3; i 407,16) or vå (vårttika 1 
on i 4 53; i 338,11) and to vibhåßå with vå (vårttika 1 on iv 2 130; ii 299,21). 
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of indo-european and Sanskrit language: the use of compounds is lim-
ited, secondary nouns are common. in later Sanskrit and as early as 
the mahåbhåßya we see an expanded use of compounds. 47 while 
compounds in the vedic language often have a meaning that is more 
specific than the components taken individually, later Sanskrit used 
large compounds that often had the character of a whole sentence or 
even a cluster of sentences. there was usually no longer an integrated 
meaning to be found in these long compounds. 48 this state of the lan-
guage is reflected in the opinion of “some” who take samartha in ii 1 
1 to denote “semantic relationship” (vyapekßå), quoted in Kåtyåyana’s 
vårttika 4 on ii 1 1. 

we have thus established a hierarchy. two words related in a 
general way are expressed in a phrase; if their meaning is integrated 
into one, a compound is used or, more commonly still, a secondary 
suffix is attached to the first of the two words. that leaves the ques-
tion, why several sætras in the section dealing with compounds contain 
words indicating various degrees of optionality (vå, vibhåßå, anyat-
arasyåm, nityam) that seem to upset the hierarchy. the occurrence of 
these words has created problems for the traditional interpretation that 
considered vå, vibhåßå and anyatarasyåm equivalent, and it poses 
problems also for the newer interpretation advocated by Joshi, 
roodbergen, Kiparsky, and Bhate. 

i shall first consider the problems faced by the traditional inter-
pretation. vibhåßå in ii 1 11/12 vibhåßâpa-pari-bahir-añcava∆ pañ-
camyå has been split off from this rule by Patañjali, so as to serve as a 

47. in late vedic and early classic Sanskrit language compounds and phrases 
were not yet fully exchangeable: B.Delbrück, Altindische Syntax (Syntaktische 
Forschungen V), Halle 1888, pp.55-59; 62-66; J.S.Speijer, Sanskrit Syntax, Leiden 
1886, p.146; J.S.Speyer, Vedische und Sanskrit-Syntax, Strassburg 1896, p.32; J.
wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, Göttingen 1905, ii,1 p.26f. (§ 8b); L.renou, 
Grammaire de la langue védique, Paris 1952, pp.113f.: of limited occurrence, often 
proper nouns, rare or obsolete words.

48. H.Scharfe, in Themes and Tasks in Old and Middle Indo-Aryan Linguistics, 
ed. B.tikkanen, H.Hettrich, Delhi 2006, pp.205-245. Patañjali (mahåbhåßya i 362,27-
363,1) still rejected composition for phrases like ®ddhasya råjña∆ purußa∆ “the rich 
kings officer” (no *®ddhasya råja-purußa∆; compare in German the controversial rei-
tende Artilleriekaserne “mounted artillery barracks” or Richard Wagnerstrasse). in 
later times, compounds like cåru-vœrut-taru-vana∆ “having groves of lovely shrubs 
and trees” (Saundarânanda i 6) are common in literary Sanskrit.
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heading (adhikåra) for the whole section dealing with compounds 
(i.e., up to ii 2 38), making compounds optional (an alternative to ana-
lytical expressions). its position here, rather than near ii 1 3 at the be-
ginning of the section on compounds, is taken to imply that the com-
pounds taught in the preceding rules ii 1 6-10 are compulsory (nitya-
samåsa). in ii 1 18 [ii 1 4 saha supå 5 avyayœbhåva∆] påre madhye 
ßaß™hyå vå “pare and madhye are alternatively compounded as an 
avyayœbhåva [with a noun in] the genitive” optionality is introduced 
once more (i.e. after vibhåßå) with vå. Since there can be no redun-
dancy in På∫ini’s rules, another purpose had to be found. Kåtyåyana’s 
and Patañjali’s attempts to find a purpose for this vå are testimony to 
their resourcefulness as well as to their desperation. 

“what is the purpose of teaching vå? – So that optionally there 
will be a compound, [and] besides the compound, there will also be a 
phrase: påraµ Ga√gåyå∆. – that is not the purpose. the great option 
is still valid; by that there will also be a phrase. – that is then the pur-
pose, that besides the avyayœbhåva there shall also be a [tatpurußa] 
compound with an [underlying] genitive: ga√gå-påram “the other side 
of the Ga√gå.”  49 – that is also not the purpose. this compound with 
a genitive is also optional; both will be there, because they have been 
taught. as an answer to this [Kåtyåyana] recites 50: påre madhye 
ßaß™hyå vå-vacanam (vårttika 1). the [sætra] must be taught as påre 
madhye ßaß™hyå vå. avacane hi ßaß™hœ-samåsâbhåvo yathaîkadeƒi-
pradhåne (vårttika 2). for if vå is not taught, there will be no com-
pound with a genitive, as in instances were [a whole] having parts is 
dominant, i.e., in [a whole] having parts there is no genitive com-
pound. – why is there no genitive compound besides the compound 
with [the whole] having parts? – the integration of compounds and 
secondary noun formation is optional; within the range of integration 
an exception is permanent. if here vå is taught twice, with one [option, 
i.e., vibhåßå in ii 1 11] the integration is optional, with the other [vå in 
ii 1 18] the exception in the range of integration is optional.” 51

49. Joshi/roodbergen, Mahåbhåßya, Avyayœbhåvatatpurußåhnika, pp.129-135. 
i was not able find independent attestations of Ga√gå-påram.

50. on this expression see P.thieme, Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 212 
(1958), pp.31f. (Kl.Schr. pp. 739f.).

51. mahåbhåßya i 381.9-20 vå-vacanaµ kim-artham? – vibhåßå samåso yathå 
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Kåtyåyana and Patañjali argue as follows. ii 2 1 [ii 1 4 saha supå 
22 tatpurußa∆] pærvâparâdharôttaram ekadeƒinaîkâdhikara∫e “pærva, 
apara, adhara and uttara are compounded with [a noun denoting a 
whole] having parts, provided that it is a single item” is allegedly an 
exception (apavåda) to the general rule ii 2 8 [ii 1 4 saha supå 22 tat-
purußa∆] ßaß™hœ “a word ending in the sixth case [compounded with 
an inflected noun is a tatpurußa].” that general rule accounts for tatpu-
rußa compounds such as råja-purußa∆ for råjña∆ purußa∆. ii 2 1 that 
allows for compounds like pærva-kåyam (for pærvaµ kåyasya “front 
of the body”) allegedly prevents the formation of words like ga√gå-
påram “the other side of the Ga√gå” and ga√gå-madhyam “the middle 
of the Ga√gå” that also refer to a whole having parts. it is now sug-
gested that the optional rule ii 1 18 that allows the formation of inde-
clinable påre-ga√gam “across the Ga√gå” and madhye-ga√gam “in the 
middle of the Ga√gå,” through the repeated expression of optionality, 
allows also the tatpurus

.
a-compounds ga√gå-påram and ga√gå-

madhyam by ii 2 8 ßaß™hyå in defiance of ii 2 1. 52 the first alterna-
tive is between phrase on the one hand and a compound or secondary 
noun on the other; the second alternative is between the general rule ii 
2 8 and its exception ii 2 1. this argument has serious flaws. ii 2 1 
does not mention påra or madhya, and it is does not therefore state a 
clear exception to ii 2 8 with regard to these two words. and it is 
strange to think that a double expression of optionality in ii 1 11 and 
18 could have such an effect on ii 2 8. Patañjali used the same argu-
ment in the course of his tortured defense of anyatarasyåm in ii 2 3 
dvitœya-t®tœya-caturtha-turyå∫y anyatarasyåm “dvitœya, t®tœya, catur-

syåt; samåsena mukte våkyam api yathå syåt: påraµ Ga√gåyå iti. – naîtad asti prayo-
janam. prak®tå mahåvibhåßå, tayå våkyam api bhavißyati. – idaµ tarhi prayojanam. 
avyayœbhåvena mukte ßaß™hœ-samåso yathå syåt: Ga√gå-påram iti. – etad api nâsti 
prayojanam; ayam api vibhåßå ßaß™hœ-samåso ’pi, tåv ubhau vacanåd bhavißyata∆. – 
ata uttaraµ pa™hati: påre madhye ßaß™hyå vå-vacanam (1). påre madhye ßaß™hyå vêti 
vaktavyam. avacane hi ßaß™hœ-samåsâbhåvo yathaîkadeƒi-pradhåne (2). akriyamå∫e 
hi vå-vacane ßaß™hœ-samåsasyâbhåva∆ syåd yathaîkadeƒi-pradhåne. tadyathå: 
ekadeƒi-samåsena mukte ßaß™hœ-samåso na bhavati. – kim puna∆ kåranam ekadeƒi-
samåsena mukte ßaß™hœ-samåso na bhavati? – samåsa-taddhitånåµ v®ttir vibhåßå, 
v®tti-vißaye nityo ’pavåda∆. – iha punar vå-vacane kriyamå∫a ekayå v®ttir vibhåßâ-
parayå v®tti-vißaye vibhåßâpavåda∆.

52. Joshi/roodbergen, Mahåbhåßya, Avyayœbhåvatatpurußåhnika, p.135 note 79.
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tha, and turya are optionally compounded [as neuters with reference 
to a whole having parts].” He considered and rejected a number of ex-
planations that would give purpose to the seemingly redundant anya-
tarasyåm. 53 in the course of this discussion he raised and rejected the 
objection, that the secondary noun Aupagava would block the forma-
tion of a compound Upagv-apatyam “off-spring of upagu.” “Here is a 
difference: here are two options, anyatarasyåm in iv 1 81 and vå in 
iv 1 82. with the one [option] there will be optional integration, with 
the other the exception in the range of integration will be optional.” 54 
there is, i believe, no other parallel to such usage of repeated expres-
sions of optionality.

Joshi/roodbergen recognized the different values of vibhåßå, vå, 
and anyatarasyåm; the vå in ii 1 18 therefore does not duplicate the 
vibhåßå in ii 1 11/12, but states a different degree of optionality: more 
common use versus marginal use. Joshi/roodbergen assumed that vi-
bhåßå continues from ii 1 11/12 into ii 1 17, after which it is set aside 
by the vå in ii 1 18. then they assumed that vå continues to ii 1 20, 
after which it is set aside by the term saµjñåyåm in ii 1 21. “However, 
in the rules following after P. 2.1.21 vå is continued up to 2.2.17 (nit-
yam). thereby the cp. becomes the preferred form in relation to the 
formally corresponding wordgroup.” 55 Joshi/roodbergen run into dif-
ficulty, when it comes to secondary noun formation. if compounds are 
the preferred option over the phrase of individual words by virtue of 
this vå in ii 1 18, and secondary noun suffixes are likewise preferred 
by virtue of the vå in iv 1 82 samarthånåµ prathamåd vå, what is the 
relation of compounds and secondary nouns? they had plausibly sug-
gested that the vå of ii 1 18 is discontinued by the saµjñåyåm in ii 1 
21, but give no reason how this vå can resume validity in the follow-
ing rules: certainly not in ii 1 22 tatpurußa∆ and ii 1 21 dviguƒ ca that 
as headlines for the following section can hardly be optional, and not 

53. for a detailed analysis of this discussion see Joshi/roodbergen, 
Mahåbhåßya, Tatpurußåhnika, pp. vi-vii and pp. 13-39.

54. mahåbhåßya i 408,13-15 asty atra viƒeßa∆. dve hy atra vibhåße. daivayajñi-
ƒauciv®kßi-såtyamugri-kå∫™heviddhibhyo ’nyatarasyåm (iv 1 81) iti samarthånåµ 
prathamåd vå (iv 1 82) iti ca. tatraîkayå v®ttir vibhåßâparayå v®tti-vißaye vib-
håßâpavåda∆.

55. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.v, pp.43f.
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in the following rules. actually Joshi/roodbergen discontinued vå for 
internal reasons in sætras ii 1 26, 29, 32-33, 42-44, 47-55, 57, 59, 63, 
64, 72, cancelled it again in ii 2 3 (by anyatarasyåm), and resumed its 
role in each of the next sætras, and finally cancelled it for good in ii 2 
10. 56 this is entirely unsatisfactory.

under the interpretation i propose, vå is not needed in the com-
pound section to explain why a non-compounded phrase is possible 
besides a compound. most relations involving two nouns can be ex-
pressed in a phrase. if the speaker wants to express an integrated 
meaning, he uses a compound; and conversely, if the listener hears a 
compound, he understands an integrated meaning. But in the older 
Sanskrit idiom, especially in the vedas, it is more common to use a 
secondary noun for such an integrated meaning. 57 People said 
Gårgya∆ rather than Gargâpatyam; that is indicated in På∫ini’s 
Grammatik by the vå in iv 1 82. 

to this general rule there are some exceptions. compounds like 
apatrigartam “away from the trigartas” were rare compared to un-
compounded apa Trigartebhya∆; that was indicated by vibhåßå in ii 1 
11/12 (probably continued in the following sætras). 58 But compounds 
like påre-ga√gam and tri-muni were used more commonly though not 
exclusively; that was indicated by vå in ii 1 18 (and this vå was proba-
bly continued in the following three sætras until discontinued by the 
new heading ii 1 22 tatpurußa∆). the following sætras, constituting 
the bulk of the tatpurußa section, give the rules that form compounds 
whenever there was an integrated meaning. there is an alternative for 
the speaker, when he decides to express or not to express an integrated 
meaning of the two words, and the listener understands that differ-
ence. these rules are followed by a few rules dealing with instances 
where the option of a phrase was not available: compounds like kupu-
rußa∆ “miserable man” or kumbhakåra∆ “potter” have no parallel 

56. on these rules cf. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.v, pp.50-152), 
and vol.vi, pp.8-22.

57. S.Bhate, På∫ini’s Taddhita Rules, Pune 1989, p.9 observed: “the tad. v®tti 
is thus much more closer to the samåsa than to the k®t v®tti.”

58. ii 1 13 å√ maryådâbhividhyo∆ “å is [marginally compounded with a noun 
in the ablative case] to denote exclusive and inclusive extension” offers a less com-
mon compound åpå™aliputram besides å På™aliputråt.
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phrase (ii 2 17-20; they are called nitya-samåsa), though even here 
there are exceptions: uccai∆k®tya occurs besides uccai∆ k®två (both 
meaning “after having raised [his voice]”) etc. (ii 2 21-22). the con-
cluding rules, dealing with bahuvrœhi and dvandva compounds, again 
involve integrated meanings (ii 2 23-38). 

S.D.Joshi in his translation of the Samarthåhnika of the 
mahåbhåßya (1968) and J.a.f.roodbergen in the introduction to his 
translation of the Bahuvrœhidvandvåhnika of the same text (1974) 
translated samartha in ii 1 1 samartha∆ pada-vidhi∆ with “semantical-
ly connected” and “syntactically connected.” 59 roodbergen then fol-
lowed with the conclusion that “På∫ini generally considers that a cp. 
and its corresponding wordgroup are synonymous.” 60 He expressed 
ambivalence regarding the special meanings of compounds in 
Sanskrit. while he accepted the feature for english (nightcap vs. cap 
for the night), he voiced doubt regarding Sanskrit. 61 at the same 
time, he admitted that some compounds have no corresponding analyt-
ical phrase: the so-called nitya compounds. “But, strictly speaking, 
every cp. is a nitya cp. because of its specialized meaning.” 62 in their 
joint translation of the aß™ådhyåyœ (vol.v, 1996) Joshi and rood-
bergen assumed in ii 1 1 the meaning “conveys the same meaning” 
that is found in rules i 3 42; ii 3 57; iii 3 152; viii 1 65, 63 or “seman-
tically (and syntactically) connected.” 64 this i consider a mistake for 
the following reasons.

when words are “semantically (and syntactically) connected” in 
analytical phrases such as råjña∆ purußa∆, their relation is indicated 

59. S.D.Joshi, Mahåbhåßya, Samarthåhnika, p.1; J.a.f.roodbergen, Mahå-
bhåßya, Bahuvrœhidvandvåhnika, p.xv. 

60. Ibid., p.xvii.
61. Ibid., p.xliii fn.180. He acknowledged the difference between the sarcastic 

kha™vâræ∂ha∆ (demanded by ii 1 26 kha™vå kßepe) for a young man who left the rigors 
of student life with his teacher for a life of comfort, whereas kha™våm åræ∂ha∆ de-
notes simply a man who “climbed into bed” − the literal meaning of both components.

62. Ibid., pp.xliii-xliv.
63. oddly enough, S.D.Joshi in a paper published in 2001 again said that “the 

samåsa section deals with the process of integration of two fully finished words (padas) 
into one, while taddhita formations derive one integrated word from nonintegrated ele-
ments, namely, stems (pråtipadikas) and suffixes (taddhitas)”: JIPh 29 (2001), p.165. 

64. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ vol.v, p.2.
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by case suffixes based on the rules for kåraka-s and case suffixes (vi-
bhakti). there was no need for any additional ruling by ii 1 1 to justi-
fy the phrase.

analytical phrases, compounds and secondary nouns are not 
“meaning-equivalent” in the language that På∫ini described, even if 
they often are in later literary Sanskrit. a study of the language, at 
least in its vedic form, would cast serious doubt on the claim that 
råjña∆ purußa∆, råja-putra∆, and råjakœya∆ were synonyms. many 
plants may have seven (sapta) branches (leaves) – but sapta-par∫a 
“seven-leaved” is the alstonia Scholaris, abalå “having no strength” 
means just “a woman,” Himålaya, literally “abode of snow,” refers to 
a certain maintain range, dåƒa-råjña to a certain battle involving ten 
kings, and dœrgha-sattra to a certain long soma ritual.

iv 1 82 [76 taddhitå∆] samarthånåµ prathamåd vå teaches 
“commonly [secondary noun suffixes are added] after the first of inte-
grated [words].” when upagu and apatya or råjan and purußa (or 
rather the notions they express) are integrated, a secondary noun suf-
fix is attached to the first word and the suffix expresses the meaning 
of the second word in a general way: Aupagava, råjakœya. Joshi/
roodbergen tried to explain: “the point is that both rules deal with 
what in På∫ini’s derivational system is word-integration, that is, the 
integration of fully finished separate words into one word, whether a 
taddhita-formation or a cp. Here both the non-integrated wordgroup 
and the newly derived, integrated word are regarded as meaning-
equivalents.” 65 Joshi/roodbergen, though, have a problem with the 
wording of iv 1 82. they may argue that analytical phrase, com-
pound, and secondary noun are meaning-equivalents; but by no means 
can the two words (i.e., upagu and apatya, or råjan and purußa) be 
called meaning-equivalents or synonyms of each other – which the 
wording of iv 1 82 would imply, if samartha were taken as “synony-
mous” or “meaning-equivalent.” 

65. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ vol.v, p.1.
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Definitions

På∫ini’s sætras i 1 1+2 are definitions (saµjñåsætra-s): v®ddhir 
åd-aic, ad-e√ gu∫a∆ “/å,ai,au/ are v®ddhi, /a,e,o/ gu∫a.” Here the regu-
lar word order is reversed in the first sætra, so that the work can begin 
with an auspicious word (v®ddhi “prosperity”) 1 just as it ends with 
one (udaya “success”): viii 4 67 nôdåttaµ svaritôdayam <a-Gårgya-
Kåƒyapa-Gålavånåm>, followed only by the names of three vedic au-
thorities. Both beginning and end of the grammar have a metrical fla-
vor, as they have the rhythm of a quarter of a ƒloka. 2 actually, part 
of the latter sætra appears twice just like that in the metrical Ìgveda-
pråtiƒåkhya iii 9d and 12d. 3 the regular word order in a definition 
rule has the name (saµjñå) last, as is obvious in the same section: 

i 1 7 halo ’nantarå∆ saµyoga∆ “contiguous consonants are 
[called] saµyoga” 

i 1 8 mukha-nåsikå-vacano ’nunåsika∆ “a [phoneme] pro-
nounced by means of mouth and nose is [called] anunåsika” 

i 1 9 tulyâsya-prayatnaµ savar∫am “a [phoneme pronounced] 
by equal effort in the mouth is [called] savar∫a ‘of the 
same class’” 

i 1 11 œd-æd-ed-dvivacanaµ prag®hyam “an /œ,æ,e/ expressing 
duality is [called] prag®hya ‘to be held apart’ ” 4

i 1 20 då-dhå ghv adåp “the [roots] √då and √dhå, with the ex-
ception of √dåp are [called] GHu,” etc. 

1. Patañjali in mahåbhåßya i 40,6f.
2. På∫ini’s grammar shares with the mœmåµså-sætras an inclination to give 

the rules a metrical flavor without being strictly metrical: H.Smith, Retractationes 
rhythmicae, Helsinki 1951, pp.16f.; 31f. for similar data from old Latin see calvert 
watkins, How to Slay a Dragon, New York 1995, pp.229-231.

3. Ìgveda-pråtiƒåkhya iii 9 cd svaryate ’ntarhitaµ na ced udåtta-svaritôdayam // 
and iii 12 cd å vå ƒeßån niyuktaµ tu udåtta-svaritôdayam // 

with the sandhi not carried out between the verse quarters.
4. or perhaps: “a [word] expressing duality that ends in /œ,æ,e/ is [called] 

prag®hya,” to account for verbal duals ending in -åthe that are prag®hya in vedic texts 
in about half of the occurrences (rarely in the Ìgveda, always in classical Sanskrit): J.
wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, vol.i, p.325 with a.Debrunner’s Nachträge, 
p.184; P.thieme, Indian Culture iv/2 (1937/38), pp.194f. (Kl.Schr., pp.557f.) and 
Kleine Schriften, addenda, p.793.
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r.N.Sharma 5 has questioned the traditional explanation of the 
word order in På∫ini’s rule i 1 1, because “a careful examination of 
all definitional rules in the Aß™ådhyåyœ reveals that this explanation is 
not satisfactory, as there are many other rules which violate the order 
x1y1. consider, for example, rules 1.2.41 ap®kta ekâl pratyaya∆, 3.1.92 
tatrôpapadaµ saptamœstham 3.1.93 k®t ati√, 3.1.94 k®tyå∆ and 3.4.114 
årddhadhåtukam ƒeßa∆.” Sharma is directly contradicted by Patañjali 
who, after explaining the reversal in rule i 1 1 as made for the sake of 
auspiciousness, stated: “the teacher may be indulged for this one 
[statement] aimed at auspiciousness. the teacher aiming at auspi-
ciousness employs the word v®ddhi at the beginning, for the auspi-
ciousness of the great flood of his instruction. for instructions/texts 
with an auspicious beginning spread; they produce men who are hero-
ic and long-lived. and [the teacher begins with the word v®ddhi] so 
that those who study [his work] meet with success. for everywhere 
[else] in grammar the defined is uttered first, the name afterwards.” 6

But let us not take even Patañjali’s statement as evidence and ex-
amine Sharma’s arguments. iii 1 94 k®tyå∆ is clearly not a good argu-
ment for his thesis, since this rule consisting of a single word cannot 
show inversion of the word order. iii 1 93 k®t ati√ is not a complete 
definition, since not everything that is not ti√ (verbal ending) is a k®t; 
we have to supply pratyaya∆ from iii 1 1: iii 1 93 [1 pratyaya∆ 92 tat-
ra] k®t ati√ “in this section a suffix is k®t if it is not ti√ (a verbal end-
ing)” – ati√ is merely a restriction on pratyaya∆. iii 4 114 årdha-
dhåtukaµ ƒeßa∆ is also not an equation by itself, but must be seen to-
gether with the preceding rule: iii 4 113 ti√-ƒit sårvadhåtukam 114 
årdhadhåtukaµ ƒeßa∆ “Personal verbal endings and [suffixes] with the 
tag ƒ are sårvadhåtukam, the rest årdhadhåtukam.” På∫ini used a chi-
astic word order to contrast the two terms. iii 1 92 tatrôpapadaµ 

5. rama Nath Sharma, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.ii, New Delhi 1990, p.6; 
cf. also S.D.Joshi and J.a.f. roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.i, New Delhi 
1991, p.1.

6. mahåbhåßya i 40,6-9 etad ekam åcåryasya ma√galârthaµ m®ßyatåm. 
må√galika åcåryo mahata∆ ƒåstraûghasya ma√galârthaµ v®ddhi-ƒabdam ådita∆ 
prayu√kte. ma√galâdœni hi ƒåstrå∫i prathante vœra-purußakå∫i ca bhavanty åyußmat-
purußakå∫i câdhyetåraƒ ca v®ddhi-yuktå yathå syur it. sarvatraîva hi vyåkara∫e 
pærvôccårita∆ saµjñœ parôccåritå saµjñå.
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saptamœstham is not a definition rule. the term upapada was used in 
several previous sætras 7 without definition, and iii 1 92 merely rules 
that words enounced in this section in the locative case are upapada-s. 

that leaves i 2 41 ap®kta ekâl pratyaya∆ “a suffix consisting of a 
single sound is called ap®kta” as a possible exception. 8 rule i 2 41 is 
followed by several sætras that again follow the standard pattern. a 
search of På∫ini’s whole grammar yielded a great number of defini-
tions that follow the regular pattern, and none of a doubtful nature be-
yond those just discussed. it bears remembering that Patañjali consid-
ered the inverted word order in i 1 1 v®ddhir åd-aic unique and that he 
was apparently not bothered by i 2 41 ap®kta ekâl pratyaya∆.

another question, and one that has been discussed at length by 
Patañjali, regards the character of these definitions. Does v®ddhir åd-
aic mean that /å,ai,au/ are called v®ddhi, or does it mean that the word 
v®ddhi, whenever it is uttered in a rule, calls up the vowels /å,ai,au/? in 
Patañjali’s words: “furthermore, is this [åd-aic] the grasping of some-
thing that is produced by it, i.e., grasping of /å,ai,au/ that are produced 
by this [term] v®ddhi, or [the grasping] of any /å,ai,au/? – what [fol-
lows] from this? – if it is the grasping of [/å,ai,au/] produced [by the 
term v®ddhi], the suffix CHa (–›-œya) which is conditioned by the term 
v®ddha fails to result [in the words] ƒålœya and målœya. 9 in the words 
åmramaya and ƒålamaya the suffix -maya™ which is conditioned by the 
term v®ddha 10 fails to result. in the names Åmraguptåyani and ˙ålagup-
tåyani the suffix PHiñ (–›-åyani) marked by v®ddha 11 fails to result.” 12

7. På∫ini’s sætras i 3 16 itaretarânyo’nyôpapadåc ca “and [not] when itare-
tara or anyo’nya are there as supplement”; 71 mithyôpapadåt k®ño ’bhyåse “after 
[the causative of] √k® when mithyå is there as supplement indicating repetition,” etc.

8. Kaiya™a tried to remove the anomaly by declaring the sætra a meta-rule (pa-
ribhåßå) rather than a definition rule: i p.132,13 and ii p.62,14f. cf. P.filliozat, Le 
Mahåbhåßya, adhyåya 1 Påda 1 Åhnika 1-4, pp.386-389. Joshi/roodbergen, The 
Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.ii pp.70f. pointed out several oddities of this sætra.

9. iv 2 114 v®ddhåc cha∆ “after a stem with v®ddhi in the first syllable, the 
suffix CHa (–›œya).”

10. iv 3 144 [143 maya™] nityaµ v®ddha-ƒarâdibhya∆ “[-maya] always after a 
stem with v®ddhi in the first syllable, and after ƒara etc.”

11. iv 1 157 [154 phiñ] udœcåµ v®ddhåd agotråt “[the patronymic suffix -åy-
ani] after a stem with v®ddhi in the first syllable, according to the usage of the north-
ern people.”

12. mahåbhåßya i 37,8-11 kiµ punar idaµ tad-bhåvita-graha∫aµ ‘v®ddhir’ ity 
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in these three rules the word v®ddhi is only indirectly involved, 
through the term v®ddha which has been defined in i 1 73 v®ddhir 
yasyâcåm ådis tad v®ddham “that of which the first vowel/syllable is 
v®ddhi, is called v®ddha.” But in none of the underlying words, i.e., ƒålå, 
målå, and åmra, is the /å/ of the first syllable produced by the term v®ddhi 
but it is accepted as a given. if these vowels /å/ are not produced by the 
term v®ddhi, the stems can not be termed v®ddha and the suffixes cannot be 
attached. the suffix CHa (–›-œya) is added by iv 2 114 v®ddhåt cha∆ “after 
a stem with v®ddhi in the first syllable, the suffix CHa (–› œya).” the suffix 
-maya™ is added by iv 3 144 [143 maya∂] nityaµ v®ddha-ƒarâdibhya∆ 
“[the suffix] -maya always after a stem with v®ddhi in the first syllable, 
and after ƒara etc.” the patronymic suffix PHiñ (–› -åyani) is added by iv 1 
157 [154 PHiñ] udœcåµ v®ddhåd agotråd “[the patronymic suffix -åyani] 
after a stem with v®ddhi in the first syllable, according to the usage of the 
northern people, unless it is a clan name.”

then Patañjali tested the opposite assumption: “But if it is the 
grasping of any /å,ai,au/, the accent rule vi 2 105 13 will wrongly ap-
ply to [the compound] sarvabhåsa from sarvo bhåsa∆.” 14 bhåsa is de-
rived from the root √bhås® and its long /å/ is not caused by the term 
v®ddhi. But if every /å/ is termed v®ddhi, the rule vi 2 105 would ap-
ply that demands an udåtta accent for the last syllable of sarva if fol-
lowed in a compound by a word that has v®ddhi in the first syllable. if 
every /å/ is v®ddhi, then bhåsa must be called v®ddha and the com-
pound should be accented sarvá-bhåsa. But sarva-bhåsá is desired in 
accordance with vi 1 223; 15 the word is not independently attested.

evaµ: ya åkåraîkåraûkårå bhåvyante, teßåµ graha∫am åhosvid åd-aij-måtrasya. – 
kiµ câta∆? – yadi tad-bhåvita-graha∫aµ ‘ƒålœya∆ målœya’ iti v®ddha-lakßa∫aƒ cho na 
pråpnoti. ‘åmramayaµ ƒålamayaµ’ v®ddha-lakßa∫o maya∫ na pråpnoti. 
‘Åmraguptåyani∆ ˙ålaguptåyani∆’ v®ddha-lakßa∫a∆ phiñ na pråpnoti. the Kåsikå on 
i 1 1 (i 67,1) called the pair tad-bhåvita and a-tad-bhåvita “produced by it” and “not 
produced by it (i.e. by the term v®ddhi).”

13. vi 2 105 [64 udåtta∆ 92 anta∆] uttarapada-v®ddhau sarvaµ ca “also sarva 
[is accented on the last syllable] before a following word [in a compound] that has 
v®ddhi in the first syllable.”

14. mahåbhåßya i 37,11f. athâd-aij-måtrasya graha∫aµ ‘sarvo bhåsa∆ > sarva-
bhåsa’ ity ‘uttarapada-v®ddhau sarvaµ ca’ ity eßa vidhi∆ pråpnoti.

15. vi 1 223 [159 udåtta∆ 220 anto] samåsasya “[the last syllable] of a com-
pound [is accented].”
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“and here when tåvatœ bhåryâsya “whose wife is so much” is 
[worded as a compound] tåvad-bhårya∆, yåvad-bhårya∆, the mascu-
line form [of tåvad and yåvad] is wrongly prevented by vi 3 39 
v®ddhi-nimittasya.” 16 for the final sound of the pronoun tad “that” /å/ 
is substituted (by vi 3 91) before the suffix vatup: tad + vatup > ta å 
vat > tåvat “that much.” this /å/ is not produced by the term v®ddhi, 
but by direct command. if every /å/ is v®ddhi, the basic rule that the 
feminine suffix is deleted in a compound 17 would be set aside by the 
exception vi 3 39 [37 na] v®ddhi-nimittasya ca taddhitasya… 18 “also 
not of a taddhita that causes v®ddhi…” the word tåvatœ will be in the 
grasp of vi 3 39 if every /å/, no matter how created is v®ddhi, and a 
wrong compound *tåvatœ-bhårya∆ etc. would result. None of these 
words are independently attested, and we may ask if Patañjali con-
trived these examples only for the sake of the argument.

“Let it be then the grasping of any /å,ai,au/. – was it not said: ‘the 
accent rule vi 2 105 will wrongly apply to [the compound] sarvabhå-
sa from sarvo bhåsa∆’? – it is no harm.” 19 Patañjali then explained 
that uttarapada-v®ddhau in vi 3 39 can be taken as a reference to the 
heading vii 3 10 uttara-padasya, meaning “a v®ddhi produced in the 
section headed by vii 3 10 uttara-padasya.” and v®ddhi-nimittasya in 
vi 3 39 should be taken as a bahuvrœhi compound meaning “that 
which contains a cause of v®ddhi,” viz. one of the tags k, ñ, or ∫. 
alternatively, one could take v®ddhi-nimittasya as “causing v®ddhi in 
general (k®tsnåyå v®ddher), i.e., /å,ai,au/ – but the suffix vatup causes 
only /å/. thus Patañjali decided in favor of the interpretation that all 
/å,ai,au/ are called v®ddhi.

a similar case can be made for gu∫a. the /a/ of the accusative 
ending -am and of the verbal 3rd plural ending -anti are not produced 

16. mahåbhåßya i 37,13f. iha ca ‘tåvatœ bhåryâsya > tåvad-bhårya∆, yåvad-
bhårya∆’ ‘v®ddhi-nimittasya’ iti puµvat-bhåva-pratißedha∆ pråpnoti.

17. vi 3 34.
18. vi 3 39 [34 striyå∆ puµvad 37 na] v®ddhi-nimittasya ca taddhitasyârakta-

vikåre “there is also [no masculine form for a feminine] with a taddhita suffix de-
manding v®ddhi...”

19. mahåbhåßya i 37,14f. astu tarhy åd-aij-måtrasya graha∫am. nanu côktam 
sarvo bhåsa∆ sarva-bhåsa ity uttara-pada-v®ddhau sarvaµ cêty eßa vidhi∆ pråpnoti? 
naißa doßa∆.
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by the term gu∫a but are given; 20 yet they must be gu∫a for vi 1 97 [94 
para-ræpam 96 apadântåt] ato gu∫e to apply: “after an /a/ that does not 
stand at the end of a word, before a gu∫a [vowel], the latter [vowel 
alone] is substituted.” thus from *paca+anti we get pacanti “they 
cook” and from*paca+e pace “i cook for myself.” gu∫e in vi 1 97 
serves two purposes: on the one hand it serves to exclude other vowels 
such as /i/ in forms like *apaca+i which results in apace “i cooked for 
myself” by the basic sandhi rule vi 1 87 åd gu∫a∆, as the Kåƒikå on vi 
1 97 explains. 21 on the other hand, it serves to override the basic san-
dhi rules vi 1 88 v®ddhir eci “/a,å/ before /e,o,ai,au/ > /ai,au/” that 
would have produced a wrong form *pacai and vi 1 101 aka∆ savar∫e 
dœrgha∆ that would have produced a wrong form *pacånti. 22

more than seventy years ago Paul thieme wrote: 
På∫ini did by no means consider every a as gu∫a, nor every å as 

v®ddhi, as it is done by modern theorists on Ablaut. He does not give a 
theory here, but a practical definition of technical terms to be used in 
the grammar. the rules mean: “å, ai, au are called v®ddhi-; a, e, o are 
called gu∫a-”. in other words: “the term gu∫a-, when used in the 
grammar, denotes a, e and o; the term v®ddhi-, å, ai and au.”  23

we may ask ourselves if På∫ini would have considered the last 
vowel in råjå or manaså as v®ddhi; there is no indication that he did. 
we have to keep in mind what definition (lakßa∫a) meant in the indian 
scholarly tradition. the Naiyåyika author våtsyåyana defined it as 
uddiß™asya tattva-vyavachedako dharma∆ 24 “the quality that delimits the 
entity of what is taught” and uddyotakara (talking about synonyms) as 

20. the accusative ending -am is given in iv 1 2 [sv-au-jas-]am[-…], the third 
plural active verbal ending -anti results from the list of personal endings in iii 4 78 
[tip-tas-]JHi[-…] and the subsequent substitution of JH –› ant by vii 1 3 JHo ’nta∆.

21. without the restriction gu∫e in vi 1 97 *apaca+i would wrongly result in 
*apaci.

22. edwin Gerow, JAOS 122 (2002), p.676 thought that vi 1 97 ato gu∫e could 
result in a wrong nom.pl. Råm-a∆ from *Råma-jas; but the rule vi 1 102 that exempts 
the nominative plural ending, together with the contraction rule vi 1 101 aka∆ 
savar∫e dœrgha∆, sets aside rule vi 1 97. Råm-å∆ results correctly. thus no wrong 
form results, if /a/ in ato gu∫e is called gu∫a.

23. Paul thieme, På∫ini and the Veda, allahabad 1935, p.111.
24. Nyåyabhåßya by våtsyåyana on Nyåyasætra i 1 3 (Nyåyadarƒanam ed. 

Svåmi Dvårikadåsaƒåstri, varånasi 1966, p.15).
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sarvaµ hi lakßa∫am itarêtara-padârtha-vyavacchedakam 25 “for every 
definition eliminates mutually the other object.” in the words of Jitendra 
Nath mohanty: “consider, first, the concept of definition (lakßa∫a). it is 
highly extensional. a definition does not seek to articulate the essence 
of the definiendum, but rather aims at uniquely identifying it.” 26 

the discussion of På∫inœyas on i 4 24 dhruvam apåye ’pådånam 
“what remains fixed when there is separation, is called apådåna” il-
lustrates this principle. it is argued that dhruvam is redundant, because 
in all situations of conflict apådåna “removal” is overruled anyway by 
the following divisions by force of i 4 2 vipratißedhe paraµ kåryam 
“in case of conflict the later action.” Being the first of the group of six 
kåraka-classes it is limited by the definition of the following five 
kåraka-classes and thus indirectly defined by exclusion. therefore, if 
dhruvam would be deleted, even a reduced sætra *i 4 24 apåye 
’pådånam could not impose the definition of apådåna (and hence the 
ablative suffix) in gråmåd ågacchati ƒaka™ena “He comes from the 
village by chariot” on the word for chariot (ƒaka™a). as “the most effi-
cient means” (sådhakatamam) ƒaka™a will be “instrument” (kara∫a) 
and receive a third case ending instead. if the rule then is indeed re-
duced to apåye ’pådånam, nothing essential is said about the concept 
of apådåna “removal” (usually expressed by fifth case endings), even 
though the rule could serve its function. in the end, Patañjali found a 
need for the retention of dhruvam: it serves to allow a sentence 
v®kßasya par∫aµ patati “a leaf of the tree falls” besides v®kßåt par∫aµ 
patati “a leaf falls from the tree.” 27

25. Nyåyavårttika by uddyotakara (ed.vindhyeƒvarœ Prasåd Dvivedin, Delhi 
1986, p.82) on Nyåyasætra i 1 14. Nyåyakoƒa, Poona 1978, p.695 reads sarvaµ hi 
lakßa∫am itara-padârtha-vyavacchedakam, turning it into a general definition.

26. Jitendra Nath mohanty, Reason and Tradition in Indian Thought, oxford 
1992, p.19. cf. also S.Kuppuswami Sastri, A Primer of Indian Logic, madras 1932 
(3rd ed. 1961), part iii, pp.10f.; a.foucher, Le compendium des topiques (Tarka-
Saµgraha), Paris 1949, pp.7-14; and m.Biardeau, JA 245 (1957), pp.371-384. that 
statement may not, however, apply to the logic of the Navya-Nyåya, since “the 
Navya-Nyåya logic is thoroughly intensional, in a way often sought after in the west, 
but never achieved” according to J.m.Bocheński, A History of Formal Logic, trans. 
and ed. ivo thomas, 2nd ed., New York 1970, p.444.

27. mahåbhåßya i 324,1-5 and 326,19-22. N.Kudo, Nagoya Studies 18, pp.173-
177 has summarized the discussions of Patañjali, Kaiya™a, Haradatta, and 
Bha™™ojidœkßita on this topic.
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v®ddhir åd-aic excludes vowels like /i/ or /e/ and all semivowels 
and consonants. the question whether the last vowel of råjå or man-
aså would be called v®ddhi never comes up; there is no harm in vacu-
ous applications. Naming proceeds in grammar as in daily life. as the 
parents give a name to their new-born son who is henceforth referred 
to by this name, 28 thus in grammar technical names are given to exist-
ing sounds, suffixes, etc. 29 these terms call up, when they occur in 
the text of the grammar, the elements they denote. the procedure is to 
go from the known to the unknown. thus in rule i 1 1 the sounds 
/å,ai,au/ that occur in the spoken language are called v®ddhi. rule i 1 
73 builds on this definition: v®ddhir yasyâcåm ådis tad v®ddham “of 
which the first vowel is v®ddhi, that is called v®ddha.” wherever in the 
aß™ådhyåyœ the word v®ddhi turns up, one of the vowels /å,ai,au/ is un-
derstood, and wherever v®ddha turns up, a word whose first vowel is 
one of /å,ai,au/ is understood. though this would seem to be the obvi-
ous way to approach the definitions of v®ddhi and gu∫a, S.m.Katre 
chose to go in the opposite direction. He translated i 1 1 v®ddhir åd-
aic “v®́d-dhi denotes the vowel phonemes long å and the diphthongs 
ai, au” and i 1 73 “v®d-dhá denotes (all such) expressions whose first 
vowel is a member comprised by v®́-dhi.” 30 Katre’s translation reflects 
the application of these rules rather than the definitions themselves.

the suffixes -tara (and -œyas) and -tama (and -iß™ha) are intro-
duced in v 3 55-57 to denote comparative and superlative. 31 rule i 1 
22 tarap-tamap.au GHa∆ assigns them jointly the name GHa “tarap 
and tamap are called GHa.” in the operational rules v 4 11, viii 2 17 
etc., these two suffixes are called up by their name GHa. the defini-
tion i 1 22 is not the primary rule for these suffixes by which they 
would be introduced; it is the rule in which a name is assigned to ex-

28. mahåbhåßya i 38,15-17 loke tåvan måtå-pitarau putrasya jåtasya saµv®te 
’vakåƒe nåma kurvåte Devadatto Yajñadatta iti. tayor upacåråd anye ’pi jånantîyam 
asya saµjñêti.

29. mahåbhåßya i 40,27f. nityeßu ƒabdeßu satåm åd-aicåµ saµjñå kriyate na 
saµjñayâd-aico bhåvyante.

30. Sumitra m.Katre, Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, austin 1987, pp.7 and 28. v®́-dhi is 
obviously a misprint for v®́d-dhi (as in i 1 1).

31. v 3 55 atiƒayane tamab-iß™hanau “the suffixes] tamap and iß™han express 
excessiveness.”
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isting suffixes. S.m.Katre’s “GHa denotes the affixes taraP and 
tamaP” 32 again approaches the rule from the operational angle not as 
a definition. 33

32. S.m. Katre, Aß™ådhyåyœ, p.13.
33. Note also S.m.Katre’s (Aß™ådhyåyœ, p.970) translation of viii 1 2 tasya 

param åmre∂itam “the technical term (t.t.) Ǻmre∂ita denotes the second (pára-m = 
following) expression of the doublet (doubled sequence)” instead of “the [word that 
comes] after it is called åmre∂ita ‘reduplicated’.”
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svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasyâƒabda-saµjñå

På∫ini’s rule i 1 68 svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasyâƒabda-saµjñå, its 
meaning disputed already by Kåtyåyana, has again been the subject of 
a lively debate over the last half century. the published translations 
followed essentially the somewhat ambivalent interpretation given in 
the Kåƒikå: “in [this grammar] text only the own meaning of the word 
is to be grasped/understood/conveyed, not an extraneous object-
meant, excepting a name for a word. Since from a word a thing-meant 
is understood, and since the [grammatical] operation is impossible for 
the thing-meant, this sætra is given so that [other] words expressing 
this [thing-meant] should not be understood.” 1 

Henry thomas colebrooke: “in grammar, the particular form on-
ly of a word (abstracted from its sense) is meant; excepting the techni-
cal denominations of words, for they, not the word which designates 
them, are thereby meant.” 2 

otto Böhtlingk: “unter einem in den Sûtra vorkommenden worte 
ist nur eben dieses wort in dieser seiner lautlichen erscheinung (nicht 
etwa die Synonyme oder unterbegriffe) gemeint; ist aber das wort ein 
grammatisch-technisches, so ist nicht dieses wort selbst gemeint, son-
dern das, was es bezeichnet.” 3 

˙rœƒa chandra vasu: “in this Grammar, when an operation is di-

1. Kåƒikå on i 1 68 (vol.i p.239,1-240,2) ƒåstre svam eva ræpaµ ƒabdasya 
gråhyaµ bodhyaµ pratyåyyaµ bhavati, na båhyo ’rtha∆, ƒabda-saµjñåµ varjayitvå. 
ƒabdenârthâvagater arthe kåryasyâsaµbhavåt tad-våcinåµ ƒabdånåµ saµpratyayo 
må bhæd iti sætram idam årabhyate. Both Nyåsa (vol.i p.239,15f.) and Padamañjarœ 
(vol.i p.238,6f.) take the genitive ƒabdasya as denoting the agent of the verbal adjec-
tives in accordance with På∫ini’s rule ii 3 71 k®tyånåµ kartari vå: “the own form is to 
be grasped…by the word,” similar to the quoted stanza in the v®tti on våkyapadœya i 
69 (vol.i, p.128,2). But note that the crucial verbal adjectives (gråhya, etc.) are only 
supplied by the commentators and are not contained in På∫ini’s sætra, and even if this 
suppletion is accepted, ii 3 71 only rules that “[the genitive] is commonly used to de-
note the agent of k®tya verbal adjectives” – not that such a construction must prevail 
over an adnominal construction of ræpaµ ƒabdasya. 

2. franz Kielhorn, Die colebrooke’schen Pâ∫ini-Handschriften der 
Königlichen Bibliothek zu Göttingen, Göttinger Nachrichten 1891, p.111 (Kl.Schr. 
p.931). Similar J.Houben in The Emergence of Semantics, pp.90f.

3. o.Böhtlingk, Pâ∫ini’s Grammatik, p.10. in a note Böhtlingk remarked: “Diese 
regel beobachtet Pâ∫ini nicht immer” (this rule is not always observed by På∫ini).
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rected with regard to a word, the individual form of the word possess-
ing meaning is to be understood, except with regard to a word which 
is a definition.” 4 

Louis renou: “(Quand une opération concerne un mot énoncé 
dans un sæ., il faut comprendre qu’il s’agit) du mot en tant que forme 
propre, (non en tant que porteur d’un sens, autrement dit: qu’il n’en-
globe pas les mots de même sense que lui), excepté si ledit mot est un 
Nom (i.e., en l’occurrence, un terme technique de grammaire).” 5 

others expressed a narrower view, omitting any reference to syn-
onyms. Sumitra m. Katre: “an expression denotes itself (svám ræpám) 
unless it is the name of a linguistic technical term (ƒabda-saµjñå).” 6 

rama Nath Sharma: “a word other than one which is a technical 
term (saµjñå) of the grammar denotes its form only.” 7

S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen: “(when a metalinguistic item is 
mentioned in a rule for purposes of grammatical operation, then) the 
own (phonetic) form of the meta-linguistic item (is to be understood), 
with the exception of a technical name for the meta-linguistic item.” 8 
P.S.filliozat’s two renditions 9 also fall into this group. these last-
quoted translators gave little weigh to the word svam; rama Nath 
Sharma did not translate it all. i shall return to this problem later.

the sætra has invited, indeed, a number of controversies. Some 
concern the exact parsing of svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasya, others the mean-
ing and the syntactical role of aƒabda-saµjñå. the våkyapadœya i 68-
69 and the v®tti 10 on it refer to ancient disputes, and the weighing of 
several options continues to this day. there is the ‘word’ in På∫ini’s 
grammar (i.e., in the meta-language) and the ‘word’ in Sanskrit usage 
(i.e., the object language). each has its form (ræpam) and potentially 

4. The Ash™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, volume i, ed. and trans. by ˙rœƒa chandra vasu, 
allahabad 1891, repr. Delhi 1988, p.61.

5. L.renou, La grammaire de På∫ini, Paris 1966, p.21.
6. S.m.Katre, aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, austin 1987, p.27.
7. rama Nath Sharma, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol. ii (New Delhi 1990), p.68. 
8. S.D.Joshi, and J.a.f.roodbergen: The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.i (Delhi 

1991), p.121.
9. Below p.185 fn.17. 
10. i follow here the counting in K.a.S.iyer’s edition that includes the v®tti, 

without entering in the dispute whether the v®tti is the work of Bhart®hari himself or 
of one of his followers. 
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refers to an object (artha “thing-meant”). additionally the question 
can be raised, whether the individual (expressed as svaµ ræpam) is 
used to indicate the universal or whether, on the contrary, the univer-
sal is used to indicate the individual. 

in response to J.Brough’s translation of i 1 68 “a word (in a 
grammatical rule) which is not a technical term denotes its own 
form” 11 i proposed in my 1956 dissertation (printed in 1961) “Die ei-
gene form [eines in der Grammatik genannten] Sprachlautes is ge-
meint, ausser wenn es sich um einen Namen [anderer] Sprachlaute 
handelt.” 12 i could follow up on my suggestion only ten years later in 
my study På∫ini’s Metalanguage: “the own form the speech sound 13 
(as used in a grammatical rule) [is meant], except if it is a name of 
speech sounds.” 14 my aim was twofold: a better understanding of 
aƒabda-saµjñå following the discussions by Kåtyåyana and Patañjali, 
and an understanding of the syntactic role of the nominative aƒabda-
saµjñå in i 1 68 that seemed to correspond with the genitive ƒabdasya 
as a loosely constructed negative apposition – an assumption, i be-
lieve, underlying at least some of the earlier translations.

in an important article, albrecht wezler 15 found that most of the 
assumed parallels to the proposed “negative apposition” did not stand 
up to scrutiny and he suggested that a hint in Patañjali’s mahåbhåßya 
might provide better guidance than the paraphrase of the Kåƒikå. in a 
discussion whether the word ræpam is necessary in i 1 68 or if the sætra 
could be shortened to svaµ ƒabdasyâƒabda-saµjñå, Patañjali para-
phrased the first part of the abbreviated sætra with ræpaµ ƒabdasya 
saµjñå bhavißyati 16 “[in that case] the form will be the name of the 
word.” taking his cue from Patañjali, wezler translated the sætra: “[ein 

11. J.Brough, Transactions of the Philological Society 1951, pp.28-31 (= 
Collected Papers pp.80-83).

12. H.Scharfe, Die Logik im Mahåbhåßya, Berlin 1961, p.99 fn.1.
13. “Speech sound” was a somewhat unhappy translation of “Sprachlaut” as 

P.Kiparsky observed; “sounds of language” or “speech unit” would have been better, 
or “expression, utterance” as Kiparsky has suggested (P.Kiparsky, På∫ini as a 
Variationist, Poona 1979, p.225).

14. H.Scharfe, På∫ini’s Metalanguage, Philadelphia 1971, p.40.
15. a.wezler, StII 3 (1977), pp.35-70.
16. mahåbhåßya i 175,20f.; cf. also i 163,15f. svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasya saµjñå 

bhavati.
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in der Grammatik genannter] Sprachlaut hat [nur] die ihm eignende 
[Laut-]Gestalt, einen Nicht-Namen [anderer] Sprachlaute, (d.h. die 
nicht / wenn sie nicht ein Name [anderer] Sprachlaute ist = es sei denn, 
sie ist ein Name [anderer] Sprachlaute).” 17 wezler recognized ræpam in 
parallel correspondence to aƒabda-saµjñå. one problem with his trans-
lation is that his rendition “[ein in der Grammatik genannter] Sprachlaut 
hat [nur] die ihm eignende [Laut-]Gestalt” (an utterance [made in 
grammar] has [only] its own [phonetic] form”) is a meaningless tautolo-
gy – of course a word (or word element) given in På∫ini’s rule has only 
its own form. another problem is the way he gets from “this word (or 
word elements) has [only] its own form, a non-name of [other] words 
(or word elements)” to “unless it is a name of [other] words or word el-
ements”. “a non-name” allows for no other applications, whereas “un-
less it is a name of words” allows such other applications.

G.cardona in his På∫ini: His Work and its Traditions 18 translated 
the sætra: “a linguistic element’s own form (svaº ræpam) is under-
stood to refer to that element (ƒabdasya [saºjñå] ‘[name] of a speech 
unit’) itself, not to signify the meaning of the item, unless the element 
in question is a technical term of grammar (aƒabda-saºjñå).” He in-
verted Patañjali’s (and more or less wezler’s) rendition of the first 
part of the sætra, but reverted to the traditional translation of aƒabda-

17. “an utterance [made in grammar] has [only] its own [phonetic] form, a non-
name of [other] utterances, (i.e., which is not / if it is not a name of [other] utterances 
= unless it is a name of other utterances”: a.wezler, StII 3 (1977), pp.64f. Similar is 
the translation in the author’s earlier work Paribhåßå IV, V and XV, Bad Homburg 
v.d.H.1969, p.234: “wird nicht, wenn [das sætra] lediglich svaµ ƒabdasyâƒabda-
saµjñå bhavati [lautet], das, was das wort benennt, die [Laut-]form sein?” 
J.c.wright (in his introduction to John Brough, Collected Papers, p.vii fn.3) proposed 
to modify wezler’s translation: “the eternal word is replaced by its phonetic realiza-
tion, if such is not a name denoting a word [e.g. v®ddhi].” P.filliozat in his translation 
Le Mahåbhåßya de Patañjali, adhyåya 1, Påda 1 Åhnika 8-9, Pondichery 1978, 
pp.310f. translated “le soi du mot est la chose nommée par lui, sauf si c’est un nom 
technique de la grammaire” and remarked in footnote 1 on the unusual use of saµjñå 
for “la chose nommée” (saµjñin). But note his different translation on p.228 of the pa-
rallel passage mahåbhåßya i 163,15: “la forme propre est le nom technique du mot.” 
indeed, Någojœbha™™a explained in his uddyota on mahåbhåßya i 175,20 (vol.i, 
p.520,15f.) that here the word saµjñå has the meaning of bodhya ‘to be understood.” 
bodhya is, of course, reminiscent of the paraphrase in the Kåƒikå: see above p.182 fn.1

18. G.cardona, På∫ini: His Work and its Traditions, vol.i, Delhi 1988, p.15 
(2nd ed. p.14).
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saµjñå. in my review 19 of his book i had criticized him for supplying 
the word saµjñå in the sætra (svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasya [saµjñå] aƒabda-
saµjñå. in the second edition of his På∫ini 20 cardona defended not 
only his interpretation of svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasya [saµjñå], but also 
proposed a new analysis of aƒabda-saµjñå. improbable as it is, he 
maintained that På∫ini’s [a]ƒabda-saµjñå had to be analyzed differ-
ently from the postulated ƒabdasya [saµjñå] in the first part of the 
same sætra. cardona proposed to dissolve the compound as ƒabde 
saµjñå, where ƒabda “signifies grammar, grammatical rules instead of 
a speech unit,” i.e. ƒabda is short for ƒabdaƒåstra “grammar.” 21 He 
argued that with the customary analysis ƒabdasya saµjñå the restric-
tion aƒabda-saµjñå would apply only to “terms that name linguistic 
elements, such as v®ddhi, gu∫a. it would not exclude terms like kart®, 
karman, which do not refer to speech units. therefore, by A 1.1.68, 
these too would be self-referring, which is undesirable.” 22 

a review of these conflicting interpretations has to start with a few 
observations that have not so far received the attention they deserve. 
already Kåtyåyana had noted that grammatical operations are impossi-
ble with the thing-meant that comes up only secondarily after the word 
is realized, and thus the restriction to the form requires no special 
statement. 23 He also noted that there was no need to explicitly exempt 
the technical terms from the application of this rule: these terms refer 

19. H.Scharfe, JAOS 109 (1989), p.656.
20. G.cardona, På∫ini: His Work and its Traditions, vol.i, 2nd ed., Delhi 1997, 

pp.xxvi f.
21. i found no reference to a ƒabda meaning “grammar” in ancient texts.
22. Note that Någojœbha™™a on i 4 21 (vol.ii, p.368,28) explained Kaiya™a’s 

nißpanna-ƒabda-saµjñåbhi∆ with nißpanna-ƒabdasya saµjñå-bhætair ity artha∆. ˙ab-
dakaustubha, vol.ii, p.114,25 (Kudo’s section ii 9,4) contrasts ƒabda-saµjñåtva “name 
of a speech unit” and artha-saµjñåtva “name of a meaning”, the former referring to 
the technical terms ti, GHU, BHA etc., the latter to the concepts of agents, object, etc. 
(kart®, karman, etc.); both are “technical expressions” (påribhåßika): Noriyuki Kudo, 
Nagoya Studies in Indian Studies and Buddhism. Saµbhåßå 17 (1996), p.51.

23. vårttika-s 1 and 2 on i 1 68 (mahåbhåßya i 175,25 and 176,4) ƒabdenârtha-
gater arthasyâsaµbhavåt tad-våcina∆ saµjñå-pratißedhârthaµ svaµræpa-vacanam and 
na vå ƒabda-pærvako hy arthe saµpratyayas tasmåd artha-niv®tti∆ “Because the thing-
meant is obtained by the word and the [grammatical operation] is impossible with the 
thing-meant, svaµ ræpam is taught to block the naming of [a synonym] that expresses 
[this thing-meant]” and “or that is not [the purpose], because the understanding of the 
thing-meant is secondary to the word and therefore the thing-meant is turned away.”
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to their denotata because they are expressly taught and defined, consti-
tuting thus an exception to the rule by the mere fact of being taught. 24 
that is true not only for artificial terms like GHU (= roots √då and 
√dhå) or GHA (the suffixes -tara and -tama), and words like v®ddhi or 
gu∫a but also to defined terms like kart®, karman, which do not direct-
ly refer to speech units but are not self-referring. furthermore, expres-
sions like mantre “in a vedic stanza or prose formula” or yajußi “a in a 
sacrificial formula in prose” denote the thing-meant, since På∫ini’s in-
struction should make sense. 25 in the end, Kåtyåyana considered the 
denotation of synonyms, even though they are tertiary after the word 
itself and its thing-meant. But he limited the opportunity for synonyms 
to four types, each marked with a special tag.

cardona’s interpretation of aƒabda-saµjñå, on the other hand, 
cannot account for the instances where words in På∫ini’s sætras refer 
also to synonyms/subgroups or even to synonyms or subgroups alone. 
in ii 4 12 26 the words v®kßa and m®ga, etc. do not refer to these two 
words themselves at all but only to various names of trees and ani-
mals, i.e. to subspecies. in iii 4 40 [25 khamuñ] sve pußa∆ “suffix -am 
after the root √puß with sva” results in sva-poßam, go-poßam, pit®-
poßam, etc., i.e., including the word sva and its synonyms. in ii 4 23 
[17 napuµsakam] sabhå råjâmanußya-pærvå “a compound ending in 
sabhå is neuter, if preceded by [a word meaning] prince or ogre.” the 
rule does not apply to either råjan or amanußya themselves, but only 
to their synonyms like ina-[sabham], piƒåca-[sabham]. in iv 4 35 [1 
ÒHak] pakßi-matsya-m®gån hanti “[in the meaning:] ‘he kills birds, 
fish and game’ [the suffix -ika is added]” the rule applies not only to 
the words pakßi, matsya, and m®ga themselves, but also to the names 

24. vårttika 3 on i 1 68 (mahåbhåßya i 176,11) saµjñå-pratißedhânarthakyaµ 
vacana-pråmå∫yåt “there is no sense in restricting technical terms, because the 
teaching is authority.”

25. vårttika 4 on i 1 68 (mahåbhåßya i 176,21) mantrâdy-artham iti cec chås-
tra-såmarthyåd artha-gate∆ siddham “if [it is argued that] it is for the sake of [expres-
sions like] mantra etc., [i say] it is correct because the thing-meant is understood, 
since the grammar text must be meaningful.”

26. ii 4 12 [1 eka-vacanam 2 dvaµdvaƒ ca] vibhåßå v®kßa-m®ga-t®∫a-dhånya-
vyañjana-paƒu-ƒakuny-aƒva-va∂ava-pærvåparâdharottarå∫åm “Sometimes the singu-
lar occurs in a dvandva compound of [names of] trees, animals, grasses, cereals, spic-
es, domestic animals, birds, and in aƒva-va∂ava, pærvâpara and adharôttara.”
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of individual birds, fish and game (i.e., subspecies). Kåtyåyana pro-
posed to mark instances of type 1 (such as ii 4 12) with a tag s, of type 
2 (such as iii 4 40) with a tag p, of type 3 (such as ii 4 23) with a tag j, 
of type 4 (such as iv 4 35) with a tag jh. 27 

Different is the case of ii 1 20 [5 avyayœbhåva∆ 18 vå 19 saµkhyå] 
nadœbhiƒ ca “a numeral is commonly compounded with rivers [i.e., riv-
er names] as an indeclinable.” the reference is neither to the word nadœ 
nor its synonyms but to particular river names. 28 Here the peculiarity is, 
according to the Nyåsa, indicated by the plural nadœbhiƒ. 29

Let me return now to the mahåbhåßya. Patañjali questioned the need 
for the word ræpam in i 1 68, since svam already limits the reach of the 
rule to the form by excluding artha. He subsequently, though, abandoned 
the idea to delete ræpam (he did not question the necessity of svam). 

Patañjali asked: “what is the purpose of having ræpaµ, not [sim-
ply] svaµ ƒabdasyâƒabda-saµjñå ‘the word has its own, except a 
ƒabda-saµjñå’? [in that case] ræpam “form’ will be the name (saµjñå) 
of the word; for the word has nothing ‘own’ other than this form. when 
the teacher, in spite of this, mentions ‘form’ he indicates that the word 
has something else besides ‘form.’ – what is that? – the thing-
meant.” 30 this passage of Patañjali’s has caused consternation among 

27. vårttikas 5-8 on i 1 68 (mahåbhåßya i 176,25-177,12):
vårttika 5 sit tad-viƒeßå∫åµ v®kßâdy-artham “tagged with s for its subgroups for 

the sake of v®kßa etc.”
vårttika 6 pit paryåya-vacanasya ca svâdy-artham “tagged with p also for its 

synonyms for the sake of sva etc.”
vårttika 7 jit paryåya-vacanasyaîva råjârtham “tagged with j for the synonyms 

alone for the sake of råjan etc.”
vårttika 8 jhit tasya ca tad-viƒeßå∫åµ ca matsyârtham “tagged with jh for this as 

well as its subgroups for the sake of matsya etc.”
28. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.v p.40.
29. Nyåsa on Kåƒikå on ii 1 20 (vol.ii, p.37,27f.) bahuvacana-nirdeƒenârtha-

syêdaµ graha∫aµ, na svaræpasya, nâpi saµjñåyå∆; tena sarvair nadœ-våcibhi∆ samå-
so vijñåyate “Because it is taught in the plural, it denotes the object – not the own 
form or the term; therefore a compound with all [words naming] rivers is understood.” 
Joshi/roodbergen, ibid., refer also to ii 1 28 kålå∆, iv 1 120 strœbhya∆, and iv 1 135 
catußpådbhya∆. Similarly, kutsitåni in ii 1 53 is a generic term.

30. mahåbhåßya i 175,20-22 ræpa-graha∫aµ kim-arthaµ na svaµ ƒabdasyâ-
ƒabda-saµjñå bhavatîty eva ræpaµ ƒabdasya saµjñå bhavißyati. na hy anyat svaµ 
ƒabdasyâsty anyad ato ræpåt. evaµ tarhi siddhe sati yad ræpa-graha∫aµ karoti taj 
jñåpayaty åcåryo ’sty anyad ræpåt svaµ ƒabdasya. kiµ punas tat? artha∆.
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interpreters of the måhåbhåßya. Någojœbha™™a commented on Patañjali’s 
quoted sentence (ræpaµ ƒabdasya saµjñå bhavißyati) with atra saµjñå-
ƒabdo bodhya-para∆, karma-vyutpatte∆ “Here the word saµjñå means 
‘named’ due to derivation as an object.” 31 Någojœbha™™a had no com-
punction to assert that saµjñå in this context has exactly the opposite of 
its usual meaning! when Patañjali suggested that “the form names –› 
the word,” Någojœbha™™a assumed that “the form is named ‹– by the 
word.” 32 P.filliozat was justly puzzled. He translated the mahåbhåßya 
passage, in accordance with his principle to translate on the basis of the 
tradition: “seulement la forme du mot sera la chose nomée par lui” and 
remarked: “L’employ du mot saµjñå fait difficulté ici. il désigne ordi-
nairement le nom et saµjñin désigne la chose nommée.” 33

the phrase considered and then rejected by Patañjali (svaµ 
ræpaµ ƒabdasya saµjñå) turns up once more in another context. in the 
lengthy discussion of rule i 1 62 pratyaya-lope pratyaya-lakßa∫am 
Kåtyåyana made the suggestion that instead of i 1 56 sthånivad ådeƒo 
’nalvidhau (“a substitute is like the original except for rules concern-
ing sound”) it would suffice to teach that “the name of the original is 
transferred to the substitute.” 34 But that would create a problem else-
where. rule i 3 28 [12 åtmanepadam] å√o yama-hana∆ teaches “after 
the roots √yam and √han with the prefix å [the endings of middle 
voice are added],” and vadh is substituted for √han by rule ii 4 42 ha-
no vadha li√i “in the precative vadha is substituted for han.” the con-
cern is that the middle voice “would only result for forms of han, but 
not for vadha. for there is no name for han that could be transferred to 
vadha. – there is a name also for han. – which? – Just han. – How? – 

31. Någojœbha™™a’s uddyota (vol.i, p.520,16) appears to suggest: if saµjñå re-
fers to the named (rather the name), it would be derived with the suffix a√ (words 
with this suffix form their feminine with ™åp: iv 1 4) according to iii 3 106 åtaƒ 
côpasarge, denoting the object of an action: P.filliozat, Le Mahåbhåßya (Åhnika 8-9), 
p.313 fn.1 (on i 1 68).

32. P.S.Subrahmanya Sastri, Lectures on Patañjali’s Mahåbhåßya, vol.iii p.232, 
translated Patañjali following Någojœbha™™a: “Does not ræpa become the bo dhya of 
ƒabda?”

33. P.filliozat, Le Mahåbhåßya (Åhnika 8-9), p.311; cf. also above p.185 fn.17.
34. vårttika 11 on i 1 62 (mahåbhåßya i 163,9) siddhaµ tu sthåni-

saµjñânudeƒåd ånya-bhåvyasya “it is resolved by the transfer of [only] the name of 
the original to the substitute.”
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Because of the teaching of the rule i 1 68 by ‘svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasya 
saµjñå bhavati’ han will be a name for han.” 35 Patañjali found him-
self in a dilemma and – to get out of it – he resorted to a formula he 
himself rejected on its proper place, i.e. in his discussion of i 1 68. 36 
Later Kåtyåyana found fault with the proposed change to sætra i 1 56 
and Patañjali, too, rejected the change: “and the sætra is being cut; let 
it remain as it is.” 37

But cardona seized on this passage to support his interpretation of 
i 1 68. cardona indeed considered svaµ ræpam the saµjñå and 
ƒabdasya the saµjñin: “a linguistic element’s own form (svaµ ræpam) 
is understood to refer to that element (ƒabdasya [saµjñå] ‘[name] of a 
speech unit’) itself, not to signify the meaning of the item, unless the 
element in question is a technical term of grammar (aƒabdasaµjñå).” 38 
cardona’s interpretation would remove the awkward position of 
a-ƒabda-saµjñå encountered when this nominative was seen as paral-
lel to the genitive ƒabdasya. But his suppletion creates a greater oddity 
when spelled out: *svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasya saµjñâƒabda-saµjñå. Here 
the own form (svaµ ræpam) is the name of the word (ƒabdasya 
saµjñå), if it is not a ƒabda-saµjñå. it forces cardona to propose for 
[a]ƒabda-saµjñå a different structure than that of the foregoing 

35. mahåbhåßya i 163,13-16 hanter eva syåd vadher na syåt. na hi kåcid 
dhante∆ saµjñâsti yå vadher atidiƒyeta. – hanter api saµjñâsti. – kå? – hantir eva. – 
katham? – svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasyâƒabda-saµjñå iti vacanåt svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasya 
saµjñå bhavatîti hanter api hanti∆ saµjñå bhavißyatîti.

36. annaµbha™™a explained in his subcommentary on the Pradœpa on i 1 62: 
hantiµ sva-ræpe∫ôpådåyâtmanepadaµ vidhœyate na tu kåµcit saµjñåm åƒrityêti bhå-
va∆. yady api dhåtu-saµjñâsti tathâpi na tad-upådånenâtmanepadam vidhœyate. å√o 
yama-hana iti sætrôpåtto hanti∆ saµjñå, prayogasthas tu saµjñîti vadher api hanti-
saµjñâtidiƒyate “the middle voice is imposed on han with its own form, but not on 
the basis of any name. even though there is its name as ‘root,’ the middle voice is not 
imposed by its application. han enounced in sætra i 3 28 is the name, [han] in usage 
[in the object language] the named; thus the name ‘han’ is transferred to vadha.” (The 
Vyåkara∫a Mahåbhåßya Part ii by Bhagavat-Patañjali with Pradœpa by Kaiya™a and 
mahåbhåßya-pradœpoddyotana by annambha™™a, ed. by t.chandrasekharan, madras 
1952, p.341).

37. vårttika 13 on i 1 62 and Patañjali’s comment: mahåbhåßya i 164,1+7 
sætraµ ca bhidyate. yathå-nyåsam evâstu. on sætra-bheda “cutting of the thread” see 
above pp.34f. 

38. På∫ini, 2nd ed., p.xxiv.
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ƒabdasya saµjñå: ƒabde saµjñå “name in grammar.” 39 He followed 
the paraphrase of the latter part of i 1 68 given in the Siddhånta-
kaumudœ (nr. 46): ƒabdasya svaµ ræpaµ saµjñi ƒabda-ƒåstre yå 
saµjñå tåm vinå “the own form of the word is designated (or: desig-
nated by the word) except that designation which is [found] in word 
science” 40 – but not of the first part: Bha™™ojidœkßita’s suppletion of 
saµjñi is much more defensible than that of saµjñå proposed by 
cardona.

cardona sought to support his position with a reference to 
våkyapadœya i 69/70 41 and the v®tti on it. in the stanzas i 68/69 
Bhart®hari dealt with the different problem of individual (vyakti, repre-
sented here by svaµ ræpam) versus universal (jåti). is the vyakti (i.e. 
svaµ ræpam) the name (saµjñå) conveying the universal or is, on the 
contrary, the individual (svaµ ræpam) the named (saµjñin) conveyed 
by the universal? in this context the commentary (v®tti, by Bhart®hari 
himself or a disciple?) cites other commentators. Some say: “the own 
form of the word is the expressor, the illuminator, the conveyor [of the 
word]” (svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasya gråhakaµ bhavati dyotakaµ 
pratyåyakam), 42 others: “the own form of the word is the expressed, 
the illuminated, the conveyed” (svaµ ræpaµ ƒabdasya gråhyaµ 
dyotyaµ pratyåyyam). 43 it is clear that these commentators are not 
dealing directly with the relation of “form” (svaµ ræpam) and word 
(ƒabdasya) 44 but with the direction of the rule. which is primary: in-
dividual or universal? 

39. on p.167 of his På∫ini (1st ed.; 2nd ed., p.143) though, cardona translated 
aƒabda-saµjñåyåm of vii 3 67 with “unless …is a term naming a linguistic unit 
(aƒabda-saºjñåyåm),” and on p.341 (2nd ed., p.291) “other than one which is the 
name of a speech unit (aƒabda-saºjñåyåm),” assuming an underlying ƒabdasya 
saµjñå. 

40. the commentary tattvabodhinœ, too, declares ƒabda to mean ƒabda-ƒåstra 
and calls aƒabda-saµjñå a saptamœ-samåsa. the Siddhånta-kaumudœ nr. 3838 (vii 3 
67) paraphrases ƒabda-saµjñå with ƒabdâkhyå.

41. Bhart®haris våkyapadœya ed. w.rau, wiesbaden 1977, numbered i 68/69 in 
the edition of K.a.iyer, Poona 1966. cf. Hideyo ogawa, JIPh 29 (2001), pp.531-543.

42. våkyapadœya ed. K.a.S.iyer, Kå∫∂a i, p.127,8f.
43. våkyapadœya ed. K.a.S.iyer, Kå∫∂a i, p.128,1f.
44. in both stanzas the genitive ƒabdasya can be taken adnominally with svaµ 

ræpam “own form of the word” or as object/agent of the following gråhakam/gråhy-
am etc. “expressor of the word” and “expressed by the word,” etc.
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according to cardona, På∫ini would refer to his own pronounce-
ments as svaµ ræpam; what is the point of the restriction svam? and 
the common dichotomy of form and thing-meant (as the two referents 
of a word) is strangely distorted when we are told that the form de-
notes the word and not its thing-meant. in an important detail cardona 
differed from wezler who took the ‘word’ (ƒabda) to be part of 
På∫ini’s instruction; cardona considered it part of the object language. 
what new information does it give us, when the “own form” (in the 
grammar) teaches the word in the object language? in cardona’s inter-
pretation the sætra does not address the problem of the synonyms, 
though it blocks any reference to the thing-meant (artha) – but his for-
mulation “not to signify the meaning of the item” is something he 
probably got from the paraphrase in the Kåƒikå, not from På∫ini’s sæ-
tra itself. 

we have now several combinations: 1) svaµ ræpam refers to the 
meta-language, ƒabdasya to the object language; 2) svaµ ræpam refers 
to the object language, ƒabdasya to the meta-language; 3) both svaµ 
ræpam and ƒabdasya refer to the meta-language; 4) both svaµ ræpam 
and ƒabdasya refer to the object language. 1) is cardona’s position 
and, it seems, that of one ancient scholar quoted in the v®tti on 
våkyapadœya i 69/70, 45 2) my position of 1971, 3) wezler’s position, 
and 4) my present position. asabda-saµjñå is conveniently construct-
ed parallel to svaµ ræpam; it was wrong to consider it as parallel with 
ƒabdasya.

an investigation into the use of ƒabda in På∫ini’s grammar re-
veals that in most instances ƒabda refers to the object language. the 
word ƒabda occurs twenty times in the aß™ådhyåyœ. in iii 1 17 it is the 
base for a denominative ƒabdåyate, in iv 1 168 and iv 3 100 it refers 
to “names” of places or men, in i 3 34, i 4 52, iii 2 23, and iv 4 34 it 
refers to “making sounds,” in iii 3 33 and iv 3 64 to the co-occur-
rence of a word in a sentence, in ii 1 6 to the appearance of a word in 
the world, in ii 3 29, v 3 27, vi 2 103 and 168 to “direction words” 
(dik-ƒabda), in vi 3 56 the words pac-chabda and påda-ƒabda, in iii 2 

45. våkyapadœya ed. K.a.S.iyer, Kå∫∂a i pp.130f. ræpa-måtram ekadeƒo 
’rthavato ræpârtha-samudåyasya såmånya-viƒeßâdi-ƒakti-yuktasya ƒabdasya 
ƒabdatvenâƒritasya saµjñå.
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148 and vi 2 80 to the “meaning of words” (ƒabdârtha). vii 3 67 va-
co ’ƒabda-saµjñåyåm rules that the final /c/ of the root √vac is not re-
placed by a velar /k/ unless it is the name of a speech unit: we have 
thus våcya “deserving blame” and avåcya “blameless,” but våkya 
“speech, statement, sentence.” viii 3 86 abhi-nis.a∆ stana∆ ƒabda-
saµjñåyåm rules that the initial /s/ of the root √stan is optionally re-
placed by /ß/ if the derived word denotes a sound: abhini∆ståna∆ or 
abhini∆ß™åna∆. våkya is commonly “speech, statement” and may have 
this meaning also in rules vi 1 139 (våkyâdhahåra “completion of a 
statement”), viii 1 8 and viii 2 82 where the beginning and end of a 
våkya are singled out for special treatment: the vocative at the begin-
ning of a våkya is repeated under certain circumstances, and the last 
vowel in a våkya is lengthened and carries a high pitch. only in 
Kåtyåyana’s vårttikas 9 and 10 on ii 1 1 is våkya clearly defined as a 
technical term: åkhyåtaµ sâvyaya-kåraka-viƒeßa∫aµ våkyam “a verb 
with particles, factors [of the action] and their qualifications is called 
sentence” and eka-ti√ “what has one verb [is called a sentence].” 46 
abhiniß™åna (and the variant abhiniß™håna) occurs frequently in the 
G®hyasætras, and once in the caturådhåyikå Pråtiƒåkhya i 2 1 – never 
in the aß™ådhyåyœ. abhiniß™åna “sounding off” and its variants refer to 
the word final visarga sound in given names (in the G®hya-sætras) or 
the visarjanœya (in the caturådhyåyikå).

Since På∫ini nowhere else referred to his own pronouncements as 
ƒabda, ƒabdasya in i 1 68 is unlikely to refer to any word in the 
aß™ådhyåyœ (På∫ini would most likely have said svaµ ræpaµ 
nirdiß™asya), but to a word in the object language. aƒabda-saµjñå, fi-
nally, does not mean “not a technical term” or even refer in any way 
to the technical terms in På∫ini’s grammar, as is often assumed; it re-
fers instead to names for words in the object language. technical 
terms are already exempt from the svaµ ræpam rule, as Kåtyåyana 
noted, leaving only ordinary words that are not self-referring, such as 
v®kßa or pakßin in På∫ini’s rules. G.B.Palsule 47 and a.wezler 48 have 

46. mahåbhåßya i 367,10 +17.
47. G.B.Palsule, ‘Saµjñåyåm’ in På∫ini. Poona 1966, pp.31-75.
48. a.wezler, in German Scholars on India, ed. embassy of the federal 

republic of Germany, vol.ii, Bombay 1976, pp.369-372.
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independently concluded that the meaning of saµjñå has developed 
from “agreement, mutual understanding, or concord” 49 in the later 
vedic texts to “conventional use of the word,” “a word so used” in 
På∫ini’s time, and finally “name.” 50 in the aß™ådhyåyœ saµjñå de-
notes “the social convention which modifies the primary meaning of 
words and may make names out of such words”; 51 its use does “not 
so much indicate the use of a particular word as a name, as the restric-
tion of the primary meaning of that word by convention” 52 – some-
thing later grammarians called yogâræ∂ha “a word whose etymologi-
cal meaning is restricted by convention.” 53 in most of the rules 
saµjñå refers to the names of people, localities or to legal or commer-
cial expressions, but often it refers to items in a general way, with its 
meaning wider or narrower than the etymology would suggest. the 
word for “technical term” in the aß™ådhyåyœ, however, is 
vaiyåkara∫âkhyå “grammarian’s term” found in vi 3 7 [1 alug uttara-
pade 6 åtmana∆] vaiyåkara∫âkhyåyåµ caturthyå∆ “[there is no loss] 
of the dative ending [after åtman before the second member of a com-
pound] if it is a term of the grammarians”: På∫ini explains thus the 
formation of the term åtmanepadam. 54 

in contrast to nåman and åkhyå which are used in the sense of “a 
name” in the aß™ådhyåyœ interchangeably and “always occur as the 
second member of a compound, the first member being the object 
named,” saµjñå typically stands alone, and no saµjñin is men-
tioned. 55 the exception is [a]ƒabda-saµjñå in i 1 68, vii 3 67 and 
viii 3 86. in vii 3 67 vaco ’ƒabda-saµjñåyåm the reference is to vå-
cya ‘to be said, to be blamed” versus våkya “speech, statement, sen-
tence” which is not defined by På∫ini and occurs in three of his rules. 
viii 3 86 abhinisa∆ stana∆ ƒabda-saµjñåyåm refers to the word 
abhiniß™åna which is not a technical term in På∫ini’s grammar.

49. a.wezler, ibid., p.366.
50. G.B.Palsule, ‘Saµjñåyåm’ in På∫ini, p.62.
51. Palsule, ibid., p.67.
52. Palsule, ibid., p.67.
53. Palsule, ibid., p.68.
54. Palsule, ibid., p.66 fn.20 too readily conceded that vaiyåkara∫âkhyå is syn-

onymous with ƒabda-saµjñå.
55. Palsule, ibid., p.66.
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the strongest argument for a saµjñå technical term” is perhaps 
rule i 4 1 å ka∂åråd ekå saµjñå “up to ka∂åra [in ii 2 38] 56 inclu-
sive, one single designation [only],” followed by i 4 2 vipratißedhe 
paraµ kåryam “if there is mutual conflict, the later [grammatical] op-
eration [applies].” one problem is this, that Patañjali records an alter-
native tradition: instead of these two rules, there was a tradition of just 
one: pråk ka∂åråd paraµ kåryam “up to ka∂åra [in ii 2 38] exclu-
sive, the later [grammatical] operation [applies].” 57 in this version, 
the word saµjñå is absent. if we accept the first version as authorita-
tive (as the indian tradition does), saµjñå and kåryam presumably in 
some way express the same notion. saµjñå cannot just be a “name” 
but more of a “designation” or “convention.” in i 4 10-12 we come 
closest to a “name”: these rules declare hrasvaµ laghu; saµyoge gu-
ru; dœrghaµ ca “a short [vowel] is [called] ‘light’; if followed by a 
consonant cluster [it is called] ‘heavy’; also a long [vowel is called 
‘heavy’].” according to the vipratißedha-rule i 4 2 a short vowel fol-
lowed by a consonant cluster can only be called ‘heavy,’ since it can-
not have two designations and the later rule prevails. a similar situa-
tion is found in i 4 45-46: ådhåro ’dhikara∫am. adhi-ƒœ√-sthâs.åµ 
karma “the locality [is called] adhikara∫a ‘location.’ [in construction 
with] the roots √ƒœ, √sthå and √ås, preceded by adhi, [the locality is 
called] karman ‘object’ [only].” 58 in ii 2 32-34 there is no reference 
to a name but to conflicting procedures: ii 2 32-34 [30 pærvam] 
dvaµdve GHI; aj-ådy-ad-antam; alpâctaram “in a dvandva com-
pound, a noun stem ending in -i or -u precedes; [or rather] one begin-
ning with a vowel and ending in -a; [or rather] one with fewer sylla-
bles.” Here each sætra overrules the one preceding in its sphere. we 
would not be able to account for the prevalence with the concept of 

56. S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen, in Indian Linguistic Studies (fs. G.
cardona), Delhi 2002, pp.112-120 have suggested that the reference might rather be 
to ka∂åra in ii 1 3 pråk ka∂åråt samåsa∆ “up to ka∂åra (exlusive) [the designation] 
‘compound’ [holds good]” which comes earlier in the grammar. But this ka∂åra is it-
self only a reference to ka∂åra in ii 2 38. it is striking that i 4 2 has å ka∂åråt versus 
pråk ka∂åråt in ii 1 3: the former is inclusive, the latter exclusive, i.e. the samåsa sec-
tion is boxed within the larger section that includes ka∂åra in ii 2 38.

57. mahåbhåßya i 296,13 pråk ka∂åråt paraµ kåryam.
58. it cannot be both adhikara∫a and karman; i 4 46 therefore allows only the 

construction with the accusative, ruled in by ii 3 2 karma∫i dvitœyå to denote the object.
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general rule (utsarga) and exception (apavåda); only i 4 2 vipratißed-
he paraµ kåryam achieves the desired result. 59 the sætra i 4 1 å 
ka∂åråd ekå saµjñå is therefore not a strong argument for saµjñå 
“technical term.” 

if then saµjñå probably should never be taken as “technical term” 
and ƒabda refers to the words of the object language, aƒabda-saµjñå 
in i 1 68 should not mean “unless it is a technical term of grammar” 
but “unless it is a designation of [other] utterances.” only in this inter-
pretation can we do justice to the initial svam. if it was the purpose of 
the rule to indicate self-referral and to eliminate (in grammar) refer-
ences to the thing-meant, ræpam would have been sufficient: *ræpaµ 
ƒabdasyâƒabda-saµjñå. consequently, the suffix ˘Hak (i.e., -eya) is 
attached to the word ‘agni’ in accordance with iv 2 33 agner ˘Hak 
(resulting in ågneya “consecrated to agni”), not to the fire. But this is, 
as already Kåtyåyana 60 pointed out, too obvious to require an injunc-
tion. what matters is that only the o w n  form of the word or utterance 
in the object language is invoked – unless the form is a designation of 
other utterances.

59. these three rules account for a) Agnœ-ßomau, Hari-harau, b) uß™ra-kharam, 
and c) grœßma-vasantau. they do not stand in an utsarga/apavåda relation.

60. above p.186 fn.23.
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 vacana “number” in På∫ini’s Grammar?

otto Böhtlingk’s word index to På∫ini’s Grammar 1 lists twenty-
nine occurrences for a word vacana “expressing”, e.g. i 4 89 å√ 
maryådå-vacane “å, when a limit is to be denoted” (i.e., the preposi-
tion å “up to”). Besides this, there are two references to a word va-
cana “grammatical number”: i 2 51 and ii 3 46. Böhtlingk translated 
ii 3 46 pråtipadikârtha-li√ga-parimå∫a-vacana-måtre prathamå 
“wenn nichts anderes ausgedrückt werden soll als die Bedeutung des 
Nominalstammes, das Geschlecht, das mass oder der Numerus, so 
steht der Nominativ.” 2 this translation is based on the discussion of 
this rule by the traditional indian grammarians, though misunderstood 
in some part.

already J.S.Speijer 3 had noticed that this traditional translation 
cannot be correct; the nominative suffix certainly does not denote the 
meaning of the noun stem, i.e., the thing-meant – only the noun stem 
can do this. Paul thieme 4 discussed the sætra ii 3 46 and the discus-
sion of it by the På∫inœyas in detail and showed that parimå∫a cannot 
denote here “measurement of size” in the sense of “gallon” etc. there 
is hence no reason to seek the meaning “number” in the plain vacana; 
rather parimå∫a-vacana “expression of measure” as a whole denotes 
“number.” thieme translated the sætra: “the nominative ending is 
added when there is to be designated nothing but the gender and the 
number of the nominal stem notion.” vacana then denotes here too, in 
connection with li√ga and parimå∫a (i.e., li√ga[-vacana] and pari-
må∫a-vacana), “expressing.” 5

Let us now turn to the last remaining occurrence of vacana “num-
ber” in På∫ini’s Grammar, conceded even by thieme. 6 we must first 

1. otto Böhtlingk, Pâ∫ini’s Grammatik, Leipzig 1887 repr. Hildesheim 1964, 
p.271*.

2. “the nominative is used when nothing more is to be expressed but the 
meaning of the noun stem, the gender, the measure and the number.”

3. J.S.Speijer, Sanskrit Syntax, Leyden 1886 repr. Delhi 1993, p.26 fn.1.
4. P.thieme, JAOS LXXvi (1956), pp.1-23 (Kl.Schr., pp.573-595).
5. See also S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen, Mahåbhåßya, Pråtipadikårtha-

ƒeßåhnika, pp.1-8.
6. P.thieme, JAOS LXXvi (1956), p.9 (Kl.Schr., p.581).
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place the sætra i 2 51 in context. 7 i have here rendered Böhtlingk’s 
German translation into english.
i 2 49 [48 go-striyor] luk taddhita-luki “at the elision of a tad-

dhita suffix there is also elision of the feminine suffix.”
i 2 50 id go∫yå∆ “/i/ is substituted for /œ/ in go∫œ in this case.” 8

i 2 51 lupi yuktavad vyakti-vacane “when the elision of a suffix 
is indicated by lup, gender and number (of the seemingly 
derived word) follow the word to which they are related.”

i 2 52 viƒeßa∫ånåµ câjåte∆ “thus it is also with the gender and 
number of the qualifying word, if this is not class term.”

i 2 53 to 57 are five sætras that cannot be attributed to På∫ini but are 
later insertions. 9

i 2 58 jåty-åkhyåyåm ekasmin bahu-vacanam anyatarasyåm “in 
a class name also the plural is alternatively used with ref-
erence to one item.”

the fatal flaw in Böhtlingk’s translation of i 2 51 is that there is 
no vyakti “grammatical gender” in Sanskrit literature except in the 
commentaries on i 2 51f. and references related to them. 10 Patañjali 
expressed the contrast såmånya “generality” versus vyakti 
“specificity,” 11 and more often the contrast åk®ti “form, „dša” versus 
dravya “stuff, individual item.” 12 in Nyåya philosophy the contrast to 
vyakti “individual manifestation” is jåti “species, class” or åk®ti 

7. cf. Peter m.Scharf, The Denotation of Generic Terms in Ancient Indian 
Philosophy: Grammar, Nyåya, and Mœmåµså, Philadelphia 1996, pp.74f. and 141.

8. this is an exception to the previous rule: the feminine suffix -œ in go∫œ is 
not elided but shortened, e.g. in pañca-go∫i∆ “a piece of cloth bought for five go∫œ-s” 
(mahåbhåßya i 226,3).

9. thus already Böhtlingk, Pâ∫ini’s Grammatik, p.18. also Joshi/
roodbergen, in Proceedings, pp.68f. and The Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.i, p.102 and 
vol.ii, pp.93-95; G.cardona, Pâ∫ini: His Work and its Traditions, vol.1, 2nd ed., 
pp.596-605. the first of these sætras (i 2 53) was already known to Patañjali who 
commented on it very briefly (mahåbhåßya i 229,7f.).

10. P.S.Subrahmanya Sastri, Lectures on Patañjali’s Mahåbhåßya, vol.iv 
p.111 suggested: “the words yukta, vyakti and vacana are the saºjñås of På∫ini’s 
predecessors for prak®ti (stem), li√ga (gender) and så√khyå [sic] (number),” making 
virtually the whole sætra pre-På∫inian.

11. mahåbhåßya, ed. f.Kielhorn, i 145,26.
12. mahåbhåßya i 7.8-18.
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“form.” 13 finding jåti in the two following sætras (i 2 52 and 58) 
strongly suggests the contrary meaning “individual manifestation” for 
vyakti in i 2 51. only strong reasons could compel us to accept instead 
“grammatical gender.”

the first vårttika on i 2 51 14 gives the reason why the rule is nec-
essary. “the instruction that it is like the [basic] word joined [with the 
suffix is needed], because otherwise 15 gender and number of the 
named object would result.” the following will give an illustration. 
after the word lava∫a “salt” the suffix -ika (ruled in by iv 4 1) is de-
leted (by iv 4 24 lava∫ål luk) by luk, giving us an adjective lava∫a 
“salty”; in gender and number the adjective follows the noun to which 
it is attached. But whenever the elision is caused by lup, this is not 
supposed to happen. thus, e.g., a suffix añ is attached (by iv 1 86 and 
iv 2 69) to the tribal name Pañcålå∆ “the Pañcålas” forming an adjec-
tive P~ñcåla; 16 this suffix is elided by lup if the word denotes the 
country (iv 2 81 janapade lup). By force of i 2 51 lupi yuktavad vyak-
ti-vacane we obtain Pañcålå∆ “the land of the Pañcålas.” Likewise: 
from ƒirœßå∆ “acacias” a place name ˙irœßå∆ “a village close to acacia 
trees” is formed by iv 2 70 and 82. from ka™ubadarœ (the jujube tree) 
there is Ka™ubadarœ “a village close to the ka™ubadarœ.” Pañcålå∆ and 
˙irœßå∆ are plural masculine forms, Ka™ubadarœ singular feminine – ex-
actly as the basic words from which they are derived.

thus far a shorter sætra would have sufficed: *lupi yuktavat “if 
there is elision by lup, the word 17 (or: the operation) is like the origi-
nal that was joined with the suffix.” what is the point of adding vyak-
ti-vacane? this question is first clearly formulated in the surviving lit-
erature by Patañjali, but it had concerned already previous interpreters 
whose solution is the background for Patañjali’s discussion. to under-
stand it, we must consider the simple meaning of the expression vyak-
ti-vacane, viz., “when an individual item is denoted.”

På∫ini’s sætra means accordingly that the derivation shall happen 

13. e.g., Nyåyasætra ed.w.ruben, Leipzig 1928, pp.55-57 (ii b 57-64).
14. mahåbhåßya i 227,12: anyatrâbhidheya-vyakti-vacana-bhåvål lupi yukta vad-

anudeƒa∆.
15. when the elision is effected by luk etc., i.e. in the case of adjectives.
16. an adjective påñcåla ‘belonging to the Pañcålas’ is attested.
17. if we assume that pråtipadikam from sætra i 2 45 is to be supplied.
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only for individual objects: a certain village that is near the acacias or 
a ka™ubadarœ, but not all villages in such a neighborhood; or the coun-
try of the Pañcålas, a certain area in Northern india, not all areas 
where Pañcålas may live.

the interpreters saw themselves facing a typical difficulty. the 
expression vyakti-vacane is long with redundancy and could easily be 
replaced by a much shorter vyaktau. they searched for a special mo-
tive for På∫ini’s seemingly prolix formulation and came up with the 
proposal to take vyakti-vacane not as the locative singular of a tatpu-
rußa compound, but the nominative dual of a dvandva instead: “vyakti 
and vacana.” from eka-vacana “singular,” dvi-vacana “dual,” and ba-
hu-vacana “plural” one could abstract a vacana “number.” from vya-
ñjana “mark of sex/gender” 18 one could suggest a meaning “gram-
matical gender” for vyakti. thus it was possible to interpret sætra i 2 
51 as: “in the elision [of a taddhita suffix] by lup, gender and number 
are like in the [word that was] joined [with the elided suffix].”

But what purpose can such rule have except that of a restriction: 
“only gender and number?” indeed Patañjali was able to offer exam-
ples where such a restriction is both meaningful and necessary.

“for what purpose [does På∫ini teach] vyakti-vacane?” “a village 
that lies near the ƒirœßå∆ (‘acacias’) [is called] ˙irœßå∆. the forest of 
this village [is called] ˙irœßa-vanam.” “and what would be [if På∫ini 
had not given the restriction regarding gender and number]?” “By 
[På∫ini’s sætra] viii 4 6 vibhåßaûßadhi-vanaspatibhya∆ 19 there would 
be wrongly substitution of /∫/.” 20

By viii 4 6 optionally the /n/ in vana is made retroflex 21 (across 
the juncture of the compound), when the name of a plant or tree pre-
cedes in a compound. the “forest of acacias” is then optionally ƒirœßa-
vana or ƒirœßa-va∫a. But the forest of the village ˙irœßå∆ (‘which is close 

18. Åpastamba-dharma-sætra ii 26,12; mahåbhårata i 145,34; råmåya∫a ii 
36,11.

19. viii 4 6 vibhåßaûßadhi-vanaspatibhya∆ “Sometimes /n/ in vana is replaced 
by /∫/ after words denoting herbs or trees. Böhtlingk’s edition reads vanaspatibhyåm.

20. mahåbhåßya i 226,20-22 vyakti-vacane iti kim-artham? ƒirœßå∫åm adæra-
bhavo gråma∆: ˙irœßå∆. tasya gråmasya vanam: ˙irœßa-vanam. kim ca syåt? ‘vi-
bhåßaûßadhi-vanaspatibhya∆’ iti ∫a-tvaµ prasajyeta.

21. the cause for the retroflexion is the /ß/ in ƒirœßa.
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to the acacias’) may only be called ˙irœßa-vana; i.e., the derived place 
name ˙irœßå∆ shall behave like the base word only in regard to gender 
and number, but not be, like the original, a word for acacias (the condi-
tion for the application of viii 4 6). Nobody will claim that this distinc-
tion was of great practical importance for På∫ini or anyone else. 22

“Somebody else says: the village that lies near the ka™ubadarœ 
[tree is called] Ka™ubadarœ. there shall be no genitive suffix based on 
the ‘being-like-what-is-joined’ [taught by På∫ini].” 23

from the name of the jujube tree (ka™ubadarœ) an adjective can be 
formed “close to the jujube tree” (ka™ubadaryå[∆] adæra-bhava∆) with 
the suffix a∫ (iv 1 83), where the name of the jujube tree is given in 
the genitive, to which the suffix forming the adjective is added. when 
the place name is derived from it, the suffix a∫ is deleted by lup and 
the remaining word shall behave like the base word to which the suf-
fix was added. Now there is concern that the original ka™ubadaryå∆ 
would be the name of the village (*Ka™ubadaryå∆). even a restriction 
vyakti-vacane “[only] gender and number” may not be a remedy if va-
cana, abstracted from bahu-vacana “plural” or “plural ending” etc., 
includes reference to a case suffix. But vacana could be a non-techni-
cal word meaning “expression [of ‘number’].” or there would be no 
need for the genitive ending, since “the notion of being near to” is al-
ready expressed in the name Ka™ubadarœ with the deletion by lup. 
these explanations raise other problems that are of lesser interest in 
this context. 24 one may also say that the suffix is not attached to the 
genitive case but directly to the stem. 25 the objections voiced in the 

22. one would also assume that the forest of the village called “close-to-the-
acacias” would consist of acacias; then both variants would be appropriate, since it 
would indeed be a forest of acacias.

23. mahåbhåßya i 226,23f. apara aha: ka™ubadaryå adæra-bhavo gråma∆: 
Ka™ubadarœ. ßaß™hœ yuktavad-bhåvena må bhæd iti.

24. the details are conveniently available in P.filliozat’s annotated translation 
of the mahåbhåßya with the commentaries of Kaiya™a and Någojœbha™™a: Le 
Mahåbhåßya de Patañjali, adhyåya 1 Påda 2, pp.216-227.

25. G.cardona, På∫ini. A Survey of Research, the Hague 1976, p.334, has ob-
jected that (traditionally) the taddhita suffix is added to an inflected noun; the case 
suffix is elided before the taddhita suffix is phonetically joined to the stem. rule v 1 1 
(√y-åp-pråtipadikåt “[the following suffixes] are attached to feminine nouns ending 
in -œ or -å and noun stems”), on the other hand, would suggest that the taddhita suffix 
is joined to the stem immediately. on this apparent contradiction cf. S.Bhate, På∫ini’s 
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mahåbhåßya are logical delicacies, but can hardly have been the rea-
son for På∫ini to formulate the rule the way he did.

So we will stay with the a priori probable interpretation: “when 
[the suffix] is elided by lup, [the new word behaves] like [the base 
word] that was linked [with the elided suffix], when an individual item 
is denoted.” 

the next sætra i 2 52 viƒeßa∫ånåµ câjåte∆ brings a supplement, 
linked with a ca ‘and’. attributes, too, often behave as they would 
have with the base word; thus one can say of the country Pañcålå∆ 
Pañcålå∆ rama∫œyå∆. But we do not want assimilation on number and 
gender with the base word in all instances, e.g. not in the expression 
Pañcålå janapada∆) “the land Pañcålå∆” or “Pañcålå∆ is a country”). 
therefore På∫ini restricted the validity of the rule: “[words] of quali-
fication [only] when they are not a class name.” 26 But – if what is not 
a class name: the attribute or its noun of reference?

“How is that understood: ‘the attribute, that is a class name’ or 
‘attribute of a class name?’” 

“what results from that?” 
“when it is understood: ‘the attribute that is a class name’ 

Pañcålå[∆] janapada∆ (‘the country Pañcålå∆’) results correctly, but 
[the further attributes] subhikßa∆ saµpanna-pånœya∆ and bahu-målya-
phala∆ (‘is excellent through alms, 27 has enough water, [and] many 
flowers [for garlands] and fruit’) do not result [in the desired singular]. 
But when it is understood: ‘the attributes of a class name’ subhikßa∆ 
saµpanna-pånœya∆ and bahu-målya-phala∆ [i.e., janapada∆] result 
correctly; but Pancålå[∆] janapada∆ does not result.”

“then it will be neither understood as ‘the attribute that is a class 

taddhita Rules, pp.2f. and 16f. and S.D.Joshi, JIPh 29 (2001), pp.159-165. either way 
the taddhita suffix is joined by internal sandhi to the stem. Patañjali deduced from the 
formulation of ii 2 19 upapadam a-ti√ that gati-s, kåraka-s and upapada-s are com-
pounded with primary nouns before case suffixes arise: mahåbhåßya i 418,7f. gati-
kårakôpapadånåµ k®dbhi∆ saha samåsa-vacanam pråk sub-utpatte∆, expanded from 
Kåtyåyana’s vårttika 4 on iv 1 48 (mahåbhåßya ii 218,22) and listed in 
Någojœbha™™a’s Paribhåßenduƒekhara as paribhåßå nr.75.

26. thus the assimilation is desired only for adjectives; the word janapada, on 
the other hand, denotes a class “country.”

27. it grants good alms to mendicants (including veda students and ascetics), 
since food is in abundance; the opposite is durbhikßa ‘famine.’
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name’ nor as ‘the attributes of a class name’ but as ‘the attributes be-
have [as they would have towards the base word that is] connected 
[with the suffix] up to the application of a class name.’” 28

the word janapada ‘country’ is a class name and retains its own 
grammatical form as far a gender and number are concerned. already 
Patañjali registered the objection that this would be quite obvious. 
when we want to make specific additions to this attribute by an adjec-
tive like subhikßa “marked by abundant alms,” the question arises, 
where to connect this adjective grammatically. Not being a class 
name, it could and should behave like the base word linked with the 
suffix (Pañcålå∆) according to i 2 51f. and yet in the expression 
Pañcålå[∆] janapada∆ subhikßa∆ “the country Pañcåla with good 
alms” shall have the adjective in the singular. we get that result, if we 
understand in i 2 52 “attribute of a class name”; because then subhikßa 
is an attribute to the class name janapada and is given properly in the 
singular. But we face difficulties with this interpretation for janapada 
itself which is a class name and not the attribute of a class name. 
Patañjali extracted himself from this dilemma through an interpreta-
tive trick. He parsed câjåte∆ not as ca + ajåte∆ (which appears obvi-
ous) but as ca + å + jåte∆ and interpreted: “and attributes up to [and 
exclusively, 29 the instance of] a class name [appearing].”

Sætra i 2 58 which followed immediately in the original text teach-
es that in a class name the plural is optionally used, even when there is 
only one [class]. for a class exists, as Kåtyåyana and Patañjali ex-
plained, in different individuals, even though it is only one. therefore 
one may say vrœhi∆ ‘rice’ (singular) as well as vrœhaya∆ (plural); 30 

28. mahåbhåßya i 228,5-10 katham idaµ vijñåyate: jåtir yad viƒeßa∫am iti, 
ahosvij jåter yåni viƒeßa∫ånîti? kim câta∆? yadi vijñåyate: jåtir yad viƒeßa∫am iti, 
siddhaµ Pañcålå janapada iti, subhikßa∆ saµpanna-pånœyo bahu-målya-phala iti na 
sidhyati. atha vijñåyate: jåter yåni viƒeßa∫ånîti, siddhaµ subhikßa∆ saµpanna-pånœyo 
bahu-målya-phala iti, Pañcålå janapada iti na sidhyati. evaµ tarhi naîvaµ vijñåyate: 
jåtir yad viƒeßa∫am iti, nâpi: jåter yåni viƒeßa∫ånîti. kathaµ tarhi? viƒeßa∫ånåµ yuk-
tavad-bhåvo bhavaty å jåti-prayogåt.

29. in På∫ini’s grammar, however, å always means “up to inclusive” versus 
pråk “up to exclusive”: Joshi/ roodbergen, Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.iX, pp.64f.

30. Note the plural in Homeric puro…, Lith. pærai� ‘wheat’, etc. (e.Schwyzer, 
Griechische Grammatik, vol.ii, p.43). Julius caesar clearly distinguished between fru-
mentum ‘wheat’ (a class name) and frumenta ‘grains’ (collective plural): commentarii 
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without this rule the plural vrœhaya∆ would result correctly only in ref-
erences to several kinds of rice.

Now we have in i 2 51 vyakti-vacana, i 2 58 jåty-åkhyå (the oppo-
site of vyakti-vacana!) and in i 2 52 a negative a-jåti. 31 that raises it to 
a certainty that these sætras deal with class and individual items and 
that vyakti indeed here too denotes “individual item” and not “gender.” 
with that conclusion also the last alleged attestation for vacana ‘num-
ber’ in På∫ini’s grammar vanishes. 32 vacana in i 2 51 has its usual 
meaning “expressing” and corresponds to (jåty-)åkhyå in i 2 58.

even though På∫ini did not know vacana “number,” 33 the term is 
attested in the texts of later grammarians. Kåtyåyana used the word in 
vårttika 1 on På∫ini i 2 51 and in the vårttikas 10 and 46 on På∫ini i 2 
64. 34 the åryå stanza quoted by Patañjali (vol.i p.227,5f.) presuppos-
es a vacana “number” by paraphrasing vyakti-vacane (from i 2 51) 
with li√ga-saµkhye. another old attestation is B®haddevatå 35 i 43, 
not to mention Patañjali’s own use in his mahåbhåßya. 36

vacana “number” is thus demonstrably younger than eka-vacana 
“singular,” dvi-vacana “dual,” and bahu-vacana “plural”; it has been 
abstracted from these three terms used by På∫ini, as i indicated above. 
this abstraction is arbitrary, disregarding other old expressions like 
dvir-vacana “reduplication” (literally “expressing twice”). But vacana 

de bello Gallico (ed. Heinrich meusel, 19th ed. Berlin 1961) i 16,2 (frumenta) and 5 
(frumentum); in i 40,11 frumentum as transportable goods contrasts with frumenta as 
grain on the field. cf. J.wackernagel, Vorlesungen über Syntax, vol. i, p.96.

31. while vyakti and jåti are opposite notions, they are not exact antonyms. 
adjectives like subhikßa express neither a “class” nor “individuality.” it was neces-
sary therefore to include a restriction ajåte∆ in i 2 52; continuance of vyakti-vacane 
from i 2 51 would not be sufficient.

32. G.B.Palsule, ABORI 30 (1949), pp.135-144 had argued that the rule is an 
interpolation, and Joshi/roodbergen, Aß™ådhyåyœ, vol.ii p.90 tended to agree with him. 
with the argument presented above the major concerns regarding i 2 51 are resolved.

33. that is evident not only from the absence of the term in På∫ini’s grammar, 
but also from the cumbersome formulation in ii 3 46 (parimå∫a-vacane). Besides, the 
generous use of vacana ‘expressing’ (more than two dozen times) in a work of this 
kind speaks against the possibility that the author also knew vacana ‘number.’

34. mahåbhåßya i 227,12; 235,19 and 244,10.
35. the B®haddevatå ed. a.a.macdonell, HOS vol.v/vi 1904 repr. Delhi 1965.
36. e.g. mahåbhåßya i 461,8. also atharva Pråtiƒåkhya ed. and trans. by Særya 

Kånta, Delhi 1968, i 3,13 (=56; p.48) and iii 3,15 (=211; p.128) sarva-li√ga-vacaneßu 
“in all genders and numbers.”
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prevailed in the end, because it filled a gap in the grammatical termi-
nology; saµkhyå was already employed in På∫ini’s grammar as a term 
denoting numerals and certain words of a similar character: i 1 23 
bahu-ga∫a-vatu-∂ati saµkhyå “bahu, ga∫a, [noun bases ending in] va-
tu [and] ∂ati are [also called] saµkhyå.”

we gain here some insight into the development of the grammati-
cal terminology. vacana “number” could turn out to be a valuable cri-
terion for the dating of old texts. the occurrence of the word in the 
Kau™alœya arthaƒåstra 37 (ii 10,61) argues strongly against a pre-
På∫inian date for this text, as had been proposed by r.P.Kangle. 38

37. the Kau™ilœya arthaƒåstra ed. r.P.Kangle, Bombay 1960.
38. the Kau™ilœya arthaƒåstra, part ii, Bombay 1963, pp.106f. (in his note on ii 

10,14).
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 vyåkara∫a and ƒåbdabodha

the grammarians were not the only ones to deal with the ques-
tions of language. there were the students of the old science of pho-
netics whose main concern was the preservation of the correct recita-
tion of the vedic texts, the etymologists who searched for the true and 
deep meaning of words (primarily vedic words), and the ritualists 
who became experts on vedic exegesis in their effort to determine the 
exact value of vedic injunctions. Later they were joined by the logi-
cians and epistemologists of the Nyåya school who searched for an 
understanding of verbal perception – important not only for a proper 
appreciation of the vedic texts but also for a deeper insight on how we 
communicate with one another and how we conceive and structure 
ideas. ƒabda-pramå∫a, authoritative word as a source of valid knowl-
edge, was considered in Nyåya philosophy as parallel to perception, 
inference, and identification/comparison. 1 their concepts, as they 
evolved, eventually became known under the term ƒåbdabodha “ver-
bal understanding,” or “knowledge of the sentence meaning,” 2 essen-
tially “comprehension of the syntactico-semantic relations between 
word-meanings,” 3 and “By extension the term is then applied to a para-
phrase of a given expression, a paraphrase in which the denotation of 
each element and the relation between these elements are rendered 
explicit.” 4 their terminology and their way of parsing a sentence with 
great (if cumbersome) precision greatly influenced later scholars of 

1. the standard illustration example for upamåna is that a person ignorant of 
the exact meaning of the word gavaya “wild buffalo” is told that it is similar to a cow; 
he sees in the wild an animal similar to a cow and identifies this animal as the gavaya 
he was told about (e.g. tarkasaµgraha 37 in S.Kuppuswami Sastri, A Primer of 
Indian Logic, 3rd ed. madras 1961, pp.28 and 250). 

2. the latter translation was proposed by B.K.matilal, in Sanskrit and 
Indological Studies (fs.v.raghavan), Delhi 1975, p.222.

3. v.P.Bhatta, Navya-Nyåya Theory of Verbal Cognition, vol.i (Delhi 2001), 
p.30; N.S.ramanuja tatacharya, ˙åbdabodha-mœmåµså, Pondichéry 2005, vol.i, p.
xxi.

4. S.D.Joshi, Nagoya Studies 14 (1993), p.16. also Joshi/roodbergen, The 
Aß™ådhyåyœ (vol.v, p.57) “in a ƒåbdabodha what is offered is an analysis, an explica-
tion of these interrelations by means of a viƒeßa∫aviƒeßyabhåva ‘qualifier-qualified re-
lation’.”
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the På∫inœya tradition. 5 S.D.Joshi 6 gave an example of parsing the 
sentence Caitras ta∫∂ulån pacati “caitra cooks the rice grains”: ekatv-
âvachinnacaitrâbhinnakart®ko vartamånakålikas ta∫∂ulâbhinnakarma-
niß™haviklittyanukæla∆ phætkårâdiræpavyåpåra∆ “an activity in the 
form of blowing [on the fire] etc., of which the agent is limited by sin-
gularity and non-different from caitra, belonging to the present time, 
and favorable to the [result, namely] the becoming soft [of the rice 
grains] which [result] resides in an object non-different from rice 
grains.”

there are fundamental differences between indian schools of 
thought in their analysis even of such a simple sentence as Caitro 
gråmaµ gacchati “caitra goes to a village”. N.S.ramanuja tata-
charya 7 offered some illustrations. a grammarian would say: “there 
is an activity of going – the activity which leads to the contact with 
<the> village and which is carried out by caitra.” a follower of the 
mœmåµså would parse: “the volitional effort which is present in 
caitra is conducive to the activity that leads to the contact with the vil-
lage.” the exponent of the Nyåya philosophy would say: “caitra is the 
substratum of the volitional effort which is conducive to the activity 
that leads to the contact with the village.” this follows from their ba-
sic assumptions: that for the grammarian the verb is the basic expres-
sion, for the mœmåµsaka the verb ending, and for the Naiyåyika the 
noun in the nominative case (the subject, as traditional western gram-
mar and logic would say).

På∫ini’s grammar shows us how words and sentences are “built-
up” or “formed out” (vyåkriyante) from the elementary building 
blocks, viz. roots, suffixes, infixes and augments, in order to express a 
notion that the speaker wants to convey. it is centered on the verb, and 
later grammarians had to find a way to explain the nominal clauses 
(i.e., sentences without verbs) that are common in Sanskrit. in most 
sentences, the nouns are linked to the action (or situation) expressed 
by the verb, while adverbs, particles, etc. round out the sentence.

5. Joshi/roodbergen, The Aß™ådhyåyœ (vol.v, pp.56-59) went so far as to state 
that “by adopting the såbdabodha-technique the later grammarians have abandoned 
grammatical analysis as taught by På∫ini.” 

6. S.D.Joshi, Nagoya Studies 14 (1993), p.17.
7. N.S.ramanuja tatacharya, ˙åbdabodhamœmåµså, Part i, pp.li-lii.
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the ƒåbdabodha thinkers are on the side of the listener. 8 the ritual-
ists of the mœmåµså tradition were concerned with the interpretation of 
the injunctions regarding rituals, customs, and duties given in vedic 
texts. the most important part of a sentence was therefore the verb, more 
precisely the imperative or optative ending marking an injunction (vidhi) 
or authorization (codanå). 9 in Nyåya philosophy, word (ƒabda) was one 
of four sources of knowledge. there is primarily perception by the sens-
es (pratyakßa), then inference based on logical principles (anumåna), the 
recognition of identity (upamåna), and verbal testimony (ƒabda). the 
last is important first as basis of the religious truths promulgated by the 
veda; to be valid, the source must be trustworthy, a condition satisfied 
with the assumption that the veda is created by God himself. But a word 
is also a valuable source of knowledge in daily life, when we ask for di-
rection, what the weather is like, or whether a man has seen his brother 
that day, etc. if the speaker is trustworthy, the knowledge is presumed to 
be valid. while we understand such a statement in our mother tongue na-
ively and mostly without difficulty, the philosopher wants to analyze and 
understand rationally how such a sequence of sounds can evoke certain 
predictable notions in the mind of the listener. 

this actually is some reasoning that På∫ini (or his predecessors) 
must have undertaken himself, before he composed his grammar – 
consciously or subconsciously. for the roots, suffixes, etc. were not 

8. an early mark of this distinction is the different analysis of a compound 
like ƒåka-pårthiva. Kåtyåyana (vårttika 8 on ii 1 69; mahåbhåßya i 406,5) assumed 
the deletion of the latter part of the initial member (uttara-pada-lopa): ƒåka-bhojœ 
pårthiva∆ “vegetable eating king” > ƒåka-pårthiva∆). Philosophers (vasubandhu, 
abhidharmakoƒabhåßya i.6 [p.4,2 ed. P.Pradhan, Patna, 2nd ed.1975] and 
Nyåyasætrabhåßya on NS iv 1.35 [Nyåyadarƒanam, ed. taranatha amarendramohan, 
p.291,12], etc.) assumed that in a hypothetical pratisaµkhyå<pråpya>virodha∆ or 
aneka<vidha>lakßa∫air the middle member was deleted (madhyama-pada-lopa), in-
dicating a position shifting from a building-up of forms to the analysis of existing 
words. up to at least the Kåƒikå, grammarians followed Kåtyåyana, later grammarians 
followed the philosophers: madhav m.Deshpande, ABORI LXvii (1986), pp.251-257, 
who thought that the change was due to the eclipse of Sanskrit as peoples’ first lan-
guage. the reference to the “vegetable eating king” was likely to the vegetarian king 
aƒoka: H.Scharfe, Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung 85 (1971), pp.219-
224.

9. on this distinction see francis X.clooney, Thinking Ritually, vienna 1990, 
pp.129-139 and 218f.
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freely existing elements in the minds of the Sanskrit speakers of his 
time, but had to be discovered by an elaborate analysis. that analysis 
had to go way beyond the vedic speculations quoted above (pp.108-
110), that, e.g., the rivers (nadya∆) were called so because they re-
sounded (anadatå), or the waters were called åpa∆ because indra ob-
tained (åpnot) them. the first has an element of truth in it (as the his-
torical linguist would see it; the rivers are indeed called the “roaring 
ones” from the same root that is at the base of verb forms expressing 
“roaring”), the second plays on the similarity of unrelated words. But 
the aß™ådhyåyœ says nothing about this underlying analysis, and it is 
only later that Kåtyåyana and Patañjali illustrated (and named) the two 
basic principles of such analysis: anvaya and vyatireka “concurrent 
presence and concurrent absence.” a comparison of aƒva∆, aƒvau, 
aƒvåya, and purußa∆, purußau, purußåya reveals on the one hand a 
contrast of a initial sequence aƒva versus purußa parallel to a contrast-
ing meaning “horse” versus “man,” and on the other hand a contrast-
ing final (i.e., ∆, au, åya) parallel to contrasting roles in a sentence 
(singular, dual; agent, recipient). the procedure leads to the recogni-
tion of noun stems and inflectional suffixes with multiple functions 
(case, number, gender). På∫ini’s complete silence on how he arrived 
at his insights indicates according to P.thieme that he did not, at least 
not consciously, follow the reasoning by anvaya and vyatireka but 
was led by intuition and meditation. 10

in Nyåya, verbal phrasing played an important role in the formu-
lation of inference (syllogism) which was centered on a subject ex-
pressed by a noun in the nominative case. “this mountain is fire-per-
vaded-smoke-possessing” is the summation of the inference: “this 
mountain is fire-possessing, because it is smoke-possessing; whatever 
is smoke-possessing is fire-possessing, as the kitchen. this is so, and 
thus it is such.” 11 verbs are unnecessary; all qualifications are ex-

10. P.thieme, Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 8/9 (1982), pp.3-34 (Kl.Schr. 
pp.1170-1201).

11. tarkasaµgraha 31 (A Primer, p.18) ‘vahni-vyåpya-dhæmavån ayaµ parva-
ta∆’ iti jñånaµ paråmarßa∆. v.P.Bhatta, Navya-Nyåya Theory of Verbal Cognition, 
vol.i, Delhi 2001, p.25 argued that “they are influenced by the fact that the nomina-
tive meaning, the grammatical agent who is independent in his actions controls all the 
other kårakas through his actions.” But in passive constructions it is the object (kar-
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pressed as properties of the leading noun. 12 the logicians were, like 
virtually all educated men of their times in india, familiar with 
På∫ini’s grammar and used his rules in their interpretation of state-
ments – but in reverse order: not to build up a sentence but to break it 
down into its elements. for a sentence to be meaningful, its elements 
must have åkå√kßå (expectancy), yogyatå (congruity), and must be 
pronounced without undue delay. a series of words like gau∆ aƒva∆ 
purußa∆ hastœ (“cow, horse, man, elephant”) lacks expectancy, vahn-
inå siñcet (“one should sprinkle with fire”) lacks congruity, and gåm...
ånaya (“bring…the cow!”) with the words spoken hours apart is not 
understood for lack of proximity. But when these conditions appear to 
be met, a detailed analysis of the sentence is made, using the tools 
provided by grammar. a sentence Devadatta∆ v®kßaµ paƒyati 
“Devadatta sees a tree” was paraphrased by the Nyåya commentator 
våcaspatimiƒra (10th cent.) with devadatta-samavetayå hi kriyayå 
darƒana-lakßa∫ayå v®kßa-vißayo ’nubhavo janyate “a perception in 
which the tree is a content is produced by the action in form of seeing 
which is residing in Devadatta.” 13 Bhavånanda Siddhåntavågœƒa in a 
similar fashion referred to the logicians of the ‘old School’ who 
viewed the sentence g®he sthålyåm odanaµ pacati “He cooks rice in a 
pan in the house” as g®hâdhikara∫aka-sthåly-adhikara∫akaûdana-
karmaka-påkânukæla-k®timån “He has the effort conducive to the act 
of cooking in which rice is the object, pan is the locus of it [i.e., of the 
rice], and house is the locus of it [i.e., of the pan].” 14

man) that is in the nominative (and is the subject of the syllogism).
12. compare the similar statement by the Greek grammarian apollonios 

Dyskolos (2nd century a.d.) in his Per… sunt£xewj i 16 “the noun necessarily pre-
cedes the verb, since influencing and being influenced are properties of physical 
things, and things are what nouns apply to, and to things belong the special features of 
verbs, namely doing and experiencing”: The Syntax of Apollonius Dyscolus. 
translated…by fred w. Householder, amsterdam 1981, p.25 and esa itkonen, 
Universal History of Linguistics, amsterdam 1991, p.213.

13. Nyåyavårttikatåtparya™œkå ch.1, p.437,20f. in Nyåyadarƒanam of Gautama 
edd.taranatha amendramohan, calcutta 1936-1944.

14. Bhavånanda Siddhåntavågœƒa’s Kårakacakra ed. Govindacandra, calcutta 
1937 (repr.1991), p.187; cf. N.Kudo, Nagoya Studies 20 (1999), p.71. Such ideas have 
roots in some of the earliest grammatical works: Kåtyåyana in vårttika 3 on iii 1 87 
(mahåbhåßya ii 66, 15) spoke of roots whose action or status is manifested in the ob-
ject (karma-stha-bhåvaka or karma-stha-kriya), and Patañjali (mahåbhåßya ii 66, 
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it is in this context that a recent dispute gains interest. George 
cardona 15 had stated that in grammar case suffixes “are deictic in that 
they designate unspecified kårakas. the nominal stems used in sentenc-
es denote the particular individuals in questions, so that they are co-ref-
erential (samånådhikara∫a) with affixes which signify kårakas.” in my 
review of his book 16 i had called this “a dubious theory” that “goes 
against the patterns of På∫ini’s grammar” and challenged cardona to in-
dicate “if any På∫inœya ever said this.” G. cardona 17 defended his posi-
tion in the second edition of his book with a reference to 
“Kau∫∂abha™™a, who explicitly says that in all instances where a kåraka-
signifying ending is introduced, there is an identity relation (abheda∆ 
saºsarga∆), between the meanings of the base and affix … the reason 
for this is that the vibhaktis signify property bearers (vibhaktœnåº 
dharmivåcakatvåt) not properties; that is, they signify an object (kar-
man), an agent (kart®), and so on, not the properties of being an object 
(karmatva), of being an agent (kart®tva), and so forth. if, on the contra-
ry, they were considered to signify properties alone (dharmamåtravå-
cakatve), an undesirable consequence would ensue: the intent of a sætra 
like A 2.3.2 18 would be violated 19… thus, for example, in kambala-am 
(> kambalam), the meanings of the base kambala and the affix am are 
related through identity… the affix signifies an unspecified object and 
the base signifies a blanket… accordingly, the principal meaning signi-
fied by kambala-am is that of the endings [sic! H.S.] am, namely a kar-

16f.) mentioned in contrast those whose action or status is manifested in the agent 
(kart®-stha-bhåvaka or kart®-stha-kriya); cf. also våkyapadœya iii 321 karmastha-
bhåvakatvam and iii 867 kart®stha-bhåvaka∆.

15. G.cardona, På∫ini. His Work and its Traditions, Delhi 1988, p.169 (2nd ed. 
p.145).

16. H. Scharfe, JAOS 109 (1989), p.656.
17. G.cardona, På∫ini. His Work and its Traditions, 2nd ed., Delhi 1997, 

pp.xxvii-xxix.
18. ii 3 2 karma∫i dvitœyå “when [the factor is] an object, the second case suf-

fix [is added].”
19. cardona, ibid., p. xxviii referred to Kau∫∂abha™™a’s vaiyåkara∫abhæßa∫a p.108 

atra sarvatra prak®ti-pratyayârthayor abheda eva saµsarga∆, vibhaktœnåµ dharmi-vå-
cakatvåt and vaiyåkara∫abhæßa∫asåra p.129 atra sarvatra prak®ti-pratyayârthayor 
abheda∆ saµsarga∆, vibhaktœnåµ dharmi-våcakatvåt. dharma-våcakatve ‘karma∫i 
dvitœyå’ iti sætra-svarasa-bha√gâpatte∆. cardona quoted from other editions of these 
two texts, and his page numbers therefore differ from those quoted in this chapter.
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man. the meaning of the preceding base, then, qualifies this main 
meaning: the complex kambala-am refers to a karman qualified 
(viƒiß™a) as being a blanket in particular.” cardona also quoted 
Harivallabha’s commentary Darpa∫a on Kau∫∂abha™.™a’s work. Both au-
thors - Kau∫∂abha™™a lived in the seventeenth century, Harivallabha in 
the eighteenth century – composed their works two millennia after 
Patañjali. reliance on Kau∫∂abha™™a would surely be a weak argument 
to uphold cardona’s thesis that case endings in På∫ini’s grammar “des-
ignate unspecified kårakas.” But Kau∫∂abha™™a indeed was a På∫inœya, 
and cardona seems to have made his point so far – more on that later. 

cardona quoted also mahåbhåßya ii 58,11f. prak®ti-pratyayau 
pratyayârthaµ saha bræta∆ which he rendered as “a base and an affix 
together are considered to denote the meaning of the latter.” 20 that 
was not the understanding of at least some traditional På∫inœyas. the 
Kåƒikå 21 paraphrased or reworded the statement as prak®ti-pratyayau 
sahârthaµ bræta∆ “base and suffix together express the meaning” and 
attributed it to earlier teachers whose teaching På∫ini allegedly reject-
ed in the spurious sætra i 4 53, and Någojœbha™™a in his uddyota 22 
glossed Patañjali’s pratyayârtham with pratœyamånârtham “the under-
stood object.” L.renou, relying on the basic meaning of pratyaya and 
following Någojœbha™™a, translated the phrase “radical et suffixe expri-
ment conjointement le sens qui est compris (du mot).” 23 

the phrase is embedded in the mahåbhåßya in a discussion whether 
it is the personal endings or the vikara∫a-s 24 that indicate agent, object 
or status (impersonal passive). a solution is proposed and then rejected. 
“Let it be thus, then: when L (the cover term for the personal endings) 

20. G.cardona, På∫ini, 2nd ed., p.xxix with reference to #878 of his book 
(p.604).

21. Kåƒikå on i 2 56 (vol.i p.362,2f.). 
22. uddyota on ii 1 67 (vol.iii p.148,28) and iv 1 82 (vol.iii p.541,25). 

Någojœbha™™a knew also a variant reading pratyeyârtham “object to be understood,” 
presumably in Kaiya™a’s Pradœpa (in the latter passage).

23. L.renou, Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit, Paris 1942, pt.ii, p.29.
24. the vikara∫a is “an affix placed between a root and the personal ending, 

for showing the specific tense or mood or voice to convey which, the personal ending 
is applied” (K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary, 2nd ed., p.351). they are deleted by luk in 
the case of verbs of the second class and by ƒlu in verbs of the third class; they are al-
together absent in the forms of the perfect, etc.
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denotes status or object, then the vikara∫a-s denote the agent; when L 
denotes the agent, then the vikara∫a-s denote status and object.” that 
idea, too, is rejected: “this is his [solution], whether by its own nature 
or by an express statement (vacana 25): ‘a base and an affix together sig-
nify the understood meaning [of the word],’ 26 and it is not possible that 
one base is combined simultaneously with two different meanings. and 
out of this consideration this is adopted as one alternative, viz. [agent, 
object, and status] are the meanings of the personal endings alone.” 27 

˙abarasvåmin on mimåµsåsætra iii 4 13 put prak®ti-pratyayau 
pratyayârthaµ saha bræta∆ in the mouth of a pærvapakßin (as in the 
two other quotations on mS Xi 1 22 and 24) 28 and called it an in-
struction of the teacher (åcåryôpadeƒa), meaning Patañjali. 29 this 
passage can in no way prove that the concepts underlying the pærva-
pakßa stated by Kau∫∂abha™™a and Harivallabha can be traced back to 
Patañjali. 30 the whole noun 31 denotes a kåraka, as cardona admits, in 

25. No such statement (vacana) was made by På∫ini, and Någojœbha™™a in his 
uddyota (vol.iii, p.148,28) remarked on the word våcanika: vyåkara∫ântara iva “as 
in another grammar.”

26. See p.212 above for cardona’s translation.
27. mahåbhåßya ii 58,9-13 (regarding På∫ini’s rule iii 1 67). evaµ tarhîdaµ 

syåt. yadå bhåva-karma∫or Las tadå kartari vikara∫å yadå kartari Las tadå bhåva-
karma∫or vikara∫å∆. idam asya yady eva svåbhåvikam athâpi våcanikaµ ‘prak®ti-
pratyayau pratyayârthaµ saha bræta’ iti, na câsti saµbhavo yad ekasyå∆ prak®ter 
dvayor nånârthayor yugapad anusahåyœbhåva∆ syåt. evaµ ca k®tvaîka-pakßœbhætam 
evêdaµ bhavati sårvadhåtukârthå evêti.

28. mœmåµsådarƒana edd. Kåƒœnåth våsudevaƒåstrœ abhyankar & Ganeƒaƒåstrœ 
Joƒœ (ÅSS nr. 97, Pune 1970), vol.6, p.3013; cf. D.v.Garge, Citations, p.239.

29. mœmåµsådarƒana, vol.3, p.349.
30. Noriyuki Kudo (Nagoya Studies 18, p.150) erroneously tried to trace the 

maxim prak®ti-pratyayârthayo∆ pratyayârtha∆ prådhånya∆ (sic; no reference is giv-
en) to the mahåbhåßya passage ii 58,11f. Nor can two stanzas of the våkyapadœya be 
used to support the view of the case suffix as pradhåna: Bhart®hari in våkyapadœya ii 
164 asked if the case endings teach (våcikå) or reveal (dyotikå) duality and plurality 
or if the whole unit expresses the meaning including the number, and in iii 299 (iii 
7,43) he inferred by anvaya and vyatireka that case suffixes have meanings. that 
thought was already expressed in the half-ƒloka quoted in the mahåbhåßya i 322,17:

 supåµ karmâdayo ’py arthå∆ saµkhyå caîva tathå ti√åm /
“object etc. are also the meaning of case suffixes along with number, and it is 

thus also with the verbal personal endings.” 
31. Note also Kåtyåyana’s vårttika 4 on i 3 1 (mahåbhåßya i 254,25): 

saµghåtenârtha-gate∆ “Since meaning is understood from the whole word” with 
Patañjali’s paraphrase saµghåtena hy artho gamyate saprak®tikena sapratyayakena 
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På∫ini’s system: when an item is a factor in the action (i 4 23 kårake) 
it receives certain labels (apådåna, karman, etc.) that eventually are 
linked to case suffixes. one should not interpret På∫ini’s rule ii 3 2 
karma∫i dvitœyå (“when [the factor] is an object, the second case end-
ing”) in a way that arbitrarily equates the suffixes am/au/as with kar-
man: rather, the suffixes are employed when the word denoting a kar-
man is used in a sentence. while stems and suffixes are associated 
with meanings that can be ascertained through a process of “concur-
rent occurrence and concurrent non-occurrence” (anvaya and 
vyatireka), 32 it would not be quite correct to say that, e.g., the second 
case endings denote karman “object” or, as some have written, kar-
matva “object-ness.”

The grammarians and etymologists

for a proper appreciation we have to step back about two millen-
nia. in Nirukta i 1, Yåska had contrasted noun and verb with the 
words: bhåva-pradhånam åkhyåtaµ, sattva-pradhånåni nåmåni “the 
verb has ‘becoming’ as its fundamental notion, nouns have ‘being’ as 
their fundamental notion.” Patañjali quoted Yåska’s statement loosely 
(or paraphrased it) as kriyå-pradhånam åkhyåtaµ bhavati…dravya-
pradhånaµ nåmêti. 33 twice he stated that certain forms are kriyå-
pradhåna and others dravya-pradhåna. “uccai∆ ‘high’ [and] nœcai∆ 
‘low’ have their emphasis on the suffix (which has been deleted), 
hiruk ‘away’ [and] p®thak ‘separate’ have their emphasis on the action 
(which separates). also some nouns with secondary derivation have 
their emphasis on the suffix, some on the action: tatra ‘there’ [and] 
yatra ‘where’ have their emphasis on the suffix (indicating location), 
nånå ‘separate’ [and] vinå ‘without’ on the action.” 34

sôpasarge∫a ca, i.e. roots/stems, endings and prefixes are understood as a unit.
32. e.g., vårttika 9 on i 2 45 with Bhåßya: mahåbhåßya i 219,19-27.
33. mahåbhåßya ii 418,15f. this has been quoted in turn in Kårakacakra (ed. 

Govindracandra, calcutta 1937), p.13, lines 2f.
34. mahåbhåßya i 95,19-21 kiµcid avyayam vibhakty-artha-pradhånaµ kiµcid 

kriyå-pradhånam. uccair nœcair iti vibhakty-artha-pradhånaµ hiruk p®thag iti kriyå-
pradhånaµ. taddhitaƒ câpi kaƒ cid vibhakty-artha-pradhåna∆ kaƒ cit kriyå-pradhåna∆. 
tatra yatrêti vibhakty-artha-pradhåno nånå vinêti kriyå-pradhåna∆. in mahåbhåßya i 
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Patañjali 35 classified compounds according to the position of the 
pradhåna. in a tatpurußa compound 36 the second noun is the pradhå-
na “main item”: in råja-purußa∆ (“king’s officer”) the word råja- 
qualifies purußa (even though the king himself would, of course, be 
more prominent). Similarly upagu gives up his own position when the 
reference is to his offspring. 37 Helåråja 38 on våkyapadœya iii 1,49 39 
suggested that Patañjali’s sentence prak®ti-pratyayau pratyayârthaµ 
saha bræta∆ refers to replacements like Upagor apatyam > Aupagava∆ 
“upagu’s offspring,” where the notion “offspring” is restricted by the 
qualification “upagu.” Helåråja obviously here took pratyayârthaµ to 
mean “meaning of the suffix.” in the same paragraph he expressed the 
opinion that in pacati “he cooks” the meaning of the suffix qualifies 
the meaning of the root which he called the pradhåna “main item.” 40 
the Nyåsa and the Padamañjarœ on Kåƒikå i 2 56 41 are in accord with 
Helåråja, 42 saying that the base upagu and the suffix a∫ (that takes 
the place of apatyam by iv 1 92 tasyâpatyam) together express the 
meaning of the suffix defined as “offspring,” implying that the suffix 
denoting “offspring” is the pradhåna, qualified by the meaning of the 
stem (upagu). Still, this is a substitution, where the underlying word 

223,3-6 he extended this distinction tentatively also to verbal forms (tib-anta).
35. mahåbhåßya i 378,24-379,3.
36. mahåbhåßya i 379,2 uttara-padârtha-pradhånas tatpurußa∆.
37. mahåbhåßya i 364,12f. råjå purußârthe vartamåna∆ svam arthaµ jahyåd 

Upagus câpatyârthe vartamåna∆ svam arthaµ jahyåt “the word råja- engaged in 
conveying the meaning of purußa gives up its meaning, and the word upagu, engaged 
in conveying the meaning of apatya (‘offspring’) gives up its own meaning.”

38. according to K.a.Subramania iyer, Bhart®hari p.40, Helåråja may have 
lived in the early 10th century a.d.

39. våkyapadœya…with Helåråja, ed.K.a.Subramania iyer, Poona 1963, Kå∫∂a 
iii, Part 1, p. 58,5-11.

40. Ibid. p.58,6f. pacatîty-ådau sådhyatvåt prak®ty-arthasya prådhånyåt 
kårakâdinå pratyayârthena tasya viƒeßa∫åt “in pacati etc., because it to be realized, 
because of the predominance of the base meaning, because of its qualification by the 
suffix-meaning [expressing] factors etc., [action is dominant in the verb].”

41. Kåƒikå vol.i, p.362.
42. Jinendrabuddi, the author of the Nyåsa (8th or 9th century?) likely preceded 

Helåråja, while Haradatta, the author of the Padamañjarœ (11th century?), followed 
much later (on these dates see G.cardona, På∫ini, A Survey of Research, pp.280f.). 
these authors appear to have brought the mœmåµsaka interpretation of prak®ti-
pratyayau prak®ty-arthaµ saha bræta∆ into the grammatical tradition.
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apatyam “offspring” was the “main item.” 43 Both texts added that also 
the opposite takes place: svârthikeßu ca prak®ti-pratyayau prak®ty-
arthaµ saha bræta∆: ƒuklatara iti “and in the case of suffixes that de-
note the base itself, base and suffix together denote the base [as in the 
comparative suffix]: ƒuklatara∆ ‘whiter’.” the argument of Nyåsa and 
Padamañjarœ is part of a hypothetical reasoning regarding the spurious 
sætra i 2 56 in which På∫ini allegedly rejected such reasoning.

the sætras i 2 53-57 in På∫ini’s grammar are interpolations; i 2 
53 received a very short comment by Patañjali, the others are not even 
mentioned anywhere in the mahåbhåßya. their argumentative style 
stands out among På∫ini’s other rules, and their potential importance 
for the interpretation of the aß™ådhyåyœ makes the conclusion unavoid-
able that they were not part of the På∫ini text known to Patañjali. 
among them, i 2 56 contains the word pradhåna: [53 tad aƒißyam] 
pradhåna-pratyayârtha-vacanam arthasyânya-pramå∫atvåt which has 
received two different interpretations. 44 the Kåƒikå 45 took it as a ref-
erence to compounds and secondary suffixation: “the expression of 
meaning by a particular member [in a compound] which is the princi-
ple [member, or] by a suffix [which is the principle element] 46 need 
not be taught, because meaning is decided by something else (than 
rules of grammar).” the Siddhåntakaumudœ 47 parsed the initial com-
pound differently: “a statement to the effect that the meaning of a suf-
fix is the primary thing [need not be taught], because meaning is de-
cided by something else (than rules of grammar).” i think that, if this 
meaning were intended, the proper sequence would have been *pra-

43. compare the remarkably similar explanation offered by the Greek grammari-
an apollonios Dyskolos (2nd century a.d.) in his Per… sunt£xewj iii 61 “every de-
rivative in general can be analyzed into its base (prøtotupon) plus a word synonymous 
with its derivational suffix (paragøg¤)… thus Hektorides (‘son-of-Hektor’) is ana-
lyzed into Hektoros huios (‘Son of Hector’)”: The Syntax of Apollonius Dyscolus. 
translated…by fred w. Householder, amsterdam 1981, p.178; cf. esa itkonen, 
Universal History of Linguistics, amsterdam 1991, p.208.

44. Note the discussion by S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen in The Aß™ådhyåyœ 
of På∫ini, vol.ii (New Delhi 1993), pp.97-99.

45. Kåƒikå vol.i, p.361,7f. pradhånaµ samåse kiñcit padam, pratyaya∆ tavyad-
ådi∆, tåbhyåm artha-vacanam.

46. for the examples, i.e., råja-purußa and Aupagava see above p.215.
47. Siddhåntakaumudœ no.1829 pratyayârtha∆ pradhånam ity evaµ-ræpaµ va-

canam apy aƒißyam.
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tyaya-pradhånârtha-vacanam. this interpretation appears rather late 
and may show the influence of other schools of thought outlined be-
low. whichever interpretation is accepted, and whether the attribution 
to På∫ini is accepted or not – the teaching of the doctrine is rejected.

The ritualists

the mœmåµsakas share with the grammarians the belief that the 
verb is the core element of a sentence. But since their interest was cen-
tered on the vedic commands to carry out certain rituals, their focus 
was on the verbal endings, especially those of the optative commonly 
used in vedic prescriptions. 48 there were subtle differences between 
schools of the mœmåµså. we read of opinions of a certain Bådari re-
garding ritual duties 49 that were rejected by Jaimini in the earliest pre-
served text of the mœmåµså, the mœmåµså-sætras. of the later authori-
ties, Prabhåkara held that the verbal endings denote a reference to the 
apærva-kårya, the transcendental effect to be achieved by a conscious 
effort (yatna), 50 Kumårilabha™™a that they express bhåvanå, the impel-
ling force which is different from the meaning of the root. 51 in 
Kumårila’s tantravårttika i found the earliest statements that the suffix 
is the dominant part of a word; but note that the reference is always to 
the verbal endings only. 52 He commented on mœmåµså-sætra ii 1 1:

48. v.P.Bhatta, Bhåvanåviveka, pp.19f., 23f. Kumårila differentiated between 
ƒåbdœ bhåvanå (“word-impelling-force”) “the sense conveyed by only the injunctive 
words such as ‘yajeta’ etc.” and the årthœ bhåvanå (“end-efficient-force”) “the sense 
conveyed by conjugational endings of all the finite expressions such as ‘yajeta’, ‘pa-
cati’ etc.” cf. P.v.Kane, History of Dharmaƒåstra, vol.v, Part 2, p.1236.

49. Bådari held “that finite verbs express merely the performance of the com-
pulsory duty (niyoga) such as offerings” without reference to hoped for results 
(v.P.Bhatta, Bhåvanåviveka, p.53).

50. v.P.Bhatta, Navya-nyåya Theory of Verbal Cognition, vol.i, p.54.
51. while Kumårila included an expectation of a result (e.g., the attainment of 

heaven), Prabhåkara insisted that the vedic injunction is to be obeyed simply because 
it is a command; there is no need to indicate the fruit of action (Harold G.coward and 
K.Kunjunni raja, in Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies, vol.5, p.25).

52. Kumårila remarked, though, that number and kårakas are signified by the case 
suffixes – which he took as established by Kåtyåyana and Patañjali: dvåbhyåm api 
våkyakåra-bhåßyakåråbhyåµ bahuvacana-vårtike ’nabhihita-vårtike ca dvåv api karmat-
vâdi-ekatvâdi-våcyatva-pakßau dæram anus®tyânte nirdoßatayå ’vadhåritam: karmatvâdi-
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ƒåstre tu sarvatra pratyayârtho bhåvanêti vyavahåra∆. tatrâyam abhi-
pråya∆:
pratyayârthaµ saha bræta∆ prak®ti-pratyayau sadå /
prådhånyåd bhåvanå tena pratyayârtho ’vadhåryate //
yady api anyad viveka-kåra∫aµ nâsti, tathâpi prådhånyaµ pratya-
yârtha-dharmaµ d®ß™vå nænam iyaµ pratyayârtha ity avagamyate.
tathå kramavator nityaµ prak®ti-pratyayâµƒayo∆ /
pratyaya-ƒruti-velåyåµ bhåvanâtmâvagamyate // 53

“in the [mœmåµså] system, however, the bhåvanå is always held 
to be the meaning of the suffix. the sense of this [theory] may thus be 
briefly explained:

Stem and suffix always express the meaning of the suffix togeth-
er; because of its pre-eminence therefore the impelling force is ascer-
tained as the meaning of the suffix.

though there is no other ground for differentiating exactly (by 
which of the two the bhåvanå is denoted), yet, inasmuch as it is a 
well-established fact that greater importance is always attached to the 
denotation of the suffix, (and in the case in question, the bhåvanå is 
the most important factor), we naturally conclude that this [bhåvanå] 
must be denoted by the suffix. 

the base and the suffix are always found to appear in a definite 
sequence; only when the suffix is heard to be pronounced, we have an 
idea of the bhåvanå (leading us to the conclusion that the bhåvanå is 
denoted by the suffix).” 

and on mœmåµså-sætra ii 2 1

pratyayârtha-pradhånatvåt pratidhåtu na bhidyate /
tatrôpådœyamånatvåd dhåtv-arthå∆ saµhatå∆ puna∆ // 54

viƒiß™å ekatvâdayo vibhakty-arthå∆ (tantravårttika on mœmåµså-sætra iii 4,13 in 
mœmåµsådarƒana, vol.4, p.355,19-21; trans. Ga√gånåtha Jhå, Tantravårttika, calcutta 
1903-1924, repr. Delhi 1983, vol.ii, p.1337). cf. Deshpande, The Meaning of Nouns, p.188.

53. mœmåµsådarƒana vol.2, p.347. my translation is based on that of 
Ga√gånåtha Jhå, Tantravårttika, vol.i, pp.482f.

54. mœmåµsådarƒana vol.2 p.3, trans. after G.Jha, ibid., p.612. cf. 
K.v.abhyankar, mœmåµså-nyåya-prakåƒa, Poona 1972, p.212; mœmåµså-nyåya-
prakåƒa ed. and trans. franklin edgerton, New Haven, 1929, pp.165 and 261; 
mœmåµså-nyåya-prakåƒa, ed. and trans. K.N.chatterjee, calcutta 1993, pp.239f.
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“Because the suffix meaning is pre-eminent it is not divided (i.e., 
is not different) for separate roots; inasmuch as the root-meanings are 
spoken of as subservient to the denotation of the suffix, they must be 
taken as collectively [qualifying it.].”

Kumårila clearly referred to the mahåbhåßya passage prak®ti-
pratyayau pratyayârthaµ saha bræta∆ (which already ˙abarasvåmin 
had quoted on mœmåµså-sætra iii 4 13, etc.) and alluded to Nirukta i 1 
bhåva-pradhånam åkhyåtam and possibly the spurious sætra 
aß™ådhyåyœ i 2 56 pradhåna-pratyayârtha-vacanam arthasyânya-
pramå∫atvåt. He derived his position with the following reasoning: 

“if (in the case of verbs) the root-meanings formed the predominant 
factors, then the bhåvanå would be subservient to them and as such 
would be different (with each root-meaning). But since the predomi-
nance in the verb belongs to the bhåva, and since root and suffix are 
both part of the meaning of the suffix, worship etc. 55 all jointly qualify a 
single bhåvanå, just as in the sentence “he buys the soma with a tawny, 
one year old cow with reddish-brown eyes” (all adjectives qualify the 
noun “cow”). even though it is not possible for the principle objects to 
be repeated with each of its subsidiaries (qualifications), yet, inasmuch 
as it is impossible for the root itself or the suffix by itself to be used in a 
sentence, it becomes necessary for us to repeat the suffix with each root, 
at least with a view to making the use of the root possible (as without a 
suffix the root could not be used, and a use of the root is necessary, as 
pointing out the qualifications of the bhåvanå).” 56

Kumårila’s disciple ma∫∂anamiƒra (ca. 700 a.d.) 57 explicitly af-
firmed in his Bhåvanå-viveka that this statement does not apply to nom-

55. the reference is to the use of verbs like yajati “worships,” dadåti “gives,” 
and juhoti “pours libation” which are only different aspects of the ritual act, governed 
by one impelling force (bhåvanå) expressed by one and the same verbal suffix.

56. mœmåµsådarƒana vol.2 p.3 yadi hi dhåtv-arthånåµ prådhånyaµ bhavet, ta-
to bhåvanå tån praty upådœyamånå pratipradhånaµ bhidyeta. bhåva-pradhånatvåc 
câkhyåtasya prak®ti-pratyayayoƒ ca pratyayârtha-ƒeßatvåd aru∫aîkahåyany-ådivad 
yågâdibhi∆ saµhatyaîkå bhåvanå viƒeßyate. yady api pradhånånåµ gu∫ânurodhenâ-
v®ttir ayuktå, tathâpi kevala-prak®ti-pratyaya-prayogâsaµbhavåd avaƒyaµ tåvad 
dhåtu-saµbandhârthaµ pratyaya∆ punar åvartayitavya∆.

57. Jean-marie verpoorten, Mœmåµså Literature, wiesbaden 1987, p.35. 
v.P.Bhatta, in his introduction to his edition of the Bhåvanåviveka (Delhi 1994), p.21 
suggested a date between a.d. 680 and 720.
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inal suffixes. for a form like pacati can be analyzed as having two com-
ponents as in a paraphrase påkam karoti (“he undertakes cooking,” i.e., 
root meaning and the dominant notion of activity), whereas such a sepa-
ration is not done in a word like påka∆ “cooking.” 58 the verb denotes 
an action yet to be accomplished (bhåvya); the action denoted by the 
noun påka, 59 on the other hand, is already accomplished (siddha). 60 He 
too considered the accomplishing activity as dominant in relation to the 
root of the verb. He wrote in his Bhåvanå-viveka: “it is indeed true that 
affixes such as verbal endings, due to their non-distinct nature every-
where, are not sufficient enough for (i.e., are not competent to produce) 
the knowledge of the sense of the particular activity (of producing the 
cooking etc.). However, the finished word, (i.e., a word associated with 
the ending such as pacati), which is distinct due to the difference of the 
base, and which has the sense of the suffix (such as -ti) as its chief quali-
ficand (pradhåna) connected with the meaning of the base [is compe-
tent to produce the knowledge of the sense of the particular activity] (of 
producing cooking etc.).” 61

Pårthasårathimiƒra (1050-1120 a.d.) 62 in his commentary ˙åstra-
dœpikå may have been the first to include the case endings among the 
chief qualificands (pradhåna), at least as an option. in his remarks on 
mœmåµså-sætra ii 2,11 he wrote: vibhaktyâbhihita-kåraka-viƒi ß™aµ 63 
dadhi [vidhœyate], dadhi-viƒiß™aµ vå kårakaµ pratyayârtha-prådhå-
nyåd phalåya vidhœyate 64 “[either] the curd which is qualified by the 
factor expressed by the case suffix, or the factor which is qualified by 

58. Bhåvanåviveka ed. and trans. v.P.Bhatta, stanza 31 (p.285; trans. p.172)
 påkaµ karoti pacatîty åkhyåtârtho nirdiƒyate /
 bhedena ƒabda-v®tti-jñai∆ påkâdau na tv ayaµ krama∆ //
59. påka is derived from the same root with the nominal suffix ghañ: På∫ini iii 

3 18 [16 ghañ] bhåve. this suffix expresses the root-meaning (dhåtv-artha), i.e. bhå-
va, as ma∫∂anamiƒra pointed out in his comment on stanza 30.

60. ma∫∂anamiƒra’s comment (pp.169f.) on stanzas 30 and 31 (where also the 
word sådhya is used instead of bhåvya).

61. Bhåvanå-viveka, prose comment (p.284) on his stanza 27 yady api pratyayo 
’bhedån na viƒeßâvagamåyâlam, padaµ tu prak®ti-bheda-bhinnaµ prak®ty-
arthânurakta-pratyayârtha-pradhånam [viƒeßâvagamåyâlam].

62. verpoorten, Mœmåµså Literature, p.41.
63. i propose to read vibhakty-abhihita-… to avoid the undesirable construction 

of vibhaktyå with the initial part (abhihita) of the following compound.
64. ˙åstradœpikå ed. P.N.Pattabhirama Sastri, New Delhi 1978, p.185, lines 10f.
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curds – because the meaning of the suffix is predominant – is given 
for the result.” Here the predominance of the suffix is assumed, as an 
option, also for case suffixes.

i found the next occurrence (in a mœmåµså text) in Kha∫∂adeva’s 
Bhå™™a-tantra-rahasyam 65 on p.57,10f. prak®ti-pratyayau pratya yâr-
thaµ saha bræta∆, tayos tu pratyaya∆ prådhånyena iti sm®ti-vaƒåd. 66 
in this work we find expressed references to the mahåbhåßya ii 
58,11f. (where, however, only the first part of the quoted sentence is 
found) and Nirukta i 1. the latter is quoted twice: on pages 49f. 
åkhyåt ârthânekatve kasya prådhånyam, kasya vå gu∫atvam ity 
apekßite ‘bhåva-pradhånam åkhyåtam’ iti sm®tyå bhåvanâtiriktâ-
khyåtârthaµ prati bhåvanåyå eva prådhånyam iti “when a verb has 
more than one meaning – which is the dominant and which the sec-
ondary? in this deliberation [i declare] the predominance of the impel-
ling force with regard to the meaning of the verb that goes beyond the 
impelling force (e.g., the root meaning) based on the tradition: ‘the 
verb has ‘becoming’ as its fundamental notion’.” 67 on page 56 we 
read tatrâpi ‘bhåva-pradhånam’ iti sm®tyå, pratyayârtha-prådhånya-
sm®tyå ca bhåvanåyå eva prådhånyam “there, too, based on the tradi-
tion: ‘has becoming as its fundamental notion,’ and the tradition of the 
predominance of the suffix, the impelling force is predominant.” 
Yåska’s bhåva “becoming” is here re-interpreted as bhåvanå “impel-
ling force” and is considered the function of the verbal ending. the ar-
bitrariness of this interpretation was pointed out by mahådeva 
Pu∫atåmbekara in his Nyåyakaustubha, 68 a commentary on Ga√geƒa’s 

65. Bhatta(tantra)rahasyam by acharya Khandadeva, ed. a.Subrahmanya 
Sastri, varanasi 1970, bhæmikå p.73: 17th century; verpoorten, ibid., p.51 dated him 
“mid-17th c.” and S.D.Joshi, Nagoya Studies 14 (1993), p.17 “a.d. 1596-1666.” Karl 
H.Potter, Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies, vol.i, 3rd ed., 1995, p. 630: “1640.”

66. also Bhatta(tantra)rahasyam on p.49,12. i do not know, on what basis 
N.S.ramanuja tatacharya in his monumental ˙åbdabodhamœmåµså, Delhi 2005, 
p.304, called it a Nairuktânuƒåsana.

67. this means that the impelling force (bhåvanå), expressed by the verbal 
ending, is dominant over the meaning of the root (dhåtv-artha).

68. Nyåyakaustubha (˙abdapariccheda), ed. v.Subrahmanya ˙åstri, tanjåvur 
1982. according to the editor (Preface, pp.111f.) the author, hailing from mahåråß™ra, 
was later than Bhavånanda but close in time to Kau∫∂abha™™a and Kha∫∂adeva which 
would place him in the late 16th or early 17th century.
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tattvacintåma∫i, in which he defended the position of the Naiyåyikas 
that the noun in the nominative case is the dominant feature in a sen-
tence. He pointed out that, according to Yåska, of the several elements 
contained in a verb (number, tense, etc.) “becoming” is the dominant 
one, i.e., within the verb; nothing is said about dominance in the sen-
tence. if it were so, the immediately following sattva-pradhånåni 
nåmåni “Nouns have ‘being’ as their fundamental notion” would indi-
cate the exact opposite. 69 

Kha∫∂adeva, too, held the pre-eminence of the verbal suffix to be 
different from the role of the case suffixes; for he (on p.91,18) approv-
ingly referred to mahåbhåßya i 365,13f. kriyå-kårakayor abhisaµ-
bandhasya dvitœyå våcikå bhavati “the second case ending expresses 
the connection of action and factor [of the action]” which shows that 
the case ending itself was not considered to be a kåraka. 70

The logicians

it appears that the next step was taken by the logicians of the 
Navya Nyåya School in Navadvœpa (in Bengal). the Navya-naiyåyika 
Bhavånanda Siddhåntavågœƒa (ca. 1570 a.d.) had still defined kåraka in 
his Kårakacakra p.4 [section 3]: vibhakty-artha-dvårå kriyânvayitvam 
… kårakatvam “Being a kåraka means being linked with the action 
through a case ending,” and p.186 [text section 106] he stated as the 
position of the Naiyåyikas: adhikara∫atvam ådheyatvaµ vå saptamy-
artha∆. sa ca yatra kriyânvayœ tatra kårakatva-vyavahåra∆ “the loca-
tive case ending denotes the locus-ness or the superstratum-ness (ådhe-
yatva). whenever it is related to the action, it is called kåraka-ness.”

69. Nyåyakaustubha, p.604.
70. Kaiya™a (on ii 1 1; vol.ii p.525) suggested that word kåraka refers to the 

thing that is the abode of the power (ƒakty-ådhåra, i.e., of all syntactic relations). the 
second case ending expresses the power (ƒakti) of the kåraka, or the word kåraka it-
self expresses the power. as v.P.Bhatta (Navya-nyåya Theory, vol.i, p.130) has sug-
gested, a noun stem would potentially expresses any kåraka. Patañjali (mahåbhåßya i 
441,4) assumed that in a sentence ka™aµ karoti “he makes a mat” the “object” resided 
in the thing: ka™a-ƒabdåd utpadyamånayå dvitœyayå yat ka™a-sthaµ karma tac chaky-
am abhidhåtum “the object residing in the mat can be referred to by the second case 
ending that arises after the word for ‘mat’.” Note that in this passage he used abhidhå-
tum for referral, but våcikå for denotation in i 365,13.
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But ˙rœjagadœƒa tarkalaµkåra, 71 another Navya-naiyåyika from 
Navadvœpa and a disciple of Bhavånanda Siddhåntavågœƒa, 72 wrote in 
his ˙abda-ƒakti-prakåƒikå, 73 stanza 67:

kårakârthêtarârthå ca sup dvidhå ca vibhajyate /
dhåtv-arthâµƒe prakåro ya∆ sub-artha∆ so ’tra kårakam /67/

“the case suffix falls in two categories: denoting a factor [of the ac-
tion] or something else. that meaning of the case suffix which is predi-
cated on a part of the root meaning is here the factor [of the action].”

Here, it seems, the meaning of the ending is the kåraka, and he 
elaborated in his prose: “the meaning of a case ending, therefore, posit-
ed as the feature against the meaning presented by the root-verb in-
volved is regarded as a case in respect of the said act borne out by the 
root-verb concerned … But the meaning of the noun that qualifies the 
meaning of such a case-ending, because of being [indirectly] related to 
the meaning of a root-verb is known as a factor (kåraka) in respect of 
the meaning of the said verb [in a secondary sense]. therefore, in a sen-
tence like v®kßåt patati ‘He falls from a tree’ v®kßa etc. are spoken of as 
factors (kåraka) ‘separation’ etc. with regard to actions like falling.” 74

and in stanza 62 he declared:

prak®ty-arthasya ya∆ svârthe vidheyatvena bodhane /
samartha∆ so’thavå ƒabdo vibhaktitvena gœyate //

“By inflectional ending is understood a speech-unit that is capable 

71. Dhundhœråj ˙åstri in his edition of the text (see below fn.73) dated the text 
a.d. 1635 (bhæmikå p.3); Karl H.Potter, Encyclopedia, vol.i, p.618 remarked: “1620.”

72. according to the nivedanam of the editor of the Kårakacakra.
73. ˙abda-ƒakti-prakåƒikå ed. Dhundhœråj ˙åstri, Benares 1934, p.294.
74. ˙abda-ƒakti-prakåƒikå, pp.294f. tatra yad-dhåtûpasthåpya-yåd®ƒârthe ’nva-

ya-prakårœbhûya bhåsate ya∆ sub-artha∆, sa tad-dhåtûpasthåpya-tåd®ƒa-kriyåyåµ 
kårakam … yåd®ƒena nåmârthenâvachinnasya sub-arthasya yåd®ƒa-dhåtv-arthe ’nva-
ya∆ sa eva tåd®ƒa-dhåtv-arthe kårakatayå vyapadiƒyate. tena v®kßåt patatîty-ådau 
v®kßâder api patanâdi-kriyåyåm apådånâdi-kåraka-vyavahåra∆. cf. K.N.chatterjee, 
Word and its Meaning, pp.340f. and v.P.Bhatta, Navya-Nyåya Theory, vol.i, pp.63f.; 
Giridhara (acc. to Bhatta, ibid.) in his vibhakty-artha-nir∫aya (pp.1-10) essentially 
followed Jagadœƒa.
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of bearing out the verbal knowledge of what its base means predicated 
against the meaning of itself.”

in the prose comment on this stanza of his, ˙rœjagadœƒa para-
phrased that “meaning of itself” (svârthe) with “qualificand” 
(dharmi∫i) 75 and analyzed a sentence like gha™aµ pacati (“he cooks 
the pot”): “as in [a word like] gha™am by the case suffix the notion 
‘pot-related object-ness’ etc. [is raised], [thus in a word like] pacati by 
the verbal suffix the notion ‘cooking-related activity’ etc. is raised.” 76

Gadådhara (middle of the seventieth century) 77 was familiar with 
the ˙abda-ƒakti-prakåƒikå 78 and continued this tradition of ƒåbda-bodha 
analysis in his vyutpattivåda. He, too, held that the noun stem qualifies 
the case ending. 79 the use of dharma and dharmin as near-synonyms of 
viƒeßa∫a and viƒeßya links him not only with Jagadœƒa 80 and 
Kha∫∂adeva, 81 but also with the Navya-Nyåya in general and the 
mœmåµså. Dharmendra Nath Shastri stated that “the dualism of dhar-
ma and dharmin is the dividing line between the Nyåya-vaiƒeßika and 
the Pærva-Mœmåµså on the one hand, and all the idealistic schools, the 
vedånta, the Yogåcåra, the mådhyamika on the other.” 82 and in the 

75. ˙abda-ƒakti-prakåƒikå p.285 ya∆ ƒabda∆ svârthe dharmi∫i sva-prak®ty-
artha-vidheyakânvaya-bodhaµ prati samartha∆, så sub-ådi vibhaktir ity ucyate “a 
speech-unit that is capable of understanding the nexus predicated by the meaning of 
its base on its own meaning, which is the qualificand, [viz.,] sup etc. is called a case 
ending.” cf. K.N.chatterjee, Word and its Meaning, pp.323f.

76. ˙abda-ƒakti-prakåƒikå p.285 gha™am ity-ådau supå ‘karmatvaµ gha™îyam’ 
ity-ådåv iva, pacatîty-ådau ti√âpi ‘k®ti∆ påkœyå’ ity-ådir…dhœr utpådyate. this formal-
ism, in which the relations expressed by suffixes dominate over the content expressed 
by stems or roots may remind one of L.Bloomfield’s tendency to sideline meanings: 
Language rev. ed., New York 1933, pp.74f., 139f. – or even Patañjali’s reasoning why 
meanings are not to be taught in grammar (mahåbhåßya i 363,15-19; cf. Joshi/
roodbergen, Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Samarthåhnika, trans. p.68).

77. Karl H.Potter, Encyclopedia, vol.i, p.657: “1660”; v.P.Bhatta, 
Vyutpattivåda (Theory of the Analysis of Sentence Meaning), trans. v.P.Batta, vol.i, 
Delhi 1990, introduction p.3.

78. v.P.Batta, ibid.
79. Ibid., vol.i, pp. 305f.
80. above fn.75.
81. Bhå™™a-tantra-rahasyam p.91.
82. Dharmendra Nath Shastri, Critique of Indian Realism, agra 1964, p.78; see 

also musaki tachikawa, The Structure of the World in Udayana’s Realism, Dordrecht 
1981, p.10.
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words of Gerdi Gerschheimer, 83 “La notion de dharma, «propriété», oc-
cupe dans la vision du monde navya-naiyåyika une place privilégiée, 
que reflète l’usage généreux que l’École fait des abstraits.” while dhar-
ma is attested in various roles from the earliest texts, dharmin is not. it 
is not found in the vedic texts, in På∫ini’s aß™ådhyåyœ, the mahåbhåßya 
or the våkyapadœya. 84 in Yogasætra iii 14 “a substance (dharmin) con-
forms itself to quiescent and uprisen and indeterminable external-as-
pects (dharma)” 85 indicating the essential identity of matter in its trans-
formations; dharma is paired and contrasted with dharmin in 
våcaspatimisra’s Nyåya-tåtparya™œkå (9th century) 86 and udayana’s 
Nyåyakusumåñjali (late 10th century); 87 raghunåtha ˙iroma∫i (ca. 
1500) used dharmin three times in his Åkhyåta[ƒakti]våda. 88 

The neo-grammarians

these ideas of the modern logicians concerning the dominant role 
of the suffixes (of which i found no indication in Ga√geƒa’s 

83. Gerdi Gerschheimer, La théorie de la signification chez Gadådhara, Paris 
1996, vol.i, p.20.

84. exceptions are only apparent. På∫ini’s rule v 2 132 [128 ini∆] dharma-ƒœla-
var∫ântåc ca rules in “a suffix -in also after [a stem] ending in dharma, ƒœla or 
var∫a,” allowing compounds like bråhma∫a-dharmin “having the ethics of a 
Brahmin” (Kåƒikå vol.iv, p.233 on v 2 132) or dravye cânukta-dharmi∫i “and in a 
substance whose specifics are not told” (våkyapadœya iii 14,441 = iii 1141) which do 
not contain the word dharmin but are compounds with the word dharma to whom, as 
a whole, the suffix -in is attached.

85. ƒåntôditâvyapadeƒya-dharmânupåtœ dharmœ (Påtañjala-yogasætra-bhåßya-
vivara∫am ed. rama Sastri and Krishnamurthi Sastri, madras 1952, p.255; the transla-
tion is by James Haughton woods, The Yoga-system of Patañjali, cambridge/mass. 
1914, p.224). i found dharmin also in Kumårila’s tantravårttika on mœmåµså-sætra ii 
1, 46 (vol.ii, p.432).

86. Nyåya-vårttika-tåtparya™œkå p.843 line 18 dharmaƒ ca dharmi∫o vastuto 
bhidyate “Property is essentially different from its substratum” (cf. Dharmendra Nath 
Shastri, Critique, p.15, fn.24).

87. Nyåyakusumåñjali of udayanåcårya ed. N.S.Dravid, New Delhi 1996, 
chapter ii, p.113 (lines 6 and 11) contrasts dharma “property” and dharmin “subject.”

88. Åkhyåtaƒaktivåda ed. K.N.chatterjee, varanasi 1981, p.7 anyathå 
dharmi∫o ’pi våcyatâpatte∆, p.8 dharmi-viƒeßa-niß™hatå ca yatnasya na syåt, and p.27 
bhinnåbhyåµ ræpåbhyåµ eka-dharmi-bodhakatva-lakßa∫am … and råmabhadra 
Sårvabhauma’s Åkhyåtavådavyåkhyå ed. Prabal Kumar Sen, calcutta 1979 on these 
passages (pp.7, 14f.).
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tattvacintåma∫i) seem to have entered the grammatical tradition 89 
with Bha™™oji Dœkßita, who wrote in his ˙abdakaustubha 90 on i 4 24 
pañcamœ tv avadhau ƒaktå. tatrâbhedena saµsargena prak®ty-artho 
viƒeßa∫am. pratyayârthas tu kriyåyåµ viƒeßa∫. aµ kårakånåµ kriyayaî-
va saµbandhåt 91 “the fifth case ending denotes the fixed point. in 
that case, the meaning of the nominal stem is a qualifier [to the case 
ending] through the relation of identity. and the meaning of the suffix 
serves as the qualifier to the action because kåraka is the one which is 
related to the action.” 92 as far as the verbal endings are concerned, 
Bha™™oji Dœkßita stayed with the standard view of the grammarians that 
the root is dominant and the verbal ending a qualifier: “and one 
should not say that this [action] shall be expressed by the suffix alone 
in the way proclaimed by the mœmåµsakas 93 … if one says that the 
meaning of the base is constructed as a qualification of the meaning of 
the suffix in aupagava ‘off-spring of upagava,’ etc., that is not [a val-
id argument], for [the maxim:] ‘the meaning of the suffix is predomi-
nant’ is a general rule, and it is set aside here because of a tradition: 
‘the verb has action as its dominant feature.’ ” 94

89. when Haradatta in his Padamañjarœ (vol.i, p.362) on i 2 56 said yadå 
‘prak®ti∆ pratyayârtham prati viƒeßa∫atayå svârtham abhidhatte’ iti siddhaµ bha-
vati…, the context shows that he still thought of certain secondary noun suffixes.

90. the ˙abdakaustubha was the earliest of his grammatical works, followed by the 
kårikå-s known as vaiyåkara∫a-matônmajjana or vaiyåkara∫a-siddhånta-kårikå, the 
Siddhånta-kaumudœ, and the commentary on the latter called Prau∂ha-manoramå: Suryakant 
Bali, Bha™™oji Dœkßita. His contribution to Sanskrit Grammar, New Delhi 1976, p.11. 
Bha™™oji Dœkßita’s literary activity is variously assumed to extend from about a.d. 1560 to 
1620 (P.K.Gode, a˙voi 1 (1940), pp.117-127 = Studies in Indian Literary History, vol.ii, 
pp.65-74); from the last quarter of the sixteenth to the first quarter of the seventeenth century 
(Suryakant Bali, Bha™™oji Dœkßita, p.4); Karl H.Potter (Encyclopedia, vol.i, 3rd ed., p.600) re-
marked: “1590”; Noriyuki Kudo (Nagoya Studies 17 (1996), p.27) gave the dates 1575-
1640; P.v.Kane (History of Indian Poetics, 3rd ed., Delhi 1961, p.324) suggested activity be-
tween 1580 and 1630. as long as the relative chronology of Jagadœƒa and Bha™™oji Dœkßita is 
not settled, it remains unclear if the former could have been the source of Bha™™oji’s ideas. 

91. ˙abda Kaustubha of Bha™™ojœ Dœkßita ed. Gopål ˙åstrœ Nene, 2nd ed., 
varanasi 1991, vol.ii, p.116,7-9.

92. cf. N.Kudo, Nagoya Studies 18 (1997), p.150.
93. ˙abdakaustubha vol.ii, p.51,17f. na câsau [kriyå] mœmåµsakôkta-rœtyå pra-

tyaya-våcyaîvâståm iti våcyam.
94. ˙abdakaustubha vol.ii, p.52,12-15 pratyayârthaµ prati prak®ty-arthasya 

viƒeßa∫atåyå Aupagavâdau k¬ptatvåd iti cen na, “pratyayârtha∆ pradhånam” iti hy 
utsarga∆. Sa cêha tyajyate “kriyå-pradhånam åkhyåtam” iti smara∫åt.
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the second stanza of his vaiyåkara∫a-matônmajjana (or 
vaiyåkara∫a-siddhånta-kårikå) stated: “a verbal root is said to denote 
a result and an activity; ti√ to denote the substratum thereof. the ac-
tivity is predominant (i.e., qualificand) with respect to the result. that 
which is denoted by ti√ stands as qualifier.” 95

it appears that Bha™™oji Dœkßita was a bit of a rebel who had a falling 
out with his teacher’s descendents, though the exact circumstances of the 
conflict are not clear, 96 and he took different positions in several critical 
areas of grammatical theory. 97 that tendency may be linked to the fact 
“that Bha™™oji revived the philosophy of Sanskrit grammar after an inter-
val of more that 1000 years,” i.e. after Bhart®hari, as J.Bronkhorst put 
it. 98 actually, speculations on the philosophy of Sanskrit grammar never 
really ceased, but they took place mostly in the schools of the mœmåµså 
and Nyåya, maybe also the Buddhists. even among the grammarians, the 
commentators of the våkyapadœya should not be totally forgotten. in his 
second grammatical work, the vaiyåkara∫a-matônmajjana or 
vaiyåkara∫a-siddhånta-kårikå, Bha™™oji wrote much more ambiguously 
on the relation of stem and case suffix. 99 His nephew Kau∫∂abha™™a com-

95. vaiyåkara∫a-matônmajjana stanza 2 
 phala-vyåpårayor dhåtur åƒraye tu ti√a∆ sm®tå∆ /
 phale pradhånaµ vyåpåras, ti√-arthas tu viƒeßa∫am /2/

the text is contained in the editions of vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a p.2,5f. and vaiyåkara∫a-
bhæßa∫a-såra p.101,21f.; the translation follows S.D.Joshi, Nagoya Studies 16 (1995), p.3.

96. He came, according to Suryakant Bali, Bha™™oji Dœkßita, p.2, from a family 
of temple priests (dœkßita) which might have brought him in closer contact with 
mœmåµså doctrines; cf. J.Bronkhorst, JIPh 33 (2005), p.32 fn.83.

97. J.Bronkhorst, JIPh 33 (2005), pp.11-23.
98. J.Bronkhorst, JIPh 33 (2005), p.3.
99. in his still later Siddhåntakaumudœ Bha™™oji’s treatment of nr.765 (På∫ini’s ii 3 

46) offered the only instance of such terminology: assuming that parimå∫a in this sætra 
means “measure” − thereby allowing that the nominative of dro∫a, a vessel of a certain 
size, can denote in a secondary meaning the amount of rice, etc. contained in it − he stat-
ed that the meaning of the stem is by identity a qualification of the meaning of the nomi-
native suffix (“measure”): pratyayârthe parimå∫e prak®ty-artho ’bhedena saµsarge∫a 
viƒeßa∫am. this whole interpretation of ii 3 46 is a sophism that goes back to the 
mahåbhåßya: P.thieme, JAOS 76 (1956), pp.8-10 (= Kl.Schr. pp.580-582). in his own 
commentary Prau∂ha-manoramå on Siddhåntakaumudœ nr.856 (i 4 24) Bha™™oji Dœkßita 
gave a longer formulation: pañcamy-arthe ’vadhau abhedena saµsarge∫a prak®ty-artho 
viƒeßa∫am; pratyayârthas tu kriyåyåm [viƒeßa∫am], sa ca dharmœ na tu dharma-måtram 
(Prau∂ha-manoramå ed. Sitaram Sastri, varanasi 1964, vol.i, p.703,8-10). this use of 
dharmin/dharma shows the influence of the Navya Nyåya school on Bha™™oji Dœkßita.
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mented on these kårikå-s in two works: the more expansive vaiyåkara∫a-
bhæßa∫a and its abridged version vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra. of special 
interest are here his comments on stanzas 8, 24 and 25. 

in the course of his explanation of stanza 8 he said in the larger 
text: “actually with regard to the statement that the meaning of the suf-
fix is predominant – there is no restriction such as ‘what is predomi-
nant is exclusively the meaning of the suffix’ or ‘what is the meaning 
of the suffix is exclusively predominance,’ because it deviates in words 
like ajå ‘she-goat’, chågœ ‘she-goat’ or påcikå ‘female cook.’ for no-
body understands in a word like påcikå feminine-ness as a qualificand 
(i.e., a female qualified as being a cook).” 100 in his later and abridged 
vaiyåkara∫a-bhußa∫a-såra he is more outspoken: “in reality [the max-
im] that the meaning of the suffix stands as syntactically predominant 
does not mean that what is predominant is always the meaning of the 
suffix nor that the meaning of the suffix is always predominant. if it 
did, in such examples as ajå, chågœ (‘female goat’), aƒvå (‘female 
horse’) the meaning female denoted by <the> feminine suffix would be 
predominant and the sense goat etc. [denoted by the base forms] would 
not be predominant. rather, this is a general maxim to which there are 
exceptions. 101 what one understands as qualificand depends on one’s 
training.” 102 instead of na niyama∆ “no restriction” in the earlier work 
he wrote nârtha∆ “does not mean” in the later.

åƒrayo ’vadhir uddeƒya∆ saµbandha∆ ƒaktir eva vå /

100. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a p.39,7-10 vastuta∆ pratyayârtha∆ pradhånam ity atra 
ya∆ pradhånaµ sa pratyayârtha eva. ya∆ pratyayârtha∆ sa prådhånyam evêti vå na 
niyama∆, ajå chågœ påcikêty-ådau vyabhicåråt. na hi påcikêty-ådau strœtva-viƒeßyako 
bodha∆ kasya cit.

101. that repeats his statements in his commentary on stanza 2, viz. that this 
predominance of the meaning of the suffix is “constructed somewhere else” (anyatra 
k¬ptatvåd vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a p.20,11) or “seen somewhere else” (anyatra d®ß™am 
vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra p.104,10) with reference to Kumårila, while Nirukta and 
mahåbhåßya point to the predominance of the root meaning.

102. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra p.109,12-15 vastuta∆ pratyayârtha∆ pradhånam 
ity atra ya∆ pradhånaµ sa pratyayârtha evêti vå, ya∆ pratyayârtha∆ sa pradhånam 
evêti vå nârtha∆, ajå, aƒvå chågîty atra strœ-pratyayârthe strœtvasyaîva prådhånyâ-
patte∆ chågy-åder anåpatteƒ ca. kiµtu utsargo ’yam. viƒeßyatvâdinå bodhas tu tathå 
vyutpatty-anurodhåt. the translation is by S.D.Joshi, Nagoya Studies 16 (1995), p.54.
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yathåyathaµ vibhakty-arthå∆ 103 supåm karmêti Bhåßyata∆ /24/

“Substratum, 104 point of departure, 105 addressee, 106 relationship 107 
− or [alternatively] the capacity [of any one of these] are the proper 
meaning of the case-endings as it is ascertained from [Patañjali’s] 
Bhåßya [i.e., through the quoted stanza] supåµ karma…”

Kau∫∂abha™™a 108 in the vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a dutifully first presented 
his uncle’s concept: “there is everywhere the relation of identity of the 
meanings of stem and suffix, because the case endings denote the proper-
ty bearers (dharmin). and one should not say: ‘why could it not be by 
denotation of the property (dharma)?’ because it would be cumbersome if 
the substratum-ness would be denoted and as a result the substratum-ness-
ness would be the determinant…and because the intent of sætras like ii 3 
2 karma∫i dvitœyå ‘the second case ending [to denote] an object’ would 
be put in question.” 109 But subsequently he rejected that argument 110 
(something George cardona failed to tell us): “if it is said, that it would 
be cumbersome, if the substratum-ness would be denoted, and as a result 
that fact would be the determinant − that is not so, because it is possible 
that it is the determinant by identity” (åƒrayatvasya våcyatve tattvasyâ-

103. the edition of the vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a by vidya Niwas misra reads °ar-
tha∆, all three editions of the vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra seen by me read °arthå∆.

104. this includes object, instrument, and location of the action, frequently ex-
pressed by the second, third and seventh case endings.

105. frequently expressed by the fifth case ending.
106. frequently expressed by a fourth case ending.
107. frequently expressed by a sixth case ending.
108. His date (between a.d. 1610 and 1660) can be ascertained by references to 

contemporary rulers: P.K.Gode, Adyar Library Bulletin 18 (1954), pp.201-211 
(Studies in Indian Literary History, vol.iii, pp.207-211); Jayashree Gune, The 
Meaning of Tenses and Moods, Pune 1978, pp.48f.; S.D.Joshi, Nagoya Studies 14 
(1993), p.5: “first half of the 17th century.”

109. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a, p.108,19-24 atra sarvatra prak®ti-pratyayârthayor 
abheda eva saµsarga∆, vibhaktœnåµ dharmi-våcakatvåt. na ca dharma-våcakatayaîva 
kiµ na syåd iti våcyam, åƒrayatva-ræpasya våcyatve åƒrayatvatvasyâvacchedakatvâpat-
tau gauravåt…‘karma∫i dvitœyå’ ity-ådi-sætra-svara[sa]-bha√gâpatteƒ ca. vidya 
Niwas misra’s edition reads -svara-, but all three editions of the vaiyåkara∫a-
bhæßa∫a-såra seen by me read on the parallel passage -svarasa-. 

110. Noted by S.D.Joshi in Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies, vol.v, 
pp.271f., and Sandhya rathore, Kau∫∂a Bha™™a’s Vaiyåkara∫abhæßa∫asåra: An 
Analytical Study, New Delhi 1998, p.65 with reference to both works of the author.
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vacchedakatvâpattau gauravam iti cen na, tasyaiva tådåtmyenâvaccheda-
katva-saµbhavåt). 111 He thus rejected the idea that På∫ini’s rules make 
sense only if suffixes like the second case ending denote the substratum 
(åƒraya). on the contrary, they denote the abstract substratum-ness 
(åƒrayatva), while the noun-stem expresses the substratum itself. and as 
regards ii 3 2 karma∫i dvitœyå − if the rules iv 1 2 sv-au-jas-… (that teach 
the actual case endings -s, -au, -as, etc.) are taken as one expression to-
gether with applications like karma∫i dvitœyå, the latter are merely restric-
tions: “the second case endings [are applied] only when relating to ob-
jects” or “when relating to objects only the second case endings [are 
applied].” 112 the validity of ii 3 2 is therefore not in jeopardy.

in his vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra on this stanza, too, he first ex-
pounded his uncle’s concept: that the case suffix is the dharmin or 
viƒeßya, i.e., the carrier of characteristics to be qualified by the nominal 
stem. vibhaktœnåµ dharmi-våcakatvåt. dharma-våcakatve karma∫i 
dvitœyå’ iti sætra-sva-rasa-bha√gâpatte∆ “Because the case endings ex-
press the carrier of characteristics; if they expressed only the qualifica-
tion (dharma) the intent of sætra ii 3 2 karma∫i dvitœyå would be violat-
ed.” But then he reversed himself and inserted a new argument: 
åƒrayasyâpi prak®tyaîva låbhån na vibhakti-våcyatå, kiµtu åƒrayatva-
måtraµ våcyam. tad eva ca tådåtmyenâvacchedakam “and because the 
substratum is obtained by the stem alone, there is no need to express it 
by the case ending; but only the abstract substratum-ness need to be ex-
pressed. and that is the determinant by identity.” 113 as for the argu-
ment that rules like På∫ini’s ii 3 2 karma∫i dvitœyå “the second case 
ending [is attached] for an object” would be put in question, he argued 
– as in the vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a – that they are only restrictions on the 
rule iv 1 2 sv-au-jas-… in which the actual case suffixes are taught. 114 

111. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a, p.109,19-21.
112. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a, p.111,14-18 eka-vakyatayå karmâde∆ saµkhyåyås 

ca våcyatå-låbha∆. tathå tatra niyamaƒ ca ƒåstre prasiddha∆: karma∫i dvitœyaîva,…
dvitœyå karma∫y eva. the notion of restrictions (artha-niyama, pratyaya-niyama, and 
vibhakti-niyama) is already found in the mahåbhåßya i 322,8-15 and 463,5.

113. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra, p.129,10-16.
114. i.e., “the second case ending only to denote the object” and “only the sec-

ond case ending to denote the object” (dvitœyå karma∫y eva…karma∫i dvitœyaîva), 
vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra, p.130,6f.
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in both of his commentaries Kau∫∂abha™™a also commented on 
kårikå 25

ekaµ dvikaµ trikaµ câtha catußkaµ pañcakaµ tathå /
nåmârtha iti sarve ’mœ pakßå∆ ƒåstre niræpitå∆ /25/

“the [primary] meaning of a noun consists of one [element], [or 
group of] two, three, four, or five [elements]. all these alternative 
views have been explained in the tradition [of Sanskrit grammar].”

Kau∫∂abha™™a explained in his vaiyåkara∫a-bhußa∫a that the first 
alternative refers to the generic property (jåti), the second to generic 
property and individual entity (jåti and vyakti), the third to these two 
plus gender, the fourth includes also number, the fifth the factors [of 
the action]. 115 He continued: “even though on the basis of concurrent 
occurrence and concurrent non-occurrence it is appropriate to say that 
the three elements beginning with gender are signified by the affix, 
[on the contrary] the primary signification function of a nominal stem 
with respect to these [elements] is assumed on the following grounds: 
there is cognition of gender etc. in usages such as dadhi paƒya “look 
at the curd”, where the [accusative singular] case affix [after the stem 
dadhi] is deleted…when [the nominal base and the case affix] occur 
together, [there is a cognition of gender etc.] from both. this also 
agrees with the våkyapadœya: ‘case affixes could be either signifiers 
or co-signifiers of duality etc.’” 116 an objection is raised: “if it is the 
case [that all five elements are signified by the nominal stem], then the 
following doctrine will become invalidated: ‘a [meaning] cognition 
from a sup [= case affix] is a cause of a verbal cognition in which the 
meaning of the nominal is the qualifier [and the meaning of the affix 
is the qualificandum].’” then the objection is rejected: “this [objec-

115. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a, p.113,5f. ekaµ jåti∆. dvikaµ jåti-vyaktœ. trikaµ sa-
li√ge te. catußkaµ sa-saµkhyåni tåni. pañcakaµ sa-kårakås tå∆.

116. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a, p.121,3-8 yady api li√gâdœnåµ trayå∫åm anvaya-
vyatirekâdibhya∆ pratyaya-våcyatå yuktå, tathâpi pratyaya-varjite dadhi paƒyêty-
ådau tat-pratœter li√gânuƒåsanasya prak®tåv eva darƒanåc ca prak®ter api tatra ƒakti∆ 
kalpyate… ata eva 

 våcikå dyotikå vå syur dvitvâdœnåµ vibhaktaya∆ /
 iti Våkyapadœyaµ saµgacchate.
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tion] is not valid. one could still explain [the above doctrine] by tak-
ing recourse to the co-signified meaning of case-affixes. By saying 
that [all these five alternatives are found] in grammatical texts, 
[Bha™™oji Dœkßita] removed a possible misconception that these [alter-
natives] are not in accordance with [the teaching of] the three great 
sages. Here, ‘grammatical texts’ is a reference to [discussions in the 
mahåbhåßya] on i 2 64 etc.” 117

in the vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra Kau∫∂abha™™a argued thus: “Some 
might say that by concurrent occurrence and concurrent non-occurrence 
this [group of five elements] is denoted by the suffix alone, since there 
is no proof for the presence of gender etc. being denoted by the stem. − 
true. [But] in [a phrase] like dadhi paƒya “See the curds!” that is devoid 
of any case ending, since even someone knowing nothing about suffixes 
understands it, it is postulated that it is the stem alone that denotes [ob-
ject, etc.].” He concluded: “therefore among these alternatives there is 
no insistence, because it is quite logical that the case ending alone 
would denote [syntactic function, gender, etc.], and because both alter-
natives have been approved in the våkyapadœya: case suffixes may ei-
ther co-signify or denote duality, etc.” 118 as in his larger commentary, 
Kau∫∂abha™™a here admitted the validity of all these viewpoints. 119 

Någojœbha™™a, a disciple of Bha™™oji Dœkßita’s grandson Hari 
Dœkßita, rejected the preeminence of the suffix outright. 120 an example 

117. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a, p.121,9-11 nanv evaµ nåmârtha-prakåraka-
ƒåbdabodhaµ prati sub-ådi-janyôpasthiter hetutvam ity-ådikaµ vilœyetêti cen na, vi-
bhakti-dyotyârtham ådåyôpapatte∆. naîtad trimuni-saµmatam iti bhramaµ niråcaß™e 
‘ƒåstre’ iti saræpa-sætrâdau. cf. m.m.Deshpande, The Meaning of Nouns, pp.189f.

118. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra p.132,2-8 nanu anvaya-vyatirekåbhyåµ praty-
ayasyaîva tad våcyaµ, tata eva li√gâdœnåm upasthitau prak®ti-våcyatve månâbhåvåt 
iti cet – satyam; pratyaya-varjite ‘dadhi paƒya’ ity ådau pratyayam ajånato ’pi bod-
håt prak®ter eva våcakatvaµ kalpyate. … ata eva eßu pakßeßu na nirbandha∆ praty-
ayasyaîva våcakatåyå yuktatvåt. 

dyotikå våcikå vå syur dvitvâdœnåµ vibhaktaya[∆] (våkyapadœya ii 164ab)
 iti Våkyapadœye ’pi pakßa-dvayasya vyutpådanåt. trans. pp.240f.
119. S.D.Joshi, Vishveshvaranand Indological Journal 18 (1980), p.94 and in 

Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies vol.v, the Philosophy of the Grammarians, ed. 
Harold G.coward and K.Kunjunni raja, Delhi 1990, pp.271f.; m.Deshpande, The 
Meaning of Nouns ,  pp.190f.; and Sandhya rathore, Kau∫∂a Bha™™a’s 
Vaiyåkara∫abhæßa∫asåra: An Analytical Study, New Delhi 1998 p.65.

120. m.Deshpande, The Meaning of Nouns, p.191 with reference to vaiyåkara∫a-
siddhånta-laghumañjæßå (ed. madhava Shastri Bhandari, Banaras 1925) pp.1150f. and 
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of Någojœbha™™a’s tactful criticism is the following. on Siddhånta-
kaumudœ nr.766 (På∫ini’s ii 3 47) Bha™™oji had remarked in this own 
commentary Prau∂ha-manoramå: iha saµbodhanaµ prak®ty-arthaµ 
prati viƒeßyaµ, kriyåµ prati viƒeßa∫am iti siddhånta∆ “Here is the 
vocative [suffix] the qualificandum with regard to the base meaning, 
the qualifier with regard to the action – that is the doctrine.” 121 
Någojœbha™™a, in his sub-commentary B®hacchabdenduƒekhara 122 made 
some significant modifications by additions (here printed in bold let-
ters): evaµ ca ‘sambodhanaµ prak®ty-arthaµ prati viƒeßyaµ 
viƒeßa∫aµ vå, tad-vibhakty-antârthaƒ ca kriyåµ prati viƒeßa∫am’ iti 
siddhânta∆ “and thus ‘the vocative [suffix] is the qualificandum with 
regard to the base meaning or its qualifier, the meaning of [the 
word] ending in this case suffix the qualifier with regard to the ac-
tion – that is the doctrine’.” Någojœbha™™a thus politely corrected his 
teacher’s grandfather by declaring the suffix the qualifier of the stem 
at least as an option, and by declaring the whole word (not just the 
suffix) the qualifier of the action of the verb.

The meaning of case endings

the interactions between he schools of grammar and the various 
schools of philosophy have raised many questions of interest to gener-
al linguists. one such topic started with Patañjali’s statement uk-
târthånåm aprayoga∆ “Non-use of [words] whose meaning is already 
expressed.” 123 this statement concluded a discussion about the possi-
ble simultaneous suffixation of similar suffixes. Sætra iii 1 96 rules in 
the suffixes -tavyat, -tavya, and -anœya (resulting in forms like kar-

1210-1212; Parama-laghumañjæßå p.200 in Kålikåprasåd Shukla’s ed. (Baroda 1961): 
kårakam api pråtipadikârtha iti pañcakaµ pråtipadikârtha∆. nanv anvaya-
vyatirekåbhyåµ pratyayasyaîva tad våcyam iti cet, na. dadhi tiß™hati dadhi paƒyêty-
ådau kartr-ådi-kåraka-pratœte∆ pratyayaµ vinâpi siddhatvåt. na ca lupta-pratyaya-
smara∫åt tat-pratœtir iti våcyaµ pratyaya-lopam ajånato ’pi nåmata eva tat-pratœte∆.

121. Prau∂ha-manoramå ed. Sitaram Shastri, vol.i, varanasi 1964, pp.619f.
122. B®hat-˙abdenduƒekhara by Någeƒa Bha™™a ed. Sœtåråmaƒåstrœ, varanasi 

1960, vol.ii, p.796.
123. mahåbhåßya i 105,3 and often (fourteen times). the idea is already present 

in vårttika 29 on i 2 64 saræpå∫åm ekaƒeßa eka-vibhaktau (mahåbhåßya i 240,23): 
aƒißya ekaƒeßa ekenôktatvåt “the single remainder need not be taught, because [the 
meaning] is already expressed by one word.”
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tavyà, kártavya, and kara∫œ́ya); sætra iv 1 119 allows the alternate de-
rivatives må∫∂æka and må∫∂ækeya from ma∫∂æka “monkey.” we do 
not want all these suffixes to apply at the same time. “that is no prob-
lem. the use of speech-elements aims at the understanding of the 
meaning. one uses a speech-element with the intent to convey a 
meaning. under this condition, since this meaning has [already] been 
expressed by one [suffix], there should be no employment of the sec-
ond [according to the maxim]: non-deployment [of words/elements] 
whose meanings are [already] expressed.” 124 this maxim is listed as 
paribhåßå 28 in candragomin’s grammar and as paribhåßå 46 in the 
Kåtantra and Kålåpa and paribhåßå 46a in the Paribhåßåv®tti ascribed 
to vyå∂i. 125 the principle is not always observed as forms like 
ƒreß™hatama 126 show, where both superlative suffixes are attached to 
the stem, 127 and it creates occasionally problems in interpreting 
På∫ini’s rules. in his rules ii 3 1-70 På∫ini taught the deployment of 
case suffixes to denote syntactical relations, conditioning their use 
with rule ii 3 1 anabhihite “when [their meaning] is not already ex-
pressed.” Kåtyåyana and Patañjali 128 were concerned that the rule may 
be redundant, because usually meanings that have been expressed al-
ready are not expressed again. when the notion of possession has al-
ready been expressed in a bahuvrœhi compound like citra-gu “owner of 
brindled cows” it is not expressed again with the possessive suffix 
-mat (citra-gu-mat would mean “one who owns the owner of brindled 
cows”). it would follow that in a sentence like ka™a∆ k®ta∆ “a mat is 
made” the suffix kta in the participle k®ta∆ “is made” already denotes 

124. mahåbhåßya i 105,1-3 naîßa doßa∆. artha-gaty-artha∆ ƒabda-prayoga∆. 
arthaµ saµpratyåyayißyåmîti ƒabda∆ prayujyate. tatraîkenôktatvåt tasyârthasya 
dvitœyasya prayoge∫a na bhavitavyam ‘uktârthånåm aprayoga[∆]’ iti.

125. K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary, 2nd ed., p.76; Dominik wujastyk, Metarules 
of På∫inian Grammar. Vyå∂i’s Paribhåßåv®tti, Groningen 1993, vol.i, p.54; vol.ii, 
pp.181f. the paribhåßå collections in the På∫inian tradition omit it.

126. Ìgveda i 113,12; mahåbhåßya ii 416,3 (with reference to the beginning of 
the Yajurveda, e.g., taittirœya-saµhitå i 1,1), etc., following På∫ini’s sætras v 3 55-60. 
Double negation is found not only in colloquial english (“i didn’t tell nobody”), but in 
many indo-european and non-indo-european languages (eduard Schwyzer, SPAW 
1940, pp.10f. = Kleine Schriften, pp.131f.).

127. the principle was not accepted by the ritualists in regard to the accusative 
(v.P.Bhatta, Navya Nyåya Theory of Verbal Cognition vol.i, p.140).

128. mahåbhåßya i 440,3-441,18.
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the object (by iii 4 70). the use of the accusative ending to denote the 
object (i.e. ka™a) by rule ii 3 2 karma∫i dvitœyå is therefore set aside 
and the nominative ending steps in (by ii 3 46). But På∫ini did teach 
the rule ii 3 1 anabhihite and, since his rules cannot be meaningless, 
interpreters groped for the reasons behind his formulation. could it be 
that the main role of the case suffixes really is to denote “number”: 
being one, two or many? while the notion “object” is already ex-
pressed by the suffix kta, “number” is not – and a singular accusative 
suffix would wrongly come into play, since the accusative is used for 
an object (resulting in a wrong *ka™am k®ta∆). 129 this notion that the 
case suffixes do not express syntactic relations (object, instrument, 
etc.), because these are expressed by the verb or are inherent in the 
noun stem has been found in later texts. Kau∫∂abha™™a argued in his 
two commentaries on Bha™™oji Dœkßita’s vaiyåkara∫a-matônmajjana: 
“isn’t it so that the substratum also is not the meaning of the case end-
ing, because this, having the form of the pot etc. is obtained by the 
base itself” 130 and “Because the substratum is also obtained by the 
base itself, it need not be expressed by the case ending; but the sub-
stratum-ness alone need to be expressed” 131 and in another context: 
“Now, since both action and fruition are meant exclusively by a verbal 
root, the substratum thereof which is not otherwise available is the 
very denotation of a case ending.” 132 Gadådhara stated in his 
vyutpattivåda ii(1)1 that the older 133 logicians claimed the effect 
(phala) as the meaning of the accusative, since the action and the rela-
tion of being produced are already obtained from the verbal root, 134 

129. cf. the translation and notes by S.D.Joshi and J.a.f.roodbergen, 
Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Anabhihitåhnika, pp.6-19.

130. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a p.109,7f. nanv åƒrayo ’pi na vibhakty-artha∆, 
gha™âdi-ræpasya tasya prak®tyaîva låbhåt.

131. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra p.129,15f. åƒrayasyâpi prak®tyaîva låbhån na 
vibhakti-våcyatå, kiµtu åƒrayatva-måtraµ våcyam.

132. vaiyåkara∫a-bhæßa∫a-såra p.123,4 tathå ca kriyåyå∆ phalasya ca dhåtunaî-
va låbhåd ananya-labhya åƒraya evârtha∆.

133. the value of the labels pråcya/pråcœna “older” and navya “modern” varies: 
below p.238f.

134. vyutpattivåda ed.v.P.Bhatta (in Navya-Nyåya Theory of Verbal 
Cognition), vol.i, p.240 (trans. p.599): ii(1)1…karmatvaµ dvitœyârtha∆...; karmatvaµ 
ca kriyå-janya-phala-ƒålitvam…
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and stated in ii (1)9 as the position of the modern logicians that, as ac-
tion and effect are already expressed by the verb, only the relation of 
superstratumness (ådheyatva) remains as the meaning of the accusa-
tive ending. 135 His own position (in ii 1,21f.) is that the accusative 
suffix denotes only “number,” though he alternatively allowed that it 
could denote superstratumness (ådheyatva). 136 though the maxim 
uktarthånåm aprayoga∆ is not quoted explicitly in these texts, their 
authors followed the same reasoning. the new maxim was ananya-la-
bhya∆ ƒabdârtha∆ “that is considered to be the meaning of a word, 
which cannot be obtained from elsewhere,” 137 which expresses the 
same concept from the opposite angle, i.e. the meaning of a word/suf-
fix is that which cannot be obtained from other words/suffixes.

western grammarians have spoken of congruence that links the 
words of a sentence for proper understanding. the roman poet 
Propertius 138 sighed: Non sum ego qui fueram “i am not what i was,” 
where the first person singular sum “i am” is followed by ego “i” – a 
seeming redundancy. in purußå gacchanti “the men go” both the noun 
and the verb are marked as plural. 139 Such linkage is extremely helpful 
in longer or complicated sentences, linking adjectives with their 
nouns, pronouns with verbs, etc. only such linkage made such intri-
cate structures like the first verse of the meghadæta possible, where 

135. Ibid., pp.243 and (trans.) 615f.
136. Ibid. pp.247f. and (trans.) 640-642. cf. v.P.Bhatta, Vyutpattivåda (Theory 

of the Analysis of Sentence Meaning), Delhi 1990, pp.32-34, 155, 170.
137. Kumårila on mœmåµså-sætra ii 1 1 (vol.ii p.339,16): yåvån eva hy ananya-

labhyo ’rtha∆ ƒabdåd gamyate, sa sarva∆ ƒabdârtha∆. våcaspatimiƒra in his tattva 
Bindu seems to have given it a different twist: ananya-labhya∆ ƒabdârtha∆ iti hi 
traividya-v®ddha∆ “Les sages versés dans le trois veda dissent en effet que ‘le sens 
d’un mot ne peut être compris que par lui-même’” (m.Biardeau, Le tattvabindu ed. 
and trans., Pondichéry 1956 repr. 1979, p.47 and 85,8). cf. achyutananda Dash, 
Bulletin of the Deccan College 49 (1990), p.106; madhav m.Deshpande, The 
Meaning of Nouns, p.95. compare the similar wording in Kau∫∂abha™™a’s 
vaiyåkara∫abhæßa∫asåra (above p.235 fnn.131 and 132).

138. Propertius, elegies ed. and trans. G.P.Gold, cambridge/mass. 1990, pp.80f.
139. eduard Schwyzer, SPAW 1940, pp.16f. = Kleine Schriften, pp.137f. re-

ferred to Latin tr¤s virœ “three men,” where the plurality is expressed three times: by 
the stem of the numeral, and by the plural suffixes after both the numeral and the 
noun. Note in contrast english “three sheep” or the first line of a German traditional 
song “Hunderttausend Mann, die zogen ins Manöver.”
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linked words are not always in proximity. 140 But indian grammarians 
saw problems. Kåtyåyana had initiated a debate, whether På∫ini’s rule 
ii 3 1 anabhihite should be rejected. this rule allowed the use of the 
case ending only, if their meaning had not already been expressed by 
something else. He argued that the ruling was commonsensical and 
need not be stated. Patañjali was concerned that in a sentence kataµ 
karoti bhœßmam udåraµ ƒobhanaµ darƒanœyam “He makes a mat, a 
huge, fine, beautiful [and] lustrous one,” where the notion of “object” 
(karman) is expressed by the case ending -am in ka™am, it may not be 
possible to attach this suffix after the adjectives that follow the 
noun. 141 the problem does not occur in a passive version of the sen-
tence like k®ta∆ ka™a∆ bhœßma udåra∆ ƒobhano darƒanœya∆, where “ob-
ject” is expressed by the suffix -kta of the participle (i.e., k®ta∆) and 
the nominative ending is applied to all other words by ii 3 46 (which 
rules in the nominative suffix when no kåraka relations are to be ex-
pressed, only the gender and number of the stem notion). Kåtyåyana 
and Patañjali in the end found ways to solve the problem. among 
them are an additional rule proposed by Kåtyåyana and the sugges-
tions by Patañjali that all these words are “objects” in their own right 
or that the adjectives receive their meaningless endings only for the 
sake of syntactic agreement. 142

the meaning of the case endings has engaged indian grammarians 
and philosophers over the centuries. På∫ini’s rule ii 3 2 [1 anabhihite] 
karma∫i dvitœyå has been translated “Der accusativ bezeichnet das 
object, wenn dieses nicht schon sonst ausgedrückt ist” (Böhtlingk), 
“when the object is not denoted by the termination of the verb, i.e. 

140. or Horace’s artful lines (ode iX, 21f.) where the drawing shows the pairing:
 nunc et latentis proditor intimo / gratus puellae risus ab angulo 

 “…and the merry tell-tale laugh of maiden hiding in farthest corner” (Horace. 
The Odes and Epodes with an english translation by c.e.Bennett, cambridge/mass. 
1939, pp.28f.; the Loeb classical Library). cf. P.thieme, ZvS 86 (1972), p.68 (Kl.
Schr. vol.ii p.998).

141. the nominative suffix would wrongly be attached instead to the adjectives 
by rule ii 3 46 “the nominative ending is added when there is to be designated noth-
ing but the gender and the number of the nominal stem notion.”

142. mahåbhåßya i 440,27-441,1. the arguments have been laid out in detail by 
S.D.Joshi and J.a.f. roodbergen in Vyåkara∫a-Mahåbhåßya, Anabhihitåhnika, pp.6-33.
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when the verb does not agree with it, the second case-affix is attached 
to the word” (vasu), “Les désinences du deuxième cas valent quand il 
s’agit de l’object-direct” (renou), “the second suP triplet is intro-
duced [when not specified otherwise] to denote the object” (Katre), “a 
dvitœyå occurs when karman is not expressed otherwise” (Sharma), 143 
where renou’s rendering reflects På∫ini’s thinking best. Patañjali’s and 
Kaiya™a’s remarks have already been cited. 144 Kha∫∂a deva in his 
Bhå™™atantrarahasyam asserted that according to sætra ii 3 2 karma∫i 
dvitœyå “objectness” (karmatva) is the meaning of the second case 
ending, 145 and rejected the idea of “some” that (based on På∫ini’s 
rules) the dvitœyå suffix denotes karman, not karmatva or åƒrayatva. 146 
these “some” are, in the opinion of the editor, the “older grammari-
ans.” Kha∫∂adeva distinguished elsewhere 147 between the “older” 
(pråñca∆) and “new grammarians” (vaiyåkara∫a-navyå∆) without giv-
ing names. Bhavånanda Siddhåntavågœƒa 148 once quoted Bhart®hari’s 
våkyapadœya iii 404 with v®ddhå tatrâhu∆. Någojibha™™a (d.1755 
a.d.) 149 referred to Sœradeva (12th or 13th century a.d.) as “old” (pråñ-
ca∆), and to Bha™™oji Dœkßita (ca. 1600 a.d.) as “new” (according to his 
student and commentator vaidyanåtha Påyagu∫∂a) 150; Gadådhara 151 re-
ferred to pråcœna and navœna authors which S.D.Joshi identified as 

143. otto Böhtlingk, Pâ∫ini’s Grammatik, p.56; Srisa chandra vasu, The 
Ashtádhyáyí of Pá∫ini, vol.i, p.277; Louis renou, La grammaire de På∫ini, vol.i, 
p.111; Sumitra m.Katre, Aß™å dhyåyœ of På∫ini, p.138; rama Nath Sharma, The 
Aß™ådhyåyœ of På∫ini, vol.iii, p.108.

144. above p.222, fn.70.
145. Bhå™™atantrarahasyam, p.82,3 dvitœyârthas tu “karma∫i dvitœyå” iti sætråt 

karmatvam.
146. Ibid., pp.90,22-91,1 yat tu na karmatvam åƒrayatvaµ vå dvitœyârtha∆ … api 

tv åƒrayasyaîva dvitœyârthatvam … “karma∫i dvitœyå” ity-ådy anuƒåsanam api 
saµgacchata iti kaiƒ cid uktam – tan na.

147. Ibid., p.106,10 + 13; 129,14 etc.
148. Kårakacakra p.182,15-17.
149. Någojœbha™™a in his Paribhåßenduƒekhara on paribhåßå Lv (p.114,2 ed. 

K.v.abhyankar) referred to pråñca∆ and on paribhåßå LXXXvii (p.170,24) to navyå∆.
150. f.Kielhorn’s footnotes in his translation (pp.299 and 428) following 

Påyagu∫∂a: vaidyanåthak®ta-gadå™œkåsaµvalita∆ Paribhåßenduƒekhara∆ ed. v.˙.r.r. 
Gokhale Ga∫eƒaƒåstrin, Poona 1913 (ÅSS no.72), pp.122 (Sœradevâdaya∆) and 186 
(Dœkßitâdaya∆).

151. vyutpattivåda (in v.P.Bhatta, Navya-Nyåya Theory of Verbal Cognition, 
vol.i) ii (i).64 (pp.264f.); trans. pp.731f.
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udayana and Ga√geƒa (“old”) as opposed to raghunåtha (“new”). 152 
these terms are obviously relative; but they are all related to time. the 
idea of an “eastern school of grammarians” (pråcya-vaiyåkara∫a) 153 
has no basis in fact; there has been no term that could mean “western/
southern/northern school.” when Någojœbha™™a 154 referred to the works 
of pråcœna-vaiyåkara∫a-s he meant grammarians of the hoary (or even 
mythical) past, as his commentator vaidyanåtha Påyagu∫∂a explained: 
indra etc. 155

Gadådhara argued about the meaning of case endings similarly to 
Kha∫∂adeva: “Since the grammatical rule ‘the accusative case end-
ings are used in the sense of the grammatical object (karma∫i dvitœyå, 
P.ii.3.2) assigns the accusative case in the sense of the grammatical 
object, the grammatical objecthood (karmatva) is the meaning of the 
accusative case endings. in such a rule, the term ‘grammatical object’ 
(karman) is meant to convey the sense of the property of the grammat-
ical object (i.e. objecthood)” 156 – i.e., when På∫ini said karma∫i in ii 3 
2 karma∫i dvitœyå, he really meant karmatve. the same applies, muta-
tis mutandis, to the other case endings. Jagadœƒa used karmatå 157 and 
karmatva without apparent distinction of meaning. 158

152. S.D.Joshi, Nagoya Studies 16, p. 33.
153. K.v.abhyankar, A Dictionary, 2nd ed., p.275.
154. Paribhåßenduƒekhara p.1,7 (on paribhåßå 1).
155. it is altogether different when På∫ini repeatedly referred to the usage of 

eastern (pråcåm e.g., iii 1 90) or Northern (udœcåm e.g., iii 4 19) people of his time.
156. Gadådhara, vyutpattivåda ii 1,1 (trans.v.P.Bhatta, in Navya-Nyåya Theory, 

vol.i, p.599).
157. ˙abda-ƒakti-prakåƒikå ed. Dhundhœråj ˙åstri, p.320,6 bhedo ’pi karmatå-vå-

ci-pratyayasyârtha∆… “a suffix denoting the state of the object denotes also differ-
ence…

158. ˙abda-ƒakti-prakåƒikå p.329,13f. (stanza 74) karmatå and p.330,2 karmat-
va. in the stanza karmatå was required by the meter, but in prose on p.285,3 (karmat-
vam) it was not.
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